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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

GENERAL STATEMENTS
• The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.
• The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description. We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our consignors interests.
• Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

PAYMENT POLICY
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full. THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.
• There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases. A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES
• All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

Firearms are marked as follows:
ANTIQUE - no paperwork required
C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required. NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.
Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

WARNING

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells. Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.
250 commercial street - suite 3011 - manchester, new hampshire 03101
603/627-7383
fax 603/627-7384
www.amoskeagauction.com
jason & melissa devine - nh license no. 2555
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, AUGUST 29, 2015. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, AUGUST 28, 2015.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 2, 2015.
1200. R E M I NGTON N EW MODE L AR MY PE RCUS1200
SION R EVOLVE R serial #96336, .44 cal., 8” octagon barrel with a very good plus to near excellent bore
which is bright with sparsely scattered light pitting and
oxidation The metal surfaces are a dull gunmetal gray-pewter
patina showing numerous oxidation spots and light pinprick pitting, primarily on
the right side of the gun where it is near overall. The triggerguard is a dull tarnished ocher
patina and there are some generous traces of muted case colors on the hammer. The smooth walnut
grips rate about very good, the left side showing chips along 1 1/2” of its leading edge, the right side
with only minor dings and handling marks, both retain light cartouches. The grips are un-numbered and
their fit is slightly off, being very proud at the butt, the butt actually appearing to have been cleaned at some point.
Frame, barrel and triggerguard are all numbered alike, the cylinder is un-numbered. The gun seems to time well and
locks up loosely, a number of the screws are later replacements. (37292-38) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(800/1200)
1201. REMINGTON NEW MODEL ARMY CUSTOM-ENGRAVED PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #88916, .44 cal., 8” octagon barrel with a bright about excellent bore which show some sparsely scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces art overall mostly
smooth pewter gunmetal gray showing light oxidation
along the backstrap with a bit more near the muzzle.
The gun features loose scroll with background punchdot shading in about 30-40% coverage. The smooth
walnut grips rate about very good as refinished many
years ago, they are pencil-numbered to a different
revolver and their fit is slightly sloppy, the left grip
showing synthetic filler at its top edge, it is missing
from the right grip; the left grip shows the remnants of
1201
a late cartouche. This is a mismatched revolver with
no two parts numbered alike however it seems to
function well mechanically and lockup appropriately.
An interesting new model Army, engraved later than
the period-of-use yet attractive nonetheless. (3729239) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection] (800/1200)
1202. G E R MAN P.08 LUG E R PISTOL BY DWM
serial #6636b, 9mm, 4” barrel with a good plus to near
very good bore which shows fairly strong rifling but
with light pitting its full length. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% later buffed hot immersion blue finish. The toggle is DWM marked and the chamber is
1918-dated and the barrel exhibits British proofs with
“Not English make” along the left receiver rail; additionally the right side of the
receiver has been stamped in large block letters “German”. All of the numbered
1202
parts are matching including the un-grooved firing pin with the exception of the sear
bar. The checkered walnut grips rate about good with overall flattened and compressed points, the left grip with a minor chip at its rear edge beneath the safety, they
are stamp-numbered to the gun; and the right grip is fairly loose. Included with the gun is a
modern blued magazine with plastic base and follower. The toggle pin in the receiver has had the sharp
edges of the flange break off but it is still fully functional and captivated by the ears of the frame when the
arm is assembled. The arm seems to function well in the bore may clean there are remnants of light pitting
beneath the blued finish. An about very good First World War Luger overall, clearly brought back to Blighty
by some lucky Tommy. (37131-5) {C&R}
(400/600)
1203. GERMAN HARD SIDED P.08 LUGER HOLSTER AND ACCESSORIES BROUGHT BACK
FROM THE THEATER OF ACTION BY LT. COLONEL GEORGE R. PFANN This is a well-used but
solid early-war P.08 hard-sided black leather holster by “C. Heinichen” of Dresden, and is so-marked on its rear and
also dated 1937. There is a Waffenamt stamping but the number is no longer discernible due to belt rub wear between the suspension
loops; one of the suspension loops is a field-replacement and very well done. Externally the holster has faded largely to brown with overall very light scuffs and handling marks. The leather is still supple and flexible with only some light drying. The seam stitching is intact
around its entire periphery. The interior is quite nice and reveals a takedown/loading tool with an acceptance mark (the number is not
discernible) and a blued-body, aluminum-based magazine which is numbered “8673m”, with an identical “(Eagle)/63” acceptance mark.
This lot was consigned directly by the family of Lt. Colonel George R. Pfann and was returned from the theater action with the Luger pistol sold in the last sale (106) serial numbered 6176r. A very good accessory lot for your Luger P.08 pistol. (37145-2A)
1204. GERMAN HARD SIDED P.08 LUGER HOLSTER WITH ACCESSORIES This is an unmarked brown leather hard sided
holster. The leather is overall supple with light scuffs and handling marks, the tip at the muzzle worn through in a couple of spots, this is
also true of the leading edge of the spare magazine compartment. The seam stitching is intact around its entire periphery and there is
some flaking and crackling on the rear of the holster near the muzzle. As mentioned, the holster is completely unmarked but for some
lightly scratched-in initials on the rear. On the interior is a blued steel takedown/loading tool with an acceptance marking which is not legible. There is a blued-body aluminum-based magazine as well numbered 9947 with a Waffenamt 655 marking, it rates about excellent. A
nice accessory lot overall to accompany your P.08 pistol. (37303-9A)
1205. GERMAN HARD SIDED P.08 LUGER HOLSTER AND LOADING TOOL This is a fairly early black leather hard sided holster by “Albin Scholle” of Zeitz, and is so-marked on its rear and dated 1938 along with a Waffenamt 170 acceptance stamp. The holster
is fading to brown along its lower section and has overall light scuffs and handling marks from the years. The seam stitching is intact around
its entire periphery and the leather is supple and flexible. On the interior is a single blued loading/takedown tool Waffenamt 63 marked.
A very respectable holster still in a very fine state of condition. (7290-7A)
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1206. GERMAN HARD SIDED P.08 LUGER HOLSTER WITH MAGAZINE This is an unmarked black leather hard sided holster.
Externally the holster shows overall light scuffs and handling marks and has had its very tip cut off, approximately 3/4” is missing and the
muzzle just barely protrudes when a firearm is holstered. The interior of the flap does show an ink stamping which is likely a maker’s mark,
it is not discernible, there is a serial number written in ink pen “3605, some additional markings have been purposefully removed. The rear
of the holster is neatly stamped “6264” and this example features the aluminum closure stud on the flap proper with the closure billet sewn
to the body of the holster; there is no retention billet on the flap of the holster. The pistol raising strap normally affixed to the inside with
a protruding nub on the outside of the holster, is no longer present. This holster is constructed without an interior pouch for a takedown/loading tool and is most likely a police-issue holster. Included is a post-war bright-bodied magazine with wood base which is
unmarked, it rates excellent. (37292-25A) [Tom Varrell Collection]
1207. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #340918, 1908-dated, 16” bright blade with single
unstopped fuller. The blade is mostly bright with some very minor oxidation staining but has been sharpened, the tip slightly blunted. The
“SA/(ordnance bomb)/1908” marking as well as the U.S. marking and the serial number are prominent with good blue at the base of the
ricasso. The crossguard shows only light traces of blue and is primarily an oxidized brown. The walnut scales rate very good plus to excellent showing their original machining marks. Included is a leather covered scabbard with blued steel throat. It is Rock Island Arsenal
marked and 1910 dated with “HEK” inspectors initials on the rear along with a brass hanger for G.I. web belt. It shows some light scuffing, more prominent near the tip and one small cut, the seam stitching is intact around its periphery. Really a very nice uncut 1905 bayonet overall. (37292-85A) [Tom Varrell Collection]
1208. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of one antique and one modern, double loop open top right-handed holsters for medium-large frame
revolvers with 7 1/2” barrels (Single Action Army-style). The first is a Heiser style 711 which rates very good to excellent. It features floral hand tooling along the front and both straps with some light scuffing and handling marks here and there. The seam stitching and rivet
are intact and tight. There are some remnants of some light markings along its backside. The second modern holster is from Long’s
Custom Leather in Union City Tennessee. It has a smooth body, open muzzle and its seam stitching is intact. It rates excellent overall
showing only very light signs of use. A very nice holster lot overall. (37292-1,12 A) [Tom Varrell Collection]
1209. HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of an antique hand-tooled leather holster which is unmarked. It is a single loop “jockstrap” style and
is of three-piece construction. The holster body itself is of one piece but the loop is riveted to the holster body rather than cut from it;
there is a sewn muzzle billet as well. The holster shows overall light crackling and light flaking primarily along its edges and the high points.
The seam stitching and rivet are intact. The holster is unmarked except for its rear face showing “1070 44 7 1/2”. The holster is righthanded and will fit a medium-large frame revolver with 7 1/2 inch barrel (Single Action Army-style) (37309-1A)
1210. LOT OF REVOLVER GRIPS This is two pair of Smith & Wesson Goncalo Alves factory fingergrooved grips for the K frame square
butt revolver. Both sets of grips rate excellent to as-new with all their original varnish and perhaps a very minor handling mark here or
there. The silver Smith & Wesson medallions rate excellent. (37337-15A,16A)
1211. BRITISH SHOOTING STICK This is the familiar British D-handled shooting stick with fold-out aluminum base, leather seat and handles. The aluminum is overall bright with some light scuffs and handling marks and the body retains its brown synthetic covering with
some minor scuffs, dings and handling marks. The leather handles and seat remain supple with tight seam stitching and fully intact and
usable. The seat is unmarked but for “Made in England” on the spike. It features a belt hook for ease of carry. A very good plus to excellent shooting accessory overall. (37196-12)
1212. WINCHESTER MODEL 1873 TANG PEEPSIGHT This is an original Winchester model 1873 tang-mounted peepsight. There
are trace amounts of original blue with some very light oxidation. The aperture shows a small extremely well-done repair which you actually miss at first glance. The top-most portion of the staff as well shows an extremely well-done repair. The mounting screws are included. The spring on the underside is stamped “73”. (37292-60A) [Tom Varrell Collection]
1213. WINCHESTER MODEL 1873 STEEL CLEANING ROD This is an original Winchester 1873 four-piece steel cleaning rod from
the butt compartment of a 38-40 caliber 1873 Winchester rifle. The steel is an overall dull pewter gunmetal gray with minor oxidation staining while the brass tip has toned to a tarnished ocher patina. When assembled the rod is somewhat wavy but all of the threads male and
female seem crisp and the rod assembles well with no parts stripped or non-functional. A very good accessory for the butt-trap of your
Winchester 1873. (37292-60B) [Tom Varrell Collection]
1214. DUAL REVOLVER PRESENTATION CASE This is a modern case designed to accept two percussion revolvers of the Colt 1860
Army or Remington New Model Army size. The interior is red velour lined, the exterior likely softwood, stained a walnut tone. Inside we
find a modern fixed common top powder flask with a panoply of arms, brass power measure adjustable from 20 to 120 grains, a turn screw,
a nipple wrench, two tins of percussion caps (both Remington) and unmarked dual cavity bullet mould of .44 caliber, both cavities cast
conical projectiles. There is also an assortment of cast lead bullets, both round ball and conical, they are .44 cal. Externally the box shows
a number of scuffs handling marks and light dings. (37292-39A)
1215. KNIFE CASE LOT This lot contains (2) 4 1/2" x 14" and (3) 4 1/2" x 17" padded vinyl zippered knife cases. The cases are unmarked,
have different colored interiors and are in excellent condition overall. (56020-K274)
1216. CATTARAUGUS MODEL 225Q FIGHTING KNIFE This fighting/outdoors knife measures 10 5/8" overall with a 6 1/8" polished steel blade. The blade remains bright with a few minor scratches from being lightly sharpened and is marked on the obverse ricasso with makers name and model number. The steel guard and pommel remain bright and the rough finished stacked leather handle rates
very good with modest dents and drying to a few of the washers. Knife includes an unmarked leather sheath with a few light scuffs and
stains. (56020-K313)
1217. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY JOHNSON This fixed blade hunting knife by the late Durrell Johnson measures 10 1/8"
overall with a 4 1/2" polished carbon steel blade. The blade remains bright with a few specks of freckling and light scratches and is maker
marked "CARMON" on the obverse blade. The single brass guard remains bright except for a few light stains from sheath storage. The
handle is composed of crown stag and varnished hardwood sections separated by brass spacers. Knife includes a Randall model A
Johnson roughback leather sheath with overstruck Randall Made makers mark on the rear of the belt loop and light verdigris staining along
the throat. (56020-K305)
1218. RANDALL SMALL SCR EWDR IVE R This
neat little turnscrew measures 3 3/8" overall with a 1
1/2" stainless steel body. The black micarta handle
1218
with square swell center and checkered back rates
excellent and is equipped with a red and nickel silver
collar. (56020-K31)
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1219. SURVIVAL MULTI-TOOL LOT Two tools total: (1) Topeak McGuyver backcountry/cycle tool, 33 function folding tool consisting of
but not limited to the following: allen keys, box wrenches, screwdrivers, spoke wrenches, knives, pliers, utensils, wood saw, magnifying
glass, tire lever and chain tool. The tool is in excellent condition and includes an original factory box, nylon carry pouch and instruction
sheet; (1) SV80 Survival Tool & Key holder, 2" x 3 1/8" thin profile hard plastic pocket tool that slides open to expose a stainless steel key
holder, butterfly nut driver, mirror, bottle opener, can opener, knife, screwdriver and spanner. In excellent condition with original foam lined
plastic sleeve. (56020-K319)
1220. COLT BARRY WOOD MODEL U1050 SLIDING FOLDING KNIFE Designed in the 70's by
knife maker Barry Wood for Colt this "butterfly" hunting
knife is the second design with small serpentine logo
on the blade, large serpentine logo on the interior handle and Rampant Colt on the pivot pin. The knife measures 7 1/2" when opened with a 3 1/4" stainless steel
drop point blade. The blade remains bright with some
light contact scuffs from being opened. The brown
micarta scales rate excellent as well and are fastened
1220
by two large nickel silver pins. Knife includes a natural
leather sheath with embossed factory logos and an
original wood grain factory box. (56020-K89)
1221. GERBER MODEL 2 PW PAUL KNIFE This
80's knife is stamped with a "2" on the interior of the
spring and measures 3 1/2" with a 2 1/2" stainless
steel blade. The blade remains bright and is marked with factory name and address on the obverse ricasso and "PAUL" and model number on the reverse ricasso. The scales are cocobolo and rate excellent. Knife includes an original factory brown plastic case with a brown
baize plastic liner and slide-off cardboard sleeve. (56020-K91)
1222. LOT OF FOLDING KNIVES Two total: (1) Ka-Bar "Hobo" three blade solid camping knife measuring 3 3/4" overall with folding spoon,
knife and fork with bottle opener. The blade remain overall bright with some scattered specks of freckling and oxidation staining. The handles rate excellent and are composed of jigged bone scales with a single nickel silver bolster; (1) folding lockback measuring 3" with a 2
1/4" stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains bright with etched Simmons logo on the obverse side of the blade. the brass bolsters and liners have a tarnished patina and the wood panels rate excellent and are fastened by three small brass pins. (56020-K315)
1223. SCHRADE LIMITED EDITION KACHINA SCRIMSHAW FOLDING KNIFE This limited edition is a single blade lock
measuring 5 1/4" with a 4 1/4" stainless steel clip point blade numbered 07572 on the front bolster. The blade remains bright as does the
nickel silver bolsters; the rear is equipped with a lanyard hole. The bone colored Delerin handles are decorated with a Kachina doll on
one panel and a Hopi village on the other panel. The knife includes a suede finish leather sheath with Indian beadwork front, brown vinyl
grain cardboard box and papers. (56020-K307)
1224. VICTORINOX KNIFE LOT Two total: (1) Officer Suisse measuring 3 1/2" equipped with eleven blades including but not limited to:
screw drivers, blades, saw, fish scaler, bottle opener, magnifying glass, scissors and pliers. Red plastic handle are in excellent condition
and includes a lightly worn factory cardboard box; (1) Director with stainless steel handles measuring 2 7/8" equipped with the following
tools: large blade, nail file with cleaner, orange peeler with large scraper, small blade and scissors. Knife is in excellent condition and
includes an original factory cardboard box and papers. (56020-K261)
1225. LOT OF FOLDI NG KN IVES Three total: (2) Buck model 825 Statue of Liberty 100 year commemorative knives measuring 2 3/4"
with a 2" bright stainless steel blade. The handles are made of fine pewter and are embossed "keep the torch lit" on one side with
embossed statue over "1886/1986" and a copper medallion made from materials gleaned from the restoration of the statue. Knives
are in excellent condition and include red, white and blue boxes and papers; (1) A.G. Russell "One-Hand" knife all stainless steel
construction measuring 3 7/8" with a 3 1/8" drop
point blade equipped with a brass thumb knob.
Knife is in excellent condition and includes an
instruction sheet. (56020-K234)
1226
1226. U.S. ARMY ENTRENCHING TOOL This
entrenching tool measures 13 1/4" overall with a 8" x
3 1/2" steel blade. The blade and ferrule have faded
to a smoky gray patina with a with scattered oxidation
staining more prominent towards the tip; the main
edge has been lightly sharpened and the body has a
few light scratches. The turned wood handle rates
excellent and is marked "U.S." on the obverse side,
there is no scabbard present. (56020-K276)
1227. C U STO M D R O P P O I NT H U NTE R BY
GRIFFIN Built by Dave Griffin after he left Randall
knives this fixed blade knife measures 8 3/4" overall
with a 3 1/2" full tang drop point blade equipped with
thumb serrations and fingergroove coil. The blade
remains bright, unsharpened and is numbered "002"
below the maker's mark on the obverse side of the
1227
blade. The black micarta handle rates excellent and
the scales are fastened by four small brass pins and is
equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole. Knife
includes a Don Baker leather sheath with handle
strap having a few light stains and blemishes. An
excellent early post Randall Drop Point Hunter.
(56020-K102)
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1228. TEKNA WILDERNESS EDGE SURVIVAL KNIFE This fixed blade knife and sheath combination is a complete survival system
packed with numerous wilderness accessories. The knife measures 10 1/2" overall with a 5 5/8" full hollow tang vented stainless steel
blade with partial serrated top edge. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and checkered black plastic handle rates excellent.
Inside the handle is a compact lithium flashlight and inside the quick release locking sheath is a compartment containing a magnesium fire
starter, ceramic knife sharpener, compass, signal mirror, survival guide, fishing hooks and reel which converts the sheath to a fishing pole.
Knife and sheath are in excellent condition and include an original factory cardboard box. (56020-K228)
1229. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTING KNIFE BY SPENDLOVE Hand crafted by Dale Spendlove of Orem, Utah, this fixed blade
knife measures 8 1/8" overall with a 3 7/8" tapered full tang stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened
and is maker marked on the obverse side of the blade. The nickel silver bolsters are nicely foliate engraved on a black punch dot background. The antique ivory handles have a nice cream color with thin drying highlights and are fastened by four small bright pins. There
are small hairline cracks at the front pins and a 3/4" chip missing along the lower rear corner of the left panel. Knife includes a stitched
black leather open throat sheath. (56020-K310)
1230. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTING KNIFE BY STAFFORD This creation by R.W. Stafford of Warner Robbins Georgia measures 8 5/8" overall with a 3 3/8" tapered full tang drop point D2 steel blade. The blade is marked "STAFFORD" on the obverse side and
remains unsharpened and bright as does the stainless steel bolster. The genuine stag handle rate excellent, are fastened by four small
bright pins and is equipped with a lanyard hole. Knife includes a natural colored open throat stitched leather sheath with a few scuffs and
stains. (56020-K312)
1231. CUSTOM BOOT/BELT KNIFE BY WOOD This heavy duty dagger measures 7" overall with a 2 7/8" double edge full tang stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and etched "WOOD / '81 / 440 C No. 1" on the obverse side of the blade. The
commando shaped Westinghouse micarta handles rate excellent are separated by red spacers and are fastened by eight small brass pins.
The obverse panel is scratched engraved with the Canadian Reserves Nova Scotia Highlanders badge. The oval nickel silver pommel
remains bright with a nice filework edge and is decorated with an affixed pink quartz stone. Knife includes a heavy duty Rowe's black
leather open throat sheath with belt clip. (56020-K308)
1232. WESTERN F66 HUNTING KNIFE This Boulder CO. fixed blade hunting knife measures 8 ½” overall with a 4 1/2" clip point steel
blade. The blade has been lightly sharpened and remains bright overall except for modest light scratches and oxidation the first half of
the blade. The aluminum guard and pommel remain bright with light handling marks and the black leather and aluminum spacer handle
rates near excellent with a small chip in the rear black spacer. Knife includes a slightly oversized Browning brown leather open throat
sheath having a couple light handling marks. (56161-18AE)
1233. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE KNIFE BY JOHNSON This fixed blade hunting knife by the late Durrell Johnson measures 10 3/8"
overall with a 5 3/4" upswept tip skinning style carbon steel blade. The blade has been lightly sharpened remaining overall bright and is
maker marked "CARMON" on the obverse side of the blade. The brass single guard and circular pommel have a mellowed goldenrod
patina and the stacked hardwood "washer" handle rates near excellent with a few thin gaps between some of the sections. There is no
sheath present. (56020-K47)
1234. CUSTOM HUNTING KNIFE BY BONE This fixed blade hunting knife is in the Ralph Bone style but does not have a location under
the makers mark. The knife measures 8 1/2" overall with a 4" high carbon steel blade equipped with a 2 3/8" sharpened false edge. The
blade remains unsharpened and bright with dog bone maker's mark on the rear of the obverse side of the blade and "H / 202" on the rear
of the reverse side. The brass single guard and pommel have a pleasant goldenrod finish with previous owners initials engraved in the pommel. The rosewood handle rates excellent and is centered between wide black leather and brass spacers. Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather sheath with handle strap and white Crystolon hone in pocket with light verdigris on the snaps and hone. (56161-18AA)
1235. CUSTOM TH ROWI NG KN I FE BY BON E This Ralph Bone one-piece stainless steel throwing knife measures 7 3/8" overall
with a 3 3/4" double edge blade. The knife is marked "N / 296" on one side at the double guard and "BONE / LUBBOCK TEX"
inside of large dog bone on the opposite side. Knife includes a Johnson "B4" maker's mark open throat leather sheath in excellent
condition as well. (56161-18Z)
1236. CUSTOM STAG HANDLE HUNTING KNIFE This somewhat heavy fixed blade hunting knife measures 10" overall with a 5 1/2"
broad clip point carbon steel blade. The blade remains bright overall with minor scuff marks from being lightly sharpened and is marked with
a Ichthys on the obverse side of the blade and an angled "R.E.S." on the reverse side. The brass single guard and pommel have dull goldenrod patina with the previous owners initials engraved in the pommel. The curved finger grip handle rates excellent and is separated from
the guard by a stacked horn collar. Knife includes a Johnson roughback leather sheath with handle strap and hone in pocket. (56161-18M)
1237. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE FIGHTING KNIFE This unknown custom made fighting knife measures 10 1/2" overall with a 5 3/8"
tapered full tang stainless steel clip point blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is marked with a lone oak leaf along the top rear
of the obverse blade. The brass double guard has a mellowed goldenrod patina with some light stains from sheath storage. The curved single finger black micarta handle rates excellent and are fastened by five small brass pins and is equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole.
Knife includes a russet leather sheath with handle strap having some light
ingrained dirt and verdigris around the brass snap. (56020-K241)
1238. IVORY HANDLE POCKET DAGGER BY ELLISON This lovely knife by Don Ellison of Ypsilanti, MI measures 6" overall with a 3 1/4"
full tang double edge stainless steel blade with a flared choil ricasso. The
blade remains bright with a couple of very small nicks along the edges
and is maker marked "ELLISON / YPSILANTI" on the obverse ricasso.
The ricassos are nicely foliate engraved on a punch dot stippled background that continues along the blade flats and the top spine is oak leaf
engraved that continues along the butt. The curved ivory grips have a
1238
lovely cream color with light drying highlights along the bottom and butt.
Knife is equipped with a matching two piece ivory scabbard with a bright
nickel silver spine and frog stud. A great looking custom ivory dagger for
belt or pocket. (6020-K73)
1239. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTER BY MILLER hand crafted
by Terry Miller of Seward Nebraska this hunting knife measures 7 1/8" overall with a 3 3/8" hollow ground tapered full tang drop point
stainless steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright with maker's mark etched in the reverse side of the blade. The nickel
silver bolster has mellowed slightly with patches of light staining from sheath storage. The curved single finger faux mother-of-pearl panels rate excellent, are separated by black liners, fastened by seven small bright pins and are equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole.
Knife includes an excellent condition hand stitched open throat brown leather sheath. (56020-K309)
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1240. CUSTOM HUNTING KNIFE BY NELSON This fixed blade knife by Roger Nelson of Central Village, CT. measures 9 1/4" overall with
a 4 1/4" tapered full tang stainless steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few
specks of very fine oxidation towards the front of the blade. The blade is maker marked "R. Nelson" along the reverse ricasso and is numbered "148" along the obverse ricasso. The single brass guard has a tarnished ochre patina with patches of light oxidation. The double swell
curly maple handles rate excellent separated by red spacers fastened by two ground brass rivets and are equipped with an aluminum lined
lanyard hole. Knife includes a stitched open throat heavy duty brown leather sheath with a few light scuffs and stains. (56020-K175)
1241. CUSTOM LARGE HUNTER KNIFE BY PROUTY This fixed blade knife by Ralph Prouty of Portland Oregon measures 9 5/8"
overall with a 4 7/8" stainless steel clip point blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains unsharpened and bright and is
maker marked "PROUTY KNIVES / PORTLAND, OREGON". The single brass guard and pommel are a slightly mellowed goldenrod with
a few light scuffs and oxidation staining on the obverse side of the guard from sheath storage. The slightly curved finger grip maple handle rates near excellent with a few light blemishes and is separated from the guard with a black, white and brass spacer collar. Knife
includes a heavy duty makers mark leather sheath with handle strap and a broad brass trimmed throat having light ink markings on the
belt loop and back of the sheath and light verdigris forming along the brass and on the handle strap. (56020-K245)
1242. CUSTOM HUNTING KNIFE BY BONE This fixed bald hunting knife is in the Ralph Bone style but does have location under the
makers mark. The knife measures 9 5/8" overall with a 5 1/8" drop point carbon steel blade equipped with a long choil and thumb serrations. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and has a plain dog bone maker's mark at the rear of the obverse side and "M K / 129"
at the rear of the reverse side. The brass single guard and pommel are a pleasing goldenrod with previous owners initials engraved in the
pommel. The semi-commando shaped rosewood handle rates excellent and is centered between wide black spacers. Knife includes a
leather sheath with handle strap, white Crystolon hone in pocket and is stamped "MK5" on the rear of the belt loop with "MK43" written
in pencil below; sheath is in excellent condition with a couple light scuffs and stains. (56161-18AB)
1243. CUSTOM LARGE HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This fixed blade knife measures 10 7/8" overall with a 6 1/8" tapered full tang
stainless steel blade equipped with a 3 5/8" unsharpened false edge. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and bears no makers mark
however the underside of the tang is scratch engraved "T. Stone 46". The brass single guard has a lightly tarnished ochre patina and is
fastened by two ground brass pins. The padauk handles rate excellent having a deep red color and are fastened by six small brass pins
and blue liners, are equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and is separated from the guard by a black and brass spacer. Knife includes
a black leather sheath with laced seams, handle strap and hone in pocket with colored tooled initials on the pocket. (56020-K239)
1244. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE BY PERPINA This custom fixed blade knife by Ricardo Perpina of Argentina
measures 8 1/2" overall with a 4 1/2" slightly upswept stainless steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and bright overall with scattered specks of oxidation staining and is marked "R.PERPINA" in arch over "*MAKER*". The brass single guard and pommel have a tarnished goldenrod patina with some light staining from sheath storage. The curved coco bolo handle rates excellent and is centered
between black and brass spacers with some spots of oxidation staining on the rear brass spacer. Knife includes a maker marked natural
color leather sheath with handle strap having a couple light stains and rub marks. (56020-K243)
1245. CASE "PIG STICKER" FIXED BLADE KNIFE This stiletto style knife measures 10" overall with a 5 3/4" full tang high polish carbon steel double edge blade. The blade remains bright with a few light scratches and is marked "CASE" on the rectangular double guard.
The semi-rectangular walnut grips rate very good fastened by three small brass pins and have a few light blemishes and a small gap at
the butt on the reverse side. Knife includes a reddish-brown leather belt sheath with a fill light scuffs and stains, the end of the handle
strap has been trimmed at the end. (56020-K244)
1246. 3-FINGER LIGHT SKINNING KNIFE BY YANCEY This handy little knife by TJ Yancey of Colorado measures 6" overall with a
3" full tang stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with Rocky Mountain maker's mark logo on the obverse side
of the blade. The curved rosewood handles rate excellent and are fastened by two brass rivets showing light staining from sheath storage.
Knife includes a horizontal leather sheath with a double snap belt loop and light verdigris forming on the hardware. (56020-K255)
1247. L.L. BEAN TROUT AND BIRD KNIFE BY BOHRMANN This little fixed blade knife by Bruce Bohrmann of Yarmouth Maine
measures 7 1/8" overall with a 3 3/8" drop point stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is numbered "012"
along the rear top edge of the blade. The rear of the obverse blade is marked "L.L. Bean / Freeport, Maine" and the rear reverse blade is
maker marked "Bruce Bohrmann". The single brass guard has a tarnished patina with a couple light stains from sheath storage. The walnut handle rates very good, the pommel has become unattached and is no longer present. Knife includes a horizontal leather sheath with
double snap handle strap. (56020-K271)
1248. HITLER YOUTH KNIFE BY JACOBS & CO. The knife
measures 9 5/8" overall with a 5 1/2" blade. The blade has toned
to a dull pewter gray with a few light impact marks and oxidation
staining. The main edge shows modest light sharpening marks
with crisp "RZM / M7/118" code on the reverse side of the blade.
1248
The leather washer shows light wear and scuffing but remains present and intact; the nickel plated aluminum handle shows some
light impact marks, spots of flaking and "W.y.S.t." lightly scratched
in the obverse pommel. The checkered black Bakelite grips rate
very good with a small hole in the obverse panel and a slightly
loose but original dual prong red and white Swastika diamond
emblem. The included steel scabbard is not equipped with a lip
and retains about 92-95% black enamel with light scratches and flaking and "D.v.S.t." just forward of the liner retention pin. The leather
frog shows light flaking and scuffing but remains supple and intact with "W.y.S.t." light scratched towards the throat of the scabbard. A
good to very good example 1933 Pattern Hitler Youth knife. (56797-10B)
(150/250)
1249. CUSTOM BIRD KNIFE BY VAN DER VYVER This fixed blade knife by Marius Van der Vyver of South Africa measures 8" overall with a 4" tapered full tang stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on the obverse side
of the blade. The brass bolster has a lightly tarnished patina with a few specks of light oxidation staining primarily on the reverse bolster.
The singer finger narrow black micarta scales rate excellent and are fastened by four small brass pins. Knife includes an open throat scabbard style leather sheath with a large flat belt loop. 56020-K247)
1250. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE BY WINGEN This Solingen fixed blade knife measures 8 3/4" overall with a 4"
stainless steel clip point blade. The blade shows modest light scuffing from being sharpened along with a small ding along the front main
edge of the reverse side. The rear edge of the reverse side has vertical polish marks and the rear edge of the obverse side of the blade
has A. Wingen JR. Othello maker's mark and a small spot of light oxidation. The one-piece aluminum handle with angular single guard
and pommel have some scattered light scuffs and oxidation staining. The stag panels rate excellent and are fastened by two small bright
pins. Knife includes a lightweight leather belt sheath with handle strap having a couple light scuffs and stains. (56161-18AD)
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1251. CUSTOM STAG HANDLE HUNTING KNIFE BY WINGEN This Soilngen fixed blade knife measures 8 7/8" overall with a 3
7/8" high polished stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with an "A.W. JR." standing knight makers mark on the obverse blade. The crown stag handle rates excellent and is centered between a nickel silver cone shaped ferrule and
an inlet circular pommel. Knife includes a thin leather scabbard with a nickel silver tip and throat. (56020-K268)
1252. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTING KNIFE BY DAVIS This fixed blade knife by W.C. Davis of Raymore, MO measures 8 1/8"
overall with a 3 7/8" tapered full tang high polished drop point stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with "W.C.
DAVIS" maker's mark on the obverse ricasso. The bright single nickel silver guard has a few light scuffs and stains from sheath storage.
The stag handles are separated by red spacers and rate excellent fastened by six bright brass pins and equipped with an aluminum lined
lanyard hole. Knife includes a hand stitched open throat leather sheath with belt loop. (56020-K249)
1253. CUSTOM EWE COMPACT HUNTING KNIFE BY DRAPER This neat little fixed blade knife by Audra Draper of Wyoming
measures 4 1/4" overall with a 1 5/8" damascus blade with file worked thumb serrations. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all
of its wavy circular damascus pattern. The copper single guard has spots of minor oxidation staining from sheath storage. The wavy
Bighorn sheep horn handle rates excellent and is separated from the guard with a cream colored mammoth ivory color with thin copper
and black spacers; the ivory has a couple thin age cracks in the reverse side. Knife includes a hand-made open throat leather sheath
with fringe trimmed seam signed by the maker along with a handwritten note describing the knife. (56020-K316)
1254. CUSTOM HUNTING KNIFE BY STONE This larger heavy duty fixed blade knife measures 11" overall with a 6" full tapered tang
D2 steel blade equipped with thumb serrations and a fingergroove choil. The blade remains unsharpened and bright with light vertical
buff marks. The reverse ricasso is marked with a vertical "T STONE" and the obverse ricasso is marked with a vertical "D2 64 10 89".
The brass single guard has a tarnished patina with light stains from sheath storage. The two-piece briar handles rate excellent and are
fastened by five small brass pins. Knife includes a maroon leather sheath with handle strap and empty accessory pouch on the front of the
sheath. The leather has a few light scuffs and light verdigris is forming on the hardware. (56020-K311)
1255. CUSTOM STAG HANDLE FARRIER KNIFE This curved handle knife measures 9 1/2" overall with a 3 3/4" rectangular carbon
steel blade with a slightly curved point. The blade has a dull pewter finish with a few specks of light oxidation staining at the bolster and
some light scuffing along the main edge from being sharpened and a large scripted "K" is engraved in the obverse blade. The curved
antler has darkened nicely with age and is fastened by a single small steel pin. The nickel silver bolster has mellowed slightly with a few
light scratches and stains. Knife includes a thin tubular leather carry sheath with belt slits in the rear of the sheath. (56020-K301)
1256. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTER BY ERICKSON
Handcrafted by Curt Erickson of Utah, this fixed blade knife
measures 7 3/8" overall with a 3 1/8" high polished full tang
drop point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened
and has a nice file work pattern along the top edge that continue to the end of the butt and is maker marked on the
obverse ricasso. The single finger stainless steel remains
bright and the antique gold micarta scales rate excellent and
are fastened by two small bright steel pins and has a
scrimshawed single mum on the obverse panel. Knife
includes a maker's marked hand stitched reddish-brown
leather sheath. (56020-K26)
1257. NORWEGIAN BONE HANDLE HUNTING KNIFE
1256
BY KVERNELAND This fixed blade knife measures 8
1/8" overall with 3 7/8" stainless steel blade. The blade has
toned to pewter with scattered oxidation staining and
scratches from being sharpened along with some light dents along the rear of the blade and "KVERNELAND / NORGE" arrow and star
maker's mark. The slightly curved bone handle rates very good having darkened slightly with age and is centered between an oval tarnished brass collar and pommel separated by lightly worn black spacers. The reverse side of the handle has a scrimshawed front profile
of an adult reindeer. Knife includes an angled tip polished bone two-piece sheath with a brown leather throat and belt loop. The scabbard has separating glued seams and are fastened by three small brass pins. The front of the sheath is scrimshawed with a standing adult
reindeer with hills and rising sun in the background; the leather remains supple and intact with light verdigris forming along the metal hardware. (56020-K185)
1258. CLASSIC 5 SE R I ES M I N IATU R E BOWI E BY WAR E NSKI This knife is one of the different 1/2 scale models in Buster
Warenski's Classic 5 series of miniature knives. This bowie measures 7 1/2" overall with a 5 1/8" stainless steel blade. The blade remains
bright, unsharpened and is etched "BUSTER / "76" / WARENSKI" on the obverse side of the blade and "CLASSIC / 5 / SERIES" on
the reverse side. The checkered hard rubber handles rate excellent and are fastened by three smaller rivets. The handles are decorated with a nicker silver band and pommel; the band is lightly separating at the seam and is lifting just forward of the first rivet. There is
no sheath present. (56020-k231)
1259. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTING KNIFE The only markings on this custom fixed blade knife is an engraved "Black Oak 1YB"
along the top edge of the obverse side of the blade. The knife measures 8 7/8" overall with a 4 1/8" full tapered tang hollow ground drop
point blade. The highly polished blade remains unsharpened and bright as does the nickel silver single guard. The slightly curved angled
butt ironwood handles rate excellent and are fastened by five small bright pins and equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole. There
is no sheath present. (56020-K240)
1260. GERBER LEGENDARY BLADES MIMING KNIFE SET This set consists of four Gerber Miming steak knives measuring 8
1/2" overall with a 3 3/8" stainless steel blades and slender tapered brushed nickel handles. All four knives are in excellent condition and
are housed in a hinged woodgrain vinyl covered card box with maroon interior and slotted wood separators. (56161-18AI)
1261. BUCK MODEL 184 SURVIVAL KNIFE This knife measures 12 5/8" with a 7 5/8" forged steel blade equipped with a serrated
roping cutting and sawtooth top edge. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all of its bead blasted finish with a few light scratches from sheath removal. The threaded hollow aluminum handle with threaded rates excellent. The guard has a threaded hole at each end
for the included removable anchors. Knife includes a black reinforced A.C.W. nylon sheath with two removable pouches and a Silva type
12 compass and carry cord. (56020-K155)
1262. ALCAS "THE SOLUTION" SURVIVAL KNIFE This unique knife designed by Dan Harrison measures 12 1/2" overall with a lockable 5" carbon steel blade equipped with a gut hook and sawtooth top edge that swings into a lockable 3" wide axe blade and a tubular
hollow steel storage compartment for small items. The black Zytel finger grip rates excellent and is equipped with handle spring release
and locking clip. The locking pommel has facsimile Dan Harrison signature and is numbered "0270". Knife includes a black leather sheath
with empty front accessory pocket and handle strap; the snap is loose fitting and has pulled through the leather. (56020-K291)
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1263. GERBER MARK II COMBAT KNIFE serial #CS0119, knife measures 11 3/4" overall with a 6 3/4" double edge partially serrated
edge blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is etched "MARK II" along the center of the obverse side. The cast aluminum double forward guard and lanyard hole equipped pommel rates excellent retaining an anodized black finish and the commando
shaped aluminum handle rates excellent with a gray non-slip textured finish. Knife includes an original factory cardboard box and black
nylon sheath with front accessory pocket and belt and wire hook attachment. (56020-K290)
1264. GERBER MARK II COMBAT KNIFE serial #CS0115, knife measures 11 1/2" overall with a 6 1/2" double edge partially serrated
edge blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is etched "MARK II" along the center of the obverse side. The cast aluminum double forward guard and lanyard hole equipped pommel rates excellent retaining an anodized black finish and the commando
shaped aluminum handle rates excellent with a gray non-slip textured finish. Knife includes an original factory cardboard box and black
nylon sheath with front accessory pocket and belt and wire hook attachment. (56020-K143)
1265. MARBLE'S EXPERT FIXED HUNTING KNIFE This knife measures 9 1/4" overall with a 5 1/8" clip point blade. The blade
remains unsharpened and bright as does the single brass guard and aluminum pommel. The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is separated by black, brass and red spacers; the spacers have loosened and a couple of the brass spacers show light oxidation
staining. Knife includes an original factory picture box and leather sheath. (56020-K144)
1266. MORSETH CLIP POINT KNIFE Possibly an A. G. Russel era knife this example measures 8 7/8" overall with a 4 5/8" steel blade.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked only "MORSETH" on the obverse side of the blade. The nickel silver
double guard remains bright and is equipped a lanyard hole at either end of the guard. The center-swell black micarta guard rates excellent and is separated by a thin red, white and gray spacer collar. Knife includes an unmarked leather sheath with handle strap having
modest verdigris forming on the snap. (56020-K108)
1267. CUSTOM DROP POINT HUNTER BY GRIFFIN Built by Dave Griffin after he left Randall this fixed blade knife measures 9 1/4"
overall with a 4 3/4" full tang drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations and finger groove choil. The blade remains bright and
unsharpened and is numbered "002" under the maker mark on the obverse side of the blade. The single finger laminated wood handles
rate excellent, are equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and are fastened by four small brass pins. Knife includes a Don Baker No. 2
leather sheath with handle strap having a few light stains. (56020-K149)
1268. CUSTOM BOOT KNIFE BY CORBY This fixed blade knife by Harold Corby of Johnson City, TN. measures 7 7/8" with a 3 3/4"
full tapered tang stainless steel blade equipped with a 2 7/8" sharpened top edge. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is
maker marked in arch "CORBY" on the obverse ricasso. The nickel silver double guard has mellowed slightly with some light staining on
the obverse side from sheath storage. The Westinghouse micarta handles rate excellent remaining bright and are fastened by six small
brass pins. Knife includes a stitched leather sheath with a Gerber marked clip. (56020-K125)
1269. J.D. CLAY TROPHY CAPPE R CUSTOM KN I FE
This fixed blade knife measures 7 3/8" overall with a 3 5/8"
curved full tapered tang high polished stainless steel blade
equipped with dual thumb serrations and a high arch finger rest choil. The blade remains bright and unsharpened
1269
and the stainless steel bolsters are nicely foliate engraved
on a black accented background. The curved polished
bone handles rate excellent having a lovely cream color
with an inlaid maker's mark shield in the obverse scale.
The scales are fastened by four small bright pins and are
equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole. Knife
includes a maker's marked open throat brown leather
sheath. A great-looking nicely designed capping knife that
fits the hand nicely. (56020-K157)
1270. CUSTOM SCAGEL KNIFE BY TOMES This Scagel
style knife by P.J. Tomes of Hampton, VA. measures 10 3/8"
overall with a 5 3/8" modified clip point carbon steel blade.
The blade remains unsharpened and has mellowed slightly showing light age staining. The rear obverse side of the blade has "TOMES"
and "T S" as scimitar makers mark while the rear of the reverse side is marked with either a diagonal "M3" or "M8" next to "USA". The
nickel silver guard shows light sheath staining and some very fine oxidation along the periphery of the blade. The handle is a combination of crown stag and stacked leather washers separated by black and aluminum spacers, some of the aluminum spacers show light oxidation staining. Knife includes and open throat brown leather sheath. (56020-K161)
1271. C U STO M DAMAS C U S H U NTE R BY
TOMES This attractive fixed blade knife by P.J.
Tomes of Hampton, VA. measures 9 3/8" overall with
a 4 7/8" damascus steel blade. The blade remains
unsharpened, retains all its swirled damascus pattern
and has Tomes scimitar maker's mark on the obverse
ricasso. The German silver single guard and rounded
pommel remain bright and the guard is accented with
a thin black spacer. The "peppered" cream colored
oosic handle rates excellent with a very thin surface
scratch at the toe of the handle. Knife includes an
open throat black leather belt sheath. (56020-K80)
1272. LI LE B I G 7 D R O P P O I NT H U NTI N G
1271
KNIFE Jimmy Lile's most popular model, this fixed
blade knife measures 8 3/8" overall with a 3 7/8"
tapered full tang D-2 steel blade. The blade remains
bright and unsharpened and has plain "LILE" maker's mark on the obverse ricasso. The single brass guard has a light tarnished goldenrod. The polished stag handles rate excellent and are separated by dark red liners, fastened by two large brass pins and equipped with
a brass lined lanyard hole. Knife includes an open throat leather sheathe with ambidextrous slotted belt loops. (56020-K98)
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1273. EDDIE BAUER HUNTING KNIFE BY SILVER WOLF serial #033, this knife measures 8 3/8" overall with a 3 5/8" tapered full
tang drop point steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and has etched Eddie Bauer
trademark along the center of the reverse blade and Silver Fox Seattle, WA. maker's mark scratch engraved along he rear of the obverse
blade. The single finger grip rosewood handles rate excellent and are fastened by five small brass pins and equipped with a brass lined
lanyard hole. Knife includes a natural colored open throat leather sheath. (56020-K115)
1274. CUSTOM STAG HANDLE KNIFE BY PERPINA This fixed blade knife measures 9 7/8" overall with a 5 3/8" full tang stainless
steel clip point blade equipped with a 3 1/2 " sharpened false edge. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on
the obverse ricasso. The oval brass guard is grooved around its circumference and is a lightly tarnished goldenrod with some light stains
from sheath storage. The slightly curved stag handles rate excellent and are fastened by four large brass pins and equipped with a brass
lined lanyard hole. Knife includes a maker's brown leather sheath with a decorative embossed iron snap. (56020-K119)
1275. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE HUNTING KNIFE BY ZACCAGNINO This large hunter by Donald Zaccagnino measures 10 3/8"
overall with a 5 1/8" stainless steel clip point blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with "ZACK" maker's mark along the rear
top edge of the reverse side of the blade. The brass large single finger guard, flared center band and pommel have a mellowed tarnished
patina with a few light stains from sheath storage. The dual section pau ferro finger grip handle rate good to very good with a thin crack
through both sections on the reverse side and are separated by brass and black spacers. Knife includes a heavy duty maker's marked
black leather with handle strap. (56020-K284)
1276. CUSTOM HUNTING KNIFE BY PERPINA This fixed blade knife measures 9 1/8" overall with a 4 3/4" stainless steel clip point
blade equipped with a 1 3/8" sharpened false edge. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with only a few light storage scuffs and
is maker marked on the obverse ricasso. The brass single guard and flat pommel have a mellowed goldenrod patina with a few light stains
from sheath storage. The curupay wood handle rates excellent and is centered between black and brass spacers. Knife includes a maker's
marked leather sheath with handle strap and a decorative embossed iron snap having light verdigris staining. (56020-K123)
1277. CUSTOM COMPACT BOWIE BY CORBY This hand crafted knife by Harold Corby of Johnson City measures 10 3/4" overall with
a 4 3/4" high polished bowie style blade measuring 2" at its widest point. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked
along the top of the obverse side of the blade. The brass single guard and pommel are a lightly mellowed goldenrod with light staining
from sheath storage. The antique gold micarta finger grip handle rates excellent remaining bright and is separated by a wide black micarta collar and aluminum and red spacers. Knife includes a heavy duty maker's mark leather sheath with handle strap having a few light
scuffs and stains. (56020-K112)
1278. CUSTOM BOWIE BY ZACCAGNINO This large bowie
by Donald Zaccagnino measures 14 1/2" with a 9" high polished
stainless steel bowie blade. The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is maker marked "ZACK" on the reverse ricasso and
"ZB-IV-05" on the obverse ricasso. The brass S-shaped guard
with bush style quillons is a mellowed goldenrod with spots of
light tarnish and sheath staining while the angular brass pommel
with similar bush style heel has a slightly darkened tarnished
1278
ocher patina. The polished bone handle rates excellent having a
pleasing cream color with light gray and brown highlights and is
centered between thins brass and black spacers. Knife includes
a maker's marked black leather sheath with handle strap having
light verdigris forming on the hardware. (56020-K280)
1279. CUSTOM FOREST BOWIE BY TOMES Handcrafted by
P.J. Tomes while located in Jacksonville, FL this large bowie measures 23 1/2" overall with a straight 16" carbon steel blade
equipped with a small angular choil. The blade remains unsharpened and bright having a few pinprick specks of oxidation towards the tip on the obverse side of the blade which also bears a plain etched
"Tomes" maker's mark. The nickel silver guard remains bright overall with a some light sheath staining along the edges and has loosened
slightly. The handle is composed of y-shaped cut stag fastened by two bright aluminum pins and stacked leather washers separated by
black and aluminum spacers. Knife includes a dark brown leather sheath with handle strap having a few light scuffs and blemishes.
(56020-K75)
1280. A.G. GOOSEWING AXE This older A. G. Russell axe measures 15" overall with a full tang stainless steel blade equipped with a
slightly curved 6 3/4" cutting edge. The axe remains unsharpened and bright overall with some scattered light oxidation staining and is
marked "A.G. Russell-USA" along the obverse back edge. The black micarta handle is equipped with a lanyard hole and rates excellent,
the scales fastened by four large brass rivets. Included is a leather head cover with plastic hanging rings. (56020-K275)
1281. A.G. RUSSELL SAFETY AXE This handy little axe measures 10 5/8" overall with a 4 1/2" high carbon steel head equipped with a
2 1/8" cutting edge. The axe head remains unsharpened and otherwise bright except for scattered oxidation staining primarily on the
reverse side of the head; the obverse side is marked with a horizontal "A.G. Russell / Solingen Germany". The steel guard remains bright
with some fine oxidation staining and the spring remains strong. The hickory handle with grooved neck rates excellent. (56020-K142)
1282. CUSTOM LONG BLADE FIGHTING KNIFE BY SALLEY This large fighting knife by John Salley of OH measures 17" overall
with a 12" full tang W-2 steel blade equipped with thumb serrations and an extended square shaped choil. The remains bright and
unsharpened with some minor light scuffs along the edges from sheath storage. The curved light brown stained curly maple scales rate
excellent and are fastened by three small aluminum allen screws and equipped with a lanyard hole. Knife includes a heavy duty black
stained leather sheath with handle strap. (560250-K163)
1283. CUSTOM SKINNING KNIFE BY BROWN This fixed knife by Floyd Brown of Miami measures 6 3/4" overall with a 3 1/8" full
tang high polished steel blade decorated with a nice filework top edge. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked
with a vertical "F. BROWN" on the obverse ricasso. The single guard has a tarnished brass patina and the curved antique gold micarta
grips have darkened nicely with age, are equipped with a brass lined lanyard hole and are fastened by five small brass pins. Knife includes
a hand tooled Patty Brown leather sheath equipped with a handle strap having some light scuffs and stains. (56020-K135)
1284. CUSTOM LARGE HUNTER BY JOHNSON This fixed blade knife by the late Durrell Johnson measures 10 1/4" overall with a 5
1/4" full tang damascus steel blade equipped with a gut hook and thumb serrations. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all its wavy
damascus pattern and is maker marked "CARMON" along the upper rear edge of the obverse side of the blade; some light oxidation is
present along the spine and butt of the tang. The broad brass bolster has a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina and is secured by two ground
brass pins. The finger grip rosewood grips rate excellent and are fastened by five small brass pins and equipped with a brass lined lanyard
hole. Knife includes a leather sheath with handle strap and hone in pocket having a few small scuffs and stains. (56020-K285)
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1285. GERBER FLAYER SPORTSMAN'S KNIFE This fixed blade knife measures 9" overall with a 4" jewel steel blade with a special
rounded wide blade designed for skinning game. The blade remains unsharpened and bright and the dull black metallic Armorhide single finger groove handle rates excellent with maker's mark along the bottom edge. Knife includes a maker's marked strap leather sheath,
Sportsman's Steel with matching sheath and a factory Legendary Blade's cardboard box. (56020-K84)
1286. COLD STEEL MODEL 13A MASTER TANTO This early Tanto measures 11 1/8" overall with a 5 3/4" stainless steel blade. The
blade remains unsharpened, bright and is marked with a vertical "TANTO / by Cold Steel / Ventura Calif." on the obverse ricasso and
"Made in Japan" on the reverse ricasso. The brass single guard and lanyard hole equipped skull crusher pommel remain bright and the
checkered soft Kraton handle rates excellent. Knife includes a dual belt slot black leather sheath with Velcro handle strap. (56020-K110)
1287. LIMITED EDITION CUSTOM BOWIE BY WILSON This bowie by R.W. Wilson measures 14 1/4" overall with a 9 1/4" full tang
stainless steel bowie style blade equipped with a pierced wavy choil. The blade remains unsharpened and bright with scroll engraving on
the reverse side of the blade starting at the ricasso and continuing along the blade flat; the ricasso is also numbered "1/100" under the
tomahawk maker's mark. The brass double guard remains bright and is decorated with rudimentarily scroll engraving. The coffin shaped
curly maple grips rate excellent and are fastened by two bright pins with brass washers and decorated with engraved S-shaped brass
inlays. (56020-K164)
1288. GERBER MINI-MAGNUM HUNTING KNIFE This fixed blade hunting and camping knife measures 8 1/4" overall with a 4"
jewel steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the dull black metallic Armorhide single finger grip handle rates excellent with maker's mark along the bottom edge. Knife includes a maker's marked strap leather sheath. (56020-K92)
1289. CUSTOM DOUBLE BIT AXE BY REEVES This Nessmuk style axe by Lee Reeves measures 18" overall with a 6 1/4" double bit
hand forge steel head with 3 3/8" cutting edges. The head remains bright and unsharpened and is maker marked on one side and numbered "01" on the other side. The curly maple haft rates excellent having dark rich finish with a few very light blemishes. Axe includes a
dark brown leather protective head cover with strap. (56020-K72)
1290. VI NTAG E CUSTOM MODE L 28 SKI N N E R BY R UANA This older fixed blade knife by Rudy Ruana of MT. measures 9 1/4"
overall with a 4 3/4" high polished steel blade. The blade remains bright with a few light scuffs along the edge from being carefully
sharpened. The one-piece aluminum handle rates very good with a few light dings and is maker marked on the reverse side of the guard.
The cream colored jigged bone panels rate very good having darkened with age. Knife includes a maker marked reddish-brown leather
sheath with fold-over cover strap. (56020-K109)
1291. C U STO M S E M I-S K I N N E R H U NTI N G
KNIFE BY SALLEY This attractive fixed blade
knife by John Salley of OH measures 8 5/8" overall
with a 4 1/8" slight upswept stainless steel blade
1291
equipped with a small pierced choil. The blade
remains bright, unsharpened and is vertically maker
marked along the obverse ricasso. The stainless steel
bolster remains bright and is equipped with dual thumb serrations. The curved quilted sapele grips rate excellent having a lovely grain
pattern, reduced slightly at the bolster, are fastened by two small bright pins and equipped with a lanyard hole. (56020-K124)
1292. CUSTOM RIVERBOAT QUEEN DAGGER BY SCHROCK This compact finger hole grip knife by Alan Schrock of Pontiac IL.,
measures 4 1/2" overall with a 2" full tapered tang high polished steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the tiger
stripe micarta grips rate excellent, are fastened by five small brass pins and equipped with a lanyard hole. Knife includes and open throat
leather belt buckle sheath with belt ring and stud. (56020-K82)
1293. WENGER TOOLCHEST PLUS SWISS ARMY KNIFE This multi-tool knife measures 3 1/4" x 1 1.2" and contains 18 different
tools providing 31 different functions including but not limited to the following: 2 1/2" knife blade, 2 3/4" double-cut wood saw, adjustable
pliers with wire crimper and cutter, fish scaler, crystal magnifier with precision screwdriver, metal file and saw, compass, scissors, universal wrench, screwdrivers, can opener, awl and tweezers. The red scales rate excellent and included is a lightly worn factory box and natural colored leather sheath. (56020-K303)
1294. BUCK CROSSLOCK 180 DEPUTY II RESCUE FOLDER This two blade folding knife measures 4 7/8" with a 3 1/4" matte
finish stainless steel drop point blade and matching seatbelt cutter with slotted tip for bolt removal or light prying. The blades retain all
their matte finish and are not pat. pending marked. The black Zytel handle with soft rubber inserts rates excellent and is equipped with a
lanyard hole. Knife includes a "CrossLock" marked black nylon sheath. (56020-K287)
1295. GERBER FOLDING HUNTER This single blade lockback measures 5" with a 3 3/4" stainless steel blade. The blade still remains
overall bright with some minor scuffs and scratches from being lightly sharpened. The walnut grips rate very good with a checkered panel
behind an angular finger groove. The wood shows a few light blemishes and the brass liners have a lightly tarnished patina. Knife includes
a factory leather sheath with scattered light scuffs and stains. (56020-K272)
1296. REMINGTON MODEL R1173 BABY BULLET FOLDING KNIFE This two blade trapper is a special edition replica of the
legendary Remington "Baby Bullet" knife. The knife measures 3 1/2" with a 2 3/4" stainless steel clip point main blade and spey point
secondary blade. The blades remain bright and the main blade is etched with the Remington Trademark logo. The nickel silver bolster
remains bright as does the brass liners and lanyard hole bushing. The Delerin handles have a nice reddish-orange jigged bone appearance, are fastened by three small pins and decorated with a single nickel silver bullet shield. Knife includes a two-piece factory box and
papers. (56020-K85)
1297. A.G. RUSSEL BIRD & TROUT KNIFE This handy little knife measures 6 3/4" overall with a 3" ATS-34 polished steel drop point
blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the checkered black Zytel handle rates excellent. Knife includes two Black Zytel
Thumb-lock sheaths with belt clips and one-piece factory box. (56020-K95)
1298. DAMASCUS FOLDING LOCKBACK BY LEE This lockback knife by Tommy Lee of Gaffney, SC measures 4 1/2" with a 2 1/2"
damascus steel drop point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all of its light flowing damascus pattern and is marked "Lee"
along the top edge of the obverse side. The stainless steel bolsters remain bright and are nicely engraved with the head of a dragon on
either side. The rosewood handles rate very good, are fastened by four small bright pins with a very small thin hairline crack at the lower
rear pin on the obverse side. (56020-K260)
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1299. ENGRAVED IVORY HANDLE LOCKBACK
BY TOMES This attractive little lockback was
crafted by P.J. Tomes when he lived in Jacksonville
FL., the knife measures 3 1/8" with a single 2 3/8"
stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains
1299
bright, unsharpened and is etched "Tomes" along the
top edge of the obverse blade. The ivory handles rate
excellent retaining a bright cream color and are fastened by five small bright pins. The obverse scale is nicely scrimshawed with a skein of geese flying by the face of Mount Rushmore and
is not signed by the schrimshander. The nickel silver bolster shows lovely Linda Tomlin scroll engraving on a black accented background
and is signed and dated " '89 " by the artist. (56020-K129)
1300. JAPANESE WOODWORKING KNIFE This
knife measures 7" overall and somewhat resembles a
Mokume knife. The metal is acid etched leaving a
wavy almost damascus style texture with a bright bottom side; the top side has a bright angled cutting edge
and three Japanese characters on the top flat. The
handle is wrapped in bamboo cord. The knife includes
a two-piece piece wood case with red felt interior, red
1300
and black Japanese symbols on the lid and "Mikisho /
knife style B / High Speed Steel" written in black ink on
the bottom of the case. (56020-K90)
1301. CASE LIMITED EDITION RIO GRANDE CAMP KNIFE This reproduction of the original "Rio Grande Camp Knife" is numbered
"0388" and measures 14 7/8" overall with a 10 1/8" full tang stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with a few
light scuffs from storage and is etched "Rio Grande Camp Knife " along the obverse top edge and "CASE XX" vertically on the obverse ricasso. The oval nickel silver guard remains bright with a couple light storage scuffs. The staghorn handles rate excellent and are fastened
by three small brass pins. Knife includes a worn factory box with separated endflaps and cracked red plastic interior. (56020-K145)
1302. GERBER TROUT AND BIRD KNIFE This fixed blade knife measures 8 1/2" overall with a 3 1/4" stainless steel blade. The blade remains
bright and unsharpened and the matte black Armorhide handle rates excellent. The butt on the obverse side of the handle is shaped as a stripping spoon. Knife includes a maker's marked leather sheath and a lightly worn Legendary Blades one-piece factory box. (56020-K289)
1303. EARLY BUCK PRE-MODEL 124 FIXED BLADE KNIFE This vintage buck knife measures 11 3/4" overall with a 6 7/8" clip
point steel blade similar to the newer model 124. The blade has been cleaned to a dull gun metal with light scuffs from being sharpened
and cleaned along with some remnants of scattered pitting and oxidation staining; the reverse ricasso is marked "BUCK / U.S.A.". The
nickel silver guard and lanyard hole equipped pommel remain bright and the black phenolic resin shallow fingergroove handle rates very
good with a few light scuffs and handling marks separated by two small red spacers. There is no sheath included. (56020-K105)
1304. CUSTOM FIXED BLADE SKINNING KNIFE BY KESSLER This fixed blade knife by Ralph Kessler when he resided in Elgin
SC measures 8 5/8" overall with a 3 7/8" upswept full tapered tang stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened and
hand has etched crest maker's mark on the reverse side of the blade. The nickel silver single guard remains bright and the dark ebony
handles rates excellent and are fastened by two large bright ground rivets. Knife includes a heavy duty open throat leather sheath with
number written in ink on the back of the sheath. (56020-K158)
1305. CUSTOM BRASS HANDLE PUSH DAGGER BY CRAWFORD This Crawford Knives push dagger measures 5" overall with
a 3 1/8" double edged stainless steel blade. The remains bright, unsharpened and is engraved "Crawford-1979" along the top edge on
one side and "193" on the other side. The brass handle has a nice tarnished patina. Dagger includes a brown leather sheath with clip
having a few light handling marks and stains. (56020-K150)
1306. VICTORINOX KNIFE LOT Two total: (1) Officer Suisse multi-tool knife measuring 3 1/2" equipped with eleven blades including but
not limited to: screw drivers, saw, fish scaler, bottle opener, magnifying glass, scissors and pliers. Black plastic handle are in excellent condition and includes an original factory cardboard box and papers; (1) Executive measuring 2 7/8" equipped with the following: large and
small blades, orange peeler and cutter with screwdriver, scissors, nail file and cleaner, tweezers and toothpick. The white plastic handle
is in excellent condition and knife includes an original factory cardboard box and papers. (56020-K267)
1307. LOT OF RANDALL KNIFE SOCIETY BELTS AND BUCKLES This lot contains two 38" brown leather belts with hand tooled
basket weave front and knife society logo stamped in the rear of the belt between the snaps. Also included are two pewter society bowie
knife belt buckles with original blue suede bags and two-piece white cardboard boxes. (56020-K168)
1308. LOT OF RANDALL KNIFE SHEATHS Two total: (1) older Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with hone pocket for a model
18-8 Attack-Survival knife. The sheath has a dark reddish-brown color and rates very good overall with tight intact seams having light marks,
stains and verdigris forming along the hardware and seams; (1) Johnson roughback model A leather sheath with hone in pocket model 186 Attack-Survival knife in very good plus to near excellent condition having some light stains and blemishes. (56020-K168A)
1309. LOT OF RANDALL KNIFE SHEATHS Two total: (1) Heiser model A leather sheath with hone pocket for a model 5-6 Camp and
Trail knife. The sheath is in very good condition overall with moderate crazing and scuffs on the handle strap and pouch along with light
stains and handling marks. The sheath features lightly fading brown Lucite snaps and includes a worn gray Crystolon hone; (1) older
Johnson roughback leather sheath for a model 1-7 All-Purpose Fighting Knife missing the handle strap and showing some light handling
marks and previous owners initials scratched in the front of the sheath under the pocket. No hone present. (56020-K168B)
1310. LOT OF RANDALL KNIFE SHEATHS Three total: (1) Johnson roughback model B leather sheath for a model 21 Little Game knife
with light stains and verdigris forming on the hardware; (1) Johnson roughback model B leather sheath for a model 8-4 Trout and Bird
knife in near excellent condition with a few light stains and numerous "X's" through the Randall Made logo; (1) Johnson roughback model
B leather sheath for a model 5-4 Small Camp and Trail Knife in near excellent condition with a few light stains. (56020-K168C)
1311. STEVENS MODEL 87A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24" round barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 92% thinning original blue with scattered spots of oxidation. The plain hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with light
scuffs and handling marks and is equipped with a black forend tip. (57337-3)
(50/100)
1312. MOSSBERG MODEL 50A SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22LR, 23" barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
80% original blue toning to brown with some scattered spots of oxidation. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with dents
and handling marks. The rear sight has been removed and a Weaver B6 rifle scope with crosshair reticle and cloudy optics has been
installed on a Mossberg No. 5 side-mount base; front sight hood is present. (57337-4) {C&R}
(75/150)
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1313. MARLIN MODEL 57M LEVER ACTION RIFLE 22 WMR, 24" barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original thinning blue. The plain walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few minor dents and blemishes. The front sight
hood protector is present. (57337-13)
(50/100)
1314. REMINGTON MODEL 511-X BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with a very good plus bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation. The plain hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good with a few handling marks and spots of flaking added varnish. There is no magazine present. (57337-6) {C&R}
(50/100)
1315. SWISS K31 SCHMIDT-RUBIN BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE serial #558618, 7.5 mm Swiss, 25 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain about 85% original blue fading to gray with some sparse scattered fine
oxidation staining. The hardwood pistolgrip stock and handguard rate very good plus with light chips along the toe leaving the wood a bit
shy and a few very light blemishes in an added light varnish. All visible numbers are matching and included is a matching numbered magazine and what appears to be a proper brass muzzle cover. (57246-5) {C&R}
(200/400)
1316. U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MOSSBERG MODEL 44US BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #150593, 22 LR, 26" heavy barrel
with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining. The bolt handle remains mainly bright with minor light oxidation on the knob, the arm retains 98% original case colors. The barrel and receiver are both marked "U.S.
PROPERTY". The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates excellent retaining all its original military oil finish. Rifle features a front sight hood protector, Mossberg S-100 folding aperture receiver sight and a single factory magazine. Included is a worn plain cardboard box and worn
factory instruction sheet. A nice looking training rifle. (57285-18) {C&R}
(200/400)
1317. RUSSIAN MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT RIFLE serial #22259/53953, 7.62x54R, 31 1/4" part octagon barrel with a dark
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain 98% arsenal applied blue over some light dings and scratches and
spots of light silvering on the barrel from bayonet removal. The bolt has toned to pewter gray with patches of fine pitting and oxidation.
The replacement stock and handguard rate good to very good with a 2" moderate dent in the left wrist and a circular plug repair in the left
side of the buttstock and the right side of the buttstock which is part of a repaired crack along with other dents and light handling marks.
The stock has cleaned with only light traces of its oil finish remaining and is a modern variation with oval metal swivel plates instead of the
original stock slots. What appears to be a proper cleaning rod and cleaned leather sling are included. (57095-5) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
1318. FINNISH MODEL 1928 CIVIL GUARD SHORT RIFLE serial #4984, 7.62x54R, 27" barrel with an about excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain about 70% original blue toning to gray-brown with some sparse fine oxidation. The bolt has toned
to pewter with scattered oxidation staining and minor pinprick pitting. The walnut stock and handguard rates about very good with numerous expected handling marks and a thin hairline crack in the rear of the handguard at the rear sight channel. What appears to be a proper
cleaning rod and canvas sling are included. An overall very good mixed parts Model 1928 Short rifle. (57095-4) {C&R}
(300/500)
1319. SPANISH MODEL 1943 SHORT RIFLE serial #F1093, 8 mm Mauser, 24" barrel with an about very good bore having scattered
oxidation but good rifling the entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 85% added blue with patches of light oxidation, the majority
of the loss along the muzzle, bottom metal and buttplate. The pistolgrip walnut stock and handguard rate very good plus with scuffing at
the front of the stock and handguard from front band removal and some other light handling marks; remnants of a diamond shaped cartouche is present in the right side of the buttstock. The bolt and bottom metal are numbered to the gun and the receiver ring is dated
1946. What appears to be an original cleaning rod is present. (57154-19) {C&R}
(175/275)
1320. SPANISH MODEL 1943 SHORT RIFLE serial #2E-3353, 8 mm Mauser, 24" barrel a good oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% thinning applied blue. The pistolgrip walnut stock and handguard rates very good having been lightly cleaned with dents
and handling marks and is a bit shy of the buttplate at the toe. The bolt and bottom metal are numbered alike and the receiver ring is dated
1954. What appears to be a proper cleaning rod is present. (57142-26) {C&R}
(175/275)
1321. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1948 SHORT RIFLE serial #V48632, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain 99% arsenal added blue; the metal surfaces have been cleaned removing receiver markings with only the serial number visible. The bolt shows light marks from being cleaned and is numbered to the gun on the top of the handle with a different number in the underside of the handle. The pistolgrip hardwood stock rates excellent showing a nice arsenal cleaning
with a small rectangular plug in the right side of the buttstock and is numbered to the gun on the left side. Rifle includes a front sight hood
protector, what appears to be a proper cleaning and a reproduction leather sling. (57095-2) {C&R}
(175/275)
1322. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 24 SHORT RIFLE serial #A9460, 8 mm Mauser, 23 1/4" barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces have toned to dull pewter gray with some very fine oxidation staining and rub marks on the receiver ring where the
crest was removed; the receiver, bolt and bottom metal are numbered alike. The pistolgrip laminated hardwood stock rates very good plus
with light handling marks and is numbered to the gun on the left side of the buttstock. Rifle includes a front sight hood protector and what
appears to be a proper cleaning rod and leather sling. (57095-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1323. ITALIAN MODEL 1938 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE WITH FINNISH MARKINGS serial #Q4232, 7.35 Carcano,
21" barrel with a very good bore having light frosting and oxidation staining. The metal surfaces retain about 90-92% original blue toning
to brown with some light dents, impact marks and wear along the barrel; the top rear of the barrel is marked with "SA" in square. The
hardwood stock and handguard rates good to very good with a thin 2" crack in the top of the wrist and numerous dents and handling
marks in an added light varnish. What appears to be a proper period leather sling is included. (57095-6) {C&R}
(150/250)
1324. GREEK CONTRACT MANNLICHER SCHOENAUER MODEL 1903/14 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #AA5313, 6.5x54
MS, 28 1/2" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue toning to gray-brown with patches of moderate pitting and oxidation. The scant pistolgrip walnut stock and handguard rate good overall showing a modest cleaning leaving the wood
moderately shy of the buttplate and discolored along the metal edges along with light handling marks under an added varnish; the handguard
is a darker reddish-brown, most likely from a different gun. Included is a loose fitting short cleaning rod. (57164-4) {C&R}
(100/200)
1325. CUSTOM MAUSER GEW 98 SPORTERIZED BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #5145i, 8mm Mauser, 22 1/2" shortened barrel with a very good bore having some sparse pinprick pits and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus quality added blue. The
shortened hardwood stock rates good to very good with dents and handling marks in an added light varnish and ends 10 1/2" from the
muzzle. The front and rear sights have been removed and installed is a Lyman Globe front sight without the inserts and a Lyman receiver
aperture sight. (57154-12)
(150/250)
1326. BRAZILIAN MODEL 1908 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #5495J1, 7 mm Mauser, 29 1/4" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle are an overall gray brown patina with traces of original blue along the barrel
and protected areas along with light impact marks and scattered fine oxidation staining. The walnut stock and handguard rate very good
with sharp stock cartouche and numerous light dents and handling marks. The stock is a bit shy at the toe and is numbered to the gun.
What appears to be a proper cleaning rod is present. (57142-38) {C&R}
(200/400)
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1327. U.S. PROPERTY MARKED MOSSBERG MODEL 44 US BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #122166, 22 LR, 26" heavy barrel
with what appears to be a very good bore with a few spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue with scattered patches of modest oxidation primarily on the barrel. The bolt has toned to gray and is seized due to moderate oxidation and is need
of mechanical attention. The barrel and receiver are both marked "U.S. PROPERTY". The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good
plus with a few light blemishes. The rifle is equipped with a Mossberg S-100 folding receiver sight and includes a single factory magazine
(100/200)
and a green canvas sling. (56223-9) {C&R}
1328. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO ARSENAL serial #48793, 7.7 mm Arisaka, 26" barrel
with a very good bore having scattered fine oxidation. The milled metal surfaces retain 85-87% original blue toning to brown. The Asian
hardwood stock and handguard rate very good with moderate wear in the wrist, two 2" vertical dents in the left side of the stock and
other handling marks associated with being carried. The mum is present but lightly defaced with no other markings on the receiver ring,
the series number cannot be determined and the bolt is numbered to a different rifle. Rifle is equipped with plain front and rear sights,
the forend is not equipped with a hole for a cleaning rod. A very good Type 99 Arisaka. (57164-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
1329. JAPAN ESE TYPE 99 AR ISAKA BOLT ACTION R I FLE BY TOYO ARSE NAL serial #88325 (series 33), 7.7 mm Arisaka,
26" barrel with a good bore having bands of moderate oxidation the first 7" from the muzzle. The milled metal surfaces are dull brown
and gray overall with traces of original blue and scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation staining; the buttplate having patches of more
moderate oxidation at the heel. The two-piece Asian hardwood stock rates very good with numerous light handling marks. The mum
has been removed, the bolt is numbered to the gun. Rifle is equipped with plain front and rear sights, there is no cleaning rod present.
(57164-2) {C&R}
(175/275)
1330. JAPANESE TYPE 99 "LAST DITCH" BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO ARSENAL serial #28003 (series 35), 7.7 mm
Arisaka, 26" barrel with an excellent bore. The late-war milled metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue toning to brown. The twopiece Asian hardwood stock has been duffle-cut and missing the front handguard, the wood shows light handling marks in an added gloss
varnish. The mum has been removed, the bolt is numbered to the gun. Rifle is equipped with a plain front sight, fixed rear sight and wood
buttplate. A very good "last ditch" Arisaka rifle. (57142-33) {C&R}
(200/400)
1331. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA ARSENAL serial #64357 (series 23), 7.7 mm
Arisaka, 26" barrel with a very good bore having a spot of modest pitting about mid-length. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original
blue toning to brown with scattered oxidation primarily on the barrel and a patch of gray wear on the receiver where the mum was
removed. The two-piece Asian hardwood stock and handguard rate about very good with expected dents and handling marks. The rifle
is equipped with a protected front sight and plain rear sight. The bolt is numbered to another gun and the cleaning rod is not present.
(57164-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1332. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA ARSENAL serial #41874, 6.5 mm Arisaka, 31 3/8"
barrel with a very good bore having some scattered oxidation and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue toning to gray-brown. The two-piece Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a half dozed modest dents in the left side of the stock and
handguard along with numerous light handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a protected front sight and plain rear sight. The mum
is intact and the bolt is numbered to the gun, the dust cover however is numbered to a different rifle. (57095-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
1333. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY KOKURA ARSENAL serial #001505230, 6.5 mm Arisaka, 31
3/8" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation and
a patch of gray where the mum was removed; the bottom metal and buttplate are dull gunmetal with modest oxidation staining. The twopiece Asian hardwood stock rates about very good with two modest dents in the underside of the forend, a fingernail sized chip in the
pistolgrip, other light dings and dents and remnants of a white paint character on the right side of the buttstock. The bolt is numbered to
a different rifle and the cleaning rod is no longer present. Rifle is equipped with a plain front and rear sight and a type 30 bayonet and
scabbard are included. (57132-1) {C&R}
(200/400)
1334. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1878 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #162698, 41 Swiss, 33" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces bear an overall brown patina with scattered oxidation and generous amount of original blue on the receiver. The walnut stocks
rate very good with numerous scratches, handling marks and is marked "D4[cross]CI" in square on the top of the buttstock. All visible
numbers are matching and what appears to be a proper cleaning rod is present. An overall very good Model 78 rifle overall. (57165-28)
{ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1335. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1878 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #186722, 41 Swiss, 33" barrel with a very good bore having
scattered oxidation the entire length. The metal surfaces retain about 60% original blue toning to brown with scattered oxidation. The
walnut stocks rate very good plus with light handling marks and crisp "D1[cross]CI" in square on the top of the buttstock along with other
proof marks, All visible numbers appear to be matching including the trigger and what appears to be a proper cleaning rod is present. A
very good 1878 Vetterli rifle. (57142-24) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1336. SWISS VETTERLI MODEL 1878 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #171847, 41 Swiss, 33" barrel with an about very good bore
having fine pitting and oxidation the entire length. The metal surfaces are an overall brown-gray with faint traces of original blue and scattered oxidation and light impact marks. The walnut stocks rate good having been shortened to about 17 1/4" from the muzzle. The wood
has been cleaned still with light handling marks. The buttstock is a bit shy of the buttplate and the rear sling swivel has been removed.
The rear sight has been removed and the slot filled with a rudimental lead sight base, the cleaning rod is missing as well. (57154-10)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1337. BOW PRESS A bench mountable bow press by Cajun Archery INC. that measures 10” x 21” x 51” fully assembled. The press utilizes
a boat winch handle crank and is complete in good working order and would be a great tool to have for the do-it-yourself archer. [Please
note: extra shipping will apply] (55847-3)
1338. JAPANESE LARGE TRIGGERGUARD TYPE 14 PISTOL BY NAMBU RIFLE CO. serial #8552 (series 1), 8 mm Nambu, 4
1/2" barrel with an about very good bore having some light frosting and oxidation staining. The metal surfaces retain about 70% original
blue toning to brown with patches of gray and safety wear on the slide and scattered moderate pitting and oxidation primarily on the slide
and barrel. The Asian hard wood grips rate about very good having darkened with age. This is an August 1942 manufactured pistol with
all are matching including the fading blued magazine; the firing pin, striker and grips are un-numbered. (56864-12) {C&R}
(300/500)
1339. ANTONIO ZOLI REPRODUCTION MODEL 1863 ZOUAVE RIFLE serial #17034, .58 cal., 33" round barrel with an about
excellent bore having some scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The barrel and rear tang retain about 98% original blue with some
specks of light oxidation around the muzzle. The lock retains equal case colors with specks of light oxidation and the brass furniture has
a mellowed patina. The walnut stock rates about very good with light handling marks and scuffing along the buttstock and front lock bolt.
Included is a proper tulip tip ramrod with light impact marks and oxidation. An overall very good reproduction Zouave rifle. (57067-13)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
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1340. U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR CADET RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #535145, 45-70 Govt., 29 1/2" barrel with a very bore having strong rifling with scattered fine pinprick pitting and frosting. The barrel and 1884 dated breechblock retain
about 98% added polished blue with light fading at the muzzle pinprick pitting on the breechblock; the lockplate is more of a dull plumbrown while the triggerguard, bands and buttplate bear a mottled pewter gray. The walnut stock has been lightly cleaned removing any
cartouches and leaving the wood a bit shy of the buttplate. Rifle is equipped with a standard front sight, Buffington rear sight and a brass
firing pin. An about very good refinished 1884 Cadet rifle. (57154-17) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1341. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.1 MKIII GRENADE LAUNCHING RIFLE serial #91692J, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain about 80% arsenal enamel finish, the loss due to flaking, high edge and
contact wear. The walnut stock and handguard rate very good plus with the usual common handling marks, a nicely done repair to the
heel, a common hardware replacement stock bolt between the rear sight an breech and a small white painted "30" on the left side of the
buttstock. Rifle includes a No. 2 MKI grenade discharging cup with adjustable vent and a single magazine. The cup retains about 85%
flaking enamel finish with some scattered light oxidation and the reinforced wire wrappings remains tight and intact. An overall very good
Enfield grenade launching Enfield rifle. (57164-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
1342. SIAMESE MODEL 1923 MAUSER RIFLE 8 mm Siamese, 29" barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75%
original blue toning to brown, the majority of loss fading wear on the bolt cover and high edges. The hardwood stock and handguard rate
good with overall dents and handling marks. The action has been welded solid and the cleaning rod removed, quite possibly for drill use.
(57142-29) {C&R}
(100/200)
1343. ITALIAN REPRODUCTION 1863 ZOUAVE RIFLE serial #4262. .58 Cal., 33" round barrel with an about very good bore showing even light oxidation. The metal surfaces are oval mottled gray with traces of original blue along the wood line; the brass furniture has
a mellowed tarnished patina. The hardwood stock rates about very good with lightly rounded edges, a few chips and spots of flaking in
the right side of the buttstock and forearm and other light handling marks. Rifle includes a reproduction tulip tip ramrod and leather sling.
(57067-14) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1344. LOT OF NAZI COLLECTIBLES Seven items total: (1) 35 3/4" x 65 1/4" red and white building banner with large black swastika in
the center, in good condition overall with light age and dirt stains and the bottom edge shows light tears where the hem is unraveling; (1)
9" white porcelain bowl with green swastika emblem on the bottom side; (1) British reproduction brass handle "fantasy" Nazi paratroopers knife; (1) Imperial German embossed brass belt buckle that reads "GOTT MIT UNS" above a crown; (2) reproduction iron crosses
and (1) aluminum pin with German eagle with swastika above tank surrounded by oak vines. (57319-3)
1345. LOT OF AMMUNITION Five boxes of 380 ACP total, two are partial: (1) full 50 rd. box of Remington UMC 95 gr. MC; (1) full 50
rd. box of Privi Partizan PPU 94 gr. FMJ; (1) full 50 rd. box of Armscor U.S.A. 95 gr. FMJ; (1) partial box of Winchester Super-X containing 39 rds. of 95 gr. FMC and (1) partial box of Armscor U.S.A. containing 32 rds. of 95 gr. FMJ. In excellent condition with minimal wear
to the boxes. (55847-4)
1346. U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR RIFLE SHORTENED TO CARBINE LENGTH serial #414249, 45-70 Govt., 22" barrel
with a very good plus bore having good rifling with scattered fine pinprick pitting and frosting. This is a "mixed parts" gun utilizing a cutdown 1884 rifle and a 1864 dated lock. The metal surfaces have an overall dull brown patina with scattered spots of oxidation and pinprick pitting; the lockplate more of a mottled brown and gray. The walnut stock rates good having been cleaned and shortened to 11"
from the muzzle. The stock has scattered shallow light dents and thin hairline cracks at the front and rear of the lock. The rifle is equipped
with a standard pinned blade front sight, the rear sight has been removed and the 1873 dated breechblock is equipped with a two position tumbler and brass firing pin. A New York state social security number has been electrical pencil engraved in the rear tang and a modern brass tip cleaning rod is present. (57142-14) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1347. LYMAN GREAT PLAINS PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #162908, .50 cal., 33" octagon barrel with a very
good lightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue evenly toning to brown under bright light with scattered oxidation, patches of more moderate oxidation are located the rear wood line on the right side of the barrel. The walnut stock rates very good
plus with light some light dents, a thin stress crack in the left side of the forearm under the rear wedge pin and is equipped with a raised
cheekpiece and double wedge pins The rifle is equipped with an angular blade front sight, buckhorn style rear sight, dual trigger and
includes a proper wooden ramrod. (57132-8) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1348. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #0038003, .50 cal., 32" octagon barrel with a very good bore. The barrel and hardware retain about 98% original blue with a few scattered sparse specks of fine oxidation.
The lock retains equal case colors and the brass patchbox has a light tarnished golden rod patina. The stained hardwood half stock rates
excellent with a couple light blemishes and is equipped with a raised cheekpiece, dual wedge pins and an aluminum forend tip. The rear
sight has been replaced with a Williams slot blank and a Willams aperture sight has been installed on the rear tang. Equipped with dual
triggers, the triggerguard screws are common replacements and the front wedge pin is missing. A proper aluminum tip ramrod is included. (57167-3) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1349. THOMPSON CENTER ARMS OMEGA MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #9856, .45 cal., 28" round barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue and the checkered black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent. Rifle is
equipped with dual color Hi-Viz adjustable sight, the breechplug is not present. Included is an original factory cardboard box, nylon sling
and manual. (57167-5) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1350. POLISH MODEL 1944 NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY RADOM serial #KD00532, 20" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain 99% original blue, the bolt remains bright. The hardwood stock rates excellent with a few light dents and blemishes. The receiver is properly marked with crisp "11" in circle and all numbers are matching including the bolt, buttplate and triggerguard. Rifle includes a folding bayonet and green canvas sling with leather ends. An excellent condition Polish Nagant rifle. (57341-27) {C&R}
(175/275)
1351. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial # 319034, .50 cal., 27" octagon
barrel with a bright excellent bore equipped with a large pistol or rifle primmer ignition. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with
equal case colors on the lock. The walnut stock rates very good with dents and handling marks, a little more pronounced in the left side
forearm and right side buttstock. Rifle is equipped with dual triggers and what appears to be the proper wooden ramrod is present.
(57165-46) {ANTIQUE}
(175/275)
1352. WALTHER PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #28848LR, 22 Long Rifle, 3 13/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1968 proofed
pistol is importer marked and re-finished. The metal surfaces retain about 99% re-applied dull blue finish with old pinprick pitting visible
under the new finish. The checkered synthetic factory grips rate about good with scattered light dents, scratches, and wear to the banners and diamond points. The pistol includes a single magazine that tends to “stick” when ejected. (86520-3300) [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
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1353. LYMAN PERCUSSION PLAINS PISTOL serial #A586644, .50 cal., 9” octagon hook breech barrel with an excellent bright bore.
This single shot replica pistol appears as-new in the box. The barrel and other appropriate parts retain 99% factory blue finish with strong
case hardened colors present on the lock plate. The brass triggerguard and ramrod furniture are a pleasing straw color with few operation marks on the end of the ramrod. The smooth walnut factory stock is in excellent condition. The pistol includes the original orange
factory cardboard box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, ramrod, manual, paperwork, (3) assorted ramrod tips, (1)
.50 caliber brass jag with 10-32 thread, (1) .44 / .45 caliber plastic jag with 8-32 thread, (1) breech plug scraper with 10-32 thread, (1)
10-32 to 8-32 brass adaptor, (1) 10-32 to 5/16-27 brass adaptor, (1) ball puller with 8-32 thread, (3) bore mops of varying sizes and (1)
homemade muzzle protector. (87213-3){ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1354. COLT WOODSMAN GRIP LOT This lot consist of a set of Colt Woodsman Match Target grips that were supplied on military contract pistols. The checkered brown synthetic grips with Colt logo are in near excellent condition with a few very light blemishes. The screw
is not the correct length and should be replaced. (86520-3819A)
1355. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 337-1 AIRLITE TI KIT GUN REVOLVER serial #CDR1492, 38 Special, 3 1/4” barrel with an
excellent but bulged bore. There are several bulges about mid barrel affecting a fairly wide area. The revolver’s clear satin finish with factory clear coat has some light corrosion blemishes on the backstrap and rear of the sideplate. The matte surfaces of the titanium cylinder
are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks and a turn ring. The M.I.M.’s hammer and trigger have strong case-hardened colors. The smooth finger groove laminate factory grips are in near excellent condition with a few minor handling blemishes. The
revolver includes a factory gray jewelry style case fitted to the gun with a trigger lock and two keys plus key for the lock on the case. The
blue baize on the interior of the case rates excellent with a few minor scuffs on the exterior leatherette covering. (86520-338) [Richard
“Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1356. UBERTI MODEL 1861 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #A82434, .36 cal., 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver appears to be as-new in the box. The barrel, cylinder and straps retain about 99% original blue finish with no turn ring visible.
The frame, hammer and loading lever retain robust case-hardened colors with a few light operation marks. The smooth European walnut
factory grips have wonderful swirls of dark grain running through the reddish colored wood and rate excellent. This gun is cut for shoulder stock and has the studs on the frame. This cap-n-ball includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
manual, paperwork, (3) varying brass thread adaptors, (1) brass chamber scrapping tool, (1) approximately 100 Remington No. 11 percussion caps and approximately 100 and .376” +/- diameter cast round balls. (87213-2) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1357. MERRIMACK ARMS COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #2367, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few oxidation blemishes and pits. This is a very good condition Southerner. The barrel has been lightly cleaned and
is now gunmetal gray with scattered pinprick pitting. The brass frame has flaked to ochre with a few remnants of original silver plated finish on the sides of the hammer slot, and scattered light scratches, dents and a few casting flaws. The grips rate good to very good with
light dents, scratches and thinning finish. The barrel, grips and extractor are correctly numbered to the gun, and it is still functional with a
slightly loose barrel to frame fit. (86229-456) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
1358. BUDISCHOWSKY MODEL TP-70 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NORTON ARMAMENT CORPORATION serial #041,
25 ACP, 2 9/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has seen light use. The stainless steel surfaces are in very good to excellent
condition with a few light handling marks and some light oxidation staining on the backstraps and foregrip. The checkered walnut panels are in excellent condition. The pistol includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual
and a single magazine. (86520-4497) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/400)
1359. COLLECTIBLE PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single oak presentation case that measures approximately 8 3/8”
x 5 1/2” x 1 7/8”. The interior is divided into four green baize lined compartments with padded lining on the cover’s interior. The front has
a skeleton key lock but no key is provided. The exterior is near excellent with light dents, scratches and dings. The interior shows light
wear but rates near excellent. The case has appeared to have been lightly refinished. A Tipping & Lawden Model 2B fit nicely in the main
compartment. (86229-A55)

1360

1360

1360. TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single Tipping & Lawden walnut presentation case with
burl cover. The exterior of the case measures approximately 6 1/16” x 4 1/16” x 1 11/16” and rates very good with light handling and storage wear. The right side corners of the cover is starting to separate slightly as is one of the box corners. The cover has inlaid brass monogram shield with the initials inscribed on it and the brass escutcheon around the key way is missing. The base is starting to separate from
the box and has a check running its length in the rear but appears fairly solid. The interior has a single triangular compartment with wood
cover plus two other accessory compartments. The oiler bottle compartment will need to be re-glued as well as the barrel rest in the
firearm compartment. The blue baize lining shows light to moderate wear mostly, where the gun rested. The box includes a wiper, period turnscrew and a pewter oiler with bird in flight markings on the cover. (86229-A53) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
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1361
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1361. TI PPI NG & LAWDE N PR ESE NTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single Tipping & Lawden walnut presentation case
with burl cover. The exterior of the case measures approximately 8” x 4 5/16” x 1 11/16” and rates very good with light handling and
storage wear. The corners of the cover are starting to lightly separate with the right side trim lightly warped. The burl veneer on the
cover has lightly checked in the corners and along the trim that has started to separate on the right side. The cover has a two inlaid
brass monogram plates that have not been engraved. The base remain near excellent overall with light separation starting in several corners. The interior is separated into five compartments with blue baize lining that rates near excellent. One compartment has
a sliding wood cover with ivory knob. The brass escutcheon is missing on the key way but the lock is functional and a single key is
provided. (86229-A44) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1362

1362

1362. MAKER MARKED TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single early model, Tipping &
Lawden walnut presentation case with burl cover. The inside cover is
retailer marked ”Wm. Moore & Wm. Grey / Gun Manufacturers”. The
exterior of the case measures 6” x 4 1/4” x 1 9/16” and rates very
good plus. The cover has a few shallow checks with scattered dents,
dings and scratches. The corners on the cover remain fairly tight with
just a hint of separation. There is an inlaid brass monogram shield on
the cover that has not been engraved. The right side of the base is
starting to separate slightly along the bottom and right front corner.
The interior is blue baize lined with three wedge shaped compartments in addition to the gun storage. One compartment is wood covered but the second is missing its wood lid. One of the lock pins on
the lid is broken off and no key is provided for the lock. (86229-281) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1363. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #261-56325, 22 W.M.R.F., 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are in excellent condition with a few minor scratches and a turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth walnut grips with
silver Ruger Phoenix are in very good to excellent condition with a few light handling marks on the bottom of the panels. The revolver has
the standard ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight. These are rugged, accurate trail or woods guns. It should be fairly easy to get a
22 LR cylinder fitted to this gun for added versatility. (86520-3269) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(200/300)
1364. STAR VEST POCKET SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #289, 22 Long, 2 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted smooth
bore. This is a near excellent condition Star with the standard barrel length. The metal surfaces retain about 97% later applied nickel plated finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes, light scratches and dents. The hammer and trigger are gunmetal gray with light operation marks. The smooth rosewood grips are very good with light handling marks and wear but the right panel is slightly warped. The
pistol is still functional and barrel to frame fit is tight. (86229-502) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(200/400)
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1365

1365
1365. TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This
lot consist of a single early style Tipping & Lawden walnut presentation case with burl cover. The exterior of the case measures 6 13/16”
x 4 3/8” x 1 11/16” and rates very good plus. The cover has scattered light dents, dings and a few light checks. There is a number of
varying sized pieces of burl veneer that have flaked off with three of them showing partial repairs. The left front trim is starting to separate from the lid with further drying cracks starting to occur on the upper right quadrant. The cover has an inlaid brass monogram shield
that has not been engraved. The left front base seam is starting to separate and exhibits a past light repair. The interior is replacement
blue baize lining with three wedge shaped compartments in addition to the gun storage and rates excellent. Two compartments are covered with replacement lids equipped with turned brass knobs. The left lock stud on the lid is broken off and no key is provided. The box
is sized for a Model 2. (86229-209) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1366

1366

1366. TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single early style Tipping & Lawden walnut presentation case with burl cover. The exterior of the case measures 6” x 4 1/4” x 1 9/16” and rates very good. The cover has some scattered light
checks, scratches and dents. There are several small areas of veneer that have flaked off and several more that are bubbled. The piece
of veneer missing from the top center flake is provided and covers about 80 - 90% of the space. The corners remain tight overall with the
base having shrunk slightly leaving the edge of the box proud in the rear. The cover has an inlaid brass monogram shield that has not
been engraved. The interior is blue baize lined with two intact wedge shaped compartments in addition to the gun storage. One compartment has a lid with an ivory knob. A third wedge shaped compartment partition is missing as is the cover. No key is provided for the
lock. This box is sized for a Model 1. (86229-280) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1367. ECLIPSE SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #164, 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent smooth bore barrel. The metal surfaces
retain about 97% original nickel plated finish with a few scattered light oxidation blemishes and pinprick pitting. The right side of the barrel has small areas of pinprick pitting that were lightly cleaned. The hammer and trigger are pewter with some pits on the hammer. The
smooth walnut grips rate very good plus with light handling wear. The miniscule vest pocket pistol is still functional with tight barrel to
frame fit and very light side to side play from a wearing detent. (86229-502) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
1368. MANHATTAN ARMS COMPANY PERCUSSION PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #254, .31 cal., 4” six barrel cluster with
moderately oxidized smooth bores. This is a good to very good condition bar hammer pepperbox. The barrels are brown with the high
edges worn to gunmetal gray. The frame is brown with slightly softened engraving that covers the sides in loose foliate factory scroll
engraving with a few sprigs on the backstraps and upper receiver. The bar hammer is brown with the Manhattan address side lightly
cleaned. These metal surfaces also have scattered light oxidation blemishes, handling marks, pitting and pinprick pitting. The smooth
wood grips rate good to very good with light handling marks but there is a slight gap at the frame from shrinkage. The right panel appears
to be numbered 234 but the second number is difficult to read and both panels are slightly proud to the frame in sections. The double
action still functions but timing is in need of attention. (86229-49) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
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1369. COLT WOODSMAN SPORT MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #108852, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
1937 era first series pistol has been well cared for over the years and shows light but honest use. The pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with the sides of the barrel starting to thin to silver in addition to high edge wear, some light freckling and minor handling
wear. The checkered walnut factory grips rate very good with lightly compressed diamond points, a few dents and scratches. The little
auto loader includes a single magazine with correct markings. This should be a great little shooter and is serial numbered high enough
to use high speed ammunition. (86520-3912) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1370. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #618620, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1952 era pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with scattered light freckling, high edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder. The sides and
top of the hammer have light oxidation blemishes with light operation wear. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions
rate very good with scattered light dents, dings and light wear to the diamond points. The revolver still locks up tight but the timing is in
need of attention. (86520-4082) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/350)
1371. COLT POLICE POSITIVE R EVOLVE R serial #164448, 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1924
era, first issue revolver retains strong finish. The metal surfaces retain about 85% plus original blue finish with the backstrap thinning to
silver, high edge wear, barrel sides silvering, turn ring on the cylinder and light handling marks. The checkered Colt hard rubber grips
with stylized “C” around the escutcheon and fleur-de-lis design rate good to very good. They have light handling wear but a small chip
is missing from the butt by the grip pin. Lock up is excellent but timing is in need of attention. (86520-3805) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch”
Kennedy Collection]
(250/350)
1372. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS PISTOL ACCESSORY LOT This lot consist of a pair of faux ivory
grips with additional parts and a pair of magazines. The grips are unmarked smooth faux ivory that appear to be made of linen Micarta.
They rate near excellent with light handling wear, and are equipped with gold Colt medallions and screw escutcheons. Also included with
the grips are a silver Colt medallion, a set of escutcheons and (2) grip screws. The first magazine has light wear to the finish and a slightly bent follower but rates very good to excellent overall. The second magazine is gunmetal gray with scattered light oxidation blemishes
and rates good. Neither magazine is marked on the bases. (87168-1A)
1373. WALTHER MODEL P4 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #600201, 9mm, 4 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This former police gun
is dated 10/75 on the slide and retains strong finish. The metal surfaces retain about 97% re-applied dark gray phosphate and original
anodize finishes with some silvering on the top of the slide and very light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic stocks are in
very good condition with scattered light scratches and other handling marks. The pistol is an upgraded version of the models P-38 and
P1 with features that include von Stavenhagen style, slide mounted de-cocker, and heel release magazine. The barrel and slide are correctly numbered to the gun, a small importer mark is found on the right front frame and there is a machined oval on the side of the slide
where the police property markings were removed. Also included are two magazines one marked Walther / P1 - 9mm and the other
Walther / P38 - 9mm. A full flap black leather holster marked “CRIESE / BERLIN / 1960/11” is also included. The holster rates near excellent with light handling marks. (86520-4454) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1374. RUSSIAN MODEL 1895 NAGANT REVOLVER BY TULA ARSENAL serial #ND140, 7.62 x 38R Nagant, 4 1/2” barrel with
a lightly frosted bore. This 1939 dated revolver remains mechanically sound with fading condition. The metal surfaces retain about 65%
original blue finish with the forestrap worn to silver, high edge wear, silvering on the barrel and high areas of the cylinder along with light
handling marks. The checkered wooden grips rate very good with scattered light dings and dents. The Tula star is dated 1939 is on the
frame and there is a lanyard ring present. The firing pin and firing pin retention pin have been removed from the hammer. There is a small
crack on both sides of the hammer extending down from the firing pin retention pin hole to the face and will require replacement or repair.
Both parts are included with the gun. (87017) (C&R}
(50/150)
1375. WALTHER PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #214196K, 380ACP, 3 5/16” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% re-applied blue finish with some light scattered pinprick pitting showing under the new finish. The slide mounted decocker / safety was left in-the-white and the pistol features a bottom release magazine. The checkered black plastic factory grips are in
near excellent condition. The scratch numbers inside the slide are no longer visible and no importer marks were observed. A single magazine is provided. (86520-3294) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
1376. RETAILER MARKED TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single late style Tipping & Lawden
walnut presentation case with burl cover. The inside cover is marked
“W. Watson & Son / Gun Makers & Opticians”. The exterior of the
case measures approximately 7 1/8” x 4 1/4” x 1 5/8” and rates good
to very good. The burl veneer on the cover is in wonderful condition
with light handling marks, strong finish and crisp brass monogram
shield that has not been engraved. The cover has strong joints but
the left side of the base has warped slightly, opening the seam on the
left front edge. The cover will not fully close due to this and there are
light handling marks on the wood surfaces. The interior is divided
into five compartments that are blue baize lined and one has a sliding wood cover. The interior rates very good to excellent with light
handling wear. The brass locking hardware is in excellent condition
but no key is provided. (86229-A45) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1376
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1377. TRADITIONS MODEL 1851 NAVY CONVERSION REVOLVER serial #494, 38 Special, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This replica of a Colt 1851 Navy conversion is in excellent condition. The metal surfaces of the barrel and cylinder retain strong original blue
finish with a few light handling, operation and assembly marks, predominately on the cylinder. The naval battle scene remains crisp. The
case-hardened frame and hammer have robust colors with some light freckling present and a few operation marks on the hammer. The
brass grip frame assembly has tarnished to a mottled mix of ochre and goldenrod. The smooth hardwood grips are in near excellent condition with a few faint handling marks. Two chambers have a small impact mark on the edge which will not allow a cartridge to be chambered.
The marks are small and should be easily removed by a qualified gunsmith which should restore full function. The revolver includes a manual and appears to have seen only light use. If you are a cowboy action enthusiast you will like this gun. (87113-7)
(250/350)
1378. CONTEMPORARY PRESENTATION CASE This lot consist of a single contemporary walnut presentation case for a Southerner
style deringer. The exterior rates very good to excellent with light storage and handling marks, tight seams and even finish. The inside
rates excellent with a cut out for a Southerner style deringer and lined in red velvet material. The cover has a brass latch and brass hinges.
One screw is missing on one of the hinges. (86229-A40)
1379. CONTEMPORARY PRESENTATION CASE This lot consist of a single contemporary hardwood presentation case. The exterior
rates excellent with minor storage and handling marks, tight seams and even finish. The inside rates excellent with four compartments and
red baize lining. The box includes a metal cleaning rod with slotted end. The box is equipped with a key lock but no key is provided. The
box will neatly hold a Southerner style deringer. (86229-A41)
1380. RETAILER MARKED TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single late style Tipping & Lawden
walnut presentation case with burl cover. The inside cover is marked “JAMES BEATTIE & SON, Gun Rifle & Pistol Manufacturers”. The exterior of the case measures approximately 7 13/16” x 4 1/2” x 1 3/4” and rates very good plus. The burl veneer on the cover is in wonderful
condition with light handling marks, strong finish and crisp brass monogram shield that has not been engraved. The upper right hand corner has a period tag affixed to the cover that is written in cursive
“Sharps 4 barrel Repeater”. The cover has strong joints but is slightly warped and will not fully close. There is a hole in the front above
the lock for an old clasp that is now gone. There are circular wear
marks were this clasp moved in an arc. The base has tight seams with
the same amount of wear as the cover. The interior is divided into five
compartments that are blue baize lined and one has a sliding wood
cover. The interior rates excellent with light handling wear. The brass
locking hardware is in excellent condition but no key is provided.
Also included are an unmarked period pewter oiler, wood handled
turn screw and a metal wiper. (86229-56A) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1380

1380

1381. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of (8) rounds of .30 Long rimfire ammunition. The ammunition lacks any
headstamps and the casings exhibit moderate tarnish with moderately oxidized bullets. Bullet size, shape, meplat, ogive and grease
grooves vary indicating four different variations and or manufacturers. (6229-56B)
1382. ANTIQUE PRESENTATION CASE This lot consist of a single mahogany presentation case with a repaired cover. The exterior of
the case measures approximately 8” x 5 5/8” x 1 7/8” and rates good. The cover has compression damage that was repaired and refinished. The cover is out of square with the base but still closes completely. The left rear corner of the base is starting to separate but the
others remain fairly tight. The interior is red baize lined with moderate wear and fading. There are three inside compartments with one
covered with a wedge shaped wood with ivory knob. The box includes a period case-hardened metal wiper that has a total length of 5
1/4”. No key is provided for the lock. (86229-A38)
1383. OLD JEWELRY BOX SOUTHERNER DERINGER CASE This lot consist of a single old hardwood jewelry box adapted to hold
a pair of Southerner deringers with ammunition and accessories. The exterior of the case measures approximately 7 15/16” x 6 1/4” x 2”
and rates very good plus. The cover has a check running the full length with a painted gold design in the center and gold painted trim
on the edges. The seams on the base and cover remain tight with the cover closing correctly. The interior is purple baize lined and separated into three compartments with a six round cartridge block for each pistol in the corners. The bottoms of the three main compartments have been lined with plastic film and an unmarked pewter oiler is included. (86229-A59)
1384. CONTEMPORARY PRESENTATION CASE This lot consist of a single contemporary walnut presentation case for a Southerner
style deringer. The exterior rates near excellent with light storage and handling marks, tight seams and even finish. The routered edge of
the cover did not take the stain as well the rest of the wood and is intimately lighter. The inside rates excellent with a cut out for a
Southerner style deringer or similar and lined in green velvet material. The cover has a brass latch and brass hinges. (86229-A51)
1385. CIGAR BOX GUN CASE LOT This lot consist of a cigar box that has been nicely modified and refinished into a presentation case.
The exterior of the case measures approximately 9 5/8” x 5 7/16” x 1 19/32” and rates very good plus. The cover has some light dents
and dings that were lightly sanded leaving scattered slightly dished areas. The surface is smooth, except as noted, with a few later dents
and scratches. The cover closes tightly. All seams on the base and cover are tight but there is a lightly repaired check running through
the left hinge which has loosened it slightly. The interior is green felt lined with five compartments and rates near excellent. A simple nickel plated sliding latch is mounted on the front. An American Standard Tip up revolver fit the case nicely as would other small pepperbox
and percussion revolvers. (86229-A61)
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1386. FLASK AND TOOL LOT This lot consist of a single power flask, combination mold, vent pick, tin of percussion caps and round balls.
The unmarked powder flask measures approximately 2.229” across the base, .981” at the top and 3.946” long (base to top of spring). The
body has the bush design favored by the Birmingham gun trade (The Powder Flask Book by Ray Riling, pages 286 & 288) with a small
removable charger. The unmarked combination bullet mold and tool is in very good condition with a few traces of original blue finish and
the remainder a plum brown. The single cavity, approximately .32 caliber round ball mold is equipped with a sprue cutter but does not
open enough to allow effective use. This mold appears to have been hand made from the proliferation of tool marks and has seen moderate to heavy use over the years with scattered light dents and dings. The left handle is slightly flared at the bottom and the right has a
worm forged into the end. The vent pick is fabricated from twisted wrought iron and measures approximately 3 1/8” long and rates near
excellent. A tin with approximately 35 percussion caps are included. The gold colored tin is Union Metallic Cartridge Co. marked and has
about 60 – 70% remaining finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes and freckling. The oxidation on the cover is still light enough to
read the printing. Finally a bag with approximately (14) .330 (+/-) swaged round balls are included. (86229-A61B)

1387

1387
1387. ANTIQUE PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single antique mahogany presentation case that was refinished and
rates very good plus. The exterior of the case measures approximately 10 1/2” x 5 11/16” x 2” and rates very good plus. The cover has
tight seams with minor handling marks but has warped slightly along its length. There is a 4 – 5” check on the back of the cover with some
faint dishing of the surface in areas. The base has some light dings and dents on the lower edge that have been lightly cleaned during the
refinish. The interior is divided into five compartments that are lined in purple baize. The box is equipped with a lock but no key is provided. (86229-A57) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1388. MAKER MARKED ARTIST BOX LOT This lot consist of a single maker marked box loosely lined with light green felt on the bottom. The inside of the box is marked “MANUFACTURED IN ENGLAND / BY / REEVES & SONS. Ltd. / 113 Cheapside. London”. Reeves
and Sons Ltd. was a noted artist supply firm that was founded in 1766 and used this particular name from 1891 through 1976 when became
part of ColArt Fine Arts and Graphics Ltd. that continues today. The box measures approximately 9 1/16” x 6 3/8” x 1 5/8”. The cover is
slightly warped with numerous light dents and a check on the left rear side. The figure “65.00” is impressed in the cover and was handwritten. The base has the same handling marks as the cover, in addition to, several light chips on the bottom front of the base. There is
a key lock but no key is provided. (86229-A63) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1389

1389
1389. PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single walnut presentation case that measures 10 3/8” x 5 3/4” x 2 1/4”. The case
has been lightly refinished and professionally relined in maroon baize. The cover has an inlaid brass monogram shield that has not been
engraved. The exterior surfaces are in near excellent condition with scattered but light handling and storage marks. The corners remain
tight and the box is has standing hinges. The box is equipped with a lock but no key is provided. Also included are an unmarked “L”
shaped nipple wrench and a tin of percussion caps. The tin is marked “J.GOODMARK’S PERCUSSION CAPS / MANUFD. BY WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO. NEW HAVEN CONN”. The tin is nearly full and the caps are headstamped “GD”. A 4” barreled Cooper
Revolver fits the case nicely. (86229-A47) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1390. IVER JOHNSON MODEL TP 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AE41182, 22 LR, 2 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% black paint with some fading evident on the slide, high edge wear on the front end and the darker frame exhibiting light scratches. The checkered black plastic factory grips with Iver Johnson logo rate near excellent with light handling marks. This traditional double / single semi-auto pistol has a frame mounted firing pin block safety. A single extended plastic base plate magazine is
included. (87218-6)
(150/250)
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1391. PIETTA NEW MODEL ARMY CARTRIDGE CONVERTED REVOLVER serial #R255624, 45 Colt / .44 cal. percussion, 8
1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1858 Remington New Army clone includes a pair of cylinders allowing cartridge or percussion firing. The cylinders consist of a R&D Pietta cartridge conversion cylinder by Howell Old West Conversions and a .44 cal. percussion cylinder with nipples. The metal surfaces of the revolver and the R&D cartridge conversion cylinder are even gunmetal gray with light freckling, scattered pinprick pitting and handling wear. The frame and R&D conversion cylinder started life in-the-white with crisp markings
present. The triggerguard frame is brass that has a nice goldenrod color. The percussion cylinder is blue finished with a few light scratches and appears to be unfired. The hardwood grips rate very good plus with scattered light dents and scratches. The R&D cylinder has
one firing pin that does not move freely and should be replaced before the gun is used (replacement parts are available from the maker)
and the hammer nose does not properly fit into the safety notches between the chambers. The firearm should only be carried with five
rounds and hammer down on an empty chamber. Transfers on form #4473. (87238-6)
(250/450)

1392

1392

1392. MAHOGANY PRESENTATION CASE This lot consist of a single mahogany presentation case that will fit two Southerner type
deringers. The cover has a square brass monogram shield that has not been engraved. There are a few scattered light handling marks
and the varnish is starting to craze. The cover has warped slightly but all the seams are tight. The base has tight seams and light handling marks. The interior is red baize lined with light to moderate wear. There are three compartments and the main firearms compartment has been adapted with a small island in the center to hold and keep two pistols separated. There is brass flush mounted lock but
no key is provided. (86229-A43) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1393

1393
1393. ANTI Q U E D O U B LE D E R I N G E R P R E S E NTATI O N
CASE LOT This lot consists of a single antique mahogany presentation case adapted to hold a pair of Southerner style deringers.
This beautiful little box has a diamond shaped monogram shield on the cover that has not been engraved. The edges of the cover are
inlaid with brass wire and each corner has a quarter round wedge of brass to accent it. The brass has tarnished to a bronze color.
The cover has a small pea size area of heat damage, probably from smoking material, on the right front quadrant. The top of the lid
was lightly sanded and refinished but it did not fully remove the burn mark and has left the brass trim slightly proud to the wood. The
seams on the cover and base remain tight and the cover closes tightly. The wood surfaces have scattered light dents, scratches and
other handling marks. The interior has been adapted to hold a pair of Southerner deringers and relined in a red baize material. A small
loading block on the left side was stained gray and holds (10) rounds of .41 RF ammunition. A lock is flush mounted on the front but
no key is provided. (86229-A39) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1394. ANTIQUE ADAPTED SOFTWOOD PRESENTATION BOX This lot consists of a single softwood shooters box adapted to take
a small revolver and accessories. The wood surfaces have numerous handling marks, scuffs and worn finish plus the top of the faceted
cover has been lightly refinished leaving a much lighter color than the remaining facades. The seams on the cover and box are tight and
the exterior rates good to very good overall. The cover is unlined but the three compartment base has black baize lining that is lightly worn
and in need of cleaning. The box is equipped with a lock and a key is provided. The key is bent but will still operate the lock. Several of
the nail heads protrude slightly on the bottom. (86229-A36) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
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1395

1395

1395. TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single late style Tipping & Lawden walnut presentation
case with burl cover and biscuit jointed corners. The burl veneer cover rates very good with a brass monogram shield and banner. They
have light scroll engraving with lined borders. The monograms appear later applied and are slightly proud to the wood surfaces. The corners remain fairly tight with the right front cover corner separating and several biscuits missing from the right rear corner cover and base.
The wood surfaces have scattered light dents, scratches and a flaking finish. The interior is separated into five blue baize lined compartments. The cartridge compartment has a sliding lid and the interior rates near excellent overall. The brass lock escutcheon is missing and
no key is provided for the lock. Included with the box are an unmarked pewter oiler, steel wiper and wood handled turn screw all in excellent condition. (86229-A46) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1396

1396

1396. TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE LOT This lot consist of a single treasure chest style Tipping & Lawden hard wood presentation case. A set of brass “straps” run from the rear of the box, across the
cover and down the front with wrought iron multifaceted nails securing it.
The center of the cover has a brass monogram shield and banner that is
engraved “H.H. Bardswell / From His / Affectionate / Aunt & Uncle” on the
shield and “December 24, 1863” on the banner. The lock’s escutcheon is
shaped like the monogram shield and is secured with small brass brads as
is the shields on the cover. The exterior wood surfaces are in near excellent condition with minor handling marks and blemishes. The interior
appears to have been re-lined in period blue velvet and shows light wear.
There are four open compartments plus an ammunition compartment with
a sliding cover. Also included are a wood handled turn screw, steel wiper
and nickel plated oiler. The tools rate near excellent overall with light flaking on the oiler. (86229-A50) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1397. MANHATTAN BULLET MOLD LOT This lot consist of a single
Manhattan Arms Manufacturing Co. marked steel bullet mold. This is a fine
condition mold that has seen moderate but honest use. The sprue plate is
marked “Manhattan Arms” in a half moon pattern with “Manufg. / Co. /
N.Y.” in the center. The mold is cut to cast a .36 cal. conical or round ball. The mold retains about 60% original blue finish with scattered
light oxidation stains, pinprick pitting, high edge wear, dents, dings and scratches. The bullet cavities remain crisp and the sprue plate is
tight. (86229-A36B) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
1398. COLLECTIBLE POWDER FLASK WITH CONTEMPORARY ACCESSORY LOT This lot consist of a single powder flask
and a powder measure. The flask matches a design sold by the Birmingham gun trade that utilized an ungainly looking eagle perched on
top of an American Shield. A flowing banner at the bottom is split by the shield and discloses the incomplete legend “Pluribus Unum” (The
Powder Flask Book by Ray Riling, page 341 flask #788). The flask measures 2.5” wide at the bottom, 1.16” thick below the top and 4.8”
long from the bottom to the top of the spring. The brass metal is a gold color with light tarnish. The seam is starting to separate slightly
in two spots. Also included is an unmarked contemporary brass powder measure with swiveling funnel. The measure is adjustable from
0 to 120 grains. (86229-A36C) [Elliot Riggs Collection]
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1399. COLT NEW SERVICE BRITISH CONTRACT DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #112325, 45 Colt, 5 1/2” barrel with a
light to moderately frosted bore. This 1916 made revolver has British proof marks and is stamped “Not English Made” on the barrel. It has
been converted from .455 Eley (Webley) to 45 Colt. The original caliber markings have been crossed out and re-stamped “45 Colt” in front
of the words New Service on the barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue finish with high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting, cleaned areas, scratches and dings. The grips are checkered factory plastic grips with silver Colt medallions. These later replacement grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (87127-1) {C&R}
(250/450)
1400. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1903 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #222214, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” pinned barrel with
a lightly frosted bore. This fifth change hand ejector has seen some honest use. The metal surfaces retains about 75% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to plum, high edge wear; the cylinder is a mottled mix of blue, brown and silver, plus scattered light handling marks. The hammer and trigger have light freckling and are starting to thin but overall have remarkably strong case-hardened colors. The diamond checkered factory hard rubber grips are correctly numbered to the gun. The left panel has a broken piece on the heel
that has been repaired, and both panels exhibit light wear to the checkering plus light handling marks. The parts are correctly numbered
to the gun, and it still times and locks up correctly. (87115-14) {C&R}
(250/450)
1401. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 SECOND ISSUE TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #119628, 22 Short, 3 3/16” octagonal barrel
with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore. This is a good condition revolver with correct matching numbers. The barrel is pewter with
scattered oxidation stains and sparse pinprick pitting. The cylinder is brown with pinprick pitting. The frame retains strong silver plating
with about 90% remaining. There is moderate high edge wear and scattered bubbling on the frame. The smooth rosewood grips are near
excellent condition with light handling marks. The grips are serial numbered to the gun; the frame, barrel and cylinder have correct matching assembly numbers. Timing and lock up are in need of professional attention. (87106-27) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
1402. WINCHESTER PRE-’64 MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1437854, 32 Winchester Special, 20” barrel with a
bore exhibiting scattered and light oxidation. The metal surfaces of the checkered shotgun style buttplate are plum with a few light oxidation blemishes. The receiver has worn to purple from hand carrying. There is some strong blue on the rear flat sections along with scattered light handling marks, pinprick pitting and oxidation stains. The barrel is a dull blue-gray with the magazine closer to brown and both
have some light handling marks, oxidation stains and traces of the original blue color in the protected areas. The straight grip buttstock
and forend rate good to very good with light to moderate dents, dings and scratches. This carbine features the No. 22 rear sight with set
screw adjustable leaf and 3C elevator, ramp front sight with brass bead insert blade and sight cover. (87249-219) {C&R}
(250/350)
1403. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #88391, 12 Gauge, 28” plain barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore
and modified choke. The barrel is marked modified but the choke gauge indicates improved cylinder. The metal surfaces are brown with
a few remnants of blue finish in the protected corners. The buttstock has been sanded and refinished with later applied varnish on the
left side and a dull finish on the left side. The buttstock has scattered dents, dings and scratches for a rating of good. The original hard
rubber buttplate is present and has scattered moderate handling marks. The metal and buttplate are proud to the wood with a small check
on the left wrist. The forend is a replacement with an oil finish that rates near excellent with a few handling marks. The barrel is numbered
to the gun and this shotgun is equipped with the early inside the triggerguard safety. (87113-1) {C&R}
(150/250)

1404
1404. STE M B R I D G E G U N R E NTALS MAR K E D I.A.B.
MARCH E NO / AR M I SAN MARCO MODE L 1874 SHAR PS
CARBINE serial #33182, 45-70, 22 1/2” plain barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few pits and oxidation blemishes. The forend and lower tang has a large
“S” with serifs which was used as a property mark of Stembridge Gun Rentals. The receiver is a mottled mix
of case-hardened colors, oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and pewter. The barrel, lever, lower tang and barrel
band retain original blue finish with scattered light pewter developing from wear and handling for an overall rating of about
75%. The buttstock rates fair to good with flaking finish, dents, scratches, scuffs and dings. The forend rates good to very good with light
handling marks and light reapplied finish. The carbine is equipped with saddle ring and bar; folding ladder sight and automatic hammer
block safety. The lever spring is in need of attention as it does not properly stay in up. (87249-196)
(300/500)
1405. FIREARMS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION BRONCO SINGLE SHOT TAKEDOWN RIFLE serial #B44570, 22 LR,
16 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a slight machine mark about 6” from the chamber. The barrel assembly, lower buttstock and striker of this skeleton rifle retain about 98% original blue finish with a few oxidation blemishes. The remaining metal parts retain
about 98% crackle paint with a few handling marks. This rifle has a lever on the right side of the receiver allowing the barrel to be removed
from the receiver. The rear sight is set screw adjustable for windage and elevation. The front sight is a blade with protective ears. This
will make a great gun for the trapline or backpack. (87249-332)
(150/250)
1406. FIREARMS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION BRONCO SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B9925, 22 LR, 16 1/2” barrel
with an excellent bore. The barrel, lower buttstock and striker of this skeleton rifle retain about 90% plus original blue finish with scattered
freckling on all the parts. The remaining metal parts retain about 95% crackle paint with a few handling and operation marks. The barrel
assembly on this model does not dismount from the receiver. The rear sight is set screw adjustable for windage and elevation. The front
sight is a blade with protective ears. This will make a great gun for the trapline or backpack. (87249-333)
(100/200)
1407. MARLIN MODEL 1893 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #173489, 30-30 W.C.F., 20” octagon barrel with a frosted and worn
bore that still exhibits fairly strong rifling. This is a good to very good condition three quarter magazine carbine. The metal surfaces have
worn to an even brown hue with scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and handling marks. The semi-pistol grip buttstock is a
replacement that rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. The buttstock has a high comb and cracked hard rubber shotgun
style buttplate. The forend has reapplied varnish and rates good to very good with scattered handling marks and a series of impact marks
on the rear section. The magazine hanger screw is a replacement. The rifle features a Lyman brass bead front sight and a Rocky Mountain
sporting elevator rear sight with set screw adjustable blade. (87249-240) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1408. MARLIN MODEL 1889 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #30247, 38-40 W.C.F., 24” octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized and
pitted bore. This rifle has been refinished and remains in good condition. The metal surfaces retain about 80% re-applied blue finish with
the receiver turning to pewter possibly from contact with a chemical substance. There is scattered light pitting under the new finish along
with old scratches and handling marks. The buttstock has a prominent repair on the left side that utilized three through bolts, one screw
and about a dozen nails which have been plugged with a synthetic filler material. The buttstock also exhibits scattered dents, scratches
and dings. The forend rates very good plus with a few light handling marks. The forend cap has been cleaned to gunmetal gray and the
top tang sight holes are unplugged. The rifle features a Lyman brass bead front sight and a Rocky Mountain elevator rear sight with set
screw adjustable blade. The elevator is an incorrect replacement. (87249-244) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
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1409
1409. MAR LI N MODE L 1893 TAKE DOWN LEVE R ACTION R I FLE
serial #217843, 30-30 W.C.F., 24” octagon barrel with an excellent but dark bore. This
takedown has been cleaned and repaired. The metal surfaces are pewter with scattered pitting, oxidation stains and scratches from handling and cleaning. The buttstock has been cleaned and
repaired leaving the metal proud to the wood. There are two cross bolts set into the wrist to reinforce it with wood
plugs to hide the screws. The front screw on the left side is partially visible due to the sanding and there are a number of
checks on the wrist, comb and tang areas. In addition, there is an empty sling swivel hole and remnants of past punch dot art work
consisting of hearts and initials on both sides. The forend has also been cleaned leaving the metal protruding along with remnants
of punch dot name (Boyer) on the right side and a carved name (Dean) on the left side. The forend cap has a hole for a sling swivel which is not present. The rifle features a Rocky Mountain knife blade bead front sight and Rocky Mountain elevator leaf rear sight.
(87249-243) {C&R}
(300/500)
1410. CUSTOM MARLIN MODEL 1893 LEVER ACTION TAKEDOWN RIFLE serial #B7048, 30-30 W.C.F., 24” custom tapered
round barrel with a near excellent bore that exhibits slight frosting toward the chamber. The barrel, magazine and takedown hardware
retain 99% professionally applied blue finish with faint freckling and wear marks. There are a series moderate impact marks on the bottom
of the takedown collar near the end of the take down lever. The receiver is pewter with scattered light oxidation staining and a set of drilled
and tapped holes on the left side for a receiver sight. The buttstock rates good to very good with a small chip missing on the toe with a
small repair to a surface chip next to it. The finish has started to craze with light handling marks. The forend finish is also starting to craze
and exhibits scattered light dents and scratches. The front sight is a Williams style long ramp with gold bead sight and hood. There is no
rear sight. (87249-247)
(300/500)
1411. MARLIN MODEL 1889 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #49357, 38-40 W.C.F., 24” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces are brown with moderate to heavy oxidation blemishes and pitting. The buttstock rates about good with scattered light
to moderate dents, dings and scratches. There is a 1 1/2” check on the left wrist and some prominent dents on the right side of the cheekpiece. The forend rates good with light dents, dings and scratches. The rifle features a brass blade Rocky Mountain front sight and a
Rocky Mountain elevator rear sight. (87249-242) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
1412. MARLIN MODEL 1889 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #34569, 38-40 W.C.F., 24” octagon barrel with a lightly pitted but overall
bright bore that still has sharp rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 96% latter buffed hot immersion blue finish with overall minor oxidation
staining. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate very good, as refinished, with the metal being slightly proud of the wood. The
original open sights are in place and there is a nice Marbles folding tang peepsight atop the tang. (87249-245) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1413. MARLIN MODEL 1893 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #203947, 25-36 Marlin, 26” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces are plum-brown with a strong showing of re-applied blue finish intermixed for an overall rating of about 30 –
40%. The incorrect replacement straight grip buttstock rates good to very good as installed and refinished with light to moderate handling
marks. The shotgun style hard rubber Marlin buttplate is amateurishly fitted to the stock. The forend rates about the same as refinished
with dents, dings and scratches and the metal is slightly proud to the wood. The rear sight is missing and the blade front sight has been
installed backwards. The barrel has four holes drilled on the left just above the forend, one forend cap screw is missing and the ejector is
also missing. The pair of sight holes on the tang is unplugged. (87249-248)
(300/500)
1414. SAVAG E MODE L 99-EG POST WAR R I FLE serial #724470, 300 Savage, 24” plain barrel with an excellent bore. This 1953
made rifle has had a few light modifications. The metal surfaces on this Chicopee Falls, Massachusetts marked gun retains about 80%
original blue finish with the receiver thinning to plum and pewter tones from handling. The lever is pewter with some strong case-hardened colors present on the sides. The pistolgrip buttstock has been cut and a “Limbsaver” recoil pad added changing length of pull to
12 7/8”. There is a “Poly Choke Co.” button compass inletted into the comb and a detachable sling swivel stud. The schnabel forend also
has a detachable sling swivel stud. Both stocks have added amateur checkering and light handling marks. The brass bead front sight is
present but the rear sight is gone and the dovetail slot filler installed plus the receiver is drilled and taped for a set of scope ring bases
which are present. The model number is on the top of the frame ring and it is equipped with a lever / trigger lock safety. While this
appears to be an “EG” model the checkering is not factory and the buttstock has a grip cap which were standard for pre-war models.
(87249-81) {C&R}
(300/500)
1415. SAVAGE MODEL 99-F LIGHTWEIGHT TAKEDOWN RIFLE serial #287540, 300 Savage, 24” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting limited, minor pitting in the bore. The barrel is a smoky gray color with the receiver a slightly lighter hue. They have scattered
light oxidation blemishes, some pinprick pitting and a few handling marks. The straight grip buttstock and forend have amateur checkering and later added finish along with light handling marks and a large chip missing on the toe. The rifle is equipped with 1 1/2” sling swivels
and has been drilled and tapped for a scope mount. The front sight blade has been removed and the rear sight was cut down into ad-hoc
slot blank filler. This rifle should still deliver decent accuracy. (87249-109) {C&R}
(300/500)
1416. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #54182, 30-30 W.C.F., 26” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 40% original blue finish with the remainder a brown hue from oxidation staining. The crescent perch belly buttstock
rates good to very good with scattered light to moderate dents and scratches plus the grain is slightly raised. The schnabel forend rates
very good with some light pressure dents on the left receiver end and scattered light handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a Lyman
brass bead front sight, Savage folding leaf “sporting” express sight with white triangle insert and one leaf missing; and a Marbles Automatic
Flexible Joint tang rear sight with .081 aperture disc. Numbers on the buttstock, buttplate and forend match. The bolt has the early bolt
cocking indicator. (87249-83) {C&R}
(250/350)
1417. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-A LEVER ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #263151, 30-30 W.C.F., 26” barrel with an excellent
bore. This is a good condition made rifle. The receiver metal is primarily gunmetal gray with strong color in the protected areas and the
barrel is mostly a smoky gray. The metal also has scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and light handling wear. The straight grip
buttstock rates fair as lightly sanded which has left the grain slighty raised. There is also a crack that extends from the tang to midway on
the wrist and back down to the front of the receiver. The toe of the crescent buttplate is bent in, causing a small chip in the toe of the
wood. The forend rates very good as lightly refinished with a few handling marks and the metal proud to the wood. The rifle retains the
Rocky Mountain knife blade front sight and Savage Rocky Mountain rear sight. The rifle features aftermarket sling swivel stud in the buttstock, sling swivel barrel band and is drilled and tapped for scope mounts. (87249-80) {C&R}
(250/350)
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1418. SAVAGE MODEL 1899-B LEVER ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #104794, 30-30 W.C.F., 26” octagon barrel with a frosted bore. This circa 1909 rifle remains in good condition. The metal surfaces are brown with traces of original blue mixed in and scattered
oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and handling marks. The crescent buttstock rates fair with moderate handling wear and several cracks
projecting from the receiver end. Also there is a repair on the right side below the tang and a second repair extending from the tang into
the wrist. The forend shows light to moderate handling wear with light re-applied finish and a small chip on the right side near the schnabel. The front sight is a Lyman bead and the rear is a repaired Rocky Mountain elevator rear sight. (87249-85) {C&R}
(250/350)
1419. SAVAG E MODE L 99-A FEATH E RWE IG HT LEVE R ACTION R I FLE serial #350779, 300 Savage, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The stock has been lightly refinished on this 1934 made rifle. The metal on the receiver are pewter with the lever and crescent buttplate oxidation stained to brown along with scattered light oxidation blemishes, handling marks and pinprick pitting. The barrel is smoky gray with a few oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The straight grip buttstock has been lightly sanded and re-varnished with scattered light to moderate handling marks. The schnabel forend rates about the same; with the wood on both still flush
with the metal but light dishing evident on the rear of the forend. The rifle features a Marbles Sheard brass bead front sight, Savage
Rocky Mountain sporting rear sight and a Marbles Automatic Flexible Joint tang rear sight with no aperture disc. The forend, buttstock
and buttplate have correct matching numbers. If you are looking for an “ole timey” rifle to pursue the wile whitetail, this is a great candidate. (87249-74) {C&R}
(250/350)

1420

1420. WI NCH ESTE R MODE L 1897 SHOTG U N
CONVERTED TO TRENCH GUN serial #E618633, 12 ga., 18” “riot” length
tapered barrel choked cylinder with a lightly pitted bore. This takedown shotgun has had the barrel cut and
fitted with a four row bayonet lug / handguard. The handguard is no longer affixed to the bayonet lug unit. The metal surfaces retain about
40% original blue finish with the receiver worn to smoky gray with scattered light to moderate oxidation blemishes, pinprick pits and handling wear. The replacement buttstock has a “Supreme” marked recoil pad professionally fitted and the forend rates excellent with a few
minor handling marks. The barrel is marked “full” on the left side and the bayonet lug / handguard is unmarked. The shotgun is equipped
with a 1” Hunter brand leather sling in excellent condition and has a commercial sling swivel on the buttstock. (87249-7)
(300/500)

1421
1421. WI NCH ESTE R MODE L 1897 SHOTG U N CONVE RTE D TO
TRENCH GUN serial #611758, 12 ga., 20” barrel choked cylinder with an
excellent bore. The replacement barrel is marked “Model 12 – 12 GA.-2 3/4” Chamber” and “CYL”
below it. A four row bayonet lug / handguard with no marking has some black painted finish applied around
the handguard – bayonet junction to cover a repair with the muzzle area which is flaking to brown. There is a small
crack forming where the handguard has been welded to the bayonet lug unit. The metal surfaces of this takedown shotgun are brown
with the traces of re-applied blue finish seen in the protected areas. Additionally, the surfaces have scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and handling marks. The buttstock rates fair to good as lightly refurbished with scattered moderate dents, slight dishing where
it meets the incorrect serrated metal buttplate and a crack extending down the left wrist. The forend rates very good with light reapplied
finish and a few minor handling marks. The left side of the receiver has strong remnants of “U.S.” marking, there is a flaming ordnance
bomb on the barrel and there are no cartouches on the stock. The U.S. markings do not appear authentic. (87249-12)
(300/500)
1422. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SHOTGUN CONVERTED TO TRENCH GUN serial #574020, 12 ga., 20” barrel choked
cylinder with a pitted bore. The barrel is marked “CYL”. The metal surfaces are mostly toning to brown with some intermixed re-applied
blue finish along with oxidation blemishes, pitting, high edge and assembly wear. The buttstock rates fair to good with scattered light handling marks, several small cracks in the wrist, a 4” crack on the bottom of the right side extending to the toe, and its slightly shorter and
repaired counterpart on the left side. The forend rates very good to excellent with one prominent dent on the right side. This pre-WWI
takedown shotgun has been fitted with an unmarked 4 row bayonet lug / handguard that is flush with the muzzle and the gun bears no
discernible martial markings. (87249-10)
(300/500)
1423. U.S. MODE L 1917 R EVOLVE R BY SM ITH & WESSON serial #167798, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent
bore. This late war production gun was refurbished and is missing a few minor parts. The metal surfaces retain about 40% original blue
finish with most of the surfaces worn to a smoky gray and plum color along with scratches and minor pitting. The trigger has worn to
gunmetal gray with oxidation staining but the hammer retains strong case-hardened colors with light wear. The replacement factory diamond checkered walnut grips with silver S&W medallions are not correctly numbered to the gun and rate good with dents, worn diamond points, scuffs and scratches. The barrel and crane are numbered to the gun but the cylinder and extractor are replacements with
matching numbers (#151698). Eagle / S2 appear on the frame and eagle / S24 on the cylinder. The bolt spring (and possibly the bolt
plunger), yoke stop spring and yoke stop plunger are missing. The lanyard swivel is present and the gun still times and locks up correctly. (87250-6) {C&R}
(300/500)
1424. HIGH STANDARD SHARPSHOOTER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #G02749, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol has seen moderate use and is of the more desirable Hamden Connecticut manufacture. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
plus original blue finish with most of the loss on the grip frame which is thinning to a gray plus a small scratch on the knuckle. The checkered thumb rest walnut stocks are in near excellent condition with light handling wear. The pistol features a Patridge front sight and fully
adjustable black blade rear sight. The pistol includes a pair of ten round factory magazines. (87285-33)
(300/500)
1425. WALTHER MODEL PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #161084S, 380ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1972 proof marked, German made pistol retain about 90% original blue finish with the backstrap and front strap thinning to
gray. The high edges exhibit wear and there is some scattered light handling marks. The checkered factory grips rate very good with some
light scuffs. This Interarms marked pistol does not include a magazine. (86250-3296) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] (300/500)
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1426. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10 MILITARY & POLICE REVOLVER serial #C539621, 38 Special, 6” pinned barrel with an
excellent bore. This early 1960’s revolver retains about 85% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to silver, high edge wear, light
oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The Magna trigger and standard hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with a few light
operation marks. The diamond checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions are correctly numbered to the gun and rate near
(200/400)
excellent with a few minor handling marks. (87294-19) {C&R}
1427. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 41 BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single Smith & Wesson Model 41 barrel with Weaver style
scope mount and “Ultra Dot” dot sight. The barrel is a 7” factory barrel chambered for 22 LR with an excellent bore. The barrel retains
about 98% original blue finish with some slight silvering at the muzzle and rear of the barrel extension. The factory Patridge front sight is
present but the rear sight is not. The “Ultra Dot” dot sight retains about 98% anodized finish with some slight slot damage and silvering
on the battery cover. No battery is present and functionality cannot be determined. (87315-6)
1428. COLT WOODSMAN TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #62713, 22 LR, 6 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1928 made
pistol retains strong traces of original blue finish scattered in the protected areas with the remaining surfaces mostly a mottled mix of brown,
gray and silver. The checkered walnut factory stocks rate good with lightly compressed to worn diamond points in addition to scattered
light handling marks. The pistol is equipped with the correct adjustable bead front sight and adjustable rear sight. The pistol includes a
Heiser #420 left hand holster that rates good to very good with a broken retention strap. This pistol is in the serial number range for the
use of standard velocity ammunition only. (87292-16) {C&R} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
1429. U.S. MODEL 1916 HOLSTER LOT This lot consist of a single U.S. Model 1916 holster for the Government model pistol that rates
very good with strong stitching, light edge wear and some crazing on the flap. The back of the holster is marked A.L.P. Co. (Atchison
Leather Products Co. of Atchison, Kansas). The front flap has a gold cross cannon ordnance hat badge mounted through a hole in the
leather. A leather leg thong is provided. (87292-19A)
1430. COLT 38 SUPER AUTO BARREL AND MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of three items: a single Colt Government model barrel chambered for 38 Super Auto, magazine and gun rug. The blue finished Colt Government model barrel is marked “-Colt Super 38 Auto“and appears to be in unused condition. The barrel includes the link and link pin. The blue finished magazine is in like new condition and
is marked “Colt – Super / 38 Auto”. Lastly a near excellent condition green Uncle Mike’s gun rug is included. (87299-5A)
1431. U.S. MODEL 1901 NEW ARMY REVOLVER BY COLT serial #172636, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few small pits. This is a well-used revolver with mixed parts. This 1901 made revolver retains strong remnants of original blue
finish on the barrel near the protected juncture of the frame. The cylinder has slight blue finish remaining in the flutes and stop notches.
The frame has strong blue finish around the window with all other metal parts worn to a gray color with brown overtones giving the gun a
rating of about 25%. The hammer has strong Nitre blue remaining with some wear but the trigger’s finish has thinned to predominately
silver. The smooth walnut factory grips are not correctly numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with scattered light scratches,
scuffs and dings. The frame and cylinder latch have matching assembly numbers (2636) but the crane does not (2785). The cylinder still
locks up correctly but the timing is in need of attention. (87337-20) {C&R}
(200/400)
1432. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #133984, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a frosted
bore. This 1912 made pistol has been refinished. The metal surfaces retain about 95% re-applied blue finish with scattered light oxidation
blemishes on the top of the slide, light high edge wear, old pitting under the finish and light handling marks. The correct checkered hard
rubber factory grips rate very good with light wear to the diamond points on the high edge at the bottom of the panels. The markings
remain strong overall but the Rampant Colt on the rear of the slide has been amateurishly re-cut. The pistol includes a single unmarked
two tone magazine. (87292-6) {C&R} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(300/500)
1433. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE HOLSTER This lot consist of two holsters. The first holster is an excellent condition black H.H. Heiser model
804 inside the waist band holster for a Colt Model 1903 or similar pistols. The holster features rough out suede finish, over the pants double slotted belt loop and a flap to protect the clothing / body from the grip frame. The second holster is a flat pocket style holster with no
maker markings. It rates very good with smooth leather surfaces and strong stitching. The holster has a flat backing with sewn on pouch
in the style of modern pocket holsters. The rear has been cut by a previous owner to form a double belt loop and the only markings are
“A/204” on the face. (87292-6-8)
1434. GERMAN MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CZ serial #86908, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This is a very good
condition model 27. The gun has about 85% plus original polished blue finish that is thinning to brown on the forestrap, has high edge
wear and light handling blemishes. The brown checkered synthetic grips with CZ logo rate very good to excellent with only minor blemishes. All parts have correct matching numbers with the serial number on the left side of the receiver lightly stamped on the “8’s” and the
pistol has correct eagle / WaA76 Waffenamt marks. A single, correctly marked magazine is included. (87330-104) {C&R}
(200/400)
1435. MANURHIN / INTERARMS MODEL PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #250467S, 380 ACP, 3 5/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol was made in France by Manurhin for Interarms under license from Walther. This pistol has about 98% original blue
finish remaining with some light freckling present on the backstrap. The checkered plastic factory grips are in excellent condition. The pistol includes a single magazine with flat base. (87292-30) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(300/500)
1436. REMINGTON NEW MODEL POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #5470, .31 cal., 3 1/4” barrel with a near excellent
bore exhibiting a few scattered pits. This is a good condition third type pocket revolver. The metal surfaces are pewter with brown and
purple overtones along with scattered oxidation blemishes, pits, scratches and light impact marks. The smooth walnut factory grips rate
near excellent with light handling wear. The little gun still times and locks up correctly, and has the correct barrel address. (86889-226)
{ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1437. GUN-HO PISTOL CASE LOT This lot consist of a single Gun-Ho hard pistol case. These cases are popular with Bullseye target
shooters. The case measures 18’ x 8” x 14 1/4”. The front of the case is hinged to lift and remain in the upright position so the shooter
can spot his shots with a spotting scope. A Gil Hebard spotting scope mount is attached to the cover and a removable polymer tray with
gun mounts is included. A space below the tray allows storage of ammunition and accessories. The exterior of the case is covered in
black leatherette material and is fitted with nickel plated hardware. The two side latches are locking but no key is provided. A pair of
“D” rings is attached to the sides to sling the box for carrying. Overall, the box rates near excellent with only light wear and minor freckling on the hinge. (87315-4)
1438. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Bushnell model 787325, 50mm spotting scope with clear optics. The scope is
adjustable from 20 – 50x and is equipped with side focus. The scope includes a set of objective and ocular lens covers. The scope has
clear optics and rates excellent overall. (87315-5)
1439. COLLECTIBLE HOLSTER LOT This lot consist of a single U.S. Model 1897 revolver holster. The holster rates good to very good
with light crazing on the flap, moderate scratches and scuffs, stitching starting to separate at the bottom and two small tears forming on
the loop. The front is embossed with a US in an oval. (87337-21A)
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1440. COLLECTIBLE HOLSTER LOT This lot consist of a single U.S. Model 1917 revolver holster. The holster rates very good with light
scattered scratches and scuffs and strong stitching. The front is embossed with a US in an oval and the back is marked “FINK 1942”.
The belt tie tong is present with the holster. This is the later version designed to be worn on the left with butt forward. (87337-20A)
1441. COLT DETECTIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #796317, 38 Special, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1961 made revolver
has been refinished but is still functional. The metal surfaces retain about 90% re-applied blue finish with old pitting under the finish, high
edge wear and a few light oxidation blemishes. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Colt medallions are in good condition with
moderate to heavy wear on the diamond points with dents, dings and scratches also present. Timing and lock up remain excellent. This
will be a great concealed carry gun. (87285-39) {C&R}
(200/400)
1442. HIGH STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #221631, 22 LR, 6 3/4” heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This gun has been professionally refinished. The metal surfaces retain about 97% reapplied blue finish with some light silvering at the muzzle and scattered light handling marks. The checkered walnut grips are in near excellent condition with a few light handling
marks. The pistol includes a single two tone magazine. (87337-22) {C&R}
(250/350)
1443. CENTURY ARMS INTERNATIONAL CZ MODEL 82 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL, 9mm Makarov, 3 13/16” polygon rifled barrel with an excellent bright bore. This is one of the early imports that had the polygon rifled barrel that was often mistaken as shot out.
The metal surfaces retain about 96% original black finish with scattered light scratches, high edge wear and handling marks. The finger
rest checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition with light scratches and scuffs. This importer marked pistol includes the original shipping carton that is numbered to the gun, a tracking tag that is numbered and labeled to the gun, three magazines and an excellent condition tan holster. (87294-13)
(250/350)
1444. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #243895, 22 LR, 4 3/4” standard barrel with an excellent bore. This
pistol retains about 50% original blue finish with the receiver and barrel worn to a mix of brown and gray with light oxidation blemishes
and handling marks. The grip frame has strong blue finish with some scattered wear on the forestrap and backstrap plus light handling
marks. The black checkered Delrin factory grips with single black Ruger Phoenix rate very good with light scratches and wear to the diamond points. The pistol is equipped with Patridge front sight and drift adjustable rear sight. A single magazine is included that requires
light repair to the loading button. (87334-17D30558) {C&R}
(75/100)
1445. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #146072, 22 LR, 4 3/4” standard barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 80% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to brown as well as high edge wear and handling marks. The black
checkered Delrin factory grips with single black Ruger Phoenix rate very good with light scratches and wear to the diamond points. The pistol is equipped with Patridge front sight and drift adjustable rear sight. A single magazine is included. (87334-19D30702) {C&R} (200/400)
1446. BROWNING MODEL 1922 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE serial #27382, 32 ACP, 4 7/16” barrel
with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 40% original blue finish with thinning grip frame and slide, high edge wear, minor oxidation blemishes and scratches. The black checkered synthetic grips rate very good to excellent with scattered light scratches. The pistol
includes a pair of magazines. (87294-15) {C&R}
(150/250)
1447. SM ITH & WESSON MODE L 581 DISTI NG U ISH E D SE RVICE MAG N U M R EVOLVE R serial #ABJ4168, 357
Magnum, 4” full lug barrel with an excellent bore. This fixed sight revolver retains about 90% plus original blue finish with scattered
freckling, slight high edge wear, turn ring on the cylinder and scratches. The standard hammer and trigger retain strong case-hardened colors with scattered oxidation blemishes. The replacement grips are near excellent condition rubber Pachmayr Gripper wraparound grips. (87323-29S18834)
(400/600)
1448. TAURUS MODEL 85SS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #JJ25782, 38 Special, 3” full lug barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered
hardwood grips with gold Taurus medallions are in near excellent condition with a few minor scratches. This five shot revolver resembles
the S&W Chiefs Special with some obvious differences. This would be a good concealed carry or home defense gun. The revolver includes
an Uncle Mike’s nylon holster. (87323-4S18964)
(300/500)
1449. H. KOON INC. SNAKE CHARMER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #06219, 410 bore, 18 1/8” plain barrel choked cylinder with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces are in good condition with scattered light scratches and light freckling. The black
plastic ambidextrous thumbhole buttstock with 9” length of pull rates good and features a compartment for four rounds of shotshells with
sliding cover. There is vinyl lace wrap around the pistolgrip portion that is possibly repairing some damage. The top screw securing the
buttstock to the receiver turns freely and needs attention. The forend stock rates very good with light handling marks. The barrel to frame
fit is loose. (87087-27)
(50/100)
1450. AMERICAN DERRINGER CORP. MODEL DA 38 DOUBLE BARRELED DERINGER serial #81025, 38 Special, 3” barrels with excellent bores. The stainless steel surfaces rate very good with scattered light freckling, scuffs and scratches. The laminated
wood grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. This hammerless deringer features a sliding thumb safety, double action
only mechanism and tight barrel to frame fit. (87312-2)
(350/550)
1451. BERETTA MODEL 950BS “JETFIRE” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER58750V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with near excellent bore
exhibiting faint oxidation blemishes and light tool marks. The pistol retains about 90% original blue and anodized finishes with scattered light
oxidation blemishes, high edge wear and scratches. The checkered black plastic grips are in very good condition with light handling marks.
The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and a single magazine. (87328-2)
(75/150)
1452. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 30-1 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H14474, 32 S&W Long, 1 7/8” pinned barrel with
an excellent bore. This is a nice condition 32 hand ejector. This revolver retains about 97% original blue finish with light handling marks,
limited high edge wear and turn ring on the cylinder. The standard hammer and Magna trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with
light operation marks. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W logo are correctly numbered to the gun and rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The revolver includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual
and paperwork. (87328-1)
(300/500)
1453. WALTHER MODEL P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L322683, 22 LR, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The black metal
finish rates excellent with 99% remaining. The polymer surfaces of the frame rate near excellent with few minor handling marks. The pistol is missing the front sight but this should not be difficult to replace. The gun features a two dot windage adjustable rear sight, slide
mounted safety, magazine safety and ambidextrous magazine release. This gun is a fun plinker or trainer. (87328-4)
(150/250)
1454. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 469 “MINI” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBH6743, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore. The pistol retains about 95% original blue and anodized finishes with high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, minor pits and handling
marks. The checkered black plastic factory grips with S&W monogram rate near excellent with light handling marks. The pistol features
low profile snag free sights, ambidextrous slide mounted safety / de-cocker and “bobbed” hammer with stippled top to allow manual cocking. The pistol includes a single magazine with plastic finger rest floor plate. (87328-7)
(250/350)
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1455. RUGER MODEL P-89DC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #312-74901, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel surfaces rate near excellent with a few light operation marks. The black plastic grips with Ruger Phoenix monogram are in near excellent condition a few light marks. The pistol features three dot sights, ambidextrous slide mounted de-cocker and ambidextrous magazine
(200/400)
release. Pistol includes a single ten round magazine. (87328-5)
1456. ALU M I N U M PISTOL CASE LOT This lot consist of a single Smith & Wesson Performance Center aluminum pistol case. The
case has an aluminum shell and is equipped with a set of spring loaded latches with built in combination lock, handle and Performance
Center seal on the cover. The outer shell has a number of scratches / dents but is still operational with instruction on how to set the
combination. (86520-4235A)
1457. STOEGER ARMS LUGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #86355, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The pistol retains
about 97% original blue and anodized finishes with light scratches and oxidation blemishes on the barrel. The smooth walnut grips are in
excellent condition. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87243-12)
(200/400)
1458. CZ MODEL 52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial Z06400, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This importer
marked, 1953 made pistol retains about 80% Parkerized finish with high edge wear, thinning finish on the slide and to a lesser extent on
the grip frame. The maroon synthetic grips are in very good condition with light scratches and scuffs. The pistol does not have a maga(150/250)
zine. (86250-1213) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
1459. BROWNING CHALLENGER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655PY06843, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This
Challenger remains in wonderful condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The smooth laminated hardwood
grips rate excellent. The pistol features a Patridge style front sight and a rear sight that is screw adjustable for elevation and drift adjustable
for windage. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87284-2)
(300/500)
1460. IVER JOHNSON MODEL TP 22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AE15442, 22 LR, 2 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol retains about 85% original black finish with the grip frame worn to gray along with high edge wear and scuffs. The checkered black
plastic factory grips are in very good condition with light handling wear. The pistol includes a single magazine with plastic base plate.
(87285-37)
(100/200)
1461. LOT OF IVER JOHNSON TP 22 MAGAZINES This lot consist of three magazines for the Iver Johnson TP 22 semi-auto pistol. Two
of the magazines are complete with the plastic finger extension base plate and on the third magazine the base plate is broken off but the
spring and follower remain intact, held in position by the base plate pins. The magazine rate near excellent except as noted. (87285-37A)
1462. CUSTOM INTERARMS SILVER CUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SC1023, 45 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol started life as full size Government model made with surplus parts, except for the frame which is purported to have been made
by Essex. The slide has been cut and welded to roughly “Commander” length and the frame shortened to roughly “Officers Model” length.
The metal surfaces are a mix of brown and smoky gray with traces of blue finish. The grips are rubber Pachmayr finger groove Presentation
model that were amateurishly cut down to fit the frame. One grip screw is missing. The side of the slide is marked “Ole Ugly by D.T.
Thorton” in electric pencil. A single Colt magazine that has been cut to the new frame length is included. Mr. Thorton has aptly named
this pistol. (87087-114)
(200/400)
1463. ITALIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #572000, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
This 1937 made pistol retains about 85% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to brown in addition to high edge wear, minor pinprick pitting, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The black synthetic factory grips with Beretta monogram are in near excellent condition. This pistol has a crown / RE army marking on the left side. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87285-34) {C&R} (200/400)
1464. NEPPERHAN FIREARMS POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #3176, .31 cal., 4 1/4” octagon rifle with an oxidized
and pitted bore. This revolver has been heavily cleaned and is now gunmetal gray with some scattered oxidation stains and handling marks.
The triggerguard has been replaced with an ad hoc brass fabricated affair that rates near excellent. The un-numbered smooth walnut grips
are in good to very good condition with light to moderate handling marks. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. The
gun still times and locks up and the hammer nose extension is bent up slightly. (86889-161) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1465. BACON MANUFACTURING POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #565, .31 cal., 4” round barrel with an oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces are pewter with oxidation blemishes, dents, pitting and scratches. The smooth un-numbered walnut factory grips rate very good to excellent with light handling wear and flaking finish. All appropriate parts including the fluted cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun. The revolver does not time but does lock up properly and the barrel threads for the loading lever screw are
stripped. (86889-48) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1466. NEPPERHAN FIREARMS POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #578, .31 cal., 5 1/4” octagon rifle with an oxidized and
pitted bore. The metal surfaces are brown with gunmetal gray overtones. There are scattered light oxidation blemishes, pinprick pits in
addition to handling and operation marks. The un-numbered smooth walnut replacement grips are in very good to excellent condition with
later applied lacquer finish plus a few minor chips and dings under the new finish. The grips are not properly sized to the frame, leaving
the metal proud all around the edges. All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Timing and lock up are intermittent and
in need of professional attention. (86889-162) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1467. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #263088, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a frosted bore. This
1920 made gun retains about 60% original blue finish with most of the loss to the slide and forestrap. They are a mix of brown, blue and
gray with scattered light oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and a series of light impact marks on the right side of the slide. The casehardened colors on the hammer, trigger and safety lever remain bold with light operation wear. The correct hard rubber factory grips rate
near excellent with light wear. The little pocket pistol includes a single two tone factory magazine with correct markings on the base.
(87218-5) {C&R}
(200/400)
1468. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #156558, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a frosted bore. This
1917 made gun retains about 80% original blue finish with most of the loss to the top of the slide and thinning finish on the forestrap. There
are scattered light oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting, signs of light cleaning, scratches and high edge wear present. The case-hardened
colors on the hammer, trigger and safety lever remain bold with light operation wear and a few oxidation blemishes. The correct hard rubber factory grips rate near excellent with light wear. The little pocket pistol includes a pair of two tone factory magazine with correct markings on the base. One magazine rates near excellent and the second good to very good. While both have the same markings the font on
the later magazine is different than the first. (87333-7) {C&R}
(300/500)
1469. COLT MODEL 1908 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #25521, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” with an excellent bore.
This 1915 made pistol has been refurbished. The metal surfaces retain about 99% re-applied blue finish that has mellowed to a plum color.
The metal preparation has left the markings soft. The correct checkered hard rubber factory grips rate excellent. The slide is not numbered and markings are from a later manufacturing era. A single excellent condition two tone magazine marked “CAL. 380 / COLT” is
included. If you like shooting old timey pistols, this is your gun. (87284-1) {C&R}
(300/500)
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1470. NAVY ARMS 1860 REB SHERIFFS MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial 02129, .36 cal., 5” plain barrel with an
excellent bore. This revolver retains about 90% original blue finish with some light handling marks and storage wear. On one section of
the cylinder the finish has flaked to gray with interspersed original blue. The brass frame is pleasing ochre with a few light handling marks.
The hammer and loading lever retains bold case-hardened colors with light operation wear. The smooth walnut grips rate near excellent
overall with a few minor dents on the base. The revolver still times and locks up correctly. The revolver includes a 13” x 6 1/2” x 4” wood
storage box with brass latch and hasp on the front. The plain box is lined in felt on the bottom and has “loading the revolver” instructions
glued to the inside lid. Also included are a box with approximately 100 .377” lead round balls, (1) full tin of Remington No. 11 percussion
caps, (1) partial tin of Remington percussion caps (size unmarked but probably No.11), miniature padlock with a single key; and (6) empty
cartridges cases of 30 Mauser, (2) of 38 Special and (1) of 45-70 which appears to have been used as powder measures). (87254-32)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1471. MANUEL ESCODIN MODEL 1924 REVOLVER serial #M265487, 38 Special, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This S&W
M&P clone retains about 90% plus original blue finish with thinning grip frame, scattered oxidation blemishes and pitting, and handling
marks. The hammer and trigger have spotty case-hardened colors with oxidation stains. The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent
with light handling marks. (86549-1) {C&R}
(50/100)
1472. ITALIAN BODEO MODEL 1889 BANK GUARD REVOLVER BY V. BERNADELLI serial #E8331, 10.35 x 22R, 4 1/2”
octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. This type B, 1932 dated, officers model revolver retains about 75% original blue finish with thinning finish, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting, scattered light impact marks and scratches. The checkered walnut factory grips rate good with worn diamond points, dents and scratches. All appropriate parts have matching assembly numbers. The side
of the revolver is marked “RI GUARDIA DI FINANZA”. (87191-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
1473. STEVENS OLD MODEL POCKET PISTOL serial #13020, 22 Short, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This second
type pistol retains about 60% original nickel finish with most of the loss to flaking finish on the barrel in addition to high edge wear, bubbling finish, fine pinprick pitting, scratches and dents. The smooth hardwood grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent with light flaking finish and handling marks. Barrel to frame fit is slightly loose, the action is functional and the barrel is numbered to
the gun. (87192-79) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1474. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE PISTOL serial #42534, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The barrel is a mottled mix of mostly gray with original blue and brown. The iron frame retains about 90% original nickel finish with high edge
wear, oxidation staining, and flaking and bubbling finish. The un-numbered smooth walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition
with light handling marks. Barrel to frame fit is loose, the extractor is missing, the action is functional and the barrel is numbered to the
gun. (87327-8) {C&R}
(100/200)
1475. STEVENS-GOULD NO. 37 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #7536, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of
this pistol have flaked to mix of brown and gray with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and light handling marks. The only original blue
found is in the protected corners and on the triggerguard. The smooth walnut grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good with flaking finish and light handling marks. The frame to barrel fit is tight and the barrel is numbered to the gun. There are several anomalies found
on this gun including No. 35 style sights, no bushing on the firing pin and the plain un-checkered grips. (87136-18) {C&R}
(300/500)
1476. UNMARKED ECLIPSE STYLE DERINGER serial #1027, 22 LR, 2 3/8” smooth bore barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces have been cleaned and polished to gunmetal gray with old pits visible. The replacement walnut grips rate good to very good but
do not properly fit the frame. The barrel to frame fit is loose and the action is in need of professional attention. There are no markings left
on this gun and the octagon portion of the barrel has been buffed round. There is a crack forming on the right side of the standing breech
and the stop is missing on the right breech end of the barrel. (86940-304) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1477. UNMARKED ECLIPSE STYLE DERINGER, 32 RF, 2 7/8” barrel with an oxidized smooth bore. The barrel has nickel finish along
the top with the remainder a mix of gunmetal gray and brown. The frame has traces of nickel finish on the backstrap with the remainder
the same as the barrel. They have scattered light oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and handling wear. The smooth walnut grips are
screw free and rate very good with light handling wear. The action is in need of professional attention, the barrel detent is missing and no
markings are present. (86940-306) {ANTIQUE}
(25/75)
1478. REMINGTON MODEL 514 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This rifle retains about 95%
original blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The bolt handle is brown with the body a mottled mix of
brown and silver. The buttstock rates very good with white discoloration on the left side near the receiver, scattered light scratches, dents
and dings. The buttplate is original with light handling marks. (87323-2S18832) {C&R}
(75/150)
1479. UNMARKED SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #2693, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with moderate oxidation and pitting in the
bore. The barrel is brown with scattered oxidation blemishes and pitting. The frame is ochre with light handling wear. The smooth rosewood grips rate good with scattered scratches, dents and handling wear. The extractor is missing but the grips and barrel have correct
matching numbers. Barrel to frame fit is loose and the action is in need of attention. (86889-67) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1480. BACON MANUFACTURING CO. POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #810, .31 cal., 5” plain barrel with
an oxidized and frosted bore. This revolver remains in good condition. All metal surfaces have worn to brown with some pewter intermixed and a few traces of original blue finish on the cylinder flutes. They exhibit scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and light cleaning.
The smooth un-numbered walnut factory grips rate very good with light handling marks and flaking finish. The barrel and fluted cylinder
are correctly numbered to the gun but the loading lever assembly is not and the wedge is an un-numbered replacement. The gun still
times and locks up correctly. (86889-45) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1481. MANHATTAN FIREARMS NAVY TYPE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #3623, .36 cal., 4” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This series one revolver remains in fair condition. The iron metal surfaces are a mottled mix of smoky gray, brown
and pewter with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and evidence of light cleaning on the cylinder. There is the occasional trace of original blue finish found on the protected areas of the barrel and a few traces of case-hardened colors on the frame. The grip frame is ochre
with a few traces of silver plate in the corners and a repair to the frame at the knuckle. The replacement two piece walnut grips rate fair
with minimal handling marks but do not fit the frame properly and has an ad hoc screw and nut. Several screws on the frame are replacements but all the appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. The five shot, ten stop cylinder scene outlines are visible but most
of the detail has been washed out. The revolver no longer times. (86889-239) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1482. COLT MODEL 1877 “THUNDERER” REVOLVER serial #67304, 41 Colt, 4 ¼” barrel with a frosted and pitted bore. This 1888
made revolver remains in fair condition. The metal surfaces have been cleaned and lightly buffed leaving faint tool marks in addition to
scattered light oxidation stains. The un-numbered checkered hard rubber factory grips rate fair with heavily worn diamond points, especially on the right panel, along with light handling marks. The double action still works but the single action does not function, timing and
lock up are in need of repair and the ejector rod spring is in need of attention. The triggerguard strap is a replacement (#124037) and
the markings on the barrel and frame are partially visible. (86889-202) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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1483. W.W. MARSTON “UNION ARMS CO.” POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #2408, .32 cal., 3 3/8” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This third type revolver remains in good condition. The metal surfaces are pewter with light oxidation
stains and pinprick pitting. The lower frame retains strong loose floral engraving with punch-dot shading. The smooth walnut factory grips
are in good to very good condition with handling wear and flaking finish. The barrel is marked “The Union Arms Co.” The gun still times
and locks up but the mainspring is very weak. (86889-164) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1484. UNMARKED PERCUSSION SPUR TRIGGER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #887, .32 cal., 4 1/4” barrel with a heavily oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to pewter with scattered moderate to heavy pitting and a few light oxidation
stains. The smooth walnut replacement grips are in excellent condition. The brass bead front sight has been buffed to nub and the rear
sight is a blade with a fine “V” notch. The pistol still functions. (86889-197) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1485. ITALIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #762441, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
This 1939 made pistol retains about 50% original blue finish with the grip frame and slide thinning to brown in addition to high edge wear,
minor oxidation blemishes and some of the remaining finish thinning to plum. The black synthetic factory grips with Beretta monogram are in
very good condition with light handling marks. This pistol has a crown / RE army marking on the left side and crown / AG / 39 on the right.
The pistol includes a pair of magazines and an excellent condition military flap holster. (87292-28) {C&R} [Tom Varrell Collection] (100/200)
1486. REMINGTON-SMOOT NEW MODEL NO. 1 REVOLVER serial #2068, 30 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a frosted bore. This
nice condition Smoot has been refinished. The metal surfaces retain about 99% re-applied nickel finish with some scattered light bubbling
of the finish, scratches and portions of the finish starting to cloud. The hammer and trigger are gray with a few traces of case-hardened
colors. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good to excellent with light high edge wear. The gun still times and locks up correctly. The barrel address is slightly washed out from the re-finishing. (87292-103) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
1487. R E M I NGTON-SMOOT N EW MODE L NO. 1 R EVOLVE R
serial #134, 30 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with an oxidized and pit1488
ted bore. This is a very good condition Smoot. The metal surfaces
retain about 96% factory nickel finish with some scattered light bubbling of the finish, scratches, oxidation blemishes and scattered light
impact marks. The hammer and trigger are gray with a few traces of
case-hardened colors. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very
good to excellent with light high edge wear. The gun still times and locks up correctly but the half cock is not operational.
(87292-102) {ANTIQUE}
[Tom Varrell Collection]
(300/500)
1488. R E M I NGTON-E LLIOT R I NG TR IGG E R PE PPE R BOX PISTOL serial
#24754, 32 RF, 3 3/8” four barrel cluster with excellent bores. The bottom left barrel has
two small blemishes. The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with traces of original blue finish in
the protected areas of the frame. The surfaces were lightly cleaned with scattered patches of pitting and limited handling marks. The hardwood grips rate very good to excellent with flaking finish and a few handling
marks. The firing mechanism still functions. (87292-100) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(400/600)

1489

1489. WITH N E R PR I MA
G E R MAN
B OX LO C K
DR I LLI NG serial #12500, 16 ga x 9.3x72, 27"
matted rib barrels choked improved cylinder and full with very
good bores having just a few light pits. The barrels retain 95% evenly thinning original blue finish and having a nice geometrical border engraving
around the breech ends. The frame is embellished in a detailed engraving
of two elk on the right and two dogs on the left all done in natural habitat.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent displaying a few
light handling marks and a very small 1/4" crack at the upper tang; it features an engraved trap door on the toe line that holds four 9.3x72 rounds.
The checkered forend rates very good showing an old screw hole repair and a few light handling marks. The gun features double triggers, extractors and cocking indicators. The gun will require mechanical attention as the triggers will sometimes fire all three at once.
(177284-10) {C&R}
(400/600)
1490. RUGER .410 BORE CONVERSION TUBE SET, This lot contains two Ruger 28", .410 bore conversion tubes for the Ruger Red
label 28 ga bores. The barrels appear to be unfired and remain in near excellent condition. Included is 1 choke tube wrench, 1 rubber
mallet and 1 plastic barrel insertion tool. All of the items remain in their original clear package. This would be an excellent choice for anyone who owns a 28 ga Ruger Red Label. (177278-7A)
(500/700)
1491. RELOADING LOT this lot consists of multiple reloading primers first is a partial box of 98 Winchester large pistol WLP primers all are in
excellent condition. One full box of Winchester 209 primers in excellent condition. One full box of Remington No. 2 1/2" large pistol primers
in excellent condition. One full box of CCI 250 large rifle magnum primers and one case of 1000 CCI BR-2 large rifle bench rest primers.
Also included are 100 Knight Muzzleloading sabot wads for a .50 cal and a partial container of Crosman .177 pellets. (176758-51C)
1492. LOT OF KNIVES this lot consists of 8 knives in like-new condition first is a Kissing Cranes Black Angus folding knife that measures 3 1/2"
folded and 6 1/4" opened. Next is a Wrangler folding pocket knife with three blades that has a colored wood handle, the blades measure 2
3/4", 2" and 1 1/2". One black Harpoon Tactical folding knife with a 3" blade with a black synthetic handle that has a belt clip. One Road
Runner Flying Falcon folding knife with a 3" blade that had a black synthetic handle and a belt clip. One super folding knife that has a 3" stainless blade with a blue synthetic handle with a stainless frame. One Wave Raider Flying Falcon folding knife with a ventilated black synthetic
handle that has a belt clip and one folding Rigid Knife with a 2" blade with a walnut handle, all knives are in their original boxes. (176222-17)
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1493. KNIFE LOT consists of 22 small folding knives first are four identical Eagle Eye folding knives which has a 2 1/4" blade and a black synthetic handle, all four knives are in an original box. Next are four un-named pocket knives with a 2" blade that has a wooden handle with
brass bolsters and lining. Next is a Poor man pocket knife with a 2" blade with a wooden handle with a brass frame. Next is a Bear Hunter
little Blue Ridge cougar folding knife that is made from 440 surgical steel, it has a 2" blade with a white synthetic center with brass bolsters and lining. Last is a case of 12 unmarked folding knives that has a 2 1/2" blade with a black synthetic handle. (6222-17J)
1494. KNIFE LOT consists of 21 folding knives which are a Remington 9501 4 1/4" stockman folding high carbon steel with three folding
blades that has a green fading to white synthetic handle. Four unnamed pocket knives with a 2" blade that has a wooden handle with
brass bolsters and lining. Four identical Eagle Eye folding knives which has a 2 1/4" blade and a black synthetic handle, all four knives are
in an original box. Last is a case of 12 unmarked folding knives that has a 2 1/2" blade with a dark red synthetic handle. All knives are in
their original boxes likely unused in excellent condition. (176222-17I)
1495. KNIFE LOT consists of 9 folding knives which are one Frost Cutlery flying falcon mule skinner folding knife with a 3" blade that has a
wooden handle with stainless bolsters and lining. One Frost Cutlery flying falcon dragonfly folding knife with a 3" blade that has a white
synthetic handle that is lightweight. One Delta Ranger by Frost Cutlery folding knife that has a 3 1/2" blade with a black synthetic handle
that features a pocket clip and it comes with a black sheath and its original box. One Frost Cutlery saddle horn folding knife that is custom designed with a 3 1/2" straight blade knife and 3 1/2" skinning blade it has a multi colored wood handle with brass bolsters and lining. One Frost Cutlery Delta Ranger II folding pocket knife that has a 2" blade with a black synthetic handle and four Frost Cutlery Eagle
Eye folding knives with a 2" serrated blade with a black synthetic handle. All knives come in their original box and appear to be in excellent condition. (6222-17E)
1496. KNIFE LOT consists of four knives which are one Old Smokey Deer Hunter folding knife that has a 4" blade with a light engraving of a
deer scene on the left side, the handle has brass bolsters that are lightly tarnished and a walnut handle, included is a leather sheath and
its original factory box. Next is a Romo Cutlery Wilderness II folding knife with a 5" blade with brass bolsters and lining with a walnut handle, it comes with its original box and a black leather sheath. Next is a unmarked folding knife with a 4" blade with brass bolsters and
walnut handle, it comes with a black leather sheath. The last item contains three 4 1/2" double edge throwing knives that come with a
sheath. All items are in very good condition. (6222-17K)
1497. LOT OF BOWIE STYLE KNIVES This lot included four fixed blade knives. first is a Ole Smokey Randall style hunter, it has a blade
that measures 7" with a leather wrap-around style handle, the knife comes with its original box. Next is a Bowie Weiss with a fixed 8"
blade, the blade is in very good condition displaying some light surface oxidation on the right side, it features a hard rubber stag style handle with a brass bolster and hand guard, included is its original box and leather sheath. Next is a unmarked fixed blade knife that was
manufactured in Pakistan, the blade measures 9" and is in excellent condition. It features a stainless bolster and hand guard and it comes
with a leather sheath. The last item is a Fancy Fighter that has a 9" blade that is in excellent condition, it features a stainless bolster hand
guard and it comes with a leather sheath. (176222-17AA)
1498. WINCHESTER BULLET MOLD LOT FOR A .45-100. This is a lovely blued steel Winchester bullet mold. This mold retains 7580% original blue finish with loss due to usage marks on edges of the sprue plate and a few spots of older pinprick surface oxidation.
Some light dings and tool marks are visible on the exterior surface. The interior faces and cavity surfaces remain clean and smooth. The
mold is slightly loose and is in very good condition overall. (176160-90A)
1499. LOT OF KNIVES this lot consists of five hunting knives first is a fixed blade Persian knife that measures 10 1/2" with a 5 3/4" blade
that is stainless steel, it has a impala stag handle and a leather sheath. Next is a Bush Warrior fixed blade knife that measures 14 1/4" with
a 8 1/2" blade which has a brass bolsters and hand guard with a walnut handle. The last one is a 3 knife set which is not factory marked,
they have 5", 9" and 9 1/2" blades, they feature stag style handles and included is a factory box and a sheath. All knives are in like new
condition. (176222-17AB)
1500. MULTI-TOOL KNIFE LOT contains two items first is a Swiss Army Spartan Victorinox which features a large blade, small blade, cork
screw, small and large screw driver, wire stripper, reamer and key ring, it includes its original box which contains a leather sheath, sharpening stone and manual. The last item is a Red Ryder "A boy's first knife" which features a large and small blade, scissors, mini-saw,
screwdriver/can opener, bottle opener and phillips screwdriver, it includes its original box with a Red Ryder safety handbook. All items are
in excellent condition. (176222-17AC)
1501. KNIFE LOT contains a single Case folding knife #6125. The knife features a 2 1/4" damascus blade and a bone style handle. Included
is an original Case box and manual. (176222-17AD)
1502. SMITH AND WESSON NO.1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #112567, 22 RF, 3" ribbed barrel with a very good bore displaying strong rifling having areas of light pitting. The barrel retains 50% original blue finish with the balance flaking to a mottled brown patina. The frame displays light areas of pitting and light impact marks having a strong amount of nickel plated finish. The seven shot cylinder
retains 70% original blue finish displaying a turn ring and some scattered light handling marks. The two piece walnut grips which are stampnumbered to the gun rate very good displaying a few light handling marks over a high gloss finish. (177098-4) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1503. LOT OF PIERRE CARDIN FOLDING KNIVES This lot contains 9 folding knives with multi colored handles. Four of the blades
contain a single folding cut-off pen blade. The final five knives have two folding parts, one is a file and the other is a rounded blade. All
knives are in excellent condition overall. (176222-17AE)
1504. BOOK CASE BOARD GAME LOT. This lot contains "The Game of Aerial Combat over Germany 1943-45". The game contains 24"
x 22" full-color aerial map board of Central Europe, over 180 authentic profiled aircraft counters representing Geschwader and wing sized
combat units, illustrated manual on rules-of-play, historical analysis booklet target selection, order of appearance and time recorded data.
The game is based to outmaneuver enemy forces, bomb factories, military bases, and oil targets with all the forces presented as they were
in real life during 1943-45. (176222-7A)
1505. BOOK CASE BOARD GAME LOT contains three games which contains the Fury in the West Civil war battle of Shiloh, The game
is in very good condition which contains all of its original pieces which are one 32" x 22" map board, 234 counters, 1 Confederate strength
record chart, 1 union strength chart, 1 dice, 1 playing aid card and 1 rule book. The next game is a NATO "The next war in Europe" which
contains 1 22" x 32" map sheet, 1 rule book, 1 dice, 2 different 11" x 16" display cards, 390 1/2" counters and 1 counter storage tray
with a cover. The last game is Empire and it contains an illustrated rule book including, examples of play, scenarios, important data on
troops of each army, die-cut counters, quick reference sheets containing the rules system and charts to play. (176222-7B)
1506. BOARD GAME LOT contains three games which Gettysburg battle game which contains multi colored counters for every brigade and
artillery battalion in both Armies, a full color map board which is claimed to be the most accurate representation of a battle field ever
designed, over 1000 counters and three different levels of rules covering morale, commanders and flanking attacks. The second game is
Army of the Tennessee, Mr. Lincolns war which contains all of its prober counters, map style game board and directions. The last game is
a four game set Blue and gray civil war battles it includes maps for the battles of Shiloh, Antietam, Cemetery Hill, and Chickamauga.
Included is a manual, used counters and dice. (176222-7C)
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1507. PFLUEGER CATALOG LOT contains a 1938 Pflueger fishing tackle catalog that is in very good to excellent condition, the catalog has
130 pages of black and white print with a colorful front and back covers, it has some light wear on the edges and light wrinkles on the left
side near the binding. (176222-21A)
1508. KNIFE LOT contains a Fossil hunter 11 1/2" fixed blade knife with a 6" blade that has a deeply carved image of a lizard skeleton it
comes with a display stand also included is a Frost Cutlery Barracuda folding knife with a 2 1/2" blade, it has a walnut handle with stainless bolsters. (176222-17AF)
1509. BOARD GAME LOT contains four games. The first game is a U-Boat realistic naval game which contains the directions, counters,
the game board ships and dice. The next game is With Fire and Sword; it contains the proper amount of game counters, board map and
directions. The third item is Marlborough at Blenheim "The Grand Duke's greatest victory", it contains a playing map, counters and manual. The last item in the lot is The Great battles of the American civil war volumes 5 and 6 which are Jackson at the cross roads and the
battle of Corinth. The game comes with two playing maps, un-punched counters and a manual for both games. (176222-7D)
1510. VIDEO LOT contains 8 movies. The first lot contains a DVD of the movie Gettysburg, the next two movies are VHS tapes of the American
Rifleman "The early guns" and "Ten guns that changed the world". The next video is a VHS documentary "The Revolutionary War" by the
Discovery channel. The next video is a VHS documentary of world war 2 by Frank Capra. The next video is a VHS of "The Kings
Regiment". The next video is a VHS documentary of World War 2 "The Nazis Strike". The last VHS movie is "The Rough Riders". All movies
appear to be in very good condition. (176222-18)
1511. REPLICA TIN advertising lot contains three signs. The first lot is a 1990 reproduction Remington UMC advertising sign, it measures
14 1/2" x 10 1/2", it displays a deer running through the woods and having six different calibers advertised below. The second item is a
1990 reproduction Peters ammunition advertising tin sign, it measures 14 1/2" x 10 1/2", it displays a man holding a shotgun walking over
a bridge with his seven Springer spaniel hunting dogs. The final item is a Remington-UMC reproduction advertising sign, it measures 14
1/2" x 10 1/2", the sign displaying a Remington 22 LR rifle with a box of Remington UMC cartridges, there is a young lad holding a rifle
hunting rabbits which are dressed in a military uniform holding swords. All three tin signs are in very good to excellent condition displaying a few light handling marks and a few very light scratches. (176222-26)
1512. WHITWORTH 12 POUNDER REPLICA CANNON LOT This lot contains the original box Whitworth 12 Pounder Cannon. No.
1128 made by the Marine Model Co. Inc. Halesite L. I. NY. The finished model is scale 3/4" = 1' completed 9 1/2" long x 3 1/2" high. This
is a complete model according to the instructions right down to the wooden ramrods and water bucket. The bag for all the small parts is
still sealed, instruction sheet is in fine condition. The box does show a little age wear. It is made of die cast metal and the barrel is solid
brass. (176222-11A)
1513. ANTIQU E CU R R E NCY LOT Contains an 1863 Bank of Crawford County five dollar bill. The bill measures 3" x 7" it displays two
images of a horse scene along with the number 5 in a geometrical circle on the bottom corners. The center of the bill reads "BANK OF
CRAWFORD COUNTY/MEADVILLE/FEBUARY 1, 1863". It displays some light worn wrinkled edges and has a small tear on the upper
right corner, it also displays some very light fold marks. The bill is in a protective case and would make a great addition to any currency collector. (176222-15)
1514. COLLECTABLE MARLIN FIREARMS BOOKLET This booklet is called Marlin Experiences. It’s a 96 page booklet which contains testimonials from people all over the country of their experiences from Marlins. The cover is light green and has a man holding a
firearm with a harvested moose head attached to his back. The cover and back cover are attached by a purple spine, some of the corners are wrinkle and the pages show some very light staining. This booklet is in very good condition and would make a great addition any
Marlin Firearms collector. (176222-14)
1515. BOOK LOT The Civil War Extra from the pages of the Charleston Mercury & New York Times. The book contains 309 pages of newspaper pages from the Civil War era. The book is in very good condition overall having a few light scuff marks on the corners. The book
has a blue cover displaying a battle scene. The last book in this lot is The Civil War wall chart. This is a 14 page book that can be converted to a wall chart, it is in excellent overall condition. (176222-25K)
1516. HISTORY LOT Contains newspapers from the Civil War era, 1 paper from the New York Tribune dated December 10, 1862 which contains five pages, it has some light water staining on the edges along with some light soiling. The next paper is a copy of Paterson Daily
Guardian dated December 11, 1862 which contains 4 pages of its editors and proprietors section; the pages have a few light scuff marks
on the edges along with light water staining. The last paper has 8 pages from the Paterson Daily Register June 20, 1860 the pages are
very dry and have become detached at the center. The next item in this lot is a book of Collier's Photographic History of the European
War By P.F Collier & Sons; it has 144 pages. The front cover has some light tear marks along with some light water stains; there is also
some light water damage on the upper right hand corner. The last item is 143 page book The United States Navy from the Revolution to
Date by P.F. Collier & Son the book has a battle ship on the front cover having a moderate crease in the center. (176222-20)
1517. BRITISH TOBACCO CARDS LOT This lot contains 105 miscellaneous British military tobacco cards which are all in a plastic card
protective case they measure 2 3/4" x 2" and are all in very good condition. (176222-4A)
1518. LOT OF CATALOGS this lot contains 32 North South trader catalogs; they all appear in very good condition and would be a great reference to any Civil War collector. (176222-28)
1519. LOT OF CATALOGS This lost contains 28 catalogs of North South trader and Civil War Times, there is also one magazine included of
Popular Photography by Richard T. Scholsberg. All items appear to be in very good condition. (176222-28A)
1520. TACKLE BOX LOT This lot contains a Plano model 757 fishing tackle box which has a top open storage area with four pull out drawers. The box contains about 30 miscellaneous fishing tackle from a basic rooster-tails to salt water lures; the tackle is in good condition
having light oxidation stains on the hooks. (176600-8)
1521. CIVIL WAR ERA AMERICAN FLAG LOT This lot contains a wool 36 star American flag. It measures 54” on the hoist and 96"
on the fly. The canton displays 36 white stars that have been reinforced with some added stitching while displaying some light soiling.
The remainder of the flag is exhibiting wear consistent with age being faded and frayed as well as exhibiting some moth holes. The grommets are still intact and display some light tarnishing, the sleeves are marked "Onondaga No 6. 4 1/2 x 8". The U.S.S. Onondaga was a
naval ship assigned to the Union Army during the American Civil War on the James River. This flag became the Official United States Flag
on July 4th, 1865. (176222-13)
1522. LOT OF AMMO This lot contains one box of Italian 7.35mm Carcano. The box comes with 6 rounds with stripper clips. The box measures 3 1/4" x 2 5/8" its light brown with fabric opening handle that is stapled to the box. The ammo and clips along with the box are in
very good condition overall. (176222-27)
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1523. LOT OF FIVE SHAVING RAZORS contains a variety of different straight edge shaving blades. The first blade is an early double
duck special no.1 having a 3" square point blade that displays some light surface oxidation and light tarnishing showing light signs of it
being stropped. The second item is a Henkel's hand forged razor that has a 3" square point blade which displays some light oxidation
stains. The third item is marked A.W Wadsworth and Son XLINT Germany which has a 3" square point blade displaying a few specks of
oxidation displaying strong sings of it being stropped long ago. The fourth razor is marked Larkin having a 3" round point blade which
having light signs of it being stropped along with a few small areas surface oxidation. The last razor is marked CEO.W.KORN RAZOR MFG
CO. LITTLE VALLEY, N.Y. U.S.A. it has a 3" square point blade having light tarnishing and very light oxidation stains. (6222-17BB)
1524. U.S. AR MY MODE L MCCLE LLAN CAVALRY LEATH E R
HORSE SADDLE This is an fine example of an early 20th centu1524
ry U.S. Army Cavalry saddle. The brown leather saddle has an open
center; some sheep skin is remaining on the underside, a brass
shield at the front marked "12 IN/SEAT", and brass mounted rings
on the front and back. The two leather disks with iron rings sewn in
are on the left and right sides and is appropriately stamped "ROCK
ISLAND/ARSENAL/1918/G.H.W”. The stirrups are made from a
walnut having a protective leather cover with geometric borders.
The saddle is in very good condition overall having some light
scratches and drying cracks with its age, it also displays moderate
insect marks on the underside. Overall a rather nice McClellan and
very complete example. (176222-33)
1525. LEATHER PUTTEES LOT This lot contains a pair of British or
possible European black leather puttees, they measure 16" x 10 1/4".
They have a unique "U" shaped pattern cut out of the bottom for a
boot and have two leather straps for attachment. The puttees rate
very good displaying some light scratches and drying cracks with its
age. (176222-12)
1526. MIQUELET LOCK LOT contains a one miquelet side lock which
is moderately oxidized with all of its parts still functioning properly; the
hammer will require some mechanical attention as the hammer will
not lock into place. Also included is a Larsens shoot-a-lite safety gas
lighter which is moderately oxidized, it takes a flint and lights with
gasoline or alcohol. The last item is a Brass sabot piece from a
Loupor parrot shell; it measures roughly 6" and is
"U" shaped. (176222-9)
1527. ADVERTISEMENT LOT contains a 1912 Kissl
Kar advertisement likely a cutout of a magazine. It
measures 8 1/2" x 11 1/2" and it is framed with a
blue cardboard frame and is wrapped in a protective vinyl. The advertisement has three images of
the different models Kissel Kar offered in 1912 and
a description about the cars. This lot is in near
excellent condition overall. (176222-29)
1528. ADV E RTI S E M E NT LOT contains a
Oldsmobile lot from its 14th year likely from a
cutout of a magazine. It measures 9 1/4" x 7 3/8"
and it is framed with a red cardboard frame that
is wrapped in a protective clear vinyl. The advertisement has a
photograph of a family in a Oldsmobile driving on the country side
with a man sitting in a luxury horse carriage in the distance. This
lot is in near excellent condition. (176222-29A)
1529. LESLIE'S ILLUSTRATED WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FRONT PAGE LOT. This lot contains the front page of Leslie's illustrated
weekly newspaper from November 12, 1914. It measures 9 1/2" x 15 1/2" it has a light brown cardboard frame and is wrapped in a protective clear vinyl. The image displays a World War II blimps flying over London with bombs exploding over the city and "What fears
London" on the lower left corner. This item is in very good condition overall. (176222-29B)
1530. ADVERTISEMENT LOT contains a Reo Flying cloud sedan coupe likely a cutout from a magazine. It measures 8 5/8" x 11 1/2" and
it has a light brown cardboard frame and is wrapped in a protective clear vinyl. The image displays a photo of a 1920's Reo flying cloud
sedan with a background of a fisherman with a fly rod in a river and a brief sales description on the right. This item is in very good condition. (176222-29C)
1531. LOT OF CLEANING PATCHES This lot contains about 10,000 cleaning patches that measure 2 1/2" x 2 1/2". The patches are in
a worn cardboard box with about one layer of patches missing, they were manufactured by Schwartz Mfg. Co. with a date code April 19,
1944. (177240-15)
1532. AMMUNITION LOT contains four boxes of .45 ACP 230 grain full metal jacket manufactured by Hansen Cartridges with approximately 50 rounds per box. The ammo is in excellent condition. (177240-16)
1533. AMMUNITION LOT contains five boxes of .45 ACP 230 grain full metal jacket manufactured by Hansen Cartridges with approximately
50 rounds per box. The ammo is in excellent condition. (177240-16A)
1534. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
have some light wear as they are tearing on the corners. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-18)
1535. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
have some light wear as they are tearing on the corners. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-18A)
1536. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-18B)
1537. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-18C)
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1538. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-18D)
1539. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-18E)
1540. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-21)
1541. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-21A)
1542. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-21B)
1543. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-21C)
1544. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-21D)
1545. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of Syrian 7.62x51 ammo. Each box contains approximately 15 rounds of ammo; the boxes
display some light wear. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-21E)
1546. AMMUNITION LOT contains 4 boxes of 28 ga 2 3/4" 3/4 oz #8 manufactured by Estate, each box contains 25 shells and remain in
excellent condition. (177240-23)
1547. AMMUNITION LOT contains 4 boxes of 28 ga 2 3/4" 3/4 oz #8 manufactured by Estate, each box contains 25 shells and remain in
excellent condition. (177240-23A)
1548. AMMUNITION LOT contains 4 boxes of 28 ga 2 3/4" 3/4 oz #8 manufactured by Estate, each box contains 25 shells and remain in
excellent condition. (177240-23B)
1549. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of 28 ga 2 3/4" 3/4 oz #8 manufactured by Estate, each box contains 25 shells and remain in
excellent condition. (177240-23C)
1550. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of 28 ga 2 3/4" 3/4 oz #8 manufactured by Estate, each box contains 25 shells and remain in
excellent condition. (177240-23D)
1551. RELOADING LOT This lot contains two cases of 1000 Winchester 209 primers for shot shell reloading. The primers are in very good
condition overall. (177240-24)
1552. RELOADING LOT This lot contains two cases of 1000 Winchester 209 primers for shot shell reloading. The primers are in very good
condition overall. (177240-24A)
1553. RELOADING LOT This lot contains one case of 1000 Winchester 209 primers for shot shell reloading. The primers are in very good
condition. (177240-24B)
1554. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and
is printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25)
1555. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box has some light staining and is
printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25A)
1556. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and
is printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25B)
1557. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and is
printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA. The
ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25C)
1558. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and
is printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25D)
1559. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box has some light staining and is
printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25E)
1560. AMMUNITION LOT contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box show some light staining and is
printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25F)
1561. AMMUNITION LOT contains 15 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box has some light staining and is
printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA.
The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-25)
1562. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Centurion 12 ga 2 3/4" that shoots two .650" round balls. Each box contains 10 rounds and
remains in very good to excellent condition. (177240-28)
1563. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Centurion 12 ga 2 3/4" that shoots two .650" round balls. Each box contains 10 rounds and
remains in very good to excellent condition. (177240-28A)
1564. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Centurion 12 ga 2 3/4" that shoots two .650" round balls. Each box contains 10 rounds and
remains in very good to excellent condition. (177240-28B)
1565. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Centurion 12 ga 2 3/4" that shoots two .650" round balls. Each box contains 10 rounds and
remains in very good to excellent condition. (177240-28C)
1566. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Centurion 12 ga 2 3/4" that shoots two .650" round balls. Each box contains 10 rounds and
remains in very good to excellent condition. (177240-28D)
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1567. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Remington 16 ga, 2 3/4" 7 1/2" shot. Each box contains 25 shells and they remain in very
good condition. (177240-31)
1568. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Remington 16 ga, 2 3/4" 7 1/2" shot. Each box contains 25 shells and they remain in very
good condition. (177240-31A)
1569. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 bricks of Winchester Super-X .22 short. Each brick comes with 500 rounds and appears to be in very
good condition. (177240-32)
1570. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 bricks of Winchester Super-X .22 short ammo. Each brick comes with 500 rounds and appears to
be in very good condition. (177240-32A)
1571. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 bricks of Winchester Super-X .22 short ammo. Each brick comes with 500 rounds and appears to
be in very good condition. (177240-32B)
1572. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 bricks of Winchester Super-X .22 short ammo. Each brick comes with 500 rounds and appears to
be in very good condition. (177240-32C)
1573. AMMUNITION LOT contains 1 brick of Winchester Super-X .22 short ammo. Each brick comes with 500 rounds and appears to be
in very good condition. (177240-32D)
1574. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34)
1575. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (177240-34A)
1576. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (177240-34B)
1577. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34C)
1578. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34D)
1579. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34E)
1580. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34F)
1581. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34G)
1582. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34H)
1583. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (177240-34I)
1584. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (177240-34J)
1585. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (177240-34K)
1586. AMMUNITION LOT contains 4 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240gr hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains 20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (177240-34L)
1587. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (177240-38)
1588. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (177240-38A)
1589. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (177240-38B)
1590. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (177240-38C)
1591. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (177240-38D)
1592. AMMUNITION LOT contains full unopened case of 200 rounds of 7.62 x 51. The case is made of cardboard and has a nylon handle with a factory sticker that says PATRONE 7.62MM X 51,DM 41/WEICHKERN (OHNE LADESTREIFEN)/LOTS: H-17-59/LIEFERFLRMA: HIRTENBURG. (177240-40)
1593. AMMUNITION LOT contains about 100 rounds of 7mm Mauser. The ammo comes in a sealed cardboard box that has been opened
and taped shut. The ammo is in very good condition. (177240-41)
1594. AMMUNITION LOT contains four boxes of Winchester 12 ga, 2 3/4" 1 1/8 oz #8 shot, each box contains 25 shells and they are in
very good condition. (177240-43)
1595. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Winchester 12 ga, 2 3/4" 1 1/8 oz #8 shot, each box contains 25 shells and they are in very
good condition. (177240-43A)
1596. SPENCER ARMS CO. SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #467, 12 ga, 30” damascus barrel choked full with bright but pitted
bore showing what appear to be heavy polishing marks. The barrel exhibits a smooth gray patina with a coating of fine surface oxidation
present and the frame retains about 40% blue with fine surface oxidation on it. The round knob Bishop buttstock rates about good as
replaced and remains unfinished with some spots of discoloration, the bottom tang screw is missing. The forearm is also made of a wood
grain orange hard rubber, is checkered, and is in very good condition. The action functions but the trigger does not work. The Spencers
were the first successful repeating shotgun produced from 1882 to 1889. (177249-105) (ANTIQUE)
(200/300)
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1597. HOPKINS AND ALLEN BOXLOCK DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #61507, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked
full and full with a very good lightly frosted bores having a few small pits. The barrels retain 20% of its original damascus pattern with the
balance toning to a plum brown patina with areas of light surface oxidation. The frame retains about 30% original case-hardened colors
with the balance having areas fine surface oxidation and staining. The walnut round knob buttstock and forend rate very good displaying
scattered impact marks and scratches, unfortunately the buttplate is not present. The left hammer is missing its set screw and will require
mechanical attention as it will not fall when fired. (176895-10) {C&R}
(100/200)
1598. ITHACA FI E LD G RADE BOXLOCK DOU B LE SHOTG U N serial #264525, 16 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked full and
improved modified with very good bright bores. The barrels retain 85% original blue finish having scattered light spots of surface oxidation, light handling marks and a few small impact marks present at the muzzles. The boxlock frame retains about 20% case-hardened
colors with the balance toning to a pewter brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying
a very thin 1" crack behind the upper tang along with a few scattered dings and scratches from years of use. The buttstock wears a
hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14". The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety.
(177280-4) {C&R}
(350/550)

1599
1599. W I N C H E STE R
MODEL
1887 LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN serial #56241, 10 ga., 27" plain
shortened barrel choked cylinder with gray moderately pitted bore. The barrel and magazine
tube exhibit a heavily oxidized dark brown color and the frame shows mottled brown color over traces
of case color with areas of heavy oxidation. The lever and steel buttplate also show oxidation pitting.
The round knob pistolgrip stock and forearm sides rate very good having numerous scratches and small dings
over a crazed and flaking stock finish. The action functions fine. (177249-161) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
1600. AMMUNITION LOT contains one full 25 round box of Fiocchi 28 ga 2 1/2" #8 shot ammunition. The ammunition remains in excellent condition overall. (177302-3A)
1601. IVER JOHNSON SPECIAL TRAP SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #T9334, 12 ga, 32" ventilated rib barrel choked full with
a very good bore. The barrel retains 90% reapplied blue finish having scattered handing marks. The rib is starting to separate slightly in
one small spot but remains tight to the gun. The frame has toned to a pewter patina having slight traces of oxidation stains. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and snap on forend rate very good having a few scattered impact marks and scratches. The gun functions fine and would make a great shooter. (177345-10) {C&R}
(100/250)
1602. HUSQVARNA DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #184796, 16 ga, 29 1/4" barrels choked full and full with bright near excellent
bores. The barrels retain 60% original blue finish with the balance toning to a brown patina having specks of light surface oxidation. The
shotgun has an under-swing forearm which has toned to a pewter brown patina. The smooth walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock
rates very good displaying some light dings and handling marks. The length of pull to the hard rubber buttplate is 14 1/2". The gun features double triggers and extractors. The hammers are in good working condition and lock up is tight. (176895-9) {C&R}
(200/400)

1603
1603. HOPKINS AND ALLEN FOREHAND DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial
#22219, 12 ga, 30" damascus barrels choked full and full with bright near excellent bores. The
barrels display a strong damascus pattern with blending toward a brown patina, having scattered spots of light
surface oxidation. The boxlock frame retains 80% vivid case-hardened colors having loss on the edges. The top
lever, hammers and triggerguard have toned a pewter brown patina. The checkered round knob buttstock and forend
rate very good displaying dings, scratches, and a 1" crack emanating from the lower tang. The gun features double triggers
and extractors; it locks up tight and the hammers function very well. (177341-42) {C&R}
(300/500)
1604. IVER JOHNSON SPLIT TRIGGER-OPENING SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #4118, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrel choked
full with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall brown patina having pewter undertones with oxidation stains present. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good having been refinished long ago displaying dings and two large repaired cracks at
the pistolgrip. The forend rates good having moderate chips and cracks around the edges. (176940-82)
(25/75)
1605. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #36682B, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrel choked full with a very
good lightly pitted bore. The barrel retains 50-60% original blue with the balance fading to a brown patina. The frame is an overall mottled silver brown patina having faint traces of original blue in the protected areas. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend
rate good to very good displaying numerous dings, scratches and a 3" crack starting at the tang and continuing to the comb, it does not
flex. The buttstock wears an added Red Head hard rubber recoil pad that is not proud of the wood. (176940-92)
(50/100)
1606. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #5392D, 16 ga, 30" solid rib barrel choked full with a very
good near excellent bore having just a handful of small pits near the breech. The metal surfaces have tarnished to an overall brown patina having several areas of cleaned pits along the barrel. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good having
numerous dings and scratches with some light chipping around the edges. The buttstock is fitted with a non-factory JC Higgins hard rubber recoil pad. (176940-76)
(50/150)
1607. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #TFHT, 16 ga, plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 80% original blue finish that is evenly thinning to a brown patina. The frame retains 80% case-hardened colors
with the balance toning to a silvery patina. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying a 1" crack on the right side of the
frame and a 3" crack emanating from the lower tang toward the pistolgrip. The gun has an ejector and would make a very good affordable shooter. (176940-7) {C&R}
(50/150)
1608. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #13338, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina. The walnut buttstock rates good to very good having a few light cracks
and dings. The forearm rates very good having a few handling marks over a flaking varnish. The gun is missing its ejector. (176940-70)
{C&R}
(40/100)
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1609. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #84372C, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked improved modified
with a very good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina displaying scattered impact marks, scratches
and oxidation stains. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good as refinished having some chips missing from the right side of the
stock where the wood meets the metal. The forend is in similar condition having just a few handing marks. The gun is equipped with its
original hard rubber recoil pad. (176940-69) {C&R}
(40/25)
1610. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #FIHB, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a very good
near excellent bore. The barrels have toned to a dark gray brown patina having what is likely a lacquer finish over the barrel. The frame
has been cleaned to a gun metal gray. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying 1 1/2" crack at the rear of
the upper tang along with a few light handling marks. The gun is equipped with its original owl head hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14". (176940-67) {C&R}
(40/25)
1611. IVER JOHNSON TRIGGER-OPENING SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #45988, 20 ga, 32" plain barrel choked modified
with a bright lightly pitted bore. The barrel retains 70% evenly thinning original blue finish having light scratches and surface oxidation present. The frame has toned to a brown patina having traces of original case colors in the protected areas. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and forend rate very good having numerous dings and scratches along with a very thin 1/2" crack at the upper tang. The front bead has
broken off and lock up is slightly loose. (176940-86) {C&R}
(50/150)
1612. E.JAMES DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #4520, 12 ga, 30" damascus matted rib barrels choked improved cylinder and
cylinder with very good bores having moderate pitting their full length. The barrels have toned to a brown patina having moderate spots
of oxidation near the breech ends and having scattered oxidation stains present along the barrel. The side-locks and frame are embellished in a simple border engraving and having a small engraved partridge on the sides. The hammers display a light engraving and the
hammer screws have been replaced. The round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good having moderate cracks around the wrist
that have been poorly repaired with multiple small nails. The forend has multiple chips around the edges. The length of pull to the steel
buttplate is 14 1/8". (176980-2) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1613. IVER JOHNSON M-1 CARBINE serial #000423, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85%
original blue finish having light surface oxidation present. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying scattered dings and handling marks, unfortunately the hand guard is not present. The gun will require mechanical attention as the bolt will not return to battery.
There is no oiler, magazine or sights present. (177033-1)
(50/150)
1614. WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #20753, .351 Win, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue finish having just a few light handling marks and light loss at the muzzle. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying numerous dings, scratches and a small 1/2" notch has been cut from the leading tip of the
comb and two very small cracks at the upper tang. The rifle wears its correct front sight and the rear sight has been replaced with a slot
blank. The gun has been drilled and tapped on the tang. The rifle is in excellent working condition. (177340-66) {C&R}
(250/350)
1615. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #X50679, 16 ga, 27" barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 90% original blue finish, having loss at the muzzle and scattered light handling marks. The frame is embellished in a light
foliate scroll with a geometrical border engraving; it retains 90% original blue finish. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and fluted forend rate very good displaying light dings, scratches and having a small 1/4" crack emanating from the upper tang over
a flaking high gloss finish. The buttstock wears its original FN bone buttplate that has some light chips; it provides a length of pull of 14".
A very good Browning made in Belgium. {C&R}
(150/300)
1616. FIREARMS IMPORT AND EXPORT CORP. MODEL SB SINGLE SHOTGUN serial #296173, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel
choked full and a very good bore having a few light pits. The barrel retains 80% of a poorly added matte black finish having numerous
handling marks and blemishes. The frame retains what appears to be 60% of its original blue finish having a light scroll engraving and
scattered spots of surface oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good having scattered dings and scratches over a
flaking varnish. The gun features an ejector and still functions very good. (177014-31)
(25/50)
1617. J.C HIGGINS MODEL 583.23 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" plain barrel with a Polychoke having a very good lightly frosted bore. The barrel retains 80% evenly thinning original blue finish having light areas of surface oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip
stock rates very good having light dings, scratches and a 6" crack on the right side just behind the magazine tube. The gun wears its original hard rubber buttplate and has sling mounts attached. (177014-24)
(40/150)
1618. CRESCENT NEW VICTORY BREAK ACTION SHOTGUN serial #14188, 12 ga, 29 1/2" plain barrel choked cylinder with a
good bore having moderate pitting. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina having traces of oxidation present. The walnut buttstock rates good having cracks around the wrist and cheeks. There has also been a repair to the wrist of the stock. The forend is in
similar condition displaying a moderate chips and a few light cracks. (177014-29)
(20/50)
1619. UNMARKED BRITISH DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 25" London twist damascus matted rib barrel
choked modified and modified with very good bores having oxidation and light pitting its full length. The barrels have toned to a dark brown
patina having a very faint trace of original pattern visible. The locks and hammers are embellished in a light scroll engraving and have toned
to a tarnished pewter brown patina. The checkered walnut straight grip stock rates very good having numerous dings and scratches, it has
a very small primer trap-door on the toe line. Included is what appears to be the original ram rod. (176890-3) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1620. STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #A648806, 16 ga, 28" solid rib barrel choked improved modified and full with bright near excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% original blue finish having light scratches and light surfaces oxidation present primarily on the right barrel near the muzzle. The boxlock frame retains 90% of its case-hardened colors having just a few light
spots of oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent having a few light dings and scratches. The gun
features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. (176855-7)
(250/350)
1621. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #734669, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a very good bore
having light coat of surface oxidation at the muzzle. The barrel retains 85-90% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks
and scattered surface oxidation. The receiver rates very good retaining about 85% of its factory blue finish with similarly faint signs of light
oxidation; the factory engravings on both sides of the receiver have held up very well. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good displaying light scratches and handling marks. (176855-14)
(100/300)
1622. BROWNING FN AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #141721, 12 ga, 27" solid rib barrel with an added Polychoke having
a very good bore with some surface oxidation present. The barrel retains 70% original blue displaying loss ahead of the forend and having moderate spots of surface oxidation and handling marks present. The frame retains about 50% original blue having moderate areas
of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut round knob stock and fluted forend rate very good having dings and scratches over a dark
dull fading varnish. The length of pull to the FN bone buttplate is 14 3/8". (176873-43) {C&R}
(150/300)
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1623. BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M56398, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel Polychoke with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 95% original blue finish having loss just ahead of the forend and light water spotting. The frame is embellished is the
typical browning foliate scroll engraving having light loss on the right side and a few light handling marks. The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and fluted forend rate very good displaying just a few light scratches and handling marks. The length of pull to the added
White Line ventilated rubber recoil pad is 14 1/8". This shotgun is in very good condition overall. (177210-8)
(250/400)
1624. VICTORIA BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #156, 12 ga, 27 1/2" damascus matted rib barrels choked full and modified
with very good bores having a few light pits and oxidation. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina displaying a good pattern with
moderate coverage of surface oxidation. The boxlock frame is embellished in a light scroll engraving and has tarnished to dark pewter
brown and has oxidation present. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying scattered impact marks, a moderately
chipped toe, a cross bolt repair through the wrist and 1" crack on the left side of the cheek. The checkered forend rates very good displaying a few light dings and is missing its ebony forend tip. The buttplate is chipped at the toe; it provides a length of pull of 14". The
gun features double triggers and extractors. (176855-5) {C&R}
(150/300)
1625. UNMARKED BRITISH DOUBLE PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 16 ga, 20" matted rib barrels choked modified and full with
moderately oxidized and pitted bores. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina having numerous pits near the breech ends. The
walnut straight grip stock rates good displaying a few light chips around the edges, multiple scratches and dings. The gun will require
mechanical attention as the left hammer is stuck in the cocked position. (176892-43) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1626. LEFEVER SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #68442, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and full with bright excellent bores having one small ding on the right tube. The barrels have been re-blacked and display oxidation specks along the barrels. The
sideplates have toned to a dark brown patina and have a crisp coating of oxidation around the edges. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate very good displaying dings and scratches over a dark oiled finish. The length of pull to the hard rubber recoil pad is 14 1/4".
The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. (176855-6)
(150/300)
1627. REMINGTON MODEL 1900 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #100612, 12 ga, 28 1/4" damascus barrels choked
improved cylinder and cylinder with very good bores having a few small pits. The barrels retain a strong damascus pattern with the balance toning to a brown patina having pewter undertones. The frame has toned to a case colored smoke-gray with spots toning to a brown
patina. The checkered round knob buttstock and forend rate very good displaying dings and scratches along with a small chip on the right
side of the forend. The gun features double triggers and extractors. (176556-30) {C&R}
(250/450)
1628. AMERICAN ARMS CO. BOSTON SWING-ACTION DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #2270, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels
choked cylinder and cylinder with a very good bores having a few pits their full length. The barrels have toned to a pewter brown patina
having moderate traces of surface oxidation their full length. The locks and frame have tarnished to pewter gray having brown patina
undertones. The checkered walnut round knob buttstock rates good to very good having two repaired cracks emanating from both sides
of the upper tang toward the side locks. The forend rates very good displaying just a few dings and scratches. The hammers are in excellent working condition and the lock up is tight. (176780-S17921A) {C&R}
(250/500)
1629. WILSON PERCUSSION DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked full and full with a bores that
are moderately pitted and oxidized. The barrels are separating from the top and bottom ribs and the forend knuckle is broken, the barrels are attached to the rib with shrink wrap. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark brown patina having moderate surface of oxidation.
The walnut stock is in good condition displaying an added piece of wood to the comb line which is staring to separate and having moderate dings and scratches. This gun would be an excellent wall hanger. (176855-22) {ANTIQUE}
(20/40)
1630. WEBLEY AND SCOTT SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMER GUN serial #37436, 12 ga, 30" damascus matted rib barrels choked
full and full with very good bores having a few light dings and pitting their full length. The barrels display a very good damascus pattern
having areas toning to a brown patina. There are a few light dings along the barrel. The locks and frame display a simple foliate scroll
engraving and have toned to a dark brown patina. The walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying some light insect
damage to the right side along with a few light handling marks. The forend features a bone inset tip, rates very good displaying light chips
around the edges, the forearm release will require mechanical attention as the lever will not lock into place. The hammers function very
good and the lock up is slightly loose. (177014-20) {C&R}
(350/550)
1631. ACME ARMS DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #1, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked modified and full with very good
bores having light pitting its full length. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina having pewter undertones with specks of oxidation present. The frame has toned to a dark brown pewter patina. The round knob checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good displaying numerous dings and scratches over a dark varnish. The gun will require mechanical attention as the right hammer will
not stay in the cocked position. (177014-15) {C&R}
(100/250)
1632. C.G. BONEHILL SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMER GUN serial #43492, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked cylinder and modified with good bores having light pitting their full length. The damascus barrels have toned to a pleasing plum brown patina, they have a
few light dings, scratches and light oxidation along the barrel. The frame and locks are embellished in a light scroll engraving and have tarnished to a dark brown patina. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light impact marks
and scratches over a strong added finish. The hammers function very good and the lock-up is loose. (177014-22) {C&R}
(300/500)
1633. TRACK OF THE WOLF FLINTLOCK RIFLE MUZZLELOADER KIT, 36. cal, 36" barrel with a bright excellent bore. This kit
comes with all of the correct parts to build a rifle. The stock is full length and un-finished. Included are directions and book "The Art Of
Building The Pennsylvania Long rifle". This rifle would make a really fun project. (177138-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1634. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #794274, 12 ga, 28" raised solid rib barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95-97% evenly fading original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks and a small
trace of surface oxidation. The frame is engraved with a pheasant on the right and a flying goose on the left; it retains 99% original blue
finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. This shotgun is in
very good condition. (176869-4)
(300/550)
1635. WESTERN AUTO MODEL 3100 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a very good lightly frosted bore. The barrel is moderately covered in surfaces oxidation having traces of original blue present. The frame retains 80% original blue
finish having light scratches and blemishes. The walnut buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light dings and scratches,
the buttstock is slightly loose and will need to be tightened. (176901-S18021)
(40/150)
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1636. MOSSBERG MODEL 600AT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #H338204, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel with Polychoke
having a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish having scattered spots of surface oxidation and handling marks.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light dings, scratches and two cracks on both sides
emanating from the frame. (6780-S17916)
(100/200)
1637. IVE R JOH NSON CHAM PION SI NG LE SHOT SHOTG U N serial #98109A, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a very
good bight bore. The barrel retains 75% evenly thinning original blue finish having light scratches with areas toneing to a brown patina.
The frame retains about 50% original case colors with the balance toning to a tarnished pewter patina. The walnut round knob buttstock
rates very good displaying numerous dings, scratches and a 1" crack at the upper tang. The forend rates very good having a 2" crack
just ahead of the forend iron and a 3" chip missing from the left front of the forend. The gun is in very good condition and would make
a good shooter. (176940-72)
(50/150)
1638. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #972117, 20 ga, 26" plain barrel choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks. The frame is embellished
with the typical Ithaca scroll engraving and retains 99% original finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good having a few light handling marks. This shotgun is in excellent condition overall. (177317-4)
(350/550)

1639
1639. IVER JOHNSON HERCULES BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN
serial #18530, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrel choked improved modified and full with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain 85% original blue finish having loss at the muzzles and breech ends along
with a few light scratches. The boxlock frame has toned to a silver brown patina having traces of original case
colors in the protected areas. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with perhaps some added finish
on the butt, they have several light dings and scratches. The buttstock wears an added white line hard rubber recoil pad. The
gun features double triggers extractors and an automatic safety. (176940-61)
(350/550)
1640. BROWNING MODEL A-500 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #751PN02863, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib Invector choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue finish having loss at the muzzle and a few scattered scratches. The frame
is embellished in a simple foliate scroll engraving, it retains 97% original blue having light oxidation present on both sides. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is the original box, manual and
three chokes that are full, improved cylinder and modified. This gun is very good condition and would make a great candidate for the fall
woods. (177167-7)
(350/450)
1641. WINCHESTER MODEL 1912 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #73721, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrel with Cutts
Compensator having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue finish having light areas of surface oxidation and
moderate scratches. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good displaying a hard rubber residue on the butt and
scattered dings and scratches from years of use; the buttplate is not present. (176900-D29707)
(100/200)
1642. IVER JOHNSON KNOX-ALL DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #298722, 28" matted rib barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder with a very good lightly frosted bore. The barrels have toned to a pleasing plum brown patina with spots of freckles. The locks,
frame and hammers have toned to a brown patina having light specks of surface oxidation. The round knob pistolgrip buttstock rates good
having a moderate crack starting at the right lock to the left lock, the crack causes the stock to flex; there is another crack present below
the right lock. The checkered forend rates very good displaying a few light handling marks. The gun still functions very good. (17694079) {C&R}
(100/200)
1643. PARKHURST SIDE HAMMER DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #5062, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder with moderately pitted bores. The barrels have toned to mottled brown patina having moderate traces of surface oxidation present. The frame, locks and hammers have toned to a brown patina having light traces of surface oxidation present. The walnut pistolgrip
buttstock and forend rate very good displaying dings and scratches over a stock that has been refinished long ago. The metal is proud of
the wood. The gun does not have any firing pins present, the hammers are in good working condition and the lock up is loose. (17685524) {C&R}
(70/150)
1644. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 101.750 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 410 bore 24" plain barrel choked improved modified with a very
good bright bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% evenly thinning original blue finish having scattered areas of light surface oxidation. The
walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying a small crack in the wood on the left side below the frame along with multiple handling
marks and scratches. The single detachable magazine is not included. (176901-S18019)
(75/150)
1645. IVER JOHNSON KNOX-ALL DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #278787, 16 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and improved
modified with very good lightly frosted bores having a small ding in the left tube about 10" from the breech. The barrels have toned to a
pleasing brown patina having a few light scratches and oxidation. The frame and locks have mottled to a brown patina having traces of
case colors in the protected areas. The walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock has been sanded and refinished long ago, it displays several moderate cracks around the wrist and does flex, and a repair has been done with nails. The forend rates very good as refinished. The
hammers function very well and lockup is slightly loose. (176940-78) {C&R}
(50/150)
1646. OCCIDENTAL SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMER SHOTGUN serial #11/29, 16 ga, 26" matted rib barrel choked cylinder and
cylinder with very good bores having just a few light pits. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina having a few light spots of surface oxidation. The locks, frame, top lever, triggerguard and hammers have toned to a brown patina having traces of surface oxidation
present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good having a 1" crack from the upper tang to the left lock. The
forend rates very good displaying just a few small dings and scratches. The gun has no firing pins present; the hammers are in good working condition and the lock up is slightly loose. (176855-8) {C&R}
(45/150)
1647. UNMARKED UNDER LEVER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 12 ga, 32" plain barrel choked modified with a good bore having pitting its full length. The metal surfaces are an overall oxidized dark brown patina. The walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good having a few light chips around the frames edges. The forend rates very good displaying a 1 1/2" crack on the right side and a few light chips
from the upper left side. This gun is an excellent choice to guard the walls at hunting camp. (176916-64)
(20/75)
1648. UNMARKED DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION SHOTGUN 12 ga, 31" matted rib barrels choked cylinder and cylinder with
good bores having pitting and oxidation their full length. The barrels have toned to a pleasing plum brown patina having dark brown freckles and oxidation present. The locks and hammers have toned to a brown patina having a thick coat of oxidation present. The straight
grip buttstock and rates very good displaying light dings and scratches and having a fancy forend tip. The hammers are in very good condition and a ram rod is included. (176980-1) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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1649. THOMPSON CENTER RENEGADE PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #270304, .54 cal. 27" octagon barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having a few light spots of surface oxidation along the barrel. The casehardened sidelock and hammers rate excellent displaying a light scroll engraving. The walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks. Included is the original wooden ram rod. (177087-59) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1650. IVER JOHNSON SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #BUXI, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a very good bore. The
barrel retains 85% evenly thinning original blue finish having a few light scratches. The frame has toned to bright silver patina having a
few light specks of surface oxidation and some case colors in the protected areas. The walnut buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a 1 1/2" chip on the toe and having dings and scratches. The gun will require mechanical attention as the top lever will not always
(40/150)
engage the barrel for opening. (176940-26)
1651. LOT OF RELOADING DIES AND BRASS This lot contains 1, RCBS FL die set for a 300 Jarrett; 1, Redding 7mm-08 rem die
set, there is also a bag of brass with about 40 pieces for the 300 Jarrett and a bag of 80 pieces for the 7mm-08. Also two bore cleaning
guides are included for both calibers. (177307-76)
1652. W.C. SCOTT & SON BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #28517, 10 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked full and improved modified with very good bores. The barrels retain 80-85% original blue finish displaying moderate coverage of surface oxidation. The frame
is embellished in a light floral scroll engraving displaying moderate coverage. There is no buttstock with the gun. The checkered forend
rates very good displaying just a few light scratches and dings. (176873-42)
(50/100)
1653. JAPANESE TANEGASHIMA (MATCHLOCK) MUSKET 62 caliber, 40 1/2” octagon barrel with dark oxidized bore. The barrel exhibits a dark brown patina with smoothed over pitting and areas of light surface oxidation. The stripped lockplate is present, there
are absolutely no firing mechanism parts present. The unique two-piece Asian hardwood cheek stock rates very good having a 3" crack
on the left side below the barrel. The stock is decorated with 8 brass tulips of varying sizes and the 3 barrel pins are framed with tulip
shaped brass escutcheons. A cutout in the heel of the stock indicates that there is a missing metal band with diamond head that would
have been there to protect the heel (butt). The gun is equipped with a triangular blade front sight and a simple box type rear sight. A
unique and unusual piece of gun making history. (176855-16) {ANTIQUE}
(100/300)
1654. U.S. MODEL 1851 CADET PERCUSSION MUSKET 58 cal, 40" barrel with a very good dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a pleasing brown patina having smoothed over pitting and oxidation. The near full length walnut stock rates good to
very good displaying a repaired crack circling the upper tang and a 2" crack below the buttplate. The stock appears to have been cleaned
many years ago. Included is what appears to be the original ramrod. (177052-19) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1655. ISAAC HOLLIS AND SONS DOUBLE HAMMERGUN 16 ga, 28 1/4" barrels choked cylinder and cylinder with a dark bore
having pitting its full length. The barrels have been cleaned to a bright gun metal gray having a few light spots of oxidation and pits. The
locks and frame are embellished in a light floral scroll engraving and have toned to a gun metal gray. The round knob buttstock and forend
rate good to very good displaying dings, scratches, chipping at the edges and a few cracks emanating from the buttstock. There has been
a plastic diamond insert added to the comb line. The hammers are in fair condition occasionally getting hung up; the right hammer spur
has been reattached by a weld. (176916-51) {C&R}
(100/200)
1656. REMINGTON MODEL 1889 DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #217369, 12 ga, 19 3/4" damascus matted rib barrels choked
cylinder and cylinder with very good bores having some light pitting. The barrels show a strong damascus pattern that is toning to a brown
patina with oxidation stains present. The frame, locks and hammers have toned to a pleasing brown patina. The checkered walnut round
knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a repaired crack on the left and right side of the upper tang along with a few
light dings and scratches. The hammers are in very good working condition. A nice little coach gun. (176965-8) {ANTIQUE} (150/300)
1657. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #84372C, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a bright
near excellent bore. The barrel retains 85% original blue finish having loss along its length with a few light handling marks. The frame
retains 80% original case-hardened colors with the balance toning to a silver patina. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good displaying numerous dings and scratches; the buttstock is slightly loose. The gun will require mechanical attention as the firing pin
is stuck causing the extractor to get hung up and not allowing the barrel to open. (176940-87) {C&R}
(40/80)
1658. JOHANN PETERLONGO INNSBRUCK SIDELOCK DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #1494, 16 ga, 29 1/2" barrels
choked modified and cylinder with very good bores having a few very light pits their fill length. The barrels retain 80% original blue finish
having a moderate amount of surface oxidation present. The locks and frame are embellished in a foliate scroll engraving having a running dog in the center on both sides; they have mottled to a silvery patina with light traces of oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip
buttstock with left-side cheekpiece and forend rate very good to excellent displaying just a few light dings and scratches over a dull flaking varnish. The gun features double triggers and extractors. (176873-36) {C&R}
(300/550)
1659. KNIGHT MODEL LK-93 MUZZLELOADER serial #230525, 50 cal, 23" barrel with a very good oxidized bore having strong
rifling its full length. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having light oxidation near the breech. The black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks. The gun wears a Olden antler rifle scope with a duplex reticle that has
bright excellent optics. (177151-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1660. HARRINGTON AND RICHARDSON MODEL 1212 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #IG127223, 12 ga, 29 1/2" ventilated rib barrels choked modified and modified with very good bright bores. The metal surfaces display an added white and black paint
blended together to appear as snow camouflage. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a similar finish as
the metal. The stock does have a two 1" chips missing from both sides from the upper tang. The buttstock fits loosely to the gun. The
gun features double triggers, extractors and a single selective trigger. (177132-2)
(125/350)
1661. BROWNING BPS WATERFOWL DELUXE SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #36385NXT52, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib
Invector plus barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 85% evenly thinning original blue finish having scattered areas
of surface oxidation. The receiver is embellished in a detailed game scene with ducks in flight on the right and pheasants on the left all
done in open scroll. The receiver retains 75-80% evenly thinning original blue finish having a few light scratches and oxidation stains. The
black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying multiple scratches and some residue in the checkering. The
included choke tube is improved cylinder. (177149-2)
(200/400)
1662. SAVAGE STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" solid rib barrels choked modified and full with
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 85-90% evenly thinning original blue finish having a light coating of oxidation and a few light
handling marks. The boxlock frame retains 80% original case colors displaying light oxidation stains. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate very good displaying scratches and handling marks over a dull flaking varnish. The buttstock wears a slip-on hard rubber recoil
pad. The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. (177142-13)
(75/150)
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1663. SAVAGE MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #D218160, 28" solid rib barrels choked modified and improved
modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The boxlock
frame retains 99% of its vivid case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just
a few light handling marks. This shotgun is in excellent condition overall. (177151-24)
(200/300)
1664. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue finish having some water spotting ahead of the breech ends. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend
rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks over a flaking fading finish. The buttstock wears its original hard rubber buttplate.
This gun is in excellent condition overall. (177142-32) {C&R}
(175/275)
1665. IVE R JOH NSON CHAM PION SI NG LE SHOT SHOTG U N 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a good bore having light
pitting its full length. The barrel has toned to a pewter-brown patina having light oxidation present. The frame is an overall dark brown
patina. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying multiple dings and scratches over a dull oiled finish.
(177151-5) {C&R}
(25/75)
1666. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Three items total. The first two are 20 rd. boxes of Remington 7mm Rem Mag, 175 gr. soft point
core-lokt with one full box and the other with 19 rounds and a fired casing. The last is a full box of Remington 7mm Rem Mag, 150 gr. soft
point core-lokt. The ammunition rates very good to near excellent overall and the boxes are slightly worn on the edges. (157240-1A)
1667. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four, full 20 rd. boxes of Remington 7mm Rem Mag, 150 gr. soft point corelokt in very good condition. The boxes have minor outer wear and some have remnants of tape on the end-flaps. (157240-1B)
1668. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Three items total. First are two, full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 7mm Rem Mag, 175 gr.
power-point in very good to near excellent condition. The last item is 11 mixed manufacture rds. in an older box of Winchester Super-X
7mm Rem Mag in good to near very good condition with worn edges and faded graphics. (157240-1C)
1669. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Four items total. First are three, full 20 rd. boxes of Western Super-X 264 Win Mag, 140 gr. soft point
ammunition. The last item is a full 20 rd. box of Remington High Velocity 264 Win Mag, 140 gr. core-lokt soft point ammunition. The ammo
is in near excellent condition overall and the boxes rate very good to near excellent with minor wear along the edges. (157240-2A)
1670. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION Four items total. First are two, full 20 rd. boxes of Western Super-X 264 Win Mag, 140 gr. soft point
ammunition in very good condition with minor tarnishing on the brass casings and mild wear on the boxes. Second is a full 20 rd. box of
Remington High Velocity 264 Win Mag, 140 gr. core-lokt soft point ammunition. The last item is a full 20 rd. box of Winchester Super-X 264
Win Mag, 140 gr. power-point ammunition in very good condition overall with faded graphics on the side flaps. (157240-2B)
1671. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of six boxes, (5) full and (1) partial with 37 rds. and 13 spent casings of PPU
380 ACP, 94 gr. FMJ ammunition in excellent condition with some minor wear along the edges. (157240-3A)
1672. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of five, full 50 rd. boxes of Blazer 25 ACP, 50 gr. TMJ. The rounds rate excellent and the boxes are in very good condition with light wear along the edges and end-flaps. (157240-4A)
1673. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Blazer 25 ACP, 50 gr. TMJ. The rounds rate excellent and the boxes are in very good condition with light wear along the edges and end-flaps. (157240-4B)
1674. LOT OF PRIMERS Included are two full 1000 ct. boxes of CCI No. 450 Magnum Small Rifle primers. The primers are like-new and
the boxes are in very good to near excellent condition with some light wear. (157240-5A)
1675. LOT OF PRIMERS Included are two full 1000 ct. boxes of CCI primers. One of the boxes consists of No. 350 Magnum Large Pistol
primers and the other is No. 250 Magnum Large Rifle primers. The primers are like-new and the boxes rate very good showing light wear.
(157240-5B)
1676. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of seven blued magazines in .32 cal. including three that are Colt-marked for the 1903 pistol, for the
1903 pistol, with most showing mild wear and lightly thinning finish. They exhibit strong springs which brings the overall condition to about
near very good. (75694-15F)
1677. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 5 rd. boxes of Western Super X 12 ga, 1 Buck, 2 3/4" shotshells.
The shells and boxes are in excellent condition overall. (157240-7A)
1678. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 5 rd. boxes of Western Super X 12 ga, 1 Buck, 2 3/4" shotshells.
The shells and boxes are in very good to near excellent condition overall. (157240-7B)
1679. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 5 rd. boxes of Western Super X 12 ga, 1 Buck, 2 3/4" shotshells.
The shells and boxes are in excellent condition overall. (157240-7C)
1680. LOT OF BRASS This lot consists of a box of about 460 new brass casings of 220 Swift in very good to near excellent condition overall with mild tarnishing on some of the casings. (157240-8)
1681. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full boxes of Winchester Super X 12 ga, #8 shot lead, 2 3/4" shotshells in near excellent condition with some light wear on the edges of the boxes. (157240-9A)
1682. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full boxes of Winchester Super X 12 ga, four of the boxes are #8
shot lead, 2 3/4" and the remaining box is #6 shot lead, 2 3/4". The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes rate very good
with creasing on some of the end-flaps and light edge wear. (157240-9B)
1683. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czechoslovakian 7.62x51mm rifle ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent and the robin's egg blue boxes rate near excellent with light wear on the corners. The boxes have no labels
or markings except the letters "LU" stamped on the top flap. (157240-10A)
1684. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czechoslovakian 7.62x51mm rifle ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent and the robin's egg blue boxes rate near excellent with light wear on the corners and a couple of light brown
stains. The boxes have no labels or markings except the letters "LU" stamped on the top flap. (157240-10B)
1685. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czechoslovakian 7.62x51mm rifle ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent and the robin's egg blue boxes rate near excellent with light wear on the corners and a couple of light brown
stains. The boxes have no labels or markings except the letters "LU" stamped on the top flap. (157240-10C)
1686. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czechoslovakian 7.62x51mm rifle ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent and the robin's egg blue boxes rate near excellent with light wear on the corners and a couple of light brown
stains. The boxes have no labels or markings except the letters "LU" stamped on the top flap. (157240-10D)
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1687. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Czechoslovakian 7.62x51mm rifle ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent and the robin's egg blue boxes rate very good with the exception of one box which has a corner missing; the
remaining boxes have a couple of light brown stains and worn edges. The boxes have no labels or markings except the letters "LU"
stamped on the top flap. (157240-10E)
1688. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of a box of approximately 740 loose Belgian-made 7x57mm Mauser round nose bullets
in very good condition with minor tarnishing on the brass casings of some. The headstamps are marked "F" and "N" at the top with "33"
at the bottom. (157240-11)
1689. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 15 rd. cardstock boxes of Syrian 7.62x51mm FMJ surplus ammunition
with white labels and Arabic print. Three of the boxes remain sealed, one has been opened but remains intact and the other has been
torn open on both edges and shows wear. (157240-12A)
1690. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 15 rd. cardstock boxes of Syrian 7.62x51mm FMJ surplus ammunition
with white labels and Arabic print. Three of the boxes remain sealed and the other two have been opened. All rate very good with some
worn edges and corners. (157240-12B)
1691. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 15 rd. cardstock boxes of Syrian 7.62x51mm FMJ surplus ammunition
with white labels and Arabic print. Four of the boxes remain sealed and one has been opened. All boxes rate very good to near excellent with some worn edges and corners. (157240-12C)
1692. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 15 rd. cardstock boxes of Syrian 7.62x51mm FMJ surplus ammunition
with white labels and Arabic print. Three of the boxes remain sealed and the other two have been opened. All rate very good with some
worn edges and corners. (157240-12D)
1693. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 15 rd. cardstock boxes of Syrian 7.62x51mm FMJ surplus ammunition
with white labels and Arabic print. All of the boxes remain sealed however one has a small hole in one of the sides and rate very good
overall with some worn edges and corners. (157240-12E)
1694. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 15 rd. cardstock boxes of Syrian 7.62x51mm FMJ surplus ammunition
with white labels and Arabic print. Four of the boxes remain sealed and one has been opened. All boxes rate very good to near excellent with some worn edges and corners. (157240-12F)
1695. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Denver Ordnance Plant 30 M2 (30-06) FMJ ammunition in cardstock boxes with red labels. Three of the boxes are sealed and the fourth has been opened but all boxes and ammunition
rate very good to near excellent overall. (157240-13A)
1696. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Denver Ordnance Plant 30 M2 (30-06) FMJ ammunition in cardstock boxes with red labels. Two of the boxes are sealed and the remaining three have been pressed inward on the side where
the bullet heads make contact, causing them to poke through, however all boxes and ammunition rate very good overall (157240-13B)
1697. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of W.R.A. 30 M2 (30-06) ball ammunition in brown cardstock boxes. All but one box are sealed however the end flaps are partially open, only one has been fully opened. The boxes and ammunition are in excellent condition. (157240-13C)
1698. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of W.R.A. 30 M2 (30-06) ball ammunition in brown cardstock boxes. Two boxes are sealed, one has an open end-flap and the other has been opened on top and the old tape has been cut. The
boxes and ammunition are in very good to near excellent condition overall. (157240-13D)
1699. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of W.R.A. 30 M2 (30-06) ball ammunition in brown cardstock boxes. Two boxes are sealed and the other two are open on one end-flap. The boxes and ammunition are in excellent condition
overall. (157240-13E)
1700. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel
cased ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some
light wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (157240-14A)
1701. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel
cased ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some
light wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (157240-14B)
1702. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel
cased ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some
light wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (157240-14C)
1703. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel
cased ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some
light wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (157240-14D)
1704. LOT OF CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION IN BELTS This lot consists of two belts of different caliber rounds. First is a belt of 57
rds. of 7.62 NATO in good to near very good condition with scattered verdi gris on some of the bullet heads and casings. Second is a belt
of 96 rds. of F.N. 30-06 in a similar state of condition as the aforementioned belt. (157240-17)
1705. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed
and others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in
Seville, Spain. (157240-19A)
1706. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed
and others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in
Seville, Spain. (157240-19B)
1707. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition
with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed and
others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in Seville,
Spain. (157240-19C)
1708. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed
and others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in
Seville, Spain. (157240-19D)
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1709. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed
and others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in
Seville, Spain. (157240-19E)
1710. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot contains ten unmarked boxes of assorted 20 gauge shotgun ammunition including
shotshells and slugs. Each box contains 25 shotshells in good condition and are from various manufacturers. (157240-20)
1711. LOT OF AMMUNITION Consists of nine full 25 rd. boxes of Olympic 12 Ga. 2 3/4” #8 shot in very good condition overall. (157240-22A)
1712. LOT OF AMMUNITION Consists of eight full 25 rd. boxes of Olympic 12 Ga. 2 3/4” #8 shot in very good condition overall. (157240-22B)
1713. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 50 rd. boxes of Prvi Partizan 32 Auto, FMJ, 71 gr. bullets in excellent
condition overall. The boxes rate excellent as well with minor wear and tear on the edges. (157240-26)
1714. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Magtech 25 Auto, FMC, 50 gr. bullets in excellent to
like-new condition. The boxes are in excellent condition as well with remnants of price stickers present. (157240-27A)
1715. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC 25 Auto, FMJ, 50 gr. bullets in
excellent condition. The boxes are in very good to near excellent condition overall with some light wear on the corners. (157240-27B)
1716. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 38 Super Auto, FMJ, 129 gr. bullets in excellent condition. The red boxes rate very good to excellent with worn corners and edges and display remnants of price stickers on some of
the end-flaps. (157240-29)
1717. LOT OF PISTOL AM M U N ITION This lot consists of a full 250 rd. box of Sellier & Bellot 7.65mm Browning (32 ACP), FMJ, 73
gr. bullets in excellent condition. There are (10) 25 rd. boxes of ammunition all contained in a larger box, all of which rate excellent as
well. (157240-30A)
1718. LOT OF PISTOL AM M U N ITION This lot consists of a full 250 rd. box of Sellier & Bellot 7.65mm Browning (32 ACP), FMJ, 73
gr. bullets in excellent condition. There are (10) 25 rd. boxes of ammunition all contained in a larger box, all of which rate excellent as
well. (157240-30B)
1719. LOT OF PISTOL AM M U N ITION This lot consists of a full 250 rd. box of Sellier & Bellot 7.65mm Browning (32 ACP), FMJ, 73
gr. bullets in excellent condition. There are (10) 25 rd. boxes of ammunition all contained in a larger box, all of which rate excellent as
well. (157240-30C)
1720. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 5,000 CCI 550 Small Pistol Magnum primers in a buff colored cardboard box with slightly
worn edges. The primers are in excellent condition. (157240-33A)
1721. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 5,000 CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum primers in a buff colored cardboard box with slightly
worn edges. The primers are in excellent condition. (157240-33B)
1722. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 5,000 CCI 550 Small Pistol Magnum primers in a buff colored cardboard box with slightly
worn edges. The primers are in excellent condition. (157240-33C)
1723. CASE OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of a full case of (10) 25 rd. boxes of Winchester AA Light Target Loads, 12 ga., 2 3/4",
#8 shot in like-new condition. One of the bottom flaps is open and the rest of the case is sealed. (157240-35A)
1724. CASE OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of a full case of (10) 25 rd. boxes of Winchester AA Light Target Loads, 12 ga., 2 3/4",
#8 shot in like-new condition. One of the bottom flaps is open and the rest of the case is sealed. (157240-35B)
1725. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes of Winchester Super Steel 12 ga., 2 3/4", #2 shot in very good condition. The boxes are also in very good condition with some ingrained dirt staining on a few of the flaps and some light wear on the corners and edges. (157240-36)
1726. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of copper washed Chinese Armco 7.62x39mm steel core
FMJ rounds in very good to near excellent condition. The boxes are in very good condition with some light wear and tear on some of the
edges and corners. (157240-37A)
1727. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of copper washed Chinese Armco 7.62x39mm steel core
FMJ rounds in very good to near excellent condition. The boxes are in very good condition with some light wear and tear on some of the
edges and corners; one of the boxes has a small hole in the bottom and is stained with a dried white residue. (157240-37B)
1728. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of copper washed Chinese Armco 7.62x39mm steel core
FMJ rounds in very good to near excellent condition. The boxes are in very good condition with some light wear and tear on some of the
edges and corners. (157240-37C)
1729. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of copper washed Chinese Armco 7.62x39mm steel core
FMJ rounds in very good to near excellent condition. The boxes are in very good condition with some light wear and tear on some of the
edges and corners. (157240-37D)
1730. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of copper washed Chinese Armco 7.62x39mm steel core
FMJ rounds in very good to near excellent condition. The boxes are in very good condition with some light wear and tear on some of the
edges and corners. (157240-37E)
1731. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 20 rd. boxes of copper washed Chinese Armco 7.62x39mm steel core
FMJ rounds in very good to near excellent condition. The boxes are in very good condition with some light wear and tear on some of the
edges and corners. (157240-37F)
1732. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 150 loose rds. of mixed manufacture 7.62 NATO, FMJ in very
good condition overall with light verdigris and tarnishing on some of the bullets. (157240-39A)
1733. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 150 loose rds. of mixed manufacture 7.62 NATO, FMJ in very
good condition overall with light verdigris and tarnishing on some of the bullets. (157240-39B)
1734. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of approximately 150 loose rds. of mixed manufacture 7.62 NATO, FMJ in very
good condition overall with light verdigris and tarnishing on some of the bullets. (157240-39C)
1735. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of about 130 loose rounds of mixed manufacture 45 ACP ball ammunition. The
rounds rate very good to near excellent overall. (157240-42)
1736. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four 10 rd. Ruger 10/22 factory magazines in very good to excellent condition. (157294-8A)
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1737. RUGER BLACKHAWK FLAT TOP SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #17887, 357 Mag, 4 1/2" barrel with a bright very
good bore with a bit of oxidation in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with light holster wear on the leading edges
and specks of oxidation scattered about the arm; the cylinder has a light turn ring. The bottom of the gripframe has a handful of small
impact marks at both the front and back edges and the black checkered hard rubber grips with black Ruger medallions have faded to
brown and rate excellent with a couple of minor blemishes. The ejector rod housing and ejector rod are no longer present and the transfer bar safety update has not been executed. (157325-16)
(200/400)
1738. CVA HUNTERBOLT MAGNUM BOLT ACTION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-206244-02, 50 cal, 26" barrel
with a very good bore with a bit of oxidation here and there. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches in the
finish; the bolt has toned to plum. The black checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend with scant schnabel tip rate very good featuring
a flared left side cheekpiece with several light scuffs here and there. Muzzleloader features its original ramrod and a Simmons Deerfield
3-9x32mm scope is mounted to the receiver with very good optics; the ring on the end of the ocular lens is loose and the body has a few
light scratches. A rear sight ramp is affixed to the barrel however no sight is present. (156780-S17763F) {ANTIQUE}
(50/150)
1739. CVA HUNTER-HAWKEN PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #899862, 50 cal., 28" octagon barrel with a near
very good, evenly oxidized bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue with light specks of oxidation here and there and a more concentrated amount around the nipple bolster. The factory engraved lockplate retains about 95% original case-hardened colors with the balance toned to a smoky case-hardened patina. The straight grip walnut halfstock rates excellent with a few light handling marks; a ventilated brown rubber recoil pad has been affixed and the edges are slightly proud of the wood. The arm is sighted with a blade front sight
and a u-notch adjustable rear sight. A wooden ramrod is included. (155800-38) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1740. GONIC ARMS MODEL 93 PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #0003444, 50 cal, 26" Mag-Na-Ported barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with most of the loss on the triggerguard with remnants of a
sticker on the barrel and a few tiny specks of oxidation and minor blemishes. The blue-grey laminate pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent
with a couple of minor handling marks. Rifle is sighted with a Simmons 4x32mm scope with bright excellent optics; the "Simmons" label
is not present on the scope. A shortened ramrod is present. (156357-S17140B) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1741. CVA KODIAK MAGNUM PERCUSSION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-128233-04, 50 cal, 28" barrel with a
good, evenly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with a bit of silvering at the muzzle, a moderate amount of wear
on the drop-away triggerguard and a small amount of oxidation on the right side of the barrel. The checkered pistolgrip camouflage buttstock features an ambidextrous cheekpiece and rates very good to near excellent with lightly flaking finish here and there. A Simmons
4x32 scope with bright excellent optics is mounted with see-thru scope mounts and a pair of fiber optic 3-dot sights are mounted to the
barrel. Included is a brass-tipped factory ramrod. (156780-S17763C) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1742. THOM PSON CE NTE R AR MS TH U N DE R HAWK PE RCUSSION M U Z Z LE LOADI NG R I FLE serial #23368, 50 cal,
24" barrel with a very good bore with even oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with light streaks of loss on the barrel and light specks of oxidation throughout. The checkered pistolgrip black synthetic stock rates excellent showing a handful of minor
scuffs. The front sight is missing from the dovetail and a u-notch adjustable rear sight is affixed. The original ramrod is included.
(156780-S17763E) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1743. PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY HENRY PARKER 48 cal, 30" octagon barrel with a very good, evenly
oxidized bore. The barrel has been cleaned to bright gun metal with scattered brown oxidation staining and a brass inlayed section is present on the top flat. The lockplate and hammer have been lightly engraved and are also bright gunmetal gray with scattered pinprick pitting. The brass fancy triggerguard with finger spur, sideplate, patchbox and crescent buttplate are lightly pitted throughout and have toned
to a dull goldenrod patina; the patchbox is lightly engraved and seems to be locked shut. The straight grip walnut halfstock rates very
good with a 2 1/2" crack ahead of the lockplate and light dings and handling marks here and there; the wood may have been lightly sanded due to the metal edges being slightly proud of the wood. The lock functions properly and a brass tipped wooden ramrod, likely a
replacement, is included. (156892-19) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)

1744

1744. DAISY-HEDDON V/L 22 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #A001407, 22
V/L cal., 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, lever and triggerguard retain 98% original blue enamel finish with a couple of small specks of loss. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates excellent with a handful of very minor dings and handling marks. The right side of the buttstock has a gold plated brass plate
stating "VL / Rifle Number 1407 / made for the collection of / JAMES LOWTHER / DAISY HEDDON". Normally any V/L rifle
with the owner's name on butt would have been part of a collector's kit, however the rifle is all that remains of the kit. Overall a superb
example of these conceptually-designed 22 rifles. (157243-7)
(250/350)
1745. PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING RIFLE BY RASHMORE & SON 44 cal, 36" octagon barrel with a very good bore.
The barrel, lockplate and hammer have toned to a mottled gunmetal gray-brown patina with moderate oxidation throughout the arm and
scattered pinprick pitting. The lock and hammer are slightly darker than the barrel and are lightly decorated with simple engraving. The
barrel tang is missing a section of metal that appears to have chipped behind the screw. The brass fancy triggerguard with single spur,
patchbox and crescent buttplate have toned to a dull mottled goldenrod patina. The straight grip halfstock rates good with a moderate
chip missing from in front of the lockplate as well as a few small cracks here and there and light handling marks. Rifle features double triggers and a brass tipped wooden ramrod; the hammer will not stay cocked and is in need of mechanical attention. (156855-35)
{ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1746. JOSH GOLCHER PERCUSSION FOWLER 16 bore, 39" half round, half octagon barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% added blue finish with scattered pinprick pitting throughout and the balance toned to pewter; the lockplate is lightly decorated with simple engraving and "JOSH GOLCHER" stamped. The brass triggerguard has been covered with a black finish with spots
worn to ochre and the buttplate is a pleasing goldenrod patina. The straight grip walnut full length stock rates good to near very good
overall with two repaired triangular sections on either side of the buttstock and several light handling marks from the years. The wood
appears to have been lightly sanded for the metal is slightly proud. The hammer does not function properly and is in need of mechanical
attention. A brass tipped wooden ramrod is included. (156855-26) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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1747. UNMARKED PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK RIFLE 38 cal, 36" octagon barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces have
toned to a dark plum-brown patina with scattered oxidation, mostly around the nipple bolster, and lightly scattered pinprick pitting. The
brass fancy triggerguard and crescent buttplate have toned to a dark ochre patina. The straight grip halfstock rates good overall with a
handful of scattered cracks throughout, mostly surrounding the sideplate and lockplate, with a void threaded hole atop the wrist, likely
where a peep sight once was. The lock functions properly and remains tight however the rear set trigger appears to have been removed.
There is no ramrod present. (156855-30) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1748. PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK TARGET RIFLE BY A.P. WOOD 38 cal, 30" heavy octagon barrel with a very good bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to a mottled plum-brown patina with scattered oxidation staining; the top barrel flat is marked "A.P. WOOD"
and the lockplate and hammer are lightly engraved. The patchbox, buttplate and triggerguard have toned to a dull goldenrod patina
throughout. The straight grip walnut halfstock rates good to near very good featuring a flared left side cheekpiece showing a pair of
lengthy cracks on either side of the forend and a few smaller cracks here and there as well as a repaired chip behind the hammer. Rifle
features a globe front sight and the rear tang sight is missing; the lock functions properly. A wooden replacement ramrod is included.
(156892-22) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1749. NEW HAVEN PERCUSSION FOWLER 12 bore, 28" barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a dark pewterbrown patina with moderate pinprick pitting and oxidation throughout; the lock is engraved "N. HAVEN" in riband. The straight grip walnut buttstock with shortened forend rates good with a handful of small cracks and handling marks as well as a 1/2" chip at the toe. A
button tip ramrod and wooden tompion are included. The action is loose but functions and would likely need mechanical attention.
(156855-31) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1750. UNMARKED HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE 32 cal, 39" octagon barrel with a very good bore. The metal surfaces have
toned to a pleasing even plum patina with tiny pinprick pitting and oxidation here and there. The fancy brass triggerguard with two finger
spurs and buttplate have toned to a dull goldenrod patina. The straight grip halfstock rates very good with a few cracks around the sideplate, lockplate and upper tang as well as a few light handling marks here and there. The double set triggers are dual acting however the
hammer will not fully fall when the set trigger is actuated first and is in need of mechanical attention. (156892-20) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
1751. HOPKINS & ALLEN UNDERHAMMER PERCUSSION RIFLE BY NUMRICH ARMS 36 cal, 20 1/2" octagon barrel
with a bright, near excellent bore with a bit of frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue with remnants of pinprick pitting here and there and some light oxidation at the muzzle; the hammer has toned to plum. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent, as lightly refinished, with a few minor dings and handling marks here and there. The original brass tipped
ramrod is included. (156869-8) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
1752. MOROCCAN AFFEDALI FLINTLOCK RIFLE about 52 cal, 50" part-round, part-octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel is retained by nine hammered iron capucines, one of which shows light geometric patterning, and the barrel has toned to a pewterbrown patina with even pinprick pitting throughout; all of the metal surfaces are lightly covered in a protective grease. The long lock is a
pewter and dull oxidized brown patina with several pinprick pits. The stock shows an overlay of hammered iron, the bottom of which is
lightly engraved in geometric designs. The exposed Mediterranean wood is chipped, bruised and cracked in multiple areas and rates poor,
there are about a half-dozen camel bone inlays of different tribal-like shapes and symbols and the buttstock is wrapped in wire; the end
of the butt is missing completely. The lock is not mechanically functional however an iron ramrod is present although the tip is bent. An
interesting Northern African arm. (157082-20) {ANTIQUE}
(150/300)
1753. STEVENS MODEL 311A BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked modified and full with bright
excellent bores. The barrels retain 97% original blue with light specks of oxidation throughout and a couple of thinning spots. The boxlock
frame exhibits about 60-70% original vibrant case-hardened colors with the balance toned to a smoky case-hardened patina. The plain
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate very good showing added finish and a 2" crack on the left side of the buttstock abutting the
frame. The length of pull to the hard rubber buttplate is 14 1/4". (157165-8)
(100/200)
1754. MAUSER MOD. 98 BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE serial #31021f, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a bright near excellent
bore with light frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 30-40% thinning original blue with the balance toned to pewter
with brown undertones and light oxidation staining here and there; the extractor has been blued and the finish has toned to a plum-red.
The receiver ring is code marked "byf", for Mauser, Oberndorf factory, and is dated "44". The checkered pistolgrip walnut replacement
buttstock rates about very good with several dings and handling marks throughout and features a black forend tip and checkered black
plastic gripcap. Rifle is sighted with a bead front sight and a Redfield No. 102 rear receiver sight. (157072-2)
(200/250)
1755. ITHACA FLUES MODEL FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #380993, 12 ga, 26" matted rib barrels
choked improved cylinder and full with mostly bright bores with light fouling at the breeches. The barrels retain about 97% thinning, likely original blue with scattered specks of oxidation here and there. The boxlock frame still exhibits about 40-50% original vibrant case-hardened colors in the protected areas with the balance toned to a pewter-brown case-hardened patina. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
buttstock and splinter forend rate very good overall with light dings and dents from the years and shows added finish throughout. The
length of pull to the factory buttplate is 13 7/8" from the leading trigger with drops of 2" and 3 1/2". (156892-29){C&R}
(200/400)
1756. R UG E R LCP SE M I-AUTO PISTOL serial #374-24017, 380 ACP, 2 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original black finish. The black synthetic checkered frame rates excellent to like-new. A Crimson Trace red laser is attached
to the underside of the barrel. Included is the original factory box, paperwork, single magazine and a factory soft case. (157292-2)
[Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/300)
1757. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 48 TOPPER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #A353714, 12 ga, 28" plain
barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright very good bore with scattered shallow pitting. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to a
gunmetal gray-brown patina with moderate oxidation staining throughout. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate good with
a couple of cracks at the rear of the upper tang and several dings and dents as well as a moderate amount of varnish missing. Shotgun
is missing its front sight as well. (156901-S18020) {C&R}
(50/100)
1758. IVER JOHNSON EJECTOR SEMI-HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN serial #35450, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked cylinder with
a bright, very good bore with even pits throughout. The barrel has been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray with light tool marks and striations here and there as well as remnants of oxidation and brown finish. The frame is a matching gunmetal-brown patina with no remnants
of original case-colors and a bit of pinprick pitting here and there. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good with four
lengthy cracks, two from the rear of the upper tang and two from the lower tang, with the balance of the wood refinished with lots of varnish loss and scattered dings and dents. The left side of the forend has a moderate bruise with tiny cracks. Shotgun features a gold bead
front sight. (156940-73) {C&R}
(100/150)
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1759. ASTRA MODE L 600/43 SE M I-AUTO PISTOL serial #33227,
9mm, 5" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
90% thinning original blue with light fading here and there, operational
loss on the slide/frame and a bit of wear on the gripframe. The twopiece checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with perhaps a light
handling mark or two and some flattened points here and there. The arm
is proof-dated 1945 and all parts are correctly numbered. Included is a
leather flap holster with magazine pouch and two factory magazines.
(157303-7) {C&R}
(300/500)

1759

1760
1760. FRENCH BRASS BARRELED FLINTLOCK
PISTOL BY PIRAUBE 60 cal, 7 1/2" part round, part
octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The brass barrel, lockplate, sideplate, triggerguard and gripcap are neatly
engraved with basic geometric design and have toned to a pleasing goldenrod with light tarnishing and pinprick pitting here and there;
the lock is maker marked "Piraube / A Paris". The cock, frizzen and frizzen spring are of iron and have toned to a pewter-brown patina
with basic engraving and more pinprick pits. The French walnut stock rates good with a few scattered cracks, one of which is repaired
below the lockplate, and worn edges which appear to have been attempted to be repaired as well as some light handling marks from the
years. The wood looks as though it has been lightly sanded long ago, for the metal surfaces are slightly proud of the wood. A modern
replacement wooden ramrod is included and the lock functions properly. (157292-42) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection] (400/600)
1761. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 MAGNUM DUCK SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N120198M, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied satin blue with remnants of pinprick pitting along the
barrel and a few minor scratches. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good overall with several minor dings and
scratches in the high gloss finish; the black ventilated Remington rubber recoil pad does not fit seamlessly with the butt. Shotgun features
a red fiber optic bead sight. (157105-7)
(350/500)
1762. R E M I NGTON NO. 4 ROLLI NG B LOCK R I FLE serial #J231034, 32 Short, 24" octagon barrel with a bright very good bore with
soft pitting in the grooves. The barrel has toned to an even dark plum-blue throughout with tiny specks of oxidation here and there. The
frame is a smoky pewter patina with brown undertones and traces of original case-hardened colors in protected areas. The straight grip
walnut buttstock and forend rate very good, as lightly refinished, with scattered minor dings and handling marks from the years.
(156892-27) {C&R}
(150/250)
1763. HOPKINS & ALLEN FALLING BLOCK SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #5929, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked modified with a bright near excellent bore with scattered soft pits here and there. The barrel retains about 75% original thinning blue with some
areas toned to a pewter-brown patina showing light oxidation stains. The frame has toned to a mottled smoky gray case-hardened patina with a couple of small traces of original case-color. The checkered pistolgrip round knob buttstock and forend rate very good showing lightly added finish and scattered dings and dents from the years. A few of the screws have minor slot wear and the steel buttplate is
moderately oxidized. (156892-42) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1764. RUGER NEW MODEL SUPER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER PARTS LOT serial #81-52968, 44
Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with oxidation on the backstrap, areas
of thinning, multiple light scratches and dings, and a turn ring on the smooth cylinder. The smooth walnut grips are dark showing several light handling marks, the grip screw is included. This revolver has been disassembled with parts possibly missing. It comes with its
original factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun. (127076-D30111)
1765. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 1924 MAUSER RIFLE serial #R1176, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue with moderate loss on the leading barrel band and muzzle; the bolt body is honed bright and shows mild
tarnishing throughout and the receiver ring is dated "47". The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and handguard rate very good with scattered dings and dents throughout. The left side of the forend has a few characters incise carved into the wood and the butt is stamped
with the matching number. The bolt and floorplate do not match the serial number. Rifle is sighted with standard military front and rear
sights. (157292-54) {C&R} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/300)
1766. UNMARKED WHITNEY POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER 31 cal, 5" octagon barrel with a very good oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray, so much so that there are no visible markings anywhere on the arm.
The revolver shows light pinprick pitting throughout and a few moderate pits. The brass triggerguard has toned to a bright ochre patina
with light tarnishing. The two-piece walnut grips rate good with a repaired chip running along the back edge of the right grip and light
handling marks here and there. The gun times and locks smartly. (157292-45) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
1767. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of three brown leather military style flap holsters that have labels “Made in Germany STURM” and
are otherwise unmarked and are likely for a Russian Makarov pistol. Two show little signs of light use with a tiny bit of crazing and a few minor
handling blemishes. The third holster shows signs of moderate use with a tear and multiple light scuffs and scratches. (126825-3)
1768. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three PP/PPK 22 LR magazines in excellent condition. One is marked “France”, one has
a black plastic finger extension that is marked “Armi Galesi”, and the last is unmarked. (126802-8)
1769. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of four leather military style flap holsters in about very good condition showing some light scuffs
and other minor blemishes. The first two holsters are black, likely made for a P-38 pistol, and marked “Wunderlich Berlin 1963” with a
magazine pouch, single belt loop and dual D rings with one having some writing on the inside. The last two are unmarked, likely for a PP
pistol, one is black with single belt loop, one is brown with dual belt loops, both with a single magazine pouch. (126802-9)
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1770. LOT OF MAGAZINE POUCHES This lot consists of two dual magazine pouches for FN FAL G1 20 round magazines in very good condition showing some light wear
and handling blemishes. Both have illegible writing under one of their flaps with one
marked “Max Steizer 58 Berlin” and the other “MEGO 1958” on their back sides.
(126802-10)
1771. BLACK BEAR RUG This lot consists of a black bear rug in near excellent condition
overall. The bear measures out at 56" from tip of the muzzle to tail and has a wingspan
of 57", giving this bear a height of 4'8" in its day. The beautiful black coat is very thick,
likely harvested later in the season, with a small patchy area ahead of the rear right quarter. The taxidermy on the face has been nicely executed however there is a bit of flaking
pink enamel on the lower jaw. The brown and black felt rates excellent on the bottom of
the rug. A very nice black bear rug that would fit perfectly in a small game room.
(157312-3) [Extra Shipping Will Apply]

1771

1772. LYMAN SUPER TARGETSPOT RIFLE SCOPE serial #9893, 12 power, 24” overall with a 3/4” tube and an adjustable 34mm
objective lens. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some scattered freckling, a couple of tiny spots of oxidation, some minor
mount travel wear, and a gloss black objective end-piece showing some faint fading and a small scratch. It comes with micro-click
adjustable mounts, recoil spring and threaded lens covers. (126520-1866A)
1773. STEVENS NO. 388 RIFLE SCOPE, 8 power, 20” long with a 3/4” tube that is in overall very good condition retaining 90% original blue with areas worn to gray and several light handling marks. The optics are very good showing a slight cloudiness with a crosshair
reticle. The scope comes with adjustable mounts. (126826-6)
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1774. LYMAN JUNIOR TARGETSPOT RIFLE SCOPE serial #2550, 6 power with an adjustable objective. Scope is 21” long with a
3/4” tube, crisp optics, crosshair reticle and retains 95% original blue with some handling wear, some scattered spotty oxidation and thinning toward brown on the objective end. It comes with large knobbed adjustable mounts and threaded lens covers. (126520-2877A)
1775. JW FECKER TARGET RIFLE SCOPE serial #8691 with a 1 1/8” adjustable objective, 22” overall length, 3/4” tube, crosshair reticle and clear optics. The power is not marked and appears to be 8X. The tube is a bronze color with areas of superficial wear and multiple light handling marks. The objective and ocular bells are blue as is the objective adjustment ring. It comes with large knob micrometer click adjustable mounts. (126519-261S)
1776. UNERTL VARMINT RIFLE SCOPE serial #16468, 8 power, 19 1/2” long with 3/4” tube and 1 1/2” adjustable objective lens. The
scopes metal surface retains 95% original blue with some areas worn or fading toward gray. It has crisp optics with a crosshair reticle and
comes with threaded lens covers and de-horned adjustable mounts. (126520-388A)
1777. UNERTL TARGET RIFLE SCOPE serial #23764, 14 power, 25” overall with a 3/4” tube and an adjustable 1 1/2” objective lens,
clean optics and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue showing multiple light scratches and areas fading toward
gray. It is fitted with micrometer click adjustable mounts, rubber eye cup, a recoil spring, and threaded lens covers. (126520-4194)
1778. SCOPE LOT Weaver K10 60-B rifle scope, 10 power, 15 5/8” length, 1” tube, 35mm adjustable objective, crisp optics and a crosshair
center dot reticle. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a couple of ring marks and a few scratches on the ocular bell. Comes
with a set of Weaver detachable rings. (126520-2218A)
1779. LYMAN SUPER TARGETSPOT RIFLE SCOPE serial #8600, 15 power with an adjustable 34mm objective lens, crisp optics and
crosshair reticle. It is 24” long plus a 1 3/4” sunshade with its metal surfaces retaining 90% original blue showing some scattered spotty
oxidation, a little fading toward brown, and multiple light scratches. The gloss black objective end-piece has a scratch running most of its
length that continues onto the scope’s tube. It comes with micro-click adjustable mounts, recoil spring, rubber eyecup and threaded lens
covers. (126520-4195)
1780. REDFIELD MODEL 3200 TARGET RIFLE SCOPE serial #T00257, 20 power, 23 1/4” overall, 1” tube with a 40mm adjustable
objective lens, crisp optics and a crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few scattered freckles and a couple
of light scratches. It is fitted with large micro-click target knobs and comes with a set of rings and lens covers. (6520-3641A)
1781. REDFIELD MODEL 3200 TARGET RIFLE SCOPE serial #T00558, 20 power, 23 1/4” overall, 1” tube with a 40mm adjustable
objective lens, crisp optics and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some faint fading toward brown, a few
light handling marks and a light set of ring marks. It is fitted with large micro-click target knobs and comes with a set of rings and no lens
covers. (126520-3641B)
1782. BAUSCH & LOMB BALVAR 24 RIFLE SCOPE serial #YG4135, 6-24X, 22” overall, 30mm tube with an adjustable objective,
clear optics and tapered crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some minor mount travel wear and a few other
light scratches. The scope comes with a recoil spring and adjustable mounts. (126520-885A)
1783. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Mossberg No. M4 rifle scope, 4X, 17 3/4” overall, 3/4” tube with clear optics and crosshair reticle.
The horizontal crosshair has a slight bend in it on its right side. The metal surfaces rate very good to near excellent with some minor mount
travel wear and a few other minor blemishes. The scope is fitted with No. 7 mounts complete with bases. (125269-1)
1784. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Shepherd 3-10x rifle scope with an adjustable objective. It is 13 1/4” overall with a 1” tube, 40mm
objective, crisp optics and range finding circle reticle. The flat black metal surface rates excellent with a couple of light scratches and faint
ring marks. Comes with lens covers. (127087-137)
1785. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold VX-1 2-7x28 rimfire scope in excellent condition. It has a matte black finish
showing faint ring marks and a duplex reticle with bright clear optics. (127229-14A)
1786. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold M8 6X rifle scope with a gloss finish showing a couple of minor handling
marks with the adjustment knobs and focus rings toning to a bronze plum. It has a tapered crosshair reticle with clear bright optics and
is in overall excellent condition. (127267-15A)
1787. COLT SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Colt 4X20, made in Japan, AR15 carry handle mounted rifle scope in overall excellent condition showing a couple of tiny dings on the scope and a few minor scratches on the mount. It has a duplex reticle and bright crisp
optics. (127093-6)
1788. SCOPE AND HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a two rimfire rifle scopes and a single Heiser leather holster. First scope is a 4X15
Tasco 11” long with a 3/4” tube, crosshair reticle and clear optics in overall near excellent condition. Second is a 4x15 Glenfield 11” long
with 3/4” tube, lightly foggy optics and a crosshair reticle. Both scopes come with mounts for a 3/8” grooved receiver. Last is a medium
sized brown leather flap holster with a belt loop by Heiser marked “935” that is in near excellent condition showing some light handling
blemishes. (127018-11)
1789. BROWNING LUGGAGE CASE LOT This lot consists of a 32”x9”x4” brown luggage cases in very good to near excellent condition.
The case is set up to fit an O/U shotgun and has a few minor blemishes on its exterior and a little light soiling and minor wear on the inside
with a partial light colored faux sheepskin lining. It is fitted with brass colored furniture, is lockable and comes with one key. (127194-26)
1790. BROWNING LUGGAE CASE LOT This lot consists of a 32”x9”x4” brown luggage case set up for a double barrel SxS shotgun
and has a couple of very minor exterior blemishes, plastic feet, brass colored latches and hinges, and is lockable but sans key. The interior shows minimal light soiling and wear also with a partial faux sheepskin lining. (127194-26A)
1791. VINYL LUGGAGE CASE LOT This lot consists of one 30”x7”x3 1/2” tan vinyl luggage case set up for a double barrel SxS shotgun
or rifle that has a WW Greener label inside its cover and is in near excellent condition overall showing a few minor scuffs and other handling marks on its exterior, and light signs of use on its green fabric interior. The case is fitted with leather corners, brass furniture, leather
carry handle and comes with a chrome oil bottle and a key that fits the lockable latches. (127194-27)
1792. LUGGAGE CASE LOT This lot consists of one 30”x10”x4” green canvas and brown vinyl luggage case in about excellent condition
with a green fabric interior that is set up for a double barrel SxS shotgun. It has a label inside the cover marked “600 Series Classic Double
by Ugartechea”. The case has brass furniture, leather handle, and lockable latches with the key. (127194-28)
1793. LUGGAGE CASE LOT This lot is a 37”x10”x5” Browning luggage case setup for an O/U shotgun that is in very good condition showing some light usage wear on its partial faux sheepskin interior and a couple of tiny tears and small cracks in the brown vinyl exterior. It
is fitted with brass colored lockable latches and hinges (no key present), plastic feet and carry handle and comes with a 12 Ga. bore brush,
mop and snapcap. (127135-1A)
1794. HARD CASE LOT This lot is a single Guardforce two gun hard case by VanGuard measuring 34”x13”x4 1/2”. It is an aluminum framed,
gray/black case with four latches, two key lockable (no key present) and two lockable with padlocks, and a foam interior with four Velcro
retention straps that is in overall excellent condition showing only a few light handling marks. (127180-4)
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1795. SOFT CASE LOT This lot consists of a Blackhawk Sportster tactical rifle soft case made of black durable fabric with a black soft cloth
padded interior that measures 40”x10” and is in excellent condition with its original hangtags and showing a few minor spots of soiling. It
features five magazine pouches, one accessory pouch and a shoulder carry strap. (127180-5)
1796. LOT OF MINI-14 MAGAZINES This lot consists of four Mini-14 20 round magazines in their original packaging. All are made of
metal with two by Pro Mag and two by Ruger. (127180-6)
1797. LOT OF BOOKS Two volume set Personal Memoirs of U.S. Grant, by Ulysses S. Grant; c. 1885, 1886 Ulysses S. Grant. Volume I, 584
page hardcover; Volume II, 647 page hardcover. Both volumes are in very good to near excellent condition with minor wear and blemishes on the covers, corners and edges. The covers have an embossed gilt insignia showing Grant and the date of his appointment by joint
resolution of Congress in December 1863 and gilt lettering on the cover and spine. The pages are generally excellent with light discoloration along the edges, a few minor stains, and a little separation of the binding on Volume I. (126222-24A)
1798. LOT OF BOOKS Total four Life of Abraham Lincoln, by Holland; 544 page hardcover. The cover shows some abrasions and wear on
some of the corners and edges with a couple of stains present. The pages are mostly near excellent with faint discoloration on their edges
and a few of the fore pages having separated from the binding. The Story-Life of Lincoln, by Wayne Whipple; c. 1908 Wayne Whipple.
708 page hardcover in very good condition. The blue fabric cover shows some staining and discoloration with some wear on its edges
and corners. The pages are mostly near excellent with a few that are separating from the binding. The Life of Gen. A.E. Burnside, by Poore;
c. 1882 J A & R A Reid. 448 page hardcover in good to very good condition. Cover shows moderate wear on the corners, edges and
spine; the pages show a light discoloration on their edges with a slight separation of the binding inside the covers. Life and Speeches of
Stephen A Douglas, by H M Flint. 440 page hardcover in good to very good condition. The cover shows some light soiling and wear. The
pages show some minor staining on their edges. (126222-24B)
1799. LOT OF BOOKS Total five Military Heroes of the Revolution, by Charles Peterson. 487 page hardcover. ¬The Home of Washington,
by Benson J Lossing. 446 page hardcover. Battle-Fields of the Revolution, by Thomas Y Rhoads. 336 page hardcover. The Minutemen
and Their World, by Robert A Gross; c. 1976 Robert A Gross. 242 page soft cover in excellent condition. Lives of Lee and Sumter, by
Cecil B Hartley. 352 page hardcover. Where otherwise not mentioned the books are in good to very good condition. (126222-24C)
1800. LOT OF BOOKS Total four Report on the Conduct of the War 1865, by the Joint Committee at the Second Session Thirty-Eighth
Congress. 830 page hardcover in very good condition. The Secret Service, The Field, The Dungeon, and The Escape, by Albert D
Richardson. 512 page hardcover in good condition. The Guns of Cedar Creek, by Thomas A Lewis; c. 1988 Thomas A Lewis. 371 page
jacketed hardcover in excellent condition with a couple of small tears to the jacket and a few minor marks on the pages. Monitor, by James
Tertius deKay; c. 1997 by James Tertius deKay. 247 page jacketed hardcover in excellent condition. (126222-24D)
1801. LOT OF BOOKS Four total Civil War on the Western Border 1854-1865, by Jay Monaghan; c. 1955 James Monaghan. 454 page jacketed hardcover in excellent condition. Unto This Hour, by Tom Wicker; c. 1984 Tom Wicker. 642 page jacketed hardcover, formally a library
book in excellent condition with the last page torn out and a few library markings and labels. Harper’s New Monthly Magazine Volume
XXIV, 864 page hardcover in good condition showing some wear and tear and a little moisture damage. The South: Its Battle Fields,
Desolated States and Ruined Cities, Its People and Prospects, by J T Trowbridge. 590 page hardcover in good condition showing some
age and light wear with some separation of the binding inside the front cover. (126222-24E)
1802. LOT OF BOOKS Three total The Encyclopedia of Sea Warfare: from the first ironclads to the present day, published by Thomas Crowell
Co. 250 page jacketed hardcover. U-Boats, by Antony Preston; c. 1978 Bison Books Limited. 192 page jacketed hardcover. Submarine:
the Ultimate Naval Weapon – its Past, Present & Future, by Drew Middleton; c. 1976 Drew Middleton. 256 page jacketed hardcover.
These books are in excellent condition showing only a few very minor scuffs and creases in their jackets. (126222-24F)
1803. LOT OF BOOKS Set of Five Time-Life Books from the series “The Seafarers” titled: Fighting Sail,184 pages; The U-Boats, 176 pages;
The Men-Of-War, 176 pages; The Dreadnoughts, 176 pages; The Frigates, 176 pages. All are hardcovers in excellent to like new condition. (126222-24G)
1804. LOT OF BOOKS Set of three editions of Aviation Quarterly, published by Richard Bradley Bierman to include Volume 5 No. 1 (1st
quarter 1979), No. 2 (2nd quarter 1979), No. 3 (3rd quarter 1979). All are hardcovers in excellent to like-new condition. (126222-24H)
1805. LOT OF BOOKS Two total Firearms, by Howard Ricketts, c. 1964 George Weidenfeld and Nicolson Ltd. 97 page jacketed hardcover in near excellent condition showing some light wear to the edges of the jacket and cover. The Arms & Armour Series: Hunting
Weapons, by Howard L Blackmore. 401 page jacketed hardcover in excellent condition. (126222-24I)
1806. LOT OF BOOKS Five books and one pamphlet The First World War: A Photographic History, edited by Lawrence Stallings; c. 1933
Simon and Schuster, Inc. 298 hardcover. U. S. Official Pictures of the World War, by Moore and Russell; c. 1920 Pictorial Bureau. 575 page
hardcover. The Nations at War: A Current History, by Willis John Abbot; c. 1917 Doubleday, Page & Company. 337 page hardcover. The
Real War 1914 to 1918, by G H Liddell Hart; c. 1930 B H Liddell Hart. 508 page hardcover. America in the War, Our Army at the Front,
by Heywood Broun; c. 1918 Charles Scribner’s Sons. 265 page hardcover. Britain’s Blockade, by R W B Clarke; pamphlet No. 38, Oxford
Pamphlets on World Affairs. 32 pages in excellent condition. Where otherwise not mentioned all the books are in good to very good condition showing some wear and tear on the cover’s edges and corners. (126222-24J)
1807. LOT OF SOFT CASES AND SLEEVES This lot consists of five long gun soft cases and nine long gun sleeves. The soft cases are
in very good to excellent condition ranging from 41” to 48” in length with all having 3/4 to full length zippers. All are fabric with two having leather trim and shoulder straps. Next are two sleeves about 54” in length with string tie flaps in very good condition. Third are seven
52” Cabela’s gun sleeves (socks) by Allen with draw string closure in about excellent condition. Also included are two short Fausti sleeves
and a Bianchi leather sling. (127195-17)
1808. HIGH STANDARD MODEL C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #548, 22 Short, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 20% original blue with the barrel, slide and upper frame fading to brown, the gripstraps toning to gray, and some
areas of light pitting along the left side of the barrel. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent with a couple of faint handling
marks. This early production model C incorporates the I-A takedown. (127238-4) {C&R}
(100/200)
1809. WINCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #281548, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue fading to brown and gray primarily on the barrel with some spotty oxidation and oxidation
staining. The receiver shows strong blue on the flats and silvering on the bottom and edges. The straight walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good to near excellent with several light scratches throughout and the forearm showing a few minor dings, a crack running
most of its length on underside and two cracks running forward to the retention screw. The black composite buttplate with Winchester
Repeating Arms logo is in very good condition with some soiling in the grooves of the checkering. (127249-279) {C&R}
(300/500)
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1810. WINCHESTER MODEL 90 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #562275, 22 Long, 23 1/2” octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The mail order proofed replacement barrel’s metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with a couple of tiny spots of oxidation, several minor scratches, a few small hints of fading toward gray and a couple of dings. The receiver is primarily a gray patina with a few remnants of blue, some oxidation staining, and multiple light handling marks. The straight walnut stock appears lightly cleaned with an added
finish, a few older handling marks and some cleaning scratches. The forearm rates very good plus showing some handling wear with an
added finish. The hard rubber buttplate rates good with some handling wear and a crack through one of the retention screws. A nice
gun overall that should make a good shooter. (127249-272) {C&R}
(300/500)
1811. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #821024, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel has faded to a brown patina with some freckling and a little scattered pinprick pitting; the receiver is a fading blue turning brown with
a few spots of light oxidation and a couple of small spots worn to gray. The buttstock is in very good condition with several minor dings
and scratches and a bubbling added finish. The forearm is also in very good condition with an oil finish and a couple of small cracks.
(127249-302) {C&R}
(300/500)
1812. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA MODEL SW9F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAD6530, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide retains 98-99% original blue with a couple of faint blemishes. The black polymer frame rates excellent with a couple
of light handling marks. This pistol appears to have had very minimal use and comes with a total of two magazines, a manual and its original factory blue plastic case correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun. (127277-10)
(300/500)
1813. WINCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #270747, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is primarily a gray patina with some spotty oxidation staining, a few scattered pinprick pits and remnants of original blue in the more
protected areas. The receiver is a fading blue turning gray with some spotty oxidation and oxidation staining, a few minor pinprick pits
and some cleaning marks. The straight walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good plus with multiple minor dings and scratches, a
tiny chip at the heel and tool marks on the wrist. The original Winchester hard rubber buttplate is in very good condition with several minor
handling marks. A nice gun overall that looks to make a great shooter. (127249-276) {C&R}
(200/400)
1814. WINCHESTER MODEL 62A SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #205280, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a dark pitted bore with a slight
bulge 5” from the muzzle. The barrel is a mixture of gray and brown with areas of blue still present showing some light pinprick pitting
and a few light scratches. The receiver is a fading cold blue turning brown with light pitting and a few minor dings. The walnut stock and
grooved forearm rate about very good with multiple dings and scratches and a couple of small chips and wear around the edges of the
buttstock’s fit to the receiver. The Winchester hard rubber buttplate is in very good condition showing a little light handling wear. The
magazine tube insert is not present. (127249-278) {C&R}
(100/200)
1815. WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #581991, 22 Short, 24” octagon barrel with a gray pitted bore.
The metal surfaces on this third model takedown rifle are a brown patina with some scattered spotty oxidation, oxidation staining, a few
spots of light pitting, and a couple of tool marks on the receiver. The walnut stock rates about very good with multiple light dings and
scratches, a couple of small cracks by the tangs and the crescent buttplate hanging slightly proud at the toe. The grooved forearm has a
couple of chips and a few minor handling marks. The rifle’s barrel is marked “494 PSNS / 1375”. (127249-288) {C&R}
(200/400)
1816. WINCHESTER MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #25408, 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this pre-war rifle retain 40% blue fading to a brown patina with some cleaning marks on the flats of the receiver, some scattered spotty oxidation and light freckling, and a few light handling marks. The refinished stock and forearm show a scattered spotty flaking finish with several scratches and some crazing in overall about very good condition. The black hard rubber Winchester buttplate has
a couple of specks of paint and some light handling wear and hangs very lightly proud of the wood. (127249-300) {C&R} (200/400)
1817. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADING REPEATER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #B68, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a dark pitted bore.
The barrel retains 50-60% blue fading to a brown patina with scattered spotty oxidation and a few minor handling marks. The receiver is
primarily gray on the flats with the remainder a brown patina with some light pitting. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate about
very good with multiple dings and scratches and an added finish. The buttstock has a couple of tool marks; there is a gap in its fit to the
receiver; and the metal buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood. (127249-307) {C&R}
(100/200)
1818. REMINGTON MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #156311, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a gray pitted bore. The metal surfaces are gray with light pitting and tool marks on the barrel. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate good to very good with a several light handling marks, a couple of cracks and a large chip in the buttstock by the receiver, and a metal buttplate that is a little ill-fit.
(127249-303) {C&R}
(50/100)
1819. WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 THIRD MODEL SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #621607, 22 Short, 24” octagon barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel is a mix of gray and brown patinas with some light pitting, a couple of spots of oxidation, a few dings and
scratches, and some remnants of blue in protected areas. The receiver appears to have been cleaned and is primarily gunmetal gray with
some light pitting. The walnut buttstock is in good to very good condition with a loose fit to the receiver, a crack running back from the
upper and lower tangs, a couple of cracks by the toe, and an added finish that shows some flaking and fading. The grooved forearm shows
a couple of small chips and light wear. The adjustable rear leaf and front bead sights appear original. (127249-273) {C&R}
(300/500)
1820. WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 THIRD MODEL SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #532327, 22 WRF, 24” octagon barrel with
gray moderately frosted lightly pitted bore showing strong rifling. The barrel retains 50% blue fading to a brown patina with a few small
spots of oxidation, a little light pitting, several light dings and scratches, and some tool marks. The bead front sight is a modern replacement and the rear leaf with elevator appears original. The receiver and magazine tube are primarily gray toning to brown with spotty oxidation staining and light pitting. The serial number on the lower tang does not match the receiver. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good with multiple dings and scratches, some handling wear, and an added finish. (127249-275) {C&R}
(300/500)
1821. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #232833, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a lightly frosted very good
bore. The metal surfaces are primarily gunmetal gray with some toning to brown, scattered spotty oxidation staining, some light pitting, a
few minor dings and some cleaning marks. The walnut stock shows multiple dings and scratches with some handling wear, a faded finish and a worn hard rubber buttplate that hangs slightly proud of the wood. The smooth forearm has a couple of moderate, and a few
light, dings. The front bead and rear leaf sights appear correct. (127249-271) {C&R}
(150/350)
1822. STEVENS VISIBLE LOADING REPEATER SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #P106, 22 S,L,LR, 22” barrel with a lightly frosted
good bore. The barrel fits with some play to the receiver and is 40% blue fading to a brown patina with spotty oxidation and a few spots
of light pitting. The receiver is a mix of gray and brown with some spots of oxidation, some tool marks and several dings. The walnut stock
and grooved forearm rate very good with several light handling marks. The forearm appears to have had a small section trimmed off from
its front end. (127249-308) {C&R}
(100/200)
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1823. REMINGTON MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #7237, 25-20, 24” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces are a fading blue turning to a brown patina with a few scattered spots of oxidation and several light handling marks with
about 30% blue remaining. The pistolgrip walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good to near excellent with several minor scratches and dings, some bubbling remnants of an added finish on the forearm, and a 1” crack on the top of the buttstock running back from
the receiver. The top of the receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mounting and the folding receiver peep sight has been removed with
its mounting screws remaining in place. The sights are later manufactured replacements and both locking screws for the forearm are missing. (127249-298) {C&R}
(300/500)
1824. SAVAGE MODEL 25 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #21487, 22 S,L,LR, 24” octagon barrel with a very good bore showing a light
frosting. The metal has an added blue over an oxidized and lightly pitted surface with areas fading toward brown. The walnut pistolgrip
stock and grooved forearm rate very good with two cracks by the upper tang, several minor handling marks, and an added finish. The
buttstock fits slightly loose to the receiver and the smooth metal buttplate fits with a small gap at the toe and heel. The receiver has been
drilled and tapped on the left side with mounting screw for a side mounted scope or sight base. The upper tang has factory holes without filler screws. (127249-156) (C&R)
(75/150)
1825. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #505707, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a good lightly pitted bore. The
metal surfaces are gray and brown with some spotty oxidation and oxidation staining and a few spots of very light pitting. The walnut stock
and grooved forearm rate very good with an added finish, several minor handling marks on the buttstock, and a few moderate handling
marks on the forearm. The buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood in a couple of places and the sights appear proper for this rifle.
(127249-292) {C&R}
(150/350)
1826. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #745766, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned and are in-the-white with a hint of toning toward brown, some light pinprick pitting and a few brush
marks from cleaning. The walnut stock appears lightly cleaned and rates very good with a repair on both sides of the wrist, a chip by the
frame on the left side and small cracks by the upper and lower tangs. The grooved forearm has remnants of a gloss finish with moderate
wear likely from heavy use. The hard rubber buttplate fits very well showing some light to moderate wear to the checkering and
Winchester logo. The sights appear correct for this gun. (127249-291) {C&R}
(250/450)
1827. SAVAGE MODEL 1922 SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #12153, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue showing some fading toward brown with several light scratches and handling marks and a few
tiny spots of oxidation. The pistolgrip walnut stock with schnabel tipped forend rates very good to near excellent with multiple light to moderate scratches and dings and there is added finish that shows some flaking and crazing. The front and rear sights appear original and
the top of the receiver is drilled and tapped. This rifle comes with a total of three magazines, cleaning rod, a wooden case and an original
“Savage 1922 Sporter” marked envelope that once held instructions and care information. The envelope is torn with some portions missing and the majority of the printing on the outside is still present and legible. (127211-24) {C&R}
(100/200)
1828. STEVE NS FAVOR ITE SI NG LE SHOT R I FLE serial #E842, 22 LR, 21 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with a gray pitted bore.
The barrel exhibits 50-60% blue flaking to brown with some oxidation staining, a few handling marks and a spot or two showing some
pitting. The frame is primarily dark brown with freckled oxidation and some remnants of the original case colors that have faded to gray.
The walnut stock appears to be a modern replacement that is not flush at the tangs and shows a few dings and minor handling marks
with a metal buttplate showing strong blue with some freckling and a few tiny pits. The forearm appears original with several minor handling marks and a couple of cracks at either side of its forend. The gun is fitted with Rocky Mountain front blade and rear leaf sights.
(127249-329) {C&R}
(150/250)
1829. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #52671, 280 Rem, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue showing a few scattered spots of oxidation and some light freckling. The
basket weave press checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock with cheekpiece and fine cut checkered forearm rate near excellent showing
several minor handling marks and a few spots of cloudiness in the finish. The gun is fitted with sling swivels, a leather sling, a scope base
and rings. (127341-24)
(250/450)
1830. WINCHESTER MODEL 60A TARGET SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue fading toward brown with scattered light oxidation and pitting. The bolt and trigger are a flaking nickel. The walnut pistolgrip target stock rates near excellent with some handling discoloration, multiple minor handling blemishes and
“AL” and “III” scratched into the sides near the butt. The gun is fitted with a Lyman 55RWS rear aperture sight and a dovetail mounted
front globe sight. (127328-13) {C&R}
(250/450)
1831. MARLIN GOLDEN 39A MOUNTIE LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #T25321, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few specks of light oxidation. The walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent
with a few scratches and dings. The hard rubber buttplate rates excellent with its white spacer having shrunk, leaving a small gap along
its edge. Comes with a military style leather sling. (127290-8) {C&R}
(300/500)
1832. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #64064, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright bore showing a faint frosting.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue showing some fading toward brown primarily on the gripstrap, a couple of spots of silvering,
a few light dings and minor handling marks, and a few specks of oxidation and pinprick pitting. The trigger shows moderately strong case
colors with some fading toward gray and a few specks of oxidation. The hard rubber grips rate near excellent showing some faint wear
and a few minor handling marks. (126724-12) {C&R}
(200/400)
1833. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #253393, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright bore that has a ring and bulge
about mid length. The metal surfaces retain 90% refinished matte blue with some light handling wear, some fading toward gray, primarily on the gripstrap and a couple of small spots of oxidation. The trapezoidal grips rate near excellent with a little light handling wear and
a few minor scratches. The pistol’s front sight is missing. (126724-68) {C&R}
(100/200)
1834. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3357B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good, near bright bore showing a little light frosting and a couple of tiny pits about mid length. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with some fading to gray,
some scattered spotty oxidation and an area of pitting on the barrel. The trigger shows strong blue with some fading to gray. The hard
rubber grips are fading toward brown and show some light wear and a few faint handling marks. (126724-33) {C&R}
(150/350)
1835. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #116349, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with an area on the slide that has faded to brown, a few scattered spots of light pinprick pitting, and multiple minor handling marks. The trigger exhibits some strong case colors fading to gray. The hard rubber grips are fading toward brown
and rate excellent with a few faint handling marks. (126724-46) {C&R}
(200/400)
1836. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #117902, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some spots of light pitting and oxidation, several minor handling marks and a small spot that has been
cleaned. The trigger and magazine release exhibit strong case colors that show some fading to gray. The hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few faint handling marks. The pistol’s front sight is not present. (126724-72) {C&R}
(250/450)
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1837. SAVAG E MODE L 1907 SE M I-AUTO PISTOL serial #100994, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near bright about excellent bore
showing a very light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue fading toward gray in the high contact areas and edges. The
trigger shows fading case colors turning gray. The hard rubber grips are fading toward brown with a few minor handling marks.
(126724-65) {C&R}
(150/350)
1838. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #85571, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near excellent lightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with spotty oxidation and light pitting. The trigger exhibits excellent case colors with a little
light oxidation. The hard rubber grips about excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. (126724-67) {C&R}
(150/350)
1839. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #61131, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a light to moderately frosted bore. The
refinished nickel surface rates very good with pinprick pitting and a few spots of oxidation under the new nickel finish. The hard rubber grips
rate about excellent with a couple of faint handling marks. The magazine is blue and appears like new. (126724-20) {C&R}
(200/400)
1840. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #178998, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% factory refinished blue showing some scattered light pitting and oxidation under the new finish. The hard rubber grips rate very good to near excellent with a small crack on the left side and a few minor handling blemishes. Comes with a factory
letter stating the gun was refinished at the factory. (126724-47) {C&R}
(200/400)
1841. SAVAG E MODE L 1907 SE M I-AUTO PISTOL serial #212697, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a moderately frosted lightly pitted
bore. The metal surfaces are a brown patina with hints of original blue, some minor oxidation and light pinprick pitting. The trigger shows
strong case colors fading to gray on the face with some freckling. The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling
blemishes. (126724-28) {C&R}
(50/100)
1842. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #589, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore. The refinished metal surface rates near excellent retaining 97% blue with a ring of brown on the slide and some faint pinprick pitting and a couple
of small spots of oxidation. The trigger shows moderately strong case colors fading to gray. The metal grips are also reblued with some
light wear to the detail in the Savage logo. Comes with a brown leather flap holster. (126724-4) {C&R}
(200/400)
1843. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #220180, 32
S&W, 3” ribbed barrel with a near bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this second model small frame revolver retain 85%
original blue with some thinning to gray on the barrel, a couple of spots worn to gray-brown on the cylinder, some light scattered specks
of oxidation and a turn ring on the cylinder. The checkered hard rubber grips with H&R target logos are numbered to the gun and rate
very good with a few minor handling marks, and a small crack and chip on the right side. The barrel and frame are numbered alike; the
cylinder is numbered to a different gun. (127115-32) {C&R}
(100/200)
1844. HAR R I NGTON & R ICHAR DSON HAM M E R LESS TOP-B R EAK DOU B LE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #6954, 32
cal, 3” barrel with a near bright, near excellent bore showing a couple of tiny pits. The metal surfaces on this first model small frame
revolver retain about 70% original blue with areas of flaking and pinprick pitting. The checkered hard rubber grips with H&R logos are
numbered to the gun and rate very good to excellent showing some light wear and minor handling marks. The gun’s parts are numbered alike. (127087-129) {C&R}
(50/100)
1845. REMINGTON DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #944, 41 RF, 3” barrels with dark pitted bores. The metal surface is primarily a brown patina with remnants of the original nickel in protected areas and areas of oxidation and pitting. The walnut grips rate near
excellent showing some discoloration. The barrel to frame fit is slightly loose. (126940-294) {ANTIQUE}
(150/350)
1846. REMINGTON DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #919, 41 RF, 3” barrels with dark pitted bores. The metal surfaces retain 6070% original nickel finish flaking to a brown patina with areas of light pitting. The checkered hard rubber grips rate good with worn checkering, a couple of cracks on the right side and a couple of chips on both sides. The barrel to frame fit is slightly loose with a crack in the
left side hinge. (126940-292) {C&R}
(150/350)
1847. REMINGTON DOUBLE DERINGER PISTOL serial #654, 41 RF, 3” barrels with dark partially pitted bores. The metal surface is
gun metal gray with light to moderate pitting throughout. The checkered hard rubber grips are moderately worn with the right side having a repaired set of cracks. The barrel to frame fit is loose. (126940-293) {C&R}
(100/200)
1848. RUGER POLICE SERVICE-SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #152-22266, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a couple of tiny spots of silvering, minor dings on the front sight, muzzle
and one area of the cylinder, and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The Pachmayr checkered rubber grips rate excellent. Comes with a
brown heavy leather holster. (127323-36S18826)
(200/400)
1849. DREYSE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #217410, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces have a reapplied blue with some spotty, light to moderate pitting, some areas fading to gray and the backstrap showing some grinding marks. The hard rubber grips rate good showing some wear and tear from the years. Comes with a single magazine that does not
fit properly. (127024-21) {C&R}
(40/80)
1850. HOOD PEERLESS “SUICIDE SPECIAL” SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #29, 32 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore showing a few light pits. The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel with a little flaking and some scattered minor oxidation
and light pinprick pitting. The rosewood grips are numbered to the gun and rate near excellent showing several light handling marks. The
barrel and frame are numbered alike; the cylinder is numbered to a different gun. The action does not function, as the cylinder does not
advance or lock-up. (127142-6) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1851. KOLB “BABY HAMMERLESS” MODEL 1916 FOLDING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial 349, 22
RF, 1 3/8” barrel with an oxidized bore. The nickel finish rates good showing scattered flaking and oxidation, and a few impact and tool
marks. The hard rubber checkered grips with “S” logo rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The action does not function as the cylinder is frozen to its retention pin. (127142-5) {C&R}
(25/75)
1852. REMINGTON MODEL 51 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PA19791, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a very lightly frosted bore with
strong rifling. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue fading toward brown primarily on the gripstraps and triggerguard with some
scattered spotty oxidation and light pitting. The hard rubber grips rate very good to near excellent with a small scuff and a few other very
light handling marks. (127087-119) {C&R}
(300/500)
1853. ALKARTASUNA RUBY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #78723, 32 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue fading to brown with scattered light oxidation and pitting. The fully checkered hardwood grips rate
near excellent with a likely added finish. The gun is fitted with a lanyard loop and comes with an original manufacturer marked magazine.
(127142-1) {C&R}
(100/300)
1854. SPANISH EIBAR RUBY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #38114, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore showing a few
pits. The metal surface is a gray patina with some oxidation and light pitting, and some remnants of original blue in protected areas. The
hard rubber checkered grips rate very good to near excellent with some light handling wear. The gun is fitted with a lanyard ring.
(127191-4) {C&R}
(75/150)
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1855. BAYAR D 1908 POCKET SE M I-AUTO PISTOL serial #265563, 32 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a near bright, about excellent, bore.
The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with the loss primarily due to handling wear with a couple of light dings and scratches
on the backstrap. The hard rubber grips rate very good to near excellent with a tiny chip and several light handling marks. (127087105) {C&R}
(100/200)
1856. BRONCO MODEL 1913 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2561, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright, very good
bore showing a ring of pitting 1/3 of the length from the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some fading toward
brown on the backstrap, a few minor handling blemishes and a little scattered light freckling. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very
good to near excellent with a tiny crack and a few minor handling blemishes. (127327-9) {C&R}
(75/150)
1857. BERETTA MODEL 418 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #87677A, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide retains
97% original blue with silvering on some high edges and some minor handling marks. The alloy frame is blue fading to a bronze color with
a couple of edges that are silvering and a couple of light scratches. The hard rubber grips with “PB” logo rate very good with a couple of
tiny cracks by the retention screws and a couple of faint handling marks. (127288-1) {C&R}
(100/200)
1858. GALESI MODEL 9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #382624, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The nickel finish
rates about excellent with scattered minor freckling and light pitting. The faux ivory grips rate near excellent with small cracks by the retention screws and a few minor handling blemishes. Comes without a magazine. (127285-35) {C&R}
(50/150)
1859. ORTGIES POCKET AUTOMATIC BY DEUTSCHE WERKE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #36658, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel
with a moderately frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue fading toward brown with multiple very light handling marks
and some scattered light pitting. The hardwood grips with Deutsche Werke medallion rate near excellent with a light impact mark and a
few minor scratches. Comes with an original Deutsche Werke marked magazine. (127327-10) {C&R}
(100/200)
1860. J I E FFECO N EW MODE L SE M I-AUTO PISTOL BY ROBAR OF B E LG I U M serial #49361, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a
lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces on this Davis-Warner imported pistol retain 90-95% original blue with a couple of spots worn
to gray, some fading to brown on the grip safety backstrap, and a little light freckling. The birds-head maple grips rate excellent.
(127327-11) {C&R}
(200/400)
1861. UNION POCKET AUTOMATIC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY SEYTRES OF FRANCE serial #37698, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel
with a little light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with the slide showing primarily a gray patina with some oxidation
staining and light pitting. The frame is primarily blue with some fading to gray and brown. There are multiple light handling marks throughout. The hard rubber grips fit loose to the frame and rate good with a few chips and cracks. The gun needs mechanical attention as the
slide sticks and it does not cock. (127165-18) {C&R}
(25/75)
1862. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #4290, 32 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a little slivering on some high edges, and some scattered light freckling and oxidation with a few spots of light pitting. The triggerguard is in-the-white with a little freckling and the trigger exhibits strong case colors
with fading to gray primarily on its face. The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a couple of tiny blemishes. This gun comes with
two magazines that are not exactly identical, but both appear to fit. (127115-20) {C&R}
(250/450)
1863. ASTRA MODEL 2000 CUB SEMI AUTO PISTOL serial #136269, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with some fading to brown and scattered spotty oxidation and light pitting. The nickel finish on
the trigger is flaking resulting in some oxidation. The checkered brown plastic grips with Astra logo rate near excellent with a couple of
minor handling marks. The gun comes without a magazine and the left side grip retention screw is missing. (127325-4)
(100/200)
1864. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO EJECTING TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #155429, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed barrel with an excellent bore. The nickel finish overall rates very good with the barrel showing a bright nickel and the frame and cylinder
showing a cloudy nickel with some light oxidation, freckling and a little pinprick pitting throughout. The trigger and triggerguard are primarily blue with areas of oxidation and the hammer exhibits very good case colors fading toward gray with some freckles of oxidation. The
checkered hard rubber grips with H&R target logo are numbered to the gun and rate very good with several minor handling marks and
showing some fading toward brown. The frame and cylinder are numbered alike; the barrel is numbered to a different gun. Also included is a leather flap holster and the original 6” barrel with matching serial number, a near excellent bore that shows a very light frosting,
and a nickel finish faded in places to brown with some oxidation. (127132-9) {C&R}
(75/150)
1865. HIGH STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #158290, 22 LR, 6 3/4” heavy barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and brown with about 30% original blue remaining on the frame, areas of oxidation
primarily on the barrel and some light pitting primarily on the slide. The checkered plastic Franzite grips are slightly warped and rate very
good, showing a few faint handling marks. (127325-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
1866. HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #7184, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85-90% original blue thinning toward brown on the barrel and slide and fading to gray on the backstrap with multiple light
scratches and a little light oxidation. The black hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a couple of tiny chips and a few minor handling
marks. (127325-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
1867. HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #89226, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 70% original blue with areas fading to gray, other smaller areas of oxidation and oxidation staining and a few spots
of light pitting. The checkered hard rubber grips with impressed “HS” monogram rate very good plus with some light wear and minor handling marks. (127325-6) {C&R}
(100/300)
1868. HIGH STANDARD FRAME AND BARREL serial #6492, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. Though it is not
marked, based on the serial # this is likely a Model B frame. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas faded to gray, with
some pitting and some scattered freckling. (127325-2)
1869. HARTFORD ARMS TARGET MODEL 1925 serial #929, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain
50% original blue with areas of gray and brown showing some light oxidation, oxidation staining and light pitting. The checkered hard
rubber grips rate very good to near excellent with a few minor handling marks. No magazine included. (127325-3) {C&R} (150/350)
1870. STEVENS MEDIUM FRAME POCKET SHOTGUN serial #5632, 38 Cal, 15” part round part octagon barrel with a bright, very
good, smooth bore showing a few small spots of pitting. The barrel is a gray-brown patina with some spotty oxidation and light pitting.
The brass frame’s nickel finish rates very good to near excellent with light wear to some of the edges, multiple light scratches and a few
specks of flaking. The rosewood grips rate near excellent with light dings and scratches. The frame and barrel are numbered alike. The
frame is fitted for a stock attachment. (127194-20) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1871. EMPIRE STATE ARMS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #311485, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” ribbed barrel with a bright very good bore
with a couple of spots of light pitting. The metal surfaces are in-the-white with a couple of tiny remnants of the original nickel finish, some
light pitting and a couple of small spots of oxidation. The hard rubber grips rate about very good with a few impact marks and some light
wear. The gun requires mechanical attention as the cylinder does not lock-up. (127192-80) {C&R}
(50/100)
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1872. REMINGTON-BEALS FIRST MODEL POCKET REVOLVER serial #247, 31 Cal, 3” octagon barrel with a gray pitted bore.
The metal surfaces are a gray patina with some oxidation and oxidation staining. The edges of the cylinder show some minor impact marks.
The smooth gutta percha grips rate about excellent showing a few minor handling marks. This revolver is missing the cylinder advancing
rod. (126020-187) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
1873. COPELAND SPUR TRIGGER POCKET REVOLVER serial #3227, 32 RF, 2 3/4” octagon barrel with a gray pitted bore. The
nickel finish remains very good, retaining about 80% original nickel with spotty oxidation and light pitting. The hardwood grips rate very
good to near excellent with a flaking finish and several light handling marks. The spur on the hammer is broken off and the cylinder does
not advance. (126997-1) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1874. CROWN JEWEL SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #220, 22 LR, 2 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The nickel finish remains
relatively strong with areas of flaking, oxidation and pitting. The hardwood right side grip (left is not present) is in near excellent condition
with several light handling marks. This pistol will require mechanical attention as the cylinder does not advance and is frozen to the retention pin. (126940-289) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
1875. HOPKINS AND ALLEN BLUE JACKET NO 1 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #3603, 22 Short, 2 1/8” barrel with a gray
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a brown and gray patina with spotty oxidation and light pitting. The hardwood grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The cylinder fits loose and the cylinder pin latch is missing. (127165-17) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
1876. BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL 36 Cal, 3” octagon cannon style belled brass barrel with a good bore. The brass finish
shows some tarnish, a few impact marks and some discoloration around the nipple. The hardwood grip is in very good condition with a
little flaking/worn finish and a few minor handling marks. (126940-296) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1877. BELGIAN PERCUSSION MUFF PISTOL 40 Cal, 4 1/4” barrel with very good bore. The steel barrel is primarily a brown patina with
oxidation staining, a few impact marks and tool marks. The brass frame is lightly tarnished with several tool marks and discoloration around
the nipple. The hardwood grip is in near excellent condition with a few minor handling blemishes. (126799-5) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
1878. LOT OF HIGH STANDARD ACCESSORIES This lot includes four magazines, five barrels, three barrel weights and
a slide. The steel slide is marked “Supermatic” and is in excellent condition with a grooved topstrap and adjustable rear sight.
The barrels are chambered for 22 LR and include a 4 1/2” and a 6 3/4” tapered round, a 4 1/2” heavy round with a grooved
rib and barrel weight notch with the filler, and a 6 3/4” heavy round compensated without a front sight. All the barrels have
bright excellent bores with three showing 98-99% original blue and the 6 3/4” heavy showing 95-97% original blue with
a couple of tool marks, a few spots of light oxidation and several light handling marks. The magazines include three for
22 short including two with green followers, one of which is restricted to five shots; and one for 22 LR; all are in very
good plus condition. Next are the three barrel weights with their retention screws that fit the Supermatic Series with
the notch on the bottom of the barrel; two are 3 oz. and one is 2 oz. Also included is a 22 cal. cartridge block that
holds 50 rounds and a hinge top oak presentation case with a purple felt fitted interior. (126643-5)
1879. HIGH STANDARD OLYMPIC G-O MAGAZINE This lot includes one 22 short curved style magazine for
an Olympic G-O pistol that is in about excellent condition showing a little light handling wear. (126643-5A)
1880. HIGH STANDARD OLYMPIC G-O MAGAZINE This lot includes one 22 short curved style magazine for
an Olympic G-O pistol that is in about excellent condition showing a little light handling wear. (126643-5B)
1881. QUACKENBUSH BICYCLE RIFLE 22 RF, 12” barrel with a gray pitted bore. The nickel finish is bubbling
1879
and flaking with oxidation and about 80% original nickel remain on the barrel and frame, with the swingout breech
showing an oxidized surface with about 40% blue still present. The gun features a wire grip and is missing its
retractable wire stock. (7087-119)
(200/400)
1882. HAENEL MODEL 28 AIR PISTOL serial #6750, .177mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent rifled bore. The
metal surfaces are primarily a gray patina with spotty oxidation and some original blue still present. The hardwood
grips with inlaid brass Haenel medallion rate very good to near excellent with multiple light handling marks. The
front sight appears original; the rear sight is a folding semi-buckhorn modern replacement. (127337-31)
1883. SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS BICYCLE GUN revolver serial #128225, 32 S&W, 2” ribbed barrel with a
bright very good bore showing a couple of spots of oxidation and light pitting. The metal surfaces on this second model revolver retain
95% refinished blue with some fading to gray on the grip safety and scattered pitting under the newer finish throughout. The checkered
hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate good to very good with some light wear and the right side grip exhibiting multiple
cracks. The frame, barrel and cylinder are numbered alike. (127250-5) {C&R}
(150/350)
1884. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION PERFECTED MODEL REVOLVER serial #38146, 38 S&W, 2” shortened
ribbed barrel with a near bright bore showing a few spots of light pitting. The metal surfaces are a brown patina showing some areas of
original blue with light pitting throughout. The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with some light wear, a small crack in the butt
of the left side, and a few minor handling marks. They are stamp numbered to a different gun and pencil numbered to this gun. The barrel has been shortened with the front sight reinstalled and a few tool marks visible. The barrel, frame and cylinder are numbered alike.
The barrel fits slightly loose to the frame. (127250-2)
(150/350)
1885. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #30686, 38 S&W, 1 3/4” shortened ribbed barrel with a lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces on this second model revolver are a refinished nickel showing areas of
flaking and oxidation on the gripstrap and front sight, scattered bubbling, and some light pitting under the new finish. The pearl grips rate
excellent showing a few light handling marks. The barrel has been shortened with the front sight reinstalled and a few tool marks visible.
The barrel, frame and cylinder are numbered alike. (127250-4) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1886. SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #20150, 32 S&W, 3” ribbed barrel with a good bore showing some light pitting. The metal surfaces on this second model revolver are a bright nickel showing a little flaking, a few spots of oxidation, some thinning toward brown, and a few minor handling marks. The five shot cylinder has been renickeled
leaving areas of pitting under the new finish. The checkered hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and are fading to brown. They
rate near excellent with some light wear and a couple of light scratches. The frame, cylinder and barrel are numbered alike. (127250-3)
{ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
1887. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 TIP-UP REVOLVER serial #46632, 22 Short, 3 3/16” ribbed barrel with a gray pitted bore.
The nickel finish on this third issue revolver rates good with areas of flaking and oxidation, and a few spots of bubbling. The rosewood
grips are numbered to the gun and rate near excellent showing several minor dings and scratches and some spots of flaking finish. This
revolver requires mechanical attention as the cylinder does not advance. (127327-12) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
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1888. HIGH STANDARD R-101 SENTINEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #637476, 22 RF, 6” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few specks of oxidation on the barrel, and several minor scratches and light handling blemishes on the nine shot cylinder and aluminum frame. The checkered plastic grips rate excellent. (127337-18) {C&R} (100/200)
1889. HIGH STANDARD R-101 SENTINEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #810400, 22 RF, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a couple of specks of oxidation on the barrel, and a few minor handling blemishes on the nine shot cylinder and aluminum frame. The checkered plastic grips rate excellent. This revolver functions in single action
mode only as the hammer does not come back when pulling the trigger. (127337-17) {C&R}
(75/150)
1890. HAR R I NGTON & R ICHAR DSON AUTO EJ ECTI NG TOP-B R EAK R EVOLVE R serial #450219, 32 S&W, 4” ribbed barrel
with a near bright about excellent bore with a couple of tiny pits toward the muzzle. The metal surfaces on this third model revolver
retain 80% original blue with some flaking to brown and scattered specks of oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips are numbered
to the gun and rate very good with some light wear, a chip and small crack on the left side, and a few minor handling blemishes.
(127333-8) {C&R}
(50/125)
1891. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 922 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #140920, 22 RF, 6” octagon barrel
with very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces on this nine shot pistol retain 90% original blue with spotty oxidation and a few
minor impact marks. The checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes and a little flaking finish.
(75/150)
(127337-19) {C&R}
1892. HAR R I NGTON & R ICHAR DSON TRAPPE R MODE L R EVOLVE R serial #163308, 22 RF, 6” octagon barrel with a very
good bright bore showing a couple of tiny spots of pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue with areas faded to a graybrown patina, a few spots of oxidation, multiple impact marks, and some light pinprick pitting. The checkered hardwood grips rate very
good to near excellent with several minor impact marks, other light handling blemishes, and a little minor flattening to the checkering.
(127127-8) {C&R}
(75/150)
1893. IVER JOHNSON 38 D.A. TOP BREAK ADAMS EXPRESS REVOLVER serial #D1551, 38 CF, 3 1/4” ribbed barrel with a
bright very good bore showing several tiny spots of light pitting. The nickel finish on this third model revolver retains 90-95% original nickel with a couple of spots flaking to brown, a little bubbling, multiple minor handling blemishes, and a turn ring on the five shot cylinder.
The hard rubber grips with “IJ” monogram and owl’s head logo rate near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes and are likely not
original for this gun as they hang slightly proud of the frame at the corners. This gun is marked “Property of Adams Express Co” on the
left side of the barrel. (127052-6) {C&R}
(150/250)
1894. ENGRAVED HOPKINS & ALLEN RANGE MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7269A, 38 Cal, 6” octagon
barrel with a very good bright bore showing several small spots of pitting. The metal surfaces are brown patina with a few remnants of
original blue in protected areas. There is some light engraving on the sides of the barrel and frame. The hardwood oversized target grips
are numbered to the gun and rate very good with multiple light dings and scratches. (127052-11) {C&R}
(50/150)
1895. IVER JOHNSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #D89024, 38 CF, 2”
barrel with very good bore showing some light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 98% refinished nickel showing a few spots toning to
brown, some light pitting and pinprick pitting under the new finish and multiple minor handling marks. The hard rubber grips with “IJ”
monogram and owl’s head logo rate near excellent with a tiny crack on the base of the left side and multiple minor handling blemishes.
The barrel and frame are numbered alike; the cylinder is not numbered. (127250-1) {C&R}
(75/150)
1896. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH “INDIAN BULL-DOG” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #34785, 32 CF, 2 1/2” barrel with a very good lightly pitted bore. The nickel finish rates very good with some mild bubbling and a few small areas flaking to brown
showing some oxidation and light pitting. The checkered hard rubber bird’s head grips are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent with a few minor handling blemishes. The cylinder is numbered to a different gun. (126975-77) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
1897. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH “BRITISH BULL DOG” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #116881, 32 CF, 2 1/2”
barrel with a moderately pitted bore. The nickel finish rates very good with some light freckling and bubbling, some flaking and wear turning brown, a couple of spots of oxidation and light pitting, some scratches on the cylinder and multiple faint handling marks throughout.
The checkered hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good with a couple of spots worn flat on the checkering. The
frame and cylinder are numbered alike. (126965-76) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
1898. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 38 D.A. TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #63436, 38 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore showing a couple of tiny spots of frosting. The nickel finish rates about very good with some flaking to brown, some
bubbling, and a few light handling marks. The trigger, hammer and triggerguard show some spotty oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips with “IJ” monogram and owl’s head logo rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The frame and barrel are numbered alike; the cylinder is unnumbered. (127127-7) {C&R}
(150/350)
1899. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #D31520, 38 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with a
moderately pitted bore. The metal surface is a dark gray patina with brown highlights and spotty oxidation and oxidation staining. The
pearl grips rate near excellent with a couple of tiny chips on the edges and a few faint handling marks. The cylinder is not numbered; the
barrel is numbered differently than the frame but is off by one digit and is possibly a factory error. (127127-2) {C&R}
(100/300)
1900. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SECOND MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #85256, 32 CF, 3” barrel with a
bright near excellent bore showing a couple of pinprick pits toward the muzzle. The nickel finish rates very good to near excellent with a
couple of spots worn to gray, a few small spots of oxidation, and some minor handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate about very good showing light to moderate wear to the checkering and several minor handling marks. The
cylinder, barrel and frame are numbered alike. (127127-3) {C&R}
(150/250)
1901. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL 38 D.A. TOP-BREAK REVOLVER WITH RAILWAY EXPRESS MARKING serial #H42160, 38 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing several spots of pitting. The metal surface is a gray and brown patina
with a few remnants of original blue in protected areas, a little light pitting, and a few impact marks on the butt. The hard rubber grips
with “IJ” monogram and owl’s head logo rate about excellent showing a few minor scratches and dings. The cylinder is unnumbered; the
barrel and frame are numbered alike. This gun once belonged to the American Railway Express Co. as the backstrap is marked “AM. RY.
EX. CO. 8121”. (127052-8) {C&R}
(100/200)
1902. U.S. REVOLVER CO. SOLID FRAME TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #E8626, 32 CF, 6” barrel with a very good bore showing some oxidation primarily toward the muzzle. The nickel finish rates good to very good with the loss mostly due to areas flaking on the
frame that are now oxidized. The hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good showing some light wear and a few
minor handling blemishes. The cylinder pin is frozen in the gun, but the cylinder operates freely. (127052-12) {C&R}
(75/150)
1903. HARD CASE LOT This lot consists of a Flambeau Tactical rectangular hard case that measures 41”x14”x4 1/2”. This black plastic
case is foam lined and is in overall excellent condition showing a few faint handling marks. (126559-2)
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1904. LOT OF MILITARY BAGS Includes three canvas and leather "B4" style bags stenciled with black ink belonging to different enlisted men. Each case shows some type of liquid staining and has spots of wear, or popped stitching. One of the bags has a small hole in
the exterior pocket. Overall these bags are in good shape and would fit nicely in any martial collection. (104687-20)
1905. LOT OF PISTOL CASES This lot includes three hard sided cases. First is a Cabela's lockable clasp case measuring 14"x10"x4 1/2"
brown in color with keys. Second is a Doskocil case with sliding closures measuring 17"x13"x6" black in color. Third is a Doskocil case
with lockable closure measuring 18"x14"x4 1/2" brown in color no keys included. All three cases are in excellent condition. (106655-138D)
1906. TAKEDOWN SHOTGUN CASE LOT This lot consists of one shotgun case that fits two takedown shotguns. This black plastic
case measures 31”x10”x4 1/2”, opens into two halves, has two clasps, and one combination latch that fits loosely to the case. The interior has a padded red fabric lining with a Velcro latched divider between the two gun compartments. Overall the case is in very good condition with several minor scuffs and scratches on the outside along with a couple of old stickers and some old sticker remnants. The interior shows a little light soiling and very minor wear. (126673-7C)
1907. GUN CASE This lot includes a single Gun Guard travel case measuring 36"x11 1/2"x 4 1/2" black in color with lockable clasp closure
keys and booklet included. Item is in near excellent condition. (106655-138)
1908. LUGGAGE CASE This lot includes an unmarked hard canvas case with black fur interior measuring 31"X10"x4". This case is dressed
with chrome hardware and is lockable by combination. It will accommodate a takedown semi-auto with barrels up to 28 inches in length
and is in near excellent condition. (106519-396)
1909. GUN CASE LOT This lot consists of two long gun cases. First is a black plastic Woodstream case with several scratches and handling
marks present. The interior is lined with egg crate foam on both sides. There are three latches and two holes for potential locking. Second
is an unmarked aluminum hard case with some light scratches and dings present with two locking latches, one of which is still currently
locked. Also the handle is no longer present. (156600-10)
1910. GUN CASE LOT This is a Doskocil Gun Guard Deluxe Edition Double Rifle/Shotgun Case that holds two rifles or shotguns. The
52”x11”x4” lockable case is the tan color, features high impact luggage grade plastic with 4” of protective foam and appears as-new in
original factory box with keys. (76608-1A)
1911. LOT OF PISTOL CASES Includes two Plano Gun Guard cases measuring 16"x14"x6" non-lockable clasp closure in excellent condition. (106655-138A)
1912. LOT OF MTM 1400 CASES This lot includes three lockable pistol cases measuring 18 1/2"x13 1/2"x5" black in color, all three with
keys in excellent condition. (106655-138B)
1913. LOT OF LEATHER POUCHES Two pouches total: unmarked leather shot bag with brass furniture, the spout has some moderate
amounts of tarnish and the leather is dried and crazed but is still intact and supple. The stitching has two small sections where it has separated along the top near the spout; unmarked leather powder flask, the flask is in good overall condition and appears to be complete
with its only apology being a broken spring on the powder measure. (3X103135-316)
1914. LOT OF DUTY GEAR Includes two belts and a two way radio. First is a Safariland black leather belt size 44 with the original hang
tag. Second is an Uncle Mike’s nylon X-large belt. Third is a Standard two-way radio with mic attachment. The radio needs to be charged
to determine if it works or not, no charger provided. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (2X104445-14B1A,15RR1)
1915. LOT OF MIXED BULLETS, BRASS AND ANTIQUE NEWSPAPER ARTICLE Lot includes a mixture of pistol and rifle
cartridges with a 40 mm artillery shell. The shell is marked "40MM M25 / Lot 153-23141-29 / S.M.G.1943" with light tarnish near all over
in general very good condition. Also included are two bags of mixed manufactured ball and commercial ammunition in 9mm, 38 Special,
32 S&W, 30-06, 8mm, all in good overall condition. Trial of John C. Colt Article Also included is a 16 page article Trial of John C. Colt for
the Murder of Samuel Adams dated Jan. 30, 1842 and printed in The Sun of New York as an Extra. The article includes several illustrations and a complete account of the trial. The pages are a little tattered along their edges and have multiple water staining marks, but are
legible and are in very good condition overall. (1X105053-16)
1916. BLACKPOWDER LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a modern etched powder horn that depicts American Western Cowboy
scenes including a mule drawn wagon and farmhand or prospector. The horn is signed with the initials "S.T." with "his horn" etched below.
Second is a vintage leather shot pouch with adjustable leather spout. The leather body features game bird scenes and has some minor
crazing and cracking throughout. One side is marked "5 lbs". (45630-2,6)
1917. LOT OF M IXE D SHOTSH E LLS Includes four boxes. First is a five round box of Remington 12 ga., shotshells to include three
000 Buck and two hollow point slugs. Second is a 25 round cartridge box with 24 mixed 12 ga., and 16 ga., shotshells that are mostly tarnished on the brass. Third is a partial ten round box (5) of Remington Premier Magnum 12 ga., 3", 2 Oz, No. 4 shot shotshells.
Fourth is a partial 25 round box (14) of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz, No. 6 shot. Items in this lot are in good overall
condition. (1X107075-S18320A)
1918. LOT OF LEATH E R POUCH ES This lot contains two older unmarked leather pouches and a small coin purse in about good condition. The first measures approximately 7”x6” and is missing most of its shoulder strap. The leather shows some crazing and wear.
The second measures approximately 5”x5” and is showing some crazing and cracks on its shoulder strap and a few tears in the flap
cover. The wood closure button is still intact. Last is a small leather coin purse with metal snap closure that has a couple of stitched
repairs. (1X122789-276)
1919. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a lot of two boxes by Dominion Cartridge Co. with the first being an opened twopiece 50 rd. box having a faded red top label that reads “50 (image of cartridge at an angle to emphasize the D head stamp with .38 Short
within it and Dominion immediately below it) .38/Metallic Cartridges/The Primed Shells Are Manufactured By (in small font)/Dominion
Cartridge Co., Ltd./Montreal, Canada.”. The side label is still a bold cranberry red and reads “.38 Short/R. F.” on each panel. Both labels
are nearly entirely present but the top one shows moderate scattered scuffing and the lid has a tape-repaired rear left corner and a split
front one. The bottom panel has a large penciled-in note and enclosed are the full and original 50 cartridges with oxidized tips that has
transferred to the metal. Clearly an uncommon item to hit the market. The next item appears to contain 48 original rds. and is also a scarce
item, a .32 Long Cal. buff colored box with a virtually fully intact brown top label with gold print and configured similar to the one described
above but also includes the trademark logo at the bottom left. The sides feature red text with the front and rear panels announcing the
company name, while the right and left bear “.32/ Long R.F./Shot. The box is delicate, split at the lengths of the lid and bottom and there
is another split at the upper rear left corner. The ammunition has darkened and rates very good. (76679-2A)
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1920. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION AND BOXES
This lot consists of two full 20 rd boxes of Remington Kleanbore 41
Swiss. The first box has the dog bone logo at the center with “.41 Swiss” in very large font above it and the front and sides also have the
callout “(Vetterli Rifle)”. The box has tape-repaired end flaps and liquid stains and the cartridges have a mild to moderate white coating
on the tips. The second box bears the 8941 code and is missing both end flaps and a smaller section separated but present. The box
has a nice clean surface overall and the cartridges show only light oxidation on some. Also included are two full 50 rd. size boxes of .32
blank cartridges beginning with one from Remington UMC with the R139 code which features a bold red stripe pattern with blue text over
a buff colored or possibly faded white box. The front panel features the red dot logo between “50” and “.32”/Blank/Cartridges/Rim Fire”.
Also interesting is the back panel which reads “Bevel Crimped Blanks/Extra Loud Report”. The second box is by Peters and is about the
same shade of off-white and also has excellent sharp text including the main panel that identifies it in red print with “50 (P.C.C. trademark
logo) .32 Cal./Rim Fire./Extra Loud/Blank Cartridges./Peters Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O., U. S. A.”. The back panel reads “Extra Loud/Blank
Cartridges./Unexcelled.”. Each box is clean with sharp edges and rates excellent, though the Peters has a scuff on the bottom that has
obliterated some text. The cartridges are bright overall with some tarnish forming on a few. A nice pair of items sure to please the discerning collector. (76679-49CC)
1921. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Seven boxes total: (5) factory sealed but empty cardboard boxes with faux wood surfaces and made for display purposes only. The first four are of equal dimensions, measuring 3 1/4” X 2 1/4” X 1”, including two that have
the top portions of their buff colored wraparound labels including “Dixie Gun Works/Made Especially For/Model 1874/Sharps Rifles” with
one 40-65 WCF and the other 45-70. The others are 50-70 Government and 45-70 Government. The last one is larger, a picture box
measuring 3 1/2” X 3 1/2”x 1” has text that includes “50-90 X 2 1/2 Straight/ Big Fifty/Made Expressly For /Sharps Rifles” with the image
of the rifle just above this. A cool and unusual lot awaiting creative input for your display; (2) empty large caliber boxes beginning with a
Winchester with a green top label with an upper section that reads “50 (image of cartridge with short displayed within) No.46/Metallic
Cartridges”. The lid side label is about 40% present and the bottom half of the box appears to be a mismatch and is split at three sides.
The box rates good overall with a missing right lid panel and hand written notes on the bottom panels. The second box is by UMC and
rates about good as well with a green top label with faded black print with a top line that reads “50 Metallic Cartridges .44-100”, the lower
portion has “Winchester Repeating Rifle”. The lid has a concave profile with the center area scuffed away and a portion of the back missing and another split. Additionally there is moderate wear, foxing and soiling overall. (76679-12)
1922. LOT OF AMMUNITION BOXES Three collectible two-piece boxes from different manufacturers of 41 Swiss. The first is by Peters
and has the index code 4102 with the salmon colored labels with the top one consisting of a first line that reads “20 Peters .41 Swiss Rim
Fire 20” and the bottom right including the code 1309. The front label includes an image of the cartridge and also the code 1473. The
labels, including the rear guarantee are about 97% intact and the lid shows significant glue repair and some additional splitting at the
seams. The box bottom has a couple of penciled-in marks and the empty tray is solid. Also noteworthy is some light edge wear and soiling. The other one is by Remington UMC and has a tan lid label that includes “.41 Swiss (Vetterli Rifle)” on the top and a front with the
image and red dot logo. The label is 98% intact with peeling evident as well as loss from corner wear. The bottom label has less wear
and includes the guarantee. The entire outer surfaces are a mottled tan with some spots of light grime and penciled-in notes. The compartment piece currently houses three very good mixed rds. of the correct caliber; third is a scarce two-piece box for Kynoch .41 Swiss.
The buff colored box has a white label with a top section that reads in bold black print “20/.41 Smokeless Cartridges/For Swiss Vetterli
Rifle”, information that is repeated on the front panel which also adds the company name and location. This example is missing that part
of the label that extends to the bottom compartment where the Kynoch name was originally depicted. Also missing is the right panel portion of the label, the left, 90% intact and reads “20/Cartridges/.41/Smokeless. The lid shows a split and tape residue at the back right corner. The bottom is fully intact and retains its original 20 compartment cartridge holder which rates excellent. The surfaces exhibit a mottled tan patina with some evidence of contact with liquid and a small three digit number written in pencil on the lid top. Overall a desirable item in about near very good condition. (76679-49X)
1923. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Six boxes total: the first part of the lot are four 50 rd. size UMC boxes beginning with a
one-piece with maroon backdrop to black and gold graphics including a top panel that reads “.32 Long R. F.” as the top line and also
includes The Remington UMC red dot, the cartridge image and “Shot” presented diagonally on the right side. This 142-S coded box has
both the Remington Arms and UMC Bridgeport Works names and is missing both end flaps, shows mild edge wear and contains six correct rds. The other three are two-piece beginning with a code 141 with light blue labels and a bright red dot logo to the left of “32 Extra
Short R.F.”, the cartridge picture and “54 Grs. Bullet”. This is from the period when the company name read “The Remington Arms Union
Metallic Cartridge Company Inc.” as depicted on this one in semi-curve layout. The side label is about 80% intact with aftermarket labels
applied at each side and the guarantee label makes up the bottom. The box shows scattered mild staining and wear. The next one has
the plaid body and tan labels informing that this is 32 Cal., LR. The top label includes the image with the caliber and the U logos at each
side. The inner tray holds seven very good correct cartridges and has separated at the seam. The edges show mild to moderate wear and
the box has an overall uneven brownish patina. The last box has an even darker appearance, enough to cause the text to be difficult to
discern. This box, like the last one described, has the rounded corners and this one is of a configuration suitable for .32 Short R.F. as
depicted on the top label exhibiting the aforementioned discoloration and wear. The empty box has a small puncture in the lid bringing
the overall condition of this lot to about very good; the second part of the lot are two 50 rd. size boxes of .32 blank cartridges beginning
with an empty example from Union Cap and Chemical Co. This is a buff colored box with black print that includes the Maltese Cross logo
on the top panel and also above it “50 Rim Fire .32” and below it is “Short/Blank Cartridges” with the manufactured by info at the bottom,
including “East Alton, Ill.”. Also included from the text are side panels with “The Loudest Yet” on this fully intact and structurally strong box
showing only very light wear and some mild to moderate dark splattered staining in isolated areas. The second box is also buff but more
of a tan than the more off white one described above, and also with strong black print. This one is by The U.S. Cartridge Co. with the
Lowell, Mass. address with a top panel upper section that reads “50 (trademark circular logo) .32/Blank Cartridges”. All of the four side
panels consist of “.32 Blank” in large font and the bottom has a large circular company logo. The box shows a small separation at the bottom left and a top inner flap is half separated but is otherwise quite sound and currently houses what appears to be very close to the original 50 rds. Additionally the box has a fairly dark stain from liquid or grease on the bottom that extends to one side. A rare combination
of boxes in very acceptable condition. (76679-2)
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1924. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This is a lot of ten .22 boxes by Canadian Industries Limited. The first of these onepiece 50 rd. size boxes is a rare Bisley as depicted in large font on the red-orange upper section of the top panel which includes a large
yellow middle that portrays the cartridge image at an angle and an oval C-I-L logo between “Rim Fire Cartridges” and “Intermediate
Velocity”. The lower section of this RF-37 coded box reads “22 Long Rifle Greased”. The enclosed tray contains eight excellent correct
cartridges. The box shows a little dark spotting on top, a slight tear and average wear and fading. The remaining four boxes are WhizBang with the top flap opening construction including one with blue and yellow horizontal sections that include “.22 Long “Super Clean””
and the horizontally positioned cartridge image. This one shows mild edge wear and includes one sample cartridge. The last three are
empty beginning with a 22 Short Mushroom that includes blue with the red and white scheme and the cartridge displayed on the top left.
This one has mild edge wear and an ink number on the bottom which also shows a small tear. The fourth and fifth are .22 LR, rating near
excellent with red and yellow graphics only, with the exception of the mushroom box coded RF 24 which announces that, in blue, at the
bottom right panels. The other box, coded RF 23 shows a small tear to the top flap; sixth is a clean .22 Long Shot with a pencil note on
the bottom, crisp edges and currently holding 21 rds., seventh is an empty .22 Automatic with a top that also states “Adapted to
Winchester 1903 Automatic Rifle” and rates near very good with a separated right corner and remnants of an old tape repair. The eighth
box is .22 Long with “Super Clean” in white within the center blue stripe which also contains the company logo to the left. Enclosed is
one cartridge. These first three listed above include “Dominion Ammunition Division” as part of the company identification and all share
the color scheme of yellow, blue and white. The last two exhibit nearly identical graphics as the cartridge image is to the far left with red
used for Super Clean and the calibers: 22 Long Rifle and 22 Short and within a blue stripe resides the C-I-L oval logo. These two empty
examples rate very good to near excellent with the LR showing tan staining on the rear panel. (76679-49AA)
1925. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOXES Nine boxes total: the first half of the lot consists of four, one-piece 50 rd. size boxes beginning
with a buff colored with black print that reads “50 Patronen/Zielmunition Kal. 5,6/”lang fur Buchsen”/faa/1943”. This is representative of
the Deutsche Waffen-und Munitionsfabriken A.-G., Karlsruhe, Germany factory. The box is mainly clean overall with some brown spotting
on the bottom panel and the top has a tear that runs about halfway across. The box houses an excellent original tray with 14 apparently
correct cartridges rating very good to excellent. Second is a full box with a white body and red text that includes “.22 Blanks/For Use
With The/Webley/Target Launcher/Webley & Scott LTD., Park Lane/Handsworth, Birmingham 21, England”. The box is excellent from a
structural standpoint but the white body allows the bottom area’s tan discoloration, likely from liquid and handling, to stand out. The
enclosed original rds. rate excellent. Next are two empty examples from CCI, a Dart 22 Short in white, blue and red with green “HP”, with
tray and mild wear and a High Velocity Blazer .22 LR in white with red and black accents and some moderate brown staining. The 0022
code box includes the plastic tray. A diversified and interesting lot overall. The second half of the lot consists of five .22 boxes from three
different manufacturers beginning with a two-piece by Clinton, a .22 short box with a faded red top section to the fully intact and wellworn wrap-around label. Also noteworthy on this empty box with thumb cutouts is the green portions of the label, including the company logo front and center, have retained a bold appearance and the fully intact buff colored box has only light soiling and wear. The other
four boxes are one-piece with trays including two by Sears beginning with an empty .22 Short Sta-Klean Kopper Kote No. 316, rating
excellent with the dark blue background and orange and white graphics (reminiscent of U.S. Cartridge). The other is .22 LR Shot StaKlean Kopper Kote coded 90 SR with an orange background and blue and white, showing mild edge wear, a lower right top panel beginning to peel back and currently housing six cartridges with no discernable head stamps. The last two are by Montgomery Ward beginning with a fully intact and empty 60-905 with a red background to black and white text identifying this as .22 LR Long Range showing
bold color and only light wear. The other one features a finger cutout at the top right panel, a slide out tray design, free of end flaps and
a green background with black and white print informing that this is .22 LR Lesmok. Enclosed are two correct sample cartridges. Overall
a very good to near excellent and interesting lot. (76679-5J)
1926. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This lot consists of eleven Remington Kleanbore, one-piece .22 cal., 50 rd. size boxes
with the dark green, red and white graphics beginning with an R24B coded example with a top panel featuring the Remington UMC dog
bone style logo and a top line that reads “.22 Long Shot Rim Fire”. The box is missing most of the left end flap and exhibits mild edge
wear and overall soiling. Enclosed is one correct cartridge with moderate tarnish. The second box features the Remington red dot and
the Dupont red oval logos. This empty example, coded R20 is missing its entire left end flap and has less wear and soiling than that of
the above described and has a top panel that includes “Hi-Speed/.22 Klay Bird/For Miniature Trap & Skeet Shooting”. The next three rate
excellent overall with crisp edges beginning with an empty 6122 code box for Standard Velocity LR. Next is a 6322 code Police
Targetmaster .22 LR Lubricated with four excellent rds. enclosed. The last one is a full R23 code for Hi-Speed LR HP that is virtually blemish free but has a front panel that has become unglued with excellent and clean cartridges. Sixth is a dog bone style coded R16 for .22
Long Rim Fire with four darkened cartridges within. The seventh has dog bone style similarities but the logo does not taper toward the
middle but retains enough white background to hold “Hollow Point” as in .22 Winchester Hi-Speed with Silvadry Bullets. This R28AS
example is missing the right end flap and currently houses about 40 near excellent rds. The eighth box is LR Hi-Speed Kleanbore
Kleankote, an empty example coded R23K. The next two are also Hi-Speed with the first being for Long, coded R16 and holding about
25 excellent rds., and the second holding the full 50, and also excellent rds. of Short within the R11 box. The last one is coded 5522, this
one for Standard Velocity Short, of which about 30 near excellent cartridges are enclosed. A nice variety, rating very good to near excellent overall which should prove helpful in filling gaps in one’s Remington .22 box collection. (76679-5U)
1927. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION Ten boxes total: the first group consists of five 50 rd. size boxes by Remington /UMC
beginning with an empty bright green two-piece with a fully intact maroon top label that reads “50 .22 Cal. Short/Rim-Fire
Cartridges/Swaged Bullets (cartridge picture) (trademark head stamp)/The Union Metallic Cartridge Co. (incurved layout)/Bridgeport,
Conn., U.S.A.”. The box has the rounded corners and edges showing mild wear, an unevenly faded patina and the fully intact bottom label.
A handwritten note is evident on the front panel. The remaining four boxes are one-piece with the first one being a nearly full maroon
example with buff colored text that reads “.22 Short R.F. Lesmok” over the Remington UMC dot logo, cartridge image and trademark statement. The bottom includes both the Remington and UMC names and this 53-S code box rates very good with a dark grime spot on the
top and is nearly full with oxidized cartridges. The last three are Remington Kleanbore Hi-Speed LR with the first one full of excellent HP
and coded R23 with an unglued front panel to this otherwise excellent mainly green box. The next one consists of the same green, red
and white design with this one being empty and coded R21. The last one is an empty code 1552 which has a mainly red backdrop to
green and white graphics. The last two rate excellent. A nice lot representing different eras. The second group consists of five .22 boxes
consisting of two by Winchester and three identified by the Western logo. First is an empty two-piece Winchester with thumb cutouts and
an olive green upper and yellow side portions to the fully intact wraparound label indicating that this is .22 Long Rifle Lesmok Target
Cartridges. This is a near excellent condition example with nice edges and light wear including a clean bottom with label. The other
Winchester is coded K 2208 R, representative of the one-piece yellow, blue and red graphics for Super Speed Long Rifle Staynless
Kopperklad. This one has the tray with wear essentially at the edges only. The first of the Westerns is a two-piece with a wraparound label
featuring deep green, red and black graphics with the diamond logo at the center of the top section which, like the sides, makes it clear
that the contents are .22 Short, of which about 30 correct and very good cartridges are enclosed. This box shows little soiling or wear but
has the residue of a removed strip of tape once used to reinforce the lid which shows a separation of the left flap. Very good to excellent
with bold green color. The last two are empty one-piece beginning with a near excellent K1222R coded example indicative of .22LR 40
gr. lead lubricated bullet with sharp edges and color, a small scuff/tear to the right flap and the original tray. The last one is about an increment down condition wise, this being the yellow XP22LR code for Xpert with the big red X top center and the front panel identifying it as
40 gr. lead Special Lubricant. The tray is included and is mostly clean overall with a scuff and peeling to the top left. This one has the
Winchester New Haven address in addition to the Western East Alton. (76679-49BI)
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1928. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Five boxes total: first are four empty Peters 50 rd. size boxes beginning with a two-piece
with thumb cutouts and a wraparound maroon label with a slightly faded top section that includes “.22 Cal. Long” on the top line and a middle section with “Swaged Bullet (image of cartridge and trademark P logo)”. The box rates very good to excellent with light wear, ingrained
dirt and other minor dark spots. The next is also a two-piece, rating good to very good with rear and left panels missing from the lid that
has a nearly fully intact maroon top label indicating that this is .32 Cal. Short and includes P trademark logos on each side of the cartridge
picture. This is the version with the matching color side label with a front section that includes “These Cartridges are loaded with King’s
Semi-Smokeless Powder”. The bottom panel is pushed in, evidently impacted by something that also caused the lower left corner to split.
The inner wall has come unglued and has been structurally compromised as well. The other two are one-piece boxes in excellent condition with red, blue and white print with the first exhibiting the large Peters circular logo to the left of “New High Velocity 22 Long Rifle”. The
last box in this lot is code No. 2214, an excellent condition example which features the bullseye target as a backdrop to text identifying this
as 22 Short Standard Velocity Target. The last two boxes contain the Remington name and location on the bottom panels, contributing to
the diversity of this Peters lot. Last is an outer brick box for Remington Kleanbore Hi-Speed .22 Short coded R11 and includes the
Remington and Dupont logos amongst the red and white graphics over the deep green backdrop. The box has some fading, mainly of the
white areas, some scattered mild edge and corner wear, a right end with the inner flaps showing small tears and a slightly pushed-in profile with creasing evident on the back panel. Included is a full and excellent 50 rd. size box also coded R11 from this brick. (76679-5F)
1929. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Four boxes total: the first half of the lot consists of two empty two-piece Winchester
boxes for 32 Long beginning with the older of the two with a light blue top label with a top line of “50 (image of cartridge without head
stamp exposed but with “Long” on case) No.32/Rifle Cartridges”. The orange side label is fully intact with the front still sealed. The box
rates very good to excellent with mild edge wear, foxing and a couple of penciled-in notes. The second box, coded K3221R features thumb
cutouts and has a red wraparound label with a faded top that includes the trademark company name top center, and below it “32 Long”
and below that the image of the cartridge with the H head stamp exposed. The box rates excellent and is still sealed at the left and overall has only very light wear and soiling; the second half of the lot consists of Remington/UMC boxes and components. First is a matching two-piece with red labels including a faded top one stating that it is .38 Short R.F. The code 230 is visible at the bottom right as is a
large two digit number written in thick marker near the cartridge picture at the center. The box shows tape repairs and a missing but present left lid panel. Enclosed are about 30 correct cartridges. The second item is a lid and inner wall only with the light blue top label
informing that this is .56-56 Spencer. This is the square shaped 25 rd. size with the red dot logo including both companies and rating
good to very good with a dark stain at the lower left and abutting the ink marking. Also included are two UMC lids, beginning with a .22
Cal. Short with a maroon label over lime green and a .22 Cal Long with green over buff. These two rate about near very good overall with
no splits. Lastly we have two loose top labels with bold color and text and including both company logos consisting of a red .22 Short
and a green .22 Extra Long. (76679-9B)
1930. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Three total: (1) scarce two-piece empty box by Remington UMC for .41 Swiss Blank.
This has matching light blue labels including a top one coded 325 and an upper section of the top portion that reads “.41 Swiss (Vetterli
Rifle) Blank/20 Rim Fire Cartridges” and the front exhibits the red dot logo, “Blank Cartridges” within a box and “For Swiss Vetterli and
Other Rifles”. The bottom has UMC and Remington logos on either side of the guarantee and the right side includes a handwritten number on the lid portion, the left is somewhat scuffed. The labels overall are about 97% intact and show nice colors and some contact marks.
The inner separator tray rates excellent bringing the overall condition to near excellent; (2) empty UMC two-piece boxes featuring the
rounded corners and plaid panels. The first one has a teal-blue top label that has darkened to the extent that it blends somewhat with
the black print that reads “Fifty (U.M.C. oval logo) .38 Cal./Primed Metallic/Case Cartridges, (in large font)/For Pistols/With Swaged
Bullets” over the company name and location. There is no side label present, allowing for the possibility that the fully intact bottom could
be a mismatch. Its left side has the caliber handwritten in ink and the overall rating is perhaps good to very good with the lid showing
moderate wear and is missing much of the plaid covering, the bottom is plain buff. The second box has original matching components
including a lid with a green top label that includes “50 .38 Cal., Long/ Rim-Fire Cartridges/Swaged (image of cartridge including U head
stamp and “38 Long”) Bullets”. Also included are the U trademark logos at each side and the bottom consisting of the company name in
curved format and location below it. This version has a maroon side label, which in this case is about 80% present with most loss at the
front. The box is fully intact with as is the bottom guarantee label and exhibits mild to moderate wear particularly at the edges. (76679-3)
1931. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Five boxes total: (2) empty two-piece Winchester boxes for .32. The first one has a
lightly faded olive green top label with the upper section declaring this as “50 .32 Caliber.” with the picture of the cartridge displayed
between the quantity and the caliber with “.32 Long” on the case, and “Rifle Cartridges” below it. The lower portion consists of company name, location and trademark logos. A small portion of the upper left is torn off and a smaller one at the right is peeling back and all
text is strong and legible. The orange side label has held up well, as it is virtually fully intact and not all that faded, the front panel still
sealed and reading “Process of Lubricating Pat’d Sept. 12, 1882.” above the company name in script. The back contains the guarantee
statement and each side: “.32 Long. R. F./Winchester/Make”. Overall the box is very good with light edge wear and some scattered spotting with panels that have retained their shape and structure nicely. The second box is in a lesser state of condition, but should be considered desirable none-the-less as this one is coded 234 with the 7-7 date as depicted on the bottom of the green top label that also reads
“50 Cartridges (in a curved layout) .32 Caliber./for/Winchester .32 Cal. Rifles./Center Fire. (cartridge picture with cal. depicted within it)
Solid Head (in straight line)” over the trademark info and the name and location taking up the lower portion. The front of the buff colored
side label is the guarantee statement and below it the code 622 and 7-7, the back, “Winchester Make” with another image of the cartridge.
The sides include the big bold red W and “Model 1873 and 1892”. The box has a dark overall appearance, mainly from ingrained dirt, the
lid has split corners and an excellent pink interior label coded 1732 and 10-6; (3) empty boxes by the United States Cartridge Co. The
first one is the one-piece variation with the slide out tray and faded orange labels with a top section that includes in black, the company
shield logo at the center with “Lowell Mass.” below it and on the sides in vertically arranged text and what appears to be faded red “50
Rim Fire Cartridges” and “Calibre 22 Short”. The front panel reads “50/Target Cartridges.” and the sides “22 Short.” and about 90% of it
remains. The box is fully intact with areas of ingrained dirt and light edge wear and is an impressive survivor overall. The last two have
the grayish blue labels with black print including top sections that feature the circular “U.S.” logo at the upper left with one reading “FiftyCalibre .32-Short/Metallic Cartridges/Rim Fire” and the other “50 Cal. .22/Cartridges/Long Rifle/Rim Fire and each includes the Lowell
address. The .32 short rates about good to very good with the left flap separated but present and the box shows evidence of having made
contact with some liquid as some mold is present mainly on the bottom and about 40% of the blue is no longer present. The tray has torn
corners and liquid stains. The .22 box is in much better condition and rates near excellent with sharp edges and text, the labels fully intact
with the front still sealed and the top having faded nicely to allow for a blue border and buff interior. (76679-49AG)
1932. HEALTHWAYS PLAINSMAN MODEL ML 175 CO2 SEMI-AUTO AIR PISTOL serial #0054175, .175/BB Caliber, 6" barrel. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 80% of their black finish, although exhibiting fading and general wear. The checkered
black synthetic grips rate good, but exhibit wear as well as applied silver-colored paint. The serrations along the faux slide also exhibit
applied silver-colored paint which easily rubs off upon contact. The pistol features a set of fixed iron sights. Included with the pistol are
a manual, factory hangtag, and factory box. The box rates good plus and retains most of its original advertising detail, but has become
considerably tattered with separating edges from age. (1X136679-1)
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1933. SPOTTING SCOPE LOT This is a vintage model 321, 13-40 power, 40mm zoom telescope by Jason. The scope features a gray
tube with light handling marks, crisp optics, tripod base, and lens covers, all housed in original slightly tattered box with manual and
papers. The overall condition is near excellent. (1X75497-4A)
1934. LOT OF MUZZLE BLAST PERIODICALS This lot consists of a red binder filled with a collection of about 25 assorted volumes
of the muzzleloading publication Muzzle Blasts. These paperback publications range from December of 1961 - May of 1981. A musthave for the serious blackpowder shooting enthusiast. (1X41846-16)
1935. LOT OF ASSORTED SHOTSHELL WADS Lot includes 16 full and partial 250 count bags of assorted manufacturer's plastic shotshell wads to include the following bore sizes; 12, 20, and 28 all in excellent condition. (1X106935-39)
1936. TACTICAL ACCESSORY LOT Two items total: (1) Firearms System & Design Ultimate Trigger Actuator for an AR-15 rifle. This is
a cast handle designed to replace the pistolgrip on an AR-15, making for improved shooting performance. This was invented by Patrick
Teel and patented in May of 1984; (1) Fobus Model GLR 440 tactical pistol stock. This molded collapsible stock will fit the following Glock
models 17, 19, 20, 22, 31, 32, 34, 35, 37 and 38. It is designed to help enhance shooting performance and is in excellent condition. All
NFA restrictions apply to the use of this product. (106737-1B)
1937. ROSSI LOT This lot consists of two factory accessories for a Rossi Model 518 revolver. Included are a blue factory box and a set of
checkered wood grips. The grips are in as-new condition and include the grip screw, the box has minor flaking along the edges and corners. (1X47033-3)
1938. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four .380 auto magazines including a nickel with Colt marked base plate, a stainless by
U.S.A. Magazines and two unmarked stainless. The magazines have seen minimal use and show only very light contact wear and some
minor scattered dark staining on a couple. (1X75521-1)
1939. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three 30 round, 9mm, aftermarket SP89 magazines in excellent condition. The magazines have a
parkerized finish with LIQ marking on the lower right front corner and are still with their original boxes, all in excellent condition. One box
is missing an endflap. (1X106737-3A)
1940. FISHING LOT This lot consists of four items. First is a spool for a Martin Model 63 fly reel that appears new and comes in its original box. Second is a box of U.S. Line Company flyline. Third is a Trailsman Castomatic baitcasting reel that is in very good condition and
comes in its original box. And last is a Johnson Model 80 spincasting reel that is in good condition. (1X125872-29F)
1941. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS Includes a partial 25 round box (10) of Federal Multi-Purpose 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 oz, No. 7 1/2
shot and eight loose mixed manufactured (6) 28 ga., and (2) 20 ga., all in very good overall condition. (1X107075-S18078A)
1942. LOT OF FIREARM RELATED PARTS AND ACCESSORIES Consists of two items. The first item is a Lyman Mould Block for
lead balls. The block rates excellent to like-new and comes packaged in its original box which is marked for use with small handles only;
the mould block was shipped by itself and as such no handles are included with it. The second item is a top handguard for Mosin Nagant
M91/30 bolt action rifles. The handguard rates very good but does exhibit its share of minor handling marks. This particular handguard
section features the early brass end tabs. (1X133615-7)
1943. GI LOT Includes four items. First is a U.S. marked Union Instrument Corp., Magnetic Compass in what appears to be working condition. Second is a cloth ammo pouch marked "7.62mm NATO / Linked / Ball M30 /100 RDS/ LOTLCL 500-7 / LAX / Aug. 1967” in very
good condition. Third is a canvas ammunition pouch U.S. marked with mostly worn stenciling on the back side. Fourth is a M10 30 caliber cleaning rod in waxed cardboard tube missing the end cap in excellent condition. (1X103738-11)
1944. LOT OF GRIPS Includes two unmarked custom walnut target grips. First is a set of checkered grips likely to fit a Browning Medalist
pistol. The checkering remains robust and the lines clean. There is a section along the right top that shows a red tint from rubbing inside,
perhaps a presentation case, and the grips rate very good to excellent overall. Second is a pair of smooth target grips likely for a Colt
Officers Model revolver. The grips have a repaired chip on the right panel and added filler inside but remain in very good overall condition. Also included with this lot is a home-made muzzle brake; it is uncertain what it fits. (1X105105-8)
1945. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes two aftermarket accessories: First is a MSAR P/N 218 sight rail with screws and wrench, second is an unmarked swivel stud with screws for use on a Picatinny rail system. Both items are in excellent condition. (1X104427-104A, 131A1A)
1946. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three padded nylon cases that are 48” long and designed for scoped rifles. These rugged
cases have quilted interiors, zipper closure, dual carry handles, end loops, large Velcro exterior pockets and have “Made in U.S.A.” tags
but no maker name. These unused cases are in excellent condition with two being black and the other blue. (1X76608-1B)
1947. GRIP LOT This lot consists of a set of unmarked custom fitted checkered walnut target grips for a C96 Broomhandle Mauser in very
good condition showing a few light handling marks and a crack on the top of the right side. (1X127023-18A)
1948. PRUSSIAN BAYONET LOT This lot consists of an unmarked Prussian Model 1809 socket bayonet. The bayonet measures 22 3/4"
long with a 19" blade and has moderate to heavy oxidation and pitting throughout. A fair example overall. (1X43615-6B)
1949. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S. 1873 socket bayonet that measures 21" with an 18" blade marked "US" on the
face, the "S" is very faint. The metal retains most of the original blue which is flaking to a mottled brown and fading to gray. There are multiple
light handling marks and small impact marks present and areas scattered light surface oxidation. A good example overall. (6816-9A)
1950. HUNTING AND FISHING LOT Includes two items: first is a triggerguard, likely for an '03 bolt action rifle. The triggerguard retains
near all of its original parkerized finish with several light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining present. Second is a Pflueger
Progress fly reel. The metal surfaces show light oxidation staining from years of use. The gears appear to be tight and this little reel, with
a solid cleaning, would make a fantastic addition to your pack. (104281-10G,3)
1951. H&K ACCESSORIES Includes three items; first is an adjustable 1” leather sling with spring clip. Second are two unmarked aluminum G3 style 30 round magazines. All items are in near excellent condition. (3X104750-1A)
1952. LOT OF FISHING AND SHOOTING ACCESSORIES This lot includes five items. First is a handmade pocket fishing jig with
heavy line, large weight, and two large gauge hooks. Second is a matchbox containing six hand-tied flies in varying conditions. Third is
a metal tin of Mustad-Cincinnati Bass Hooks with bright color and near all of its enamel finish remaining on the label. Fourth is an Austrianmade brass "trench" lighter, likely WWII era, in excellent condition. Fifth is a leather tobacco pouch marked Benson & Hedges London,
New York & Montreal, with the initials H.M.C. embossed on the front. The hard sided pouch shows light scuffing and spots of mildew
staining and is filled with an assortment of barrel brushes, patches and related cleaning supplies in overall very good condition. The balance of the aforementioned items are in very good overall condition. (1X105178-3,10)
1953. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes three aftermarket Ruger Mini-30 magazines. There are two Eagle 18 round black transparent magazines and one steel unmarked 40 round magazine, all in excellent condition. (1X106519-488G)
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1954. LOT OF MAGAZINES Includes four aftermarket 30 round AR-15 style magazines. First are two Eagle plastic model 1630 magazines still in sealed original packaging. Second are two Orlite-Eng. Co. polymer magazines in good overall condition showing some signs
of modest use. (1X106737-3B)
1955. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single full box of 20 Hornady Custom 30 T/C, 150 grain SST ammunition (81004). Both
the ammunition and box are in excellent condition, the box has some minor flaking on the label. (1X46319-7)
1956. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot contains an opened buff colored two-piece folded construction box with matching "12-14" dated label containing 19 rounds of Winchester 7 mm Full Patch Cartridges loaded with 175 gr., full patch bullets. Both box
and label rate excellent with only some light wear along the edges of label where seal was broken. The ammunition rates fair with cracked
case necks, tarnishing and oxidation on the brass cartridges. (2X54495-61E)
1957. FRONT SIGHT LOT Includes two items first is a C.R. Pederson & Son ramp kit for a Krag rifle with peep, still in its original packaging in excellent condition. Second is an unmarked front ramp with removable hood, similar in design to a Lyman No. 17AXNB, also in very
good condition. (107023-2L)
1958. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box of Fiocchi 9X21 IMI, 123 gr., FMJ in bright excellent condition. (3X76240-24O)
1959. WALTHER PPK/S CO2 BB PISTOL serial #3E10613, .175 Caliber BB, 3 1/2" barrel. The air gun retains 98% original finish with the
grip frame lightening to a grayish black color from handling. The plastic grips are in excellent condition. This pistol features a reciprocating slide
to simulate a real PPK/S during firing. Some of the internal parts are missing prohibiting the gun from functioning properly. (3X85100-4)
1960. CROSSMAN/WALTHER MODEL CP SPORT AIR PISTOL serial #JA42546408, .177 cal., single shot CO2 operated air pistol closely resembling the Walther P99 pistol. All polymer construction rates excellent. Included is a working Walther rail mount red laser
sight. (2X56901-17540B)
1961. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX This is an opened two-piece cardboard box containing two rds. of Robin Hood .32 training rds. with wood tips and one rd. of solid head. The box has a red label with a faded top portion that features the Robin Hood logo in
the middle and reads “50 .32 Cal. Smokeless Cartridges 50”/Center Fire/Manufactured for/Smith & Wesson/.32 Cal./Revolvers” on the left
side of the logo and to the right: “Solid Head/Velocity/Accuracy/And/Cleanliness/Warranted/Made By/Robin Hood Ammunition Co.,
Swanton Vermont”. This top portion reveals a 2” split that runs diagonally across the middle and has separated slightly below the logo and
a small portion is missing at the bottom far right where some of the text is difficult to discern due to wear. The label extends to the sides
where an illustration of one of the cartridges is featured with “32/S.&W.” within it and accompanied by the following: “50-.32 S.&W.50/Center Fire/Smokeless”, with the left side intact and about 30% missing from the right. The solid red bottom label is a separate piece
and reveals light wear at the edges, a couple of scuff marks, and a small dark stain from grime. The box itself is solid with light ingrained
dirt to the front and rear panels. In addition to the three rds., with the training rds. experiencing verdigris to the cases and the excellent
solid head example, is a second correct label retaining a faded top portion that has faded to a dark shade of pink and has a small tear at
the bottom. (2X76679-2B)
1962. LOT OF NORMA AMMUNITION Includes two ten round boxes one full one partial (8 with fired casing) of 8mm Mauser, 195 gr.,
soft point cartridges. The boxes are scuffed up and have near complete labels. The cartridges rate about good with overall light tarnish
on the brass. (1X107023-12F)
1963. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This is a lot of four items beginning with a Gun-Tote Rifle & Shotgun Carrier Model 1511, capable of carrying two guns within vehicle. These are fabricated of mild steel frames with spring steel gun hooks and then covered with a soft, resilient
red coating. Item appears unused and in excellent condition with screws and in original packaging. Next in the lot are two Poly-Choke
Gunner’s Guides, compasses used to find one’s way back to camp by way of installing in gun. Each kit rates excellent and includes compass, screws, drill bit, instruction manual and plastic storage box. The last item is a six rd. ammunition clip for 7.5 mm that has a small tear
at the bottom but otherwise intact. (1X75497-11,10)
1964. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of (2) plastic boxes containing 14 collectible shotshells and hulls.
Included are: Western 12 ga. #6, Western 12 ga. #4, Western 12 ga. #8 Super Trap, Eley Grand Prix 12 ga. #6, Remington 16 ga. #2
Express, Western 16 ga. #6, Winchester 12 ga. #4, (2) 12 ga. pinfire shells, a U.M.C. 12 ga. paper hull, and a Parker 12 ga. brass hull. All
are in very good to excellent condition and most are paper hull shells. Next is a bag of loose shotshells containing (39) 12 ga. paper hull
loads, (2) 16 ga. paper hull loads, (2) 20 ga. paper hull loads, and (6) 410 ga. paper hull loads. The types vary and brands include Western,
Peters, Federal, Remington and C.C. Co.. All are in excellent overall condition. Last is a bag consisting of (36) loose rounds of various 20
ga. ammunition. Included are U.S., Remington, Super DD, Winchester with a few unmarked as well and vary in style. All are in very good
to excellent condition, most are paper hulls. (1X103023-1S1,1V1,1Y1)
1965. LOT OF REMINGTON AMMUNITION Includes three boxes of 257 Roberts. First is a full 20 round green and red box of Express
117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in very good overall condition showing light tarnish on some of the brass. Second is a full 20 round box
of High Velocity 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a full 20 round box of Express 117 gr., Core-Lokt SP cartridges in excellent condition. (1X107023-12AP)
1966. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot contains a mixture of 12 ga. and 20 ga., shotshells. First are four loose 12 ga. shells to include; (1)
Federal No. 6 duck & pheasant, and (3) paper hull Western Xpert all in good overall condition. Second is a partial five round box (4) of
Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, HPRS in excellent condition. Third is a full 25 round box of Federal duck & pheasant 12 ga., 2
3/4", 1 1/4 oz, No. 6 shot in very good condition. Fourth is a full 25 round box of Remington Express 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot
in very good condition. (1X107023-12AAAB)
1967. HOLSTER LOT Consists of four holsters. First is an AA & E Leathercraft right handed leather hip holster for a long barreled revolver in
excellent condition overall with some light verdigris on the snap and a scene of an eagle flying with a ribbon in its mouth stating “THE
RIGHT TO KEEP / AND BEAR ARMS / SECOND AMENDMENT”. Second is a Bianchi inside-the-waistband leather holster marked “6X
/ Beretta M84” in very good condition overall with some light wear. Third is a black leather Smith & Wesson hip holster marked “B21 80”
in near excellent condition overall with some light wear marks and a small amount of verdigris on the snap. Last is a Rocky Mountain
leather hip holster for single action revolvers marked “4-14 6 1/2” with leg tie and hammer loop in near excellent condition overall with
some light wear marks and verdigris on the snaps. (1X156600-2J)
1968. LOT OF LEATH E R GOODS This lot consists of seven items, Included are: two black leather handcuff cases by Erdman, one
black leather pouch for musket priming caps by Lawrence, a two-pocket brown magazine pouch and three Russian, two-cavity pebbled leather ammo pouches. All are in excellent condition, some have some mild mildew which should clean easily with a good
leather conditioner. (3X45601-6F)
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1969. SHOOTERS LOT This lot contains the following items; a Birchwood Casey muzzleloader's barrel and stock kit (plum brown) opened
and complete. Second is a Nicholson X.F. 5 1/2" round handle needle file kit containing 13 assorted files. Third is a plastic oiler, likely
from an M1 and a set of leather lens covers that would fit a small fixed scope with 1" bell and 3/4" bell. Fourth is a Boy Scout first aid kit
with flashlight and bandages. Fifth is an unmarked 9mm magazine with blue finish similar in design to a Browning Hi Power with a wider
front. Sixth is a U.S.N. marked brass combination lock by Corbin Sesamee. Seventh are three 50mm sunshades to include a 2", 3" and
4" with various patterns and finish. All items in this lot are in very good to near excellent condition. (1X106935-11)
1970. SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of three items. First are two opened tins of RWS No. 1081 percussion caps. The tins appear about
7/8 full. Second is a bag of 60 cal. lead balls containing about 35 balls. And last is a 62 cal. (20 ga) bore brush that is new in its original
packaging. (1X125824-7)
1971. FLAG LOT This lot consists of two flags. First is a small red pennant with white lettering that measures 13" long in excellent condition.
The lettering is as follows "S.P.Y.C. 4 / 2". There are many references for yacht clubs with these initials, but the origin of this particular flag
is unknown. Second is a 3'x5' Christian flag in very good condition. The flag has a white field and royal blue canton with a red crucifix in
center. It has gold fringe trim around three sides and there are a few small insect holes present and the canton has some fading and discoloration. The origin of this flag is also unknown. (1X104687-26I)
1972. PISTOL BENCH REST LOT This lot consists of a Lee pistol bench rest with two pistol adaptors both for High Standard 22 cal.
Model 106 & 7. It is in excellent condition showing little signs of use. (1X125869-2)
1973. LOT OF 12LB GRAPESHOT This lot includes eight cast steel balls measuring 2.06" in diameter and weighing approximately 1.3 lbs
each. The balls have varying levels of light oxidation on some to perhaps moderate amounts on others. These modern cast balls are in
very good overall condition. (1X106519-138C)
1974. LOT OF 12LB GRAPESHOT This lot includes eight cast steel balls measuring 2.06" in diameter and weighing approximately 1.3 lbs
each. The balls have varying levels of light oxidation on some to perhaps moderate amounts on others. These modern cast balls are in
very good overall condition. (1X106519-138A)
1975. LOT OF 12LB GRAPESHOT This lot includes seven modern cast steel balls measuring 2.06" in diameter and weighing approximately 1.3 lbs each. The balls have varying levels of condition from good to excellent. The balls vary due to levels of oxidation from light
amounts to slightly more moderate amounts on others. (1X106519-138)
1976. CUSTOM MANHATTAN DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD This .36 caliber round ball and conical mould is an overall brown
with spots of light and moderate oxidation that has had an applied finish added. The sprue cutter screw is missing and the "Manhattan
Firearms / Manufg / Co / N.Y." stamp appears to have been brushed clean. The back side of the mould has an additional partially milled
round cavity. (1X106655-128) [Manhattanfirearms.com collection]
1977. FIRING PIN LOT Includes a P.08 Luger firing pin with grooves. The pin is un-numbered and shows a small weld mark over a crack
in the body forward of the lug. Item is in good overall condition. (1X103765-12K)
1978. LOT OF REVOLVER RANGE RODS Lot includes five rods with handles ranging in size from 9mm through 45ACP all with all showing light oxidation staining and tape residue on the handles and shafts. Items are in good overall condition. (1X106935-10G)
`
1979. WWI ERA ALUMINUM BRODIE PARADE HELMET This is a vintage helmet made by George Evans & Co., Uniform makers
Philadelphia Pa. The helmet has what appears to be an original leather lining with company logo that is lightly crazed and flaking in spots.
The brim has a small wave in it along one edge but overall this is a near excellent example of these parade helmets. (1X104395-2J)
1980. HELMET LOT Two total: (1) Swedish M26-style helmet with leather liner missing the chinstrap. The helmet is a grey / blue color with
several light scratches in the finish in overall very good condition; (1) French M15 style helmet. This appears to be a complete piece with
intact liner and chinstrap. It has a reapplied layer of green enamel over the entire lid that shows spots of oxidation, flaking and several
small scratches in good overall condition. (1X104476-8G)
1981. MACHETE LOT This lot consists of a Corneta No. 127 machete with scabbard that was manufactured in El Salvador. The machete
measures 25 1/2" long and has a 20" lightly sharpened blade. The metal surfaces have overall scattered light surface oxidation but most
of the original label remains on the right side of the blade. The grip scales are made from bone and rate excellent. The included tooled
leather scabbard rates excellent and has fringe adornments at each end. A very good to near excellent example overall. (1X46286-8)
1982. SHOOTERS LOT Includes an assortment of black powder shooting accessories in a leather satchel. The items include; several assorted bullet lubes, caps, powder flask, powder measure, shooting glasses and a small box of assorted jags and brushes. Items are in good
overall condition. (1X104395-2V)
1983. CETME PARTS LOT Includes an instructional sheet, one piece base, sight tool, and bayonet lug for a Cetme rifle from Tapco. Parts
are in sealed plastic packages and appear in excellent condition. (1X101683-8A)
1984. REDFIELD FLIP UP PEEP SCOPE RINGS This lot contains an older set of Redfield No. 70-A, 1" two-piece rings and bases
equipped with a flip-up aperture mounted to the back of the rear base for a Winchester Model 70 rifle. The mounts are in excellent condition retaining nearly all of their original blue finish with only some very minor handling marks from prior use, mounting hardware is included. (1X56161-14C)
1985. LOT OF BELT PLATES AND SWIVEL This is a lot of seven reproduction U.S. Army brass waist belt plates, apparently unused
and in excellent condition with no maker markings: (5) eagle and wreath motif officer; (2) oval “US” enlisted man. Also included is an
unmarked steel carbine cavalry scabbard sling buckle and hook used to secure to saddle and in near excellent condition with light wear
and oxidation. (1X75497-15,6A)
1986. BRIDLE ROSETTE LOT This lot consists of a brass U.S. Army Cavalry bridle rosette with "US" in center. The 1 3/4" diameter medallion rates about very good and has a few small dents and a darker patina. The rear pins are missing. Likely a post-Civil War to pre-1900
era item. (1X43615-14E)
1987. LOT OF VIDEOS This is a lot of seven DVD’s and five videocassettes with most based on hunting whitetail. Examples of DVD titles
are Knight & Hale Bustin’ Bucks (consisting of two discs), Deer School Best of 1, 2, & 3 and Prime Time Bulls III. Examples of the vhs tapes
are Monster Bucks XII and The Art of game recovery. Two of the DVD’s are fishing related and the other two are ones issued by the ATF
dated 2008: State Laws and published Ordinances and Collector Pro 2002 Firearms Edition. The overall condition looks excellent but they
have not been tested for quality. (1X74349-1Q)
1988. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot consisting of a wide range of military cartridges beginning with 36 rds. of 7.62x51 on M60 disintegrating links with five being blanks and the balance fired blanks. Next is a ten rd. stripper clip of 5.56 blanks and another clip with six
blanks and two cartridges of 5.56. Next are three full ten rd. stripper clips of 7.62x39 Soviet and the last category is a zip-loc bag with
approximately 45 rds. of military cartridges and a few fired cases. The majority of the cartridges are 7.92x57 and the overall condition of
the lot is very good. Included is a metal military ammunition can. (1X76679-57AG)
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1989. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Lot includes a mixture of 12 ga shotshells in a plastic carry case that measures 12" x 7 1/2" x 7 1/2". The
case includes: two full 25 round boxes of Remington Dove/Quail 12 ga, 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 8 shot, two full five round boxes of Remington
Slugger 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, HPRS, one full five round box of Winchester Super-X 12 ga., 3", 4 Buck, and 19 loose assorted 12 ga., shotshells from multiple manufacturers all in very good to excellent condition. (1X103765-30)
1990. LOT OF GUN RELATED VIDEO CASSETTES Lot contains 16 videos to include several technical / instructional, hunting, and
general gun history. Some of the titles include Guns of Valor, Waco, The Big Lie, Gunfighters of the Old West and many more. Please note
these videos have not been previously viewed and we cannot guarantee their level of function. (1X104299-68)
1991. LOT OF VIDEOS This is a lot of 12 hunting related video cassettes from two series by the North American Hunting Club, each consisting of six videos. The first set is titled A Taste of Wild Game with the following individual titles: Delicious Game Dinners, Grilling, Venison,
Jerky, Sausage and Slow-Cooked Venison, Camp Cooking and A Game Feast. The copyright dates range from 1995 through 1999. The
second group is from The North American Hunting Odyssey Video Collection and is called A Celebration of American Heritage with each
cassette containing several segments. Examples of these are Locked Antlers, Midwest Duck Hunt, Severe Case of Buck Fever, Rocky
Mountain Elk Hunt, and South Dakota Pheasants. The videocassettes appear to be in excellent condition and are housed in handsome
brown vinyl cases with gold embossed titles and are virtually blemish free. There are no running times depicted on these and we cannot
guarantee their level of function. (1X74349-1P)
1992. LOT OF SHOTSHELL WADS Includes four 250 count packages of plastic wads. There are two bags of Remington 12 ga., power
piston wads and two boxes of Winchester AA 12 ga., wads all in excellent condition, packaging shows minor wear. (2X106935-43)
1993. LOT OF GUN CASES This is a lot of pistol cases consisting of four foam-lined hard cases with sliding latches and 12 zippered pistol
rugs. The first of the hard plastic cases is a gray double level marked Gun Guard and measures 16”x13”x6” showing some scratches on the
bottom. The second one is also a gray Gun Guard and like the others in this lot is for a single hand gun. The other two are black Doskocil
with one appearing unused as do most of the soft pistol cases that come in a number of materials, colors and manufacturers. (76608-1D)
1994. INTERESTING LOT OF POWDER CANS Includes three empty large powder cans. First is an 8lb can of Winchester / Western Ball
Powder smokeless propellant with wrap-around paper label. The can shows scattered spots of light oxidation and staining with a complete
paper label that has a few scuff marks and stains but remains complete in very good to near excellent condition. Second is a 10 lb. cardboard tub of Winchester / Western AA Ball Powder smokeless propellant with wrap-around paper label that shows light dirt staining. The
tub retains its shipping label and has a few pencil marks on the top, in very good plus condition. Third is a 15 lb. cardboard tub of Hercules
Red Dot smokeless shotgun powder with affixed label and painted lid. The tub is in very good condition showing light dirt staining and what
appears to be water staining on the lid. An interesting display lot sure to spark some explosive conversations. (1X106410-1)
1995. LOT OF LONG GUN SOFT CASES This lot consists of three vinyl cases ranging from 44” to 50” in length in good condition. One
has a full length zipper, the last two have 1/4 length zippers. (1X126750-6A)
1996. LOT OF HANDGUN ACCESSORIES This is a group of items by Uncle Mike’s beginning with a medium size 2” nylon duty belt
that currently has three other Side Kick items attached. First are two right-handed holsters including a size 1 for a small semi-auto and
an unmarked example suitable for about a 6” revolver. The last item is an ammo pouch with Velcro closure. The lot rates very good, showing little usage and areas of dirt and light liquid spotting. (1X74281-5B)
1997. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a group of three 50 rd. size, two-piece .22 boxes by Winchester beginning with
a factory sealed example with a fully intact and faded olive green top label that has “50” at each upper corner along with “Winchester”
between them and the small font trademark info below it. The center portion begins with the H logo and includes the cartridge image
including “.22 Long Rifle” and then “Rim Fire”. Below that is “Lesmok Rifle Cartridges”. The yellow side label, also fully intact bears a front
with the guarantee statement above the codes 143 and 8-20. Also noteworthy is the remnant of a small strip of tape, perhaps a surcharge
label. The sides include the big bold W and the back adds that these are “Target Cartridges”. Also evident are crisp edges and scattered
light dark spots. The second box shares some identical characteristics as it is a full box of original cartridges, these however being .22
Short, a faded olive green top and a yellow side label. This example has been opened and reveals very good ammunition. The top label
has identical layout with the exception of the right center having the Stetson patent info rather than “Rim Fire”. The side label is coded 141
and 9-14 and the box shows mild wear and an overall brownish patina. The last box is empty with the code 15 at the lower right and 108 lower left of the green top label declaring this as .22 Short. This is the version with “Smokeless” presented in red in a diagonal layout
over “Rifle Cartridges”. This has virtually entirely intact labels, mild wear and a dark overall appearance with spots of grime. A nice trio of
examples for the Winchester or .22 box collector. (76679-49BG)
1998. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a lot of two 50 rd. boxes from Remington UMC beginning with a full and opened
two-piece with the rounded corners and a tan top label that reads “.38 Long Colt Smokeless/50 Central Fire Cartridges/(Remington UMC
red dot logo) (image of cartridge) 148 Grs. Bullet/(company name and address)”. The label is 90% intact with loss at lower right corner.
Nearly all of the side label remains with loss at the seams. The plaid under layer shows mild to moderate edge wear and the bottom label
though fully intact has scuffing that has obliterated some text. The enclosed correct full 50 rds. rate near excellent with clean tips. The
second box is a one-piece green box with the Kleanbore dog bone style logo at the center and at the top in large white text is “.45
Automatic Colt” and the end caps clarify that it is metal cased. The box shows mild wear with weakened and slightly split corners, a missing right inner end flap and a scuff at the lower top. The full tray houses about 40 near excellent correct rds. with the balance having
Super X head stamps. (1X76679-4AS)
1999. WINCHESTER SHOTSHELL BOX LOT This lot contains (2) two-piece boxes of Winchester Repeater 16 Ga. with a mixed lot of
20 assorted 16 and 12 gauge shells, both are in fair to good condition with split seams, stains and torn rounded edges and corners, one
of the top labels have a large "BRUSH" overstamp . The shells show tarnish and dirt staining. (1X17563-73D)
2000. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS AND BRASS This lot consists of four 25 rd. size boxes: (1) full and (1) containing 19 rds. of Western
Super X 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 1 oz., 6 shot with paper hulls and in the original boxes; (1) full and (1) containing eight rds. of 45-70 Govt. brass
with painted heads and contained in mismatched boxes. The overall condition is very good. (1X75354-5C)
2001. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four Western 50 rd. size one-piece boxes with the yellow, blue and
red print. First is a code SX22S, a Super-X Long Range 22 Short containing about 45 rds. and rating excellent overall. Next is a 22 LR
version of the one above but this one, coded SX22 LR, has a missing left end flap and contains seven cartridges. These two .22 boxes
have the Winchester and Olin Mathieson Chemical names. The other two are older with more wear and soiling and exhibit the target on
the top panel and the image of the cartridge on the bottom which shows simply “Western Cartridge Company” and also “Division of Olin
Industries”. The first one is for 44-40 Winchester Center Fire 200 gr. SP Lubaloy and rates about good plus with a missing right end flap,
a split but attached left one, moderate edge wear and a white area of discoloration on the top. Included are about 25 rds. of mixed head
stamp but correct caliber rating very good. The last box is an empty, fully intact K1243R for 32 Short RF 80 gr. Bullet with moderate wear
and soiling. Also evident are small splits and applied cellophane tape. (1X76679-7)
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2002. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This lot consists of five one-piece .22 cal boxes by Canadian Industries
Limited. These are Whiz Bang boxes that open by way of the top flap including the first two from the period when the Dominion name
was mentioned in the lower blue section of the top panel on these boxes which also include red-orange, yellow and white graphics. The
first one has a top blue section that consists of “.22 Long Mushroom “Super Clean”” and a middle section that includes the cartridge image
in a horizontal position. The box has a separated but present right inner flap and holds about 45 rds. of original cartridges. The second
box holds 49 rds. of the .22 Short “Super-Clean” as depicted on the upper section of this offering, which has identical configuration to the
one described above. The other three boxes are from the period when the company information was on the bottom and the name did
not include anything but “Canadian Industries Limited”. The graphics include the colors red-orange, yellow and white with vertical positioning of the cartridge picture at the top panel’s right side and are composed of gold and gray colors. These are all high velocity, with
the first one being simply “22 Long”, coded RF-21 and currently holding two rds. The next one is an RF-25 with “22 Long Rifle Shot” provided for identification and the last one, “22 Short Mushroom” is coded RF-12. Unless otherwise mentioned the boxes in this lot are fully
intact and like their ammunition rate excellent. (1X76679-5I)
2003. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOXES This lot consists of six boxes by Western from the period of blue, yellow and red graphics and
all one-piece 50 rd. size boxes with trays, beginning with a full one with near excellent condition cartridges and showing a tape repair and
torn but present end flaps. Next is a full box of excellent condition 30 Luger with all flaps and panels intact. The third is an “Xpert 22
Short” with a scuff mark on the front and a small dark stain on the back and three rds. enclosed. The last three are all 22 LR starting with
a full box with ID text that reads “.22 Long Rifle” and “40 Grain Lead Lubricated Bullet” and housing excellent and clean cartridges. Next
is an empty “Super X” box rating good to very good with multiple tears but all flaps present. The next one is also “Super X” but this one
is marked “(H.P.)”, of which about 30 near excellent rds. are enclosed. This box also has a torn but present end flap. (1X76679-49H)
2004. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four Remington one-piece, 50 rd. size .22 boxes beginning with a
full and excellent condition R28S code for .22 Winchester Hi-Speed Kleanbore with sides that include “Model 1890/.22 Remington
Special”. Next is the first of two with code No. 6622, with the first having a somewhat faded overall appearance including a top panel with
an upper section that reads “Remington/Match” and a tray housing six sample cartridges. The second is empty but virtually as-new with
bold color and sharp edges and a top panel with its upper section reading “Remington/Rifle Match”. The last item, coded R11K, for .22
Short Hi-Speed Kleanbore Kleankote is close to excellent in rating but does exhibit white areas that have faded to tan and some minor
edge wear. (1X76679-49CH)
2005. LOT OF COLLECTI B LE AM M U N ITION This is a lot of four one-piece .22 boxes beginning with two full ones by CIL beginning with an RF-21 coded Whiz-Bang 22 Long High Velocity with the red-orange and yellow graphics, which in this instance have an
ink scribble just to the left of the cartridge image but otherwise rates excellent, as do each of the boxes in this lot. The second is coded
TT-50 and is from the period where blue, yellow and white graphics were laid out in a horizontal configuration, in this case including a
top section that reads “.22 Long Rifle” to the left of the image and to its right resides “Smokeless Greased”. The next box is empty and
is by Western Auto Stores & Associates and has a black top panel that includes in large yellow cursive “Revelation” and also evident is
“Super Range” and “22 Long Rifle Non Fouling”. The last box has a blue background to white and red graphics that include the end
panels that provide the caliber: .22 LR and also reiterates “Xcess Speed”. The front panel informs us that the manufacturer is Federal
Cartridge Corp. of Minneapolis, Minn. Enclosed are two sample rds. with the HP head stamp. A diversified lot in excellent condition to
add to your .22 box collection. (1X76679-49CJ)
2006. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Remington .22 cal. with the traditional dark
green, red and white colors including two with top panels featuring the Remington UMC dog bone style logo. The first of these is coded
R31 and the upper top panel reads “.22 Automatic Rifle Rim Fire/Winchester Model 1903”. Also notable on this box with light to mild
edge wear is the bottom panel exhibiting English and Spanish guarantee statements. The last three boxes have clean crisp edges and
rate excellent. The second “dog bone” box is coded R17L for .22 LR Lubricated Bullets. The next example is Kleanbore Hi-Speed .22 LR
with The Remington and Dupont logos and coded R23 and the last box has an identical layout but is .22 Short and is coded R11. The
ammunition enclosed in this lot rates excellent as well. (1X76679-5D)
2007. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 50 rd. size boxes by Western beginning with a two-piece with thumb
cutouts and a green wraparound label with black and red accents. The trademark diamond logo is featured at the center and to its left is
“.22 Cal. Short”, to its left is “Gallery Special”. Enclosed are the full 50 original rds. with oxidized tips bringing the overall rating to very good.
The second box rates excellent as do the approximately 47 correct rds. of Super-X Long Range 22 LR as depicted on this one-piece box
with end flap marked “90CN”. The last two boxes, like the previous one, are one-piece and feature the yellow, blue and red print and like
the other two in this lot, the Western Cartridge Co. name only. The first of these is a square-shaped example for 32 Short Blank stamped
“K1242R”, rating near excellent with crisp edges, a separated but present inner flap and about 20 excellent and correct cartridges. The
last box is an empty, coded K1244R for 32 Long Lubaloy 90 gr., Coated Bullet that rates good to very good with missing flaps and mild
wear and ingrained dirt. (1X76679-2G)
2008. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a group of three 50 rd. size, two-piece .22 boxes by Western, all of which are
for .22 Short and are buff colored with thumb cutouts with the first two being factory sealed with wraparound labels. The first one has
extremely bright colors including a red border of a green top section that has the diamond logo as its center focal point. This WT-24 code
box also exhibits the image of the cartridge over a big red 22 on the right side panel, the left somewhat redundant to the top as it also
includes the diamond and “Lesmok Powder”. The box exhibits scattered scuffs to the otherwise outstanding condition. The other sealed
collectible has a more faded overall label, this one green with a blue border and declaring that it is “Gallery Special”. This is a clean box
with scattered wear marks and nice edges. The last box is empty with a split to the lid just above the front thumb cutout, with a corresponding area at the back stamped “B A 13”. This is the mainly blue and yellow version with the large company name logo in red and
strewn across the blue upper front. The lower section includes “.22 Short/Lubaloy Coated Bullet”. The side and bottom labels are also
intact and the bottom compartment is somewhat misshapen from handling, bringing this box to a rating of near very good. A diversified
and desirable grouping including some top rate condition. (1X76679-49BH)
2009. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOX This is a full one-piece box from Canadian Industries with yellow, blue and white print and
a top section that reads “22 Short (image of cartridge) Smokeless Dry Lubricated Bullets/(company oval logo) “Super-Clean”/ Made in
Canada by/Canadian Industries Limited/Dominion Ammunition Division/ Montreal Canada”. The edges, despite showing scattered areas
of color loss are actually quite crisp as the entire box is overall housing similarly conditioned ammunition. (1X76679-49AC)
2010. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES
This lot consists of three empty 500 rd. brick-sized boxes from Canadian
Industries Limited. The first one rates excellent with crisp edges and clean panels. It measures 4”x2 1/2”x2 1/2” and is a plain buff color
with blue text that states on the top that it is for .22 Short Dry Lubricated Bullet and in large font in the very center “Super-Clean” and
below that in smaller font “Non-Mercuric – Non-Rusting” with the company name and address below that. The second one measures
about 6”x2”x2” and combines a yellow and black color scheme with the top left in the form of a cartridge tip and within it is “Imperial/22
Short/High Velocity” This example rates very good to excellent with light wear and a little foxing, the lid just slightly creased and misshapen
at the far left. The last one is larger (9”x3 1/2”x2 1/2”) with yellow, dark blue and white graphics that include on the top “Canuck/22 Long
Rifle/Standard Velocity”, the oval C-I-L logo beneath it and an image of the cartridge at the right. The condition is very good to excellent
with a minor lid crease and light grime on the bottom. (1X76679-49Y)
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2011. LOT OF COLLECTI B LE AM M U N ITION BOXES This is a lot of five empty one-piece boxes by CIL/Dominion beginning with
three of the 500 rd. variety. The first one is a .22 Short that has a separated top panel stating that it is “Made In Canada By/Canadian
Industries Limited/Dominion”. This is the style with the buff colored box with blue graphics, this one rating good plus with a small portion cut out and missing. The second box has the same color scheme, this one slightly larger as it is for .22 LR Whiz-Bang and, as is the
case for the one above, Super Clean Dry Lubricated Bullet. The top flap is partially split with the balance intact. The front panel has an
ink note bringing the overall condition to near very good for this No. 713 coded example that exhibits only the CIL name. The last of the
500 rounders is a yellow and black outer brick box for Imperial 22 LR and rates very good with a moderate scuff on the right panel and
tape residue. The other two are 50 rd. size beginning with an excellent RF-32, a buff colored .22 LR Super Clean standard velocity with
blue and red graphics. Lastly is one that opens at the RF-11 coded top flap, a 22 Short Whiz-Bang with the red, yellow and blue graphics and rating excellent. (1X76679-28)
2012. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES Six boxes total: the first half of this lot consists of three 50 rd. one-piece plain
buff colored boxes with strong black print and from different manufacturers of .32 blanks. The first of the square shaped boxes is by U.S.
Cartridge Co. and includes the Lowell address on the front and the U.S. circular logo on each panel. The box apparently has come into
contact with some liquid, causing a rough and wrinkled texture mainly on two sides and the back. The fully intact box also shows some
dark spotting and is nearly full of correct rds. with verdigris forming on some. The second one is an empty UMC and has a somewhat
darker shade, particularly on the front, which exhibits the “U” head stamp logo above the identification and address. The back reads “Bevel
Crimped Blanks/Extra Loud Report.” and all other panels have the U.M.C. logo above “.32 Blanks, Rim Fire”. This example is missing the
top right insert flap and the top is separated but present. The last one is Winchester and exhibits the best condition with the only significant blemish being a scuff on the right side panel. The front includes the trademark circular H logo just above “Star Crimp/Blank
Cartridges/Extra Loud Report.”. The back has “Winchester” in large font and the sides a variety of callouts. The box is virtually full of near
excellent correct rds; the second half of this lot consists of three one-piece 50 rd. size buff colored boxes of Winchester blanks with a first
one for .32 Short that opens to reveal an empty box with an inner flap marked “No. 1763-K. D.” This version has mainly black text but
there is red used for the company name on the front and left panels and the big bold W top and bottom. There is scattered grime evident
and a bottom side flap is missing and its main flap is separated but present bringing the condition rating to about very good. The second
one rates about excellent however, a .32 Short with all black text and the H trademark logo on the front and also includes “Star Crimp
Blank Cartridges Extra Loud Report”. This is an apparently full box with crisp edges and only a couple of minor spots. The third also rates
excellent but is considerably smaller as it is .22 blanks. The box features only red print with a front that includes the H logo, identification
and company name and address. The box appears to have the entire 50 rds. that rate excellent as well. (76679-49AM)
2013. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE RIMFIRE AMMUNITION BOXES Ten boxes total: the first half of this lot consists of six one-piece .22
LR 50 rd. size boxes by Winchester beginning with a full, buff colored example with blue and red print indicating Staynless Kopper Klad
Bullet. The box has crisp edges, scattered spotting, is missing the right flap and the left one is nearly entirely separated. The ammunition
rates near excellent. The next one is fully intact with an unusual layout as the top panel bears a blue center section with “Leader Staynless”
in yellow, with red company logos above and below. The K2388R coded box is empty with the exception of a wood block used for support. Another interesting pattern is exhibited on the next box, coded K 2236 R which has a blue stripe with “Smokeless EZXS” within it and
a red area above with company logo and yellow used as a backdrop for the front panel which adds “Staynless Priming” to this collectible
with an overall rating of near excellent. Next is a K2207 R coded red, yellow and white box for Super Speed H.P. rating near very good with
mild wear and a separated but present right end flap. Enclosed are about 40 mixed .22 LR. The last two are empty and rate good to very
good consisting of a “Leader”, coded K2388 R but different from the one described above as this has no blue and a mainly red layout with
“LEADER” in white as the central focal point. It has a missing flap and ink scribbles. The last one is K2208 R, mainly yellow with blue and
red with a top upper section that includes the company name logo above “Super Speed”. Overall, a nice representative variety for the period; the second half of this lot consists of four 50 rd. size Remington .22 boxes including the first two that are two-piece with the rounded
corners and from the period of the association with UMC beginning with one for .22 Automatic Rifle. It has labels with the lime green, red,
and black color scheme with trademark logos displayed prominently including a top one with the image of the cartridge with a gold colored
casing and a gray nose. The nearly fully intact end caps include “Winchester 1903” and the bottom label, also fully present bears the code
7-A and includes the dual language guarantee. The box exhibits light wear and soiling, a top label with scuffs that have obscured some text
and enclosed are approximately 47 excellent and correct cartridges. The second box is .22 Remington Autoloading HP Bullet and exhibits
an overall tan patina including fully intact labels. The front panel has perfectly aligned top and bottom seams allowing for an impressive picture of the Remington Autoloading Rifle and the bottom label exhibits a surface with nearly entirely worn text. Overall, the 27-O coded box
shows much less wear and this near excellent condition example includes one correct cartridge. The last two boxes are one-piece
Kleanbores with the red and white over green color schemes including a .22 Short coded RIOL with the dog bone style Remington UMC
logo and rating good to very good with a missing right flap. The other one is a .22 LR Hi-Skor coded R-21H, rating very good with all panels present with creasing and light soiling. A diversified combination for the .22 or Remington collector. (76679-5B)
2014. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four Peters one-piece, 50 rd. .22 boxes including two full ones starting with a No. 2237 code, indicative of the yellow, blue and red graphics depicting 22 Winchester Automatic Rustless lead bullet, the likes
of which, in this instance, rate excellent as housed in the correct and excellent condition tray. Also rating excellent is the 22 LR High
Velocity contained in the red and blue box with white text including the code No. 2283. The third box in this lot is no. 2216 R which has
a top panel with yellow borders around a blue backdrop to a red oval with white text stating that this is Rustless .22 Long Rifle of which
49 near excellent cartridges are enclosed. The last one exhibits the silver, black and white graphics used to identify the contents which
in this instance is .22 Short Rustless Filmkote. This No. 2242 coded example has a tray with a separated end flap and currently holds 12
excellent and correct samples. A great find for the .22 or Peters box collector. (1X76679-49CH)
2015. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five Remington Kleanbore one-piece boxes, beginning with a code
5322, a square shaped and apparently full 100 rd. of 22 B. B. Caps rating excellent overall. The second item is also an apparently, or if not,
virtually full 100 rd. size, this one with a lower profile as it is for 22 C. B. Caps and coded 5622 and in excellent condition. Next is an R58 for
.267 Remington Hi-Speed and, like the last two in this lot, is empty. This one is structurally sound with mild corner wear and a few small
scuffs but near excellent with white areas that have darkened to tan. The last two are for .32 Long beginning with an R142 code with the
dog bone style logo as the focal point of the front, that like much of the structurally intact box exhibits dark staining. The last one exhibits
a somewhat weaker stance with no inner tray and scattered wear and creasing. This version shows the caliber within the red stripe on the
ends and “Kleanbore” against the green backdrop. A diversified lot for collectors interested in all things Remington. (1X76679-2H)
2016. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This is a lot of four Winchester 50 rd. size .22 boxes beginning with an empty
two-piece with fully intact burgundy labels including a top one with the trademark name logo top center and below it on this code 81 and
10-6 label is “.22 Long Rifle/Smokeless Cartridges”. The right side features the sunburst and the left side has the silver Big Bold W. This
is a desirable box with a few dark stains. The other three are one-piece boxes with yellow, blue and red print beginning with a full and
excellent .22 Long Lead Lubricated Leader Staynless coded K2386R. Next is the .22 Short version of the one above and also rating excellent with 48 rds. and coded K2383R. The last one is .22 LR Staynless Kopperklad and rates good with the two end flaps and a portion of
the rear panel missing and the tray shows a tape repair. (76679-49CI)
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2017. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes by the United States Cartridge Co. The
first one is essentially a one-piece but with a side label that once sealed the now empty pull-out tray and a top label that includes “Smith &
Wesson’s .32 Automatic Ejecting Revolvers” and a large image of the revolver below it. The light blue label is peeling back and exposes the
left side of another U.S Cartridge label, this one with the shield logo at the center. The faded orange side label reaffirms that this is a .32
S&W box and it rates good plus with soiling and wear. The second box is in a similar state as it is missing both end flaps, has a split tray
and exhibits moderate wear on its surfaces that consist of the dark blue backdrop to orange and white graphics, in this case for .32 Short
R.F. The third box has the same color scheme and design but is a factory sealed example with text informing us that this is 22 NRA Long
Rifle Lesmok. This one has strong color but there is a moderate scuff running nearly the full length of the upper top panel. The last box is a
near excellent one-piece with the New York address and features black, white and faded copper colored graphics that indicate that this is
.22 Long Copperhead Speedsters, of which there are currently 49 excellent rds. enclosed in the tray with a split corner. (1X76679-2D)
2018. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION BOXES This is a lot of five 50 rd. size boxes of .22 LR from different manufacturers
beginning with a two-piece by United States Cartridge Company with the T-48 code, labels with blue background to orange and white
graphics including a top section that is about 40% intact and missing most of the left side including the portion that indicated that the box
was manufactured during the Lowell Mass. period. The side label is 98% intact and indicates that this is 22 NRA Lesmok HP. Overall the
box is crisp as are the inspector stamps on the bottom and the included shot-shell sheet. The ammunition shows oxidized tips. The other
four boxes are one-piece beginning with a Peters containing approximately 49 rds. of excellent and correct High Velocity Filmkote HP as
depicted on the top of this No. 2284 box featuring silver, black and white graphics. Box rates near excellent with a scuff to top lower right
corner. Next is a near very good example of Remington UMC Kleanbore Lubricated Bullets, code R14L with moderate scuffing, mild stains,
splits and discoloration that houses 13 correct and mostly clean cartridges. Next is an excellent Western Super-X long range with crisp
edges, bold graphics and enclosed is an excellent but empty tray. The last one also includes an empty tray, this one being by Canadian
Industries Limited, a buff colored box with blue and red graphics featuring an angular image of the cartridge, “Super-Clean” and “Standard
Velocity”. The box could be rated excellent plus were it not for a scuff at the lower right corner of the bottom panel. (1X76679-49AV)
2019. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes by Dominion Cartridge Co. The first of these two-piece
boxes with maroon labels is a full 25 rd. size of 56-46 with a top label exhibiting a large “25” above the cartridge image and the box has
areas of mild to moderate soiling including a large dark stain at the upper left top panel. The lid has a glue repaired right panel and a
missing left one, the back being split, the front with a hand written note . The bottom is in a better state with significantly less soiling and
intact glue repairs. The ammunition appears to be original and rates very good with a small amount of white powder on the lead. The
second box is an empty .32 Long and its top label has a different layout than that of the above as this one has a top line with “50 (image
of cartridge with “Long” within it ) .32” and, like the first one, follows with “Metallic Cartridges” and the company info and logo below that.
The side label is a buff color, virtually identical to the box panels, with most of its text still legible and showing a tape repair on the bottom
portion. The bottom has a split at the front and right panels and a fully intact but moderately scuffed guarantee label. (1X76679-9A)
2020. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a full, two-piece 50 rd. box of Dominion Cartridge Co. .38 Short with a faded
maroon top label with the top line of black print showing the cartridge image with “.38 Short” displayed along the case. The quantity is at
its left and the caliber to its right, below is “Metallic Cartridges”, and the company name, location and logo reside below that. The label
shows numerous small storage marks, apparently from weight pressing against the enclosed cartridges. The side sealing label retains
bold maroon color with the exception of the right side which has faded about evenly with the top label. The black text is equally bold and
the front and right provide the caliber, the back shows the company name and the left is plain. Structurally the box is quite sound with
the right side showing tears to the lid corners and the bottom with a wavy appearance, possibly from moisture. The correct 50 cartridges
rate good plus to very good with light oxidation and tarnish. (1X76679-11B)
2021. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes by UMC with two-piece construction with the rounded
corners and plaid wallpaper cover. The first one has a blue-green top label with black print that reads “50 .38 Cal. Short/Rim-Fire
Cartridges/Swaged (picture of cartridge with “.38 Short” within) Bullets”. Also included are the U logos on either side and below that
“Manufactured By/The Union Metallic Cartridge Co./Bridgeport , Conn., U.S.A.”. The red side label shows scattered loss and is about 70%
intact with much of the loss to the front message and less loss at the rear guarantee. This is the version where the sides read “38
Short./Rim Fire”. The box has mild edge wear, a fully intact bottom label and some fairly minor fading. Enclosed are the full 50 correct
cartridges with a light coating of white on the tips and bright cases. The second box, which is empty, is for .38 long and has a green top
label that exhibits the trademark U.M.C. oval logo at each upper corner with “50 Rim Fire,/Rifle Cartridges./38 Long. (image of cartridge
with caliber denoted within) With Swaged Bullets” and below that the UMC name and address. The box has a nearly entirely intact orange
side label with a small hand written ink note and the guarantee statement on the front, “38 Long.” on the left with an accompanying penciled in “85” above it and the balance plain. The box and labels show scattered mild wear and fading. (1X76679-49BN)
2022. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two UMC two-piece 50 rd. size boxes with the rounded corners
beginning with a factory sealed example with tan labels and red print including a top one that includes “.25 Automatic Colt Pistol/50
Central Fire Cartridges/(the UMC red dot logo) (image of cartridge with head stamp and caliber depicted) Smokeless 50 Grs. Bullet Metal
Cased/Manufactured by/The Union Metallic Cartridge Co.” The sealed side label has a few scuffs, as does the bottom guarantee label,
and the top label has a large two letter ink marking at its center. The second box is empty and has lime green labels including a top one
that includes “.25 Stevens R.F.”, separate UMC and Remington logos on either side of the cartridge image and the company information
as follows “Remington Arms Union Metallic Cartridge Co. (in curved layout)/Ammunition & Firearms/Union Metallic Cartridge
Works/Bridgeport, Conn., U.S.A.”. The label has some faded handwritten numbers at the center. The side label is about 70% present and
the fully intact bottom label bears the 4-B code. The box is structurally sound and shows light edge wear. Overall a very good lot for the
UMC or Remington collector. (1X76679-4B)
2023. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. .22 boxes by CIL beginning with a buff colored twopiece with thumb cutouts of 22 Long Super Clean Whiz-Bang Graphited Bullet. This has a wraparound label that includes the Dominion
name and with mild wear and peeling, the box has light creasing. The other three are one-piece boxes beginning with another Whiz-Bang,
this one being 22 LR High Velocity Mushroom, with a left end flap including the code RF-34. The bottom panel includes “Canadian
Industries (1954) Limited” and the box is crisp with scattered and light tan spotting. The last two are the style that opens at the top, including an RF-21 rating excellent, and a top that informs that this is Whiz-Bang High Velocity 22 Long. The last one, an RF-10, has a split front
left corner and a top that includes 22 Short Super-Clean Standard Velocity. The box has a few light scuffs and rates about very good. All
of the ammunition in this lot rates excellent. (1X76679-49CG)
2024. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION These are four 50 rd. size boxes representative of the evolution of Dominion/CIL beginning with an empty two-piece for .32 Long R.F. This is from the period when the manufacturer was solely Dominion Cartridge Co., Ltd.
and has a fully intact red-orange top label that includes as a central focal point in large font: “Metallic Cartridges”. Each of the sides of
the buff colored box has strong text under an old tape application, bringing the rating to very good. The other two-piece example in this
lot is in a slightly lesser state of condition with more wear and soiling, a dark gray, almost green colored box with thumb cutouts and a
maroon and white wraparound label indicating that this is for .22 Long R.F. The company name on this is also Dominion Cartridge Co.
Limited. The last two are full one-piece boxes in excellent condition and with ammunition also clean and excellent. The first, coded TT59 is off white with dark blue and is for .22 LR Smokeless Greased Super Clean and the other is .22 LR Super Clean Whiz-Bang with the
blue, yellow and red print and is coded TT-52. The last two boxes exhibit the name “Canadian Industries Limited/Dominion Ammunition
Division”. A nice diverse lot by the Montreal maker. (1X76679-2C)
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2025. LOT OF PROJECTILES This lot consists of collector ammunition, blanks and primers. First is a factory-sealed 50 rd. two-piece oval
box by Remington UMC with an orange top label that includes the red dot logo, an image of the cartridge with “.22 Long Rifle” within it
and also “40 Grs. Bullet”. All three labels are fully intact and the black marbled box exhibits mild edge wear and foxing. Next is another
vintage oval type two-piece 50 rd. size box by Remington UMC. This one is opened and contains 24 rds. of correct .32 Colt Police Positive
rating about very good with a couple showing up to moderate tarnish but most are very clean. The tan box and label combo have a few
stains but only light wear with the inner compartment separated from the outer shell. Next are seven loose rds. of Remington .32 and after
that are two excellent condition factory-sealed 100 rd. boxes with yellow labels and black print that reads “Winchester/No. 6
Primers./Adapted to/Winchester Repeater/Paper Shotshells/Using Smokeless Powders”. Next are two nearly full 50 rd. boxes of
Remington UMC .32 S&W Blank Cartridges in the tan box with red vertical stripes and blue text. The last item is an approximately half
filled box of Western 22 short blanks rating near excellent. (1X75354-5G)
2026. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of seven full 20 rd. boxes of Malaysian-manufactured 5.56 mm ball in excellent condition with
1985 dated head stamps. The ammunition is housed in plain white boxes with areas of light grime and with black stamps that also include
“M193” and “Lot 14”. (1X76679-57Z)
2027. LOT OF AMMUNITION
This lot consists of seven full 20 rd. plain white boxes with black stamps that read “20 BUTIR/5.56
MM/BALL M193/LOT 14 MAL 4-85”. The ammunition is in excellent condition with very bright cases and the boxes have scattered soiling and a few isolated spots of foxing. (1X76679-57AA)
2028. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver KV riflescope with a matte black finish showing multiple scratches, ring marks, some scattered freckling and some light spotty oxidation. It has fine crosshair reticle with foggy optics, an overall length of 11 1/2” and comes with
a set of Weaver rings. (127034-72G)
2029. LEUPOLD VARI-X III RIFLE SCOPE serial #193750G, 1.75-6E x 32mm, 11 1/4" overall length equipped with a duplex reticle and
crisp optics. Metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue with a handful of light nicks and an 1" narrow bright groove worn into the tube
and adjustment ring from improper ring mounting, the adjustment ring remains functional; the elevation adjustment cover is missing.
(57176-29) [Dr. Thomas E. Murphy Collection]
2030. HANDCRAFTED LIMITED EDITION ENGRAVED DAGGER BY WILSON This dagger is numbered 1/100 and measures 13"
overall with a 8" double edged stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and unsharpened with loose scroll engraving along the
obverse center spine and ricasso which is also maker marked. The German silver double guard shows loose scroll and remains bright as
does the oval shaped pommel. The commando shaped curly maple handle rates excellent with inlaid German silver escutcheons in the centers and is separated by red and aluminum spacers. There is no sheath present, a nice limited edition Wilson dagger. (1X56020-K209)
2031. LOT OF RAN DALL MODE L 18 B UTTCAPS Two threaded brass buttcaps for the Randall model 18 Attack-Survival knife.
Both caps are in excellent condition overall, the brass lightly toning to goldenrod with clean threads and rubber O-rings present and
supple. (1X56020-K32)
2032. UNMARKED MEDITERRANEAN OR NORTH AFRICAN TOURIST “FLINTLOCK” PISTOL This is a non-firing local
craftsman-produced (modern) example of a North African or perhaps Asian “flintlock” pistol, normally marketed to the tourist trade. The
“barrel” is about 10 3/4” long with a somewhat flared muzzle. It is a brown and gray patina. The “lock” is very rudimentarily constructed
and is a dark gray-brown as well, it is non-functional and amusingly the “touchole” is drilled in the right a diagonal flat, rather than the right
side flat that lines up with the pan. There is a triggerguard, side plate and dual-strapped buttcap of rudimentarily cast brass, they are unfinished and as-cast with indecipherable cast-in-relief decoration. The Mediterranean or Asian hardwood stock rates good and shows some
areas of purposeful scorching to imitate age. It is overall embellished with rudimentary flat silver-toned wire inlay, showing green verdigris
in spots, likely a local “nickel silver” alloy. An interesting example for the wall of the den. (1X36710-1)
2033. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B96595, 32 ACP, 3”
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 60% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting general light fading and some areas of minor light oxidation staining along the barrel as well as a light turn ring and some light scratches along the cylinder; the edges display light silvering and the grip straps exhibit the most pronounced fading. The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but have dulled slightly over time. (136940-59) {C&R}
(50/100)
2034. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B45168, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits minor light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 60%
of their factory original blued finish, but do exhibit some light fading and silvering along the barrel and cylinder, as well as moderate oxidation blemishing along the frame; the cylinder exhibits numerous minor light scratches and a pair of light turn rings. The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some light signs of previous handling as well as a few minor faint handling marks along the bases. (1X136940-31) {C&R}
(40/60)
2035. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G7787, 38 S&W, 3” barrel
with a good bore which exhibits heavy dark oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain very little of their factory original blued finish, having converted to a gunmetal gray color. The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good but
exhibit considerable worn checkering as well as some minor light handling marks. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the
cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place; the trigger occasional binds, the hammer will not cock single action, and the cylinder is not
secured to the revolver. (1X136940-213) {C&R}
(15/30)
2036. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #Q5230, 38 S&W, 6” barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, subject to considerable fading and beginning to develop a brownish-gray patina; there are general light marks from handling and wear as well as some instances of
minor oxidation predominantly along the barrel. The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good plus but exhibit a few
light handling marks along of the base of the panels. (1X136940-188) {C&R}
(25/75)
2037. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#B46133, 32 S&W, 5” barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good and
retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit flaking along areas around the cylinder as well as the grip. The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible signs of handling. (1X136940-55) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2038. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #T34808, 38 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good
plus bore which exhibits minor light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of the factory original nickel
plated finish, but exhibit significant flaking and associated light oxidation along the cylinder, with more extensive flaking and oxidation present along the barrel. The checkered black synthetic over-sized "Owl Head" grips rate very good but exhibit noticeable signs of previous
handling as well as a few light handling marks along the bases, and numerous scratches along the butt. (1X136940-41) {C&R} (25/50)
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2039. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B25463, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore which exhibits an isolated area of light oxidation in one of the grooves. The metal surfaces rate
very good and retain about 70% of their factory original blued finish with grip surfaces having acquired a brown patina. The metal surfaces
exhibit moderate fading of the barrel as well as general light oxidation staining throughout; some light silvering is present around the muzzle and the cylinder displays a pair of light turn rings. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus and exhibit
only some light signs of previous handling. (1X136940-43) {C&R}
(50/100)
2040. CHICAGO ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #28059, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some
flaking of the barrel around the cylinder which has since oxidized. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only
faint signs of previous handling. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the trigger will not return itself. In addition, the grip
screw is missing from the revolver. (1X136940-320) {C&R}
(10/20)
2041. IVE R JOH NSON MODE L 1900 DOU B LE ACTION R EVOLVE R serial #A14063, 22 LR, 2" octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces rate good but have lost most of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting areas of light pitting throughout.
The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good, but exhibit chips in the Iver Johnson owl logos as well as gouges along
the butts and bases of the panels. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the takedown-pin is frozen in the revolver.
(1X136940-108) {C&R}
(20/45)
2042. IVE R JOH NSON SECON D MODE L 38 DA TOP B R EAK R EVOLVE R serial #G33455, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 30% of their factory original
nickel plated finish, exhibiting considerable flaking and subsequent general oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips
rate near very good, but exhibit what appear to be paint stains, some light handling marks, and residue from previous handling.
(1X136940-216) {C&R}
(25/50)
2043. BACON ARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #399, 32 RF Long, 4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This is a very
good condition Bacon revolver. The revolver retains about 95% original nickel plating with most of the loss on the frame around the window and on the partially fluted cylinder. There are also light oxidation blemishes and pinprick pitting scattered on the metal surfaces. The
smooth un-numbered walnut birds head factory grips are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks and loose
escutcheons. The bolt is in need of attention and the removable ejector rod is missing but all numbers correctly match. This variation has
“Cast Steel” on the barrel and utilizes “Ct.” abbreviation for Connecticut. This is a fine example of a Pocket Revolver. (1X86229-138)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(400/600)
2044. REPLICA TIPPING & LAWDEN PEPPERBOX PISTOL (NON-FIRING) 2 3/4” partially bored four barrel cluster. The barrels are a black colored nonferrous metal that is starting to thin on the high edges. The brass frame is engraved with natural finish and
black shading. The foliate synthetic grips are in excellent condition. There are no markings on the pistol. (1X86229-344) {NON-GUN}
[Elliot Riggs Collection]
(50/100)
2045. ENGRAVED MERRIMACK ARMS COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #1993, 41 RF Short, 2 1/2” octagon
barrel with a frosted bore. This is a good condition pistol with an inscription on the butt. The frame has some lovely loose foliate scroll
engraving on each side with sprig running up the backstrap for about three quarter coverage. The butt is engraved “Steve from Uncle
Joe.” The barrel and trigger are brown with scattered pitting and oxidation blemishes. The hammer is a poorly executed replacement with
signs of heavy pitting in the past. The frame is an even ochre with softened edges and engraving. The rosewood grips rate good with a
chip missing out of right panel’s heel and scattered light handling marks are present. They have been lightly sanded leaving the frame
proud of the panels and the screws have heavy slot damage. The barrel, extractor and grips are numbered to the gun with a slightly loose
barrel-to-frame fit. (1X86229-448) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]
(200/400)
2046. U.S. R EVOLVE R COM PANY TOP B R EAK R EVOLVE R serial #C32144, 38 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with a slightly frosted bore.
About 40% original blue finish remains on this Iver Johnson-made revolver. The finish has thinned to brown in many areas with gunmetal gray showing on the barrel and cylinder. Scattered light oxidation staining and pitting is also present. The hammer and trigger
retain robust case-hardened colors with operational blemishes present. The checkered hard rubber grips are marked U.S. with several
light nicks and dents for an overall rating of about very good. The revolver remains functional with the extractor in need of attention.
(2X86229-155) {C&R} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(25/50)
2047. UNMARKED PERCUSSION UNDERHAMMER PISTOL serial #42, .34 cal., 5" half round, half octagon screw off barrel with dark
overall oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are overall dull gunmetal gray patina with several light dings and spots of fine oxidation
staining. The frame has loose foliate engraving and there is a small area around the hammer that shows pinprick pitting. The right side of the
frame has a 5/16" crack separating the gripstrap from the body. The screw heads show minor slot wear and the two piece walnut bag style
grips rate good overall with light handling marks. The pistol seems to function mechanically. (1X107106-52){ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2048. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246918, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This is a well-used Great War-era pistol (1917) with some honest wear. The metal surfaces retain about 15–20% original blue
finish found in the protected areas of the frame and slide. The remaining metal surfaces have flaked to pewter with blending purples,
browns and gray. Oxidation staining and fine pinprick pitting is present along with handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips are
period correct with muted Rampant Colt and worn diamond points on the base of the panels plus a small crack on the back of the right
panel at the escutcheon. The gun includes a correctly marked magazine with scattered oxidation staining. If you want a shooter this is
your gun. (87276-1) {C&R}
(100/200)
2049. SMITH & WESSON REGULATION POLICE REVOLVER serial #408158, 32 S&W Long, 4 1/4” barrel with a lightly frosted
bore. This I frame five-screw revolver retains about 90% plus original nickel finish with some holster wear at the muzzle, scattered high
edge wear, scattered oxidation blemishes and the customary turn ring on the cylinder. Someone started to scratch a name on the sideplate with only a 3/8” “N” being completed. Several scratches next to it look like an attempt at a second letter but it is not distinguishable. The hammer and trigger retain faint case-hardened colors with some light operation marks and silvering from use. The diamond
checkered extended walnut factory grips are in good condition with moderate handling wear; assorted small dings, chips and scratches,
and the letter “N” and possibly an “I” scratched on the base. These grips do not have the S&W medallions but the patent date on the
base of the grips is correct and remains crisp. The grips are correctly numbered to the gun and all appropriate parts are also correctly
numbered to the revolver. (86520-1411) {C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
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2050

2050. PATRIARCHS MILITANT FRATERNAL SWORD Independent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) 28 1/8" blade, 34" overall. The
blade remains bright overall with some scattered light scuffs, scratches and specks of fine oxidation pitting. The blade is etched
"The/Henderson/Ames Co./Kalamazoo/Mich." on the reverse blade at the hilt along with decorative flowing tendrils, crossed shepherds
crook & sword and shields. The obverse side of the blade has matching etched tendrils, animals and "Thurston G. Kenyon" in center shaded riband. The brass crossguard and globe-shaped pommel with button cap has a nice mellowed goldenrod patina. The crossguard features reversed quillons and a center shield showing a crown with crossed shepherds crook and sword. The leather wrapped handle
remains intact with some minor light flaking and the brass wire wrap remains intact and tight. The tubular steel scabbard remains bright
overall with scattered light pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and is decorated with stamped brass mounts. A nice overall very good condition fraternal sword. (2X5344-6)
(200/400)
2051. B E LG IAN "LITTLE E N FI E LD" YOUTH FU LLSTOCK PE RCUSSION M USKET .36 cal, 28" barrel with a very good, evenly oxidized bore. The barrel has toned to an even pewter-brown patina with scattered oxidation staining; the breech-end of the barrel
is stamped with Belgian proofs and the top of the barrel is marked "BELGIUM THE LITTLE ENFIELD". Golden-colored enamel has
been applied to the nipple bolster and the copper lockplate and hammer still show traces of a blue-green finish but has flaked in most
areas. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock rates very good overall with some light handling marks and dings from the years as well
as a repaired section to the right of the upper tang that has been neatly fixed; the metal is slightly proud of the wood. The hammer
does not stay cocked and is need of professional attention; a likely original ramrod is present. A neat little Belgian "Enfield" musket.
(157052-21) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2052. JAPAN ESE AR ISAKA TYPE 38 TRAI N I NG R I FLE serial #Z4, 6.5 Arisaka blank, 30 1/2" smoothbore barrel with a good,
moderately pitted bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a pleasing brown patina throughout with the floorplate toned to bright gunmetal gray; the barrel ring is stamped with a star in place of the mum. The one-piece Asian hardwood buttstock rates very good overall with some dings and dents from the years and a 1" crack on the right side of the receiver stemming from the rear edge of the cutout
notch. This rifle featured standard Arisaka front and rear sights and the cleaning rod is no longer present. A good example overall.
(156983-36) {C&R}
(75/150)
2053. RANGER 101 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga, 26" plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 10% original blue with the balance being polished and scattered areas of surface oxidation and pitting. The walnut pistolgrip
stock rates excellent, as refinished, displaying a few light handling marks. The stock wears a grooved buttplate which provides a length
of pull of 13 3/4". The gun does not come with a magazine. (177075-S18071)
(10/20)
2054. ANTIQU E AI R CAN E G U N .38 Caliber, 18" barrel with a very good, micro groove bore. The body features a black japanned-type
finish that has some minor flaking and light abrasions. The brass tip and cover have a light tarnish and some minor tool marks around
the edges. The steel surfaces are a rich brown and have light surface oxidation. The upper half of the cane has some tape residue along
the side and has a shaped horn handle that threads into the top. The handle has some minor chipping along the edges. The cane
appears to be good working order however the tools to operate and cock the air gun system are not present. A very good example overall. (46778-2) {NON-GUN}
(200/400)

2055

2055. PATRIARCHS MILITANT FRATERNAL SWORD Independent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) 26" blade, 32 1/8" overall length.
The blade remains bright overall with some scattered light scuffs and patches of light oxidation staining. The blade is etched "Made by
The / M.C. Lilley Co. / Columbus, Oh." on the obverse blade at the hilt along with "Bernard F. Miller" centered between a lamb and lion
and flowing tendrils. The reverse side of the blade has matching etched tendrils, crossed shepherds crook and sword with three chained
links, shields and entwined "PM". The cast brass hilt is a nice goldenrod with a double quillon guard, pierced crossguard with crown and
crossed sword and crook emblem and a crown-topped globe pommel. The leather wrapped handle remains intact and is wrapped with
braided brass wire. The nickel plated tubular steel scabbard shows some light staining with patches of modest oxidation between the
center mount and drag. The decorative brass mounts remain bright and are numbered "68" which is also marked on the scabbard body
at the throat. Included with the hanger is a lightly wrinkled black leather belt with brass Patriarchs Militant plate and hangers. The leather
is slightly dried but intact and the brass has a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina. An identical sword is pictured on page 88 of The
American Fraternal Sword. A complete sword and belt rig in overall very good condition. (56856-12)
(100/200)
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2056

2056. JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 38 BOLT ACTION RIFLE VIET
CONG CONVERSION serial #25194, 6.5 Arisaka, 19" barrel with an about very good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% arsenal blue with light overall fading, pitting and handling wear.
The military stock has been shortened and modified and was painted a simple woodland camo pattern. The buttplate
has been removed and original sling swivel cutout filled, extra holes were added for newer style swivels, but they are not present. According to the consignor this rifle was a Vietnam-era war trophy and had been modified and used by the Viet Cong. No evidence
can be found that Arisakas were used in this fashion on a large scale, and it is likely that smaller factions may have had some of these type
arms at their disposal left over from the Second World War (2X45262-2)
(300/500)
2057. UNMARKED PERCUSSION-CONVERTED FOWLER About 12 bore, 37” barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel is a dark
pewter patina with brown oxidation staining and plum toning. The lockplate is more plum-brown and is doubtless harvested from an older
English musket, as-was the barrel. There remains evidence of some light engraving and remnants of a maker’s name but it is no longer
legible. The hammer is a very plain, unadorned American replacement; the original trigger is lightly sculpted and slightly fancy. There are
two ramrod thimbles and tailpipe of brass with a brass triggerguard with pineapple front extension and engraved bow. The American gunsmith-fitted stock is maple and shows some nice grain figure rating very good overall. An antique ramrod is included, it is slightly short;
the lock seems to function well. An attractive piece for over the mantle or den wall. (2X36620-1){ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2058. CZ MODEL 241 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #11445, 16 Ga, 26” ventilated rib barrel with poly choke and a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish with the exception of light scattered oxidation, finish loss at the muzzle and light
handling marks. The walnut checkered buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light scratches and dings. (2X176520-3597)
{C&R} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(75/150)
2059. COMPOUND BOW LOT Includes a right hand Hoyt Raider camouflage bow. This bow is in excellent working condition displaying
a few light handling marks on the limbs and on the dual cams. The bows cable is in excellent overall condition with the exception of the
string which is starting to dry out along the entire length. This bow has a 31” draw length and has a pull weight between 55 and 70 lbs.
Included with this bow are a 3 pin fiber optic sight, Tru-Fire hand-held release, camouflage stabilizer, arrow rest, quiver, and seven arrows
measuring at different lengths. (176600-3A)
2060. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AHL4251, 357 Magnum, 3” barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The custom bead blasted stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus, with overall light handling marks. The checkered black rubber round butt Pachmayr grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light signs of handling. The front right edge
of the triggerguard has been relieved for trigger finger clearance. Tritium night sights have been fitted but the lamps are out. Only 2,500
Smith & Wesson Model 66's were produced with a 3” barrel. (1X136520-1337) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(150/250)
2061. SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR MODEL 1903 REVOLVER serial #7775, 32 S&W Long, 6” pinned barrel with
frosted lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 65-70% original nickel with the bulk of the loss due to a worn flaking finish on the
cylinder and flats of the frame. There are also a few small spots of oxidation and pitting and some flaking on the gripstrap. The trigger
and hammer are gray with a few hints of original case colors. The custom mother-of-pearl grips are larger with an added aluminum frame
running around the backstrap and butt of the gun. The grips are in excellent condition with a couple of minor chips on the edges. The
gun’s frame, barrel and cylinder are numbered alike. (1X127035-42)
(200/400)
2062. UNMARKED SPUR TRIGGER DERINGER serial #148, 32 RF, 2 3/4" part round part octagon barrel with a pitted oxidized bore.
The barrel retains about 80% original nickel flaking to gun metal with spots of light pitting and surface oxidation. The frame is dull gun
metal with scattered pitting and handling marks with generous amounts of original nickel on the gripstraps. The brown resin birdshead
grips rate good overall showing lightly worn edges and handling marks with numerous pin size holes in the right panel. The grips do not
seat properly and could be later replacements. The action a bit loose but functional. (56416-20) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2063. FREEDOM ARMS MINI-REVOLVER serial #A70917, 22 LR, 1 1/4" barrel with a near excellent, mostly bright bore. The stainless
steel metal surfaces rate very good plus but do exhibit some light verdigris and oxidation buildup around the front sight as well as a few
general light use-related marks. The 5 shot stainless steel fluted cylinder rates excellent and exhibits only a few minor faint handling marks
and a light turn ring. The smooth rosewood grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light scratches. The revolver features a
ramp front and notch rear set of fixed iron sights, the front sight however has separated from the barrel and needs to be re-soldered.
Included with the revolver is a brown leather holster with belt clip. (136520-2063) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(25/75)

2064
2064. C U STO M DAN I S H 18 8 9
K R AG MAG AZ I N E S P O RTI N G R I F LE serial
#65653, 8mm Danish, 24" barrel with an overall very good bore. The barrel has toned to
brown overall with scattered pinprick pitting, spots of oxidation and faint traces of original blue
on the barrel band; top of barrel is marked "GEVAERFABRIKEN OTTERUP DANMARK". The action has
been polished and retains about 95% added blue lightly toning to brown with scattered sparse oxidation staining and
light silvering along the high edges; the original receiver marks partially visible under light. The mismatched bolt handle and body remains
bright overall with some minor light staining. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock rates fair with thin hairline cracks along either side of the
wrist and rear tang, a large chip in the left heel of the stock and other dents and handling marks in a dull reddish-brown applied finish.
The rifle is not equipped with a buttplate, swivel studs have been installed. Rifle is sighted with a sporting high post brass bead ramp front
sight and two-leaf folding rear sight. A good to very good condition Danish Krag sporter. (2X57022-174)
(200/400)
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2065
2065. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD 1896 KRAG SPORTING RIFLE serial #65810, 30-30
Win, 30" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel has been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray with
the appropriate "30/30" marking just in front of the barrel band. The receiver and action have mostly toned to a mottled pewter-brown patina with strong blue on the extractor and lightly scattered surface oxidation here and there. The
straight grip walnut buttstock with grooved forend rates very good overall with some light dings and dents here and there; there
is a 3/4" chip just in front of the magazine however the chipped piece of wood is present in the butt of the rifle. A neat custom Krag rifle
in a popular caliber. (1X157022-183) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)

2066
2066. CUSTOM FOLK ART 1898 KRAG SPORTING RIFLE serial #290339, 30-40 Krag, 22 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 80-85% original blue with areas showing loss due to handling marks. The frame has toned to
a gunmetal gray having areas of oxidation spotting and traces of original blue. The folk art style walnut stock rates
and very good displaying sculptural like wood designs added to the stock with multiple colored plastic, brass and colored stone geometric inlays scattered throughout the stock; some of the inlays have gone missing. The stock has been cut at the comb line
and another piece has been added. The gun wears a front sight and a dovetail rear sight which has a brass inlays. Overall an interesting
looking custom Krag. (2X177022-122)
(350/550)

2067
2067. B E LG IAN P I E D M O NTE S E M O D E L
1844/60 PE RCUSSION "M USKETOON" About 71 cal, 28" shortened part octagon, part round barrel with a good to near very good, evenly oxidized bore. The barrel has toned
to a pleasing plum brown patina throughout with pinprick pitting mostly near the nipple bolster and light scattered oxidation. The lockplate and hammer have toned to a mottled pewter-brown patina with some minor surface oxidation here and
there; the maker name is illegible on the sideplate. All brass has tarnished to a dark gold-brown patina; the sideplate is more of an ochre
patina. The straight grip French walnut buttstock with full length forend rates good to near very good with some dings and dents from
the years as well as a 5" crack along the leading left side of the forend. The forend was shortened to match the barrel length; the brass
forend cap as well as a 1" section of wood were cut from the front and then reapplied to the stock in an appropriate location. There is
also a tiny crack at the top of the sideplate. The barrel band is slightly loose and the arm features a heavy cupped ramrod that is most
likely original to the gun and a wooden tompion. The trigger and lock do not function properly and would need mechanical attention. A
nice Belgian "musketoon" that would look nice over the mantle. (1X156855-28) {ANTIQUE}
(275/375)
2068. U.S. M O D E L 19 02
AR MY
OFFICERS
SWORD 28 3/4" single
2068
edged blade with 2/3
length etched panels, 34
1/2" overall length. The
blade retains most of the
original bright polish with
some faint scabbard
marks at the tip. The panels have standard U.S.,
nameplate, stands of arms
and floral scroll. The
reverse ricasso is etched
with a proved star and the
obverse ricasso is etched "N.S. MEYER INC / COLONIAL / MADE IN U.S.A.". The hilt has a frosted and lightly freckled appearance with
an intact hard rubber grip and a crazed almost separated leather sword knot on the knucklebow. The scabbard shows a few shallow dents
and scratches with scattered fine oxidation staining more modest at the hanger area. An overall very good plus 1902 sword. (1X5719610)
(200/400)
2069. UNMARKED SOUTHERNER DERINGER 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with scattered oxidation blemishes and pits in the bore. This
pistol may have been a tool room prototype of an iron frame or perhaps a
“lunch box” special. The pistol utilizes an iron frame and all metal parts are
in-the-white with lightly interspersed areas of thin brown oxidation staining. The surfaces lack final polishing and still exhibit light tool marks on the
frame. The only finish is on the barrel screw which has thinned to a purple color. The hammer and trigger have some muted case-hardened colors present. There is slight play between the barrel and frame, and there
are no markings of any type on any of the metal surfaces. The rosewood
grips are in near excellent condition and are stamped #5439 on the inside
of each panel. This very interesting variation of a Southerner Deringer is
2069
sure to round out any collection. (1X86229-413) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott
Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
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2070. BROWN SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #8233, .41
RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with an about very good bore showing
rifling with scattered frosting and pitting the entire length. The barrel is dull gray with overall light pitting and a few spots of light oxidation, the side flat markings remain partially visible. The frame has
a dull ochre patina with light tool marks and softened edges. The
smooth antique ivory grips rate very good overall with a thin hairline crack through the screw hole in the right panel, the grips have
shrunken lightly over time and do not seat properly against the
frame. The frame and barrel are numbered alike, the extractor is
no longer present. The barrel-to-frame fit is somewhat loose, the
action remains mechanically functional. (1X56229-419)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]
(300/500)

2070

2071. UNMARKED SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial
#306, 41 RF Short, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a very lightly oxidized bore. This is a fine condition Southerner type
deringer with moderate condition but tight action. The barrel has flaked to a mix of gunmetal gray, brown and plum
with scattered light oxidation blemishes and pitting. The
frame is a dull goldenrod with a few scattered handling
marks. The hammer and trigger sides retain bold casehardened color with light silvering to the face of the trigger.
The rosewood grips are in very good to excellent condition
2071
with lightly flaking finish and they are correctly numbered
to the gun. The barrel and extractor are also correctly numbered to the gun. This is a fine example of a Southerner
style deringer. (1X86229-474) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs
Collection]
(300/500)
2072. BROWN MANUFACTURING SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #862, .41 RF, 2 1/2" octagonal barrel with a good bore still
having good traces of rifling with moderate pitting more pronounced toward the breech. The metal surfaces are an overall deep gray-blue
patina toning to brown with scattered sparse pinprick pitting. The barrel markings remain crisp overall with a couple letters slightly softened on the left barrel flat. The hammer and trigger are fading to gun metal with faint traces of fire blue still present. The smooth antique
ivory grips rate very good having shrunken slightly over time retaining a nice cream color with a few light handling marks and light drying
crack highlights along the butt and are pencil-numbered to the gun. The barrel and frame are numbered alike, the extractor is not numbered and is bright showing marks from being cleaned. A very good to fine condition example iron frame Brown deringer. (1X56299-435)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(250/350)
2073. B ROWN MAN U FACTU R I NG COM PANY SOUTH E R N E R DE R I NG E R serial #7335, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with
strong rifling, light oxidation and pitting in the bore and is numbered to the frame. A very good condition Deringer. The metal surfaces
of the barrel and hammer have flaked to pewter with some brown overtones. Light pinprick pitting covers the sides of the barrel with
some also evident on the remaining surfaces. The brass frame has a few traces of silver on the frontstrap edge but is predominately a
pleasing ochre color. The smooth rosewood grips are numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition. The little gun is still
mechanically functional but the extractor is missing and there is slight play between the frame and barrel. (1X86229-414) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection]
(200/400)
2074. SMITH & WESSON REGULATION POLICE REVOLVER serial #14089, 38 S&W, 4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few light oxidation blemishes. Overall about 85% original nickel finish remains with evidence of scattered freckling and oxidation
blemishes on the metal surfaces. There is also some light bubbling, scratches and dings present. Full-bodied case-hardened colors remain
on the hammer and trigger. The diamond checkered walnut stocks are correctly numbered to the gun and bear the patent date on the
base. The stocks are in near excellent condition with a few minor handling marks. The cylinder, ejector, crane and barrel are correctly
numbered to the frame. This is a nice pre-war Regulation Police with some honest use. (1X87035-29) {C&R}
(200/400)
2075. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1896 DOUBLE ACTION HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #11042, 32 S&W Long, 4
1/4” barrel with fairly clean bore exhibiting some isolated oxidation blemishes. Overall, this first model retains about 95% of the original
factory nickel finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes, pin prick pitting and scratches present. The trigger and hammer have flaked
to gunmetal gray with a few light oxidation blemishes. The diamond checkered hard rubber factory grips are in near excellent condition
with light handling marks and numbered to the gun. Timing and lock up remain excellent and all appropriate parts have correct matching numbers. The markings on the cylinder remain crisp and the revolver still times and locks up correctly. This is a fine example of Smith
& Wesson’s first hand ejector revolver. (1X87035-25) {C&R}
(300/500)
2076. UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION BOOT PISTOL .38 cal., 5 1/4" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The hammer
side, German silver frame, ramrod guide and trapdoor frame are loose scroll and border engraved. The iron components have an overall
brown patina with scattered sparse oxidation staining with more moderate oxidation and pitting on and around the nipple area and button tip ramrod; the German silver surfaces have faded to a soft gray with some minor light handling marks and spots of tarnish. The checkered bag shaped walnut grip rates good to very good with lightly chipped edges, worn flattened points and a thin crack in the lower right
side of the wrist. The top flat on the barrel is marked "London". There is no half cock position, the action otherwise seems mechanically
functional. (1X56965-39) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2077. SPANISH MADE COPY OF THE COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY REVOLVER serial #48, 44 CF, 5 5/8” barrel with a badly
corroded bore. This clone retains about 35% original blue finish with the metal surfaces now a fairly even mottled mix of blues, grays and
browns. The grip frame is mostly gunmetal gray with strong color in the protected areas and moderate to heavy oxidation and pitting also
present. The rosewood grips are in fair to good condition with dents, dings and scratches present plus there is a check on the right panel.
The only markings are the caliber on the low left side of the frame, the serial number on the bottom of the frame and back of the cylinder.
The gun will need mechanical attention as the cylinder does not always index. Although the chambers appear to be 44-40 they would not
accept the sample round. These guns are generally referred to as Mexican copies but it is generally acknowledged they were mostly made
in Spain around the turn of the 20th century for the Mexican market. (1X86974-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2078. HALL BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a U.S.
Hall model 1819 socket bayonet. The bayonet mea2078
sures 19" long with a 16" blade that has an 8" fuller at
the tip and is unmarked. The metal remains bright
with a few areas of light staining and a few areas of
very light pitting. A near excellent example overall.
(1X46915-48)
(400/600)
2079. LOT OF AIR RIFLES This lot consists of two air rifles. First is a Marksman model 0035
air rifle 177 Cal, 18” barrel with an excellent bore and break-barrel cocking. The metal surfaces on this Spanish made rifle retain 90% blue fading in places to brown with some scattered freckling and light oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with
several minor handling marks. The gun features a globe front and adjustable rear sight. The
second air rifle is unmarked with a hang tag marked “Sure Shot”, 177 Cal, 17” barrel with a
lightly corroded dirty bore and an underlever cocking mechanism. It appears that dirt has
been shot from this gun and that some of the dirt is fallen back into the action as there is a
gritty sound when cocking. The metal surfaces are about very good with scattered spotty
oxidation. The stock appears refinished and rates near excellent as is. It has a rear
adjustable sight with a missing adjustment screw. (1X127165-52A,B)
2080. BRITISH NO. 4 MK I* BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE BY LONG
BRANCH serial #29L7920, 303 British, 25" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their arsenal refinish, but
exhibit some minor light fading and a few handling marks. The smooth walnut cut-down military stock rates very good, with only a few minor
light handling marks but also a 4 3/4" crack running along the underside of the stock from the butt forward; the buttplate is missing and
the wood around the area has been heavily worn. Featured with the stock is a Pachmayr slip-on recoil pad; also included is an uninstalled
replacement buttplate. The rifle maintains its original rear sight apparatus; the front sight block has had its foresight protector removed. The
receiver is dated 1943, with the serial number corresponding to the included detachable box magazine. (1X137154-9)
(150/250)
2081. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SB1 PARDNER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #NH498523, 20 gauge, 25 1/2” barrel
choked modified with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have been given an application of black paint that has started to flake from
wear and a chemical contact, leaving about 60% on the frame with streaks of original case-hardened metal visible where it has flaked.
The barrel has streaked to a mottled mix of black and brown with about 50% reapplied finish left but the original blue finish is still present
under the paint and remains strong. The barrel under the forend was not painted and the metal surfaces have scattered light oxidation
blemishes. The stocks have been lightly cleaned and refinished with a heavy coat of poorly applied varnish. The lock up is tight and it is
mechanically functional. The perfect gun for woods loafing, bottom of the boat or the pickup. (1X87165-26)
(25/75)
2082. INDONESIAN ARMY DRESS SWORD 27 3/8" single edge blade, 32 3/8" overall length. The blade retains nearly all its bright
chrome finish with light scuffs from scabbard storage; the reverse side of the blade is etched with simple foliate scroll beneath "EKA PAKSI
CAKTI". The eagle pommel and guard and P-shaped knucklebow retain all its bright chrome finish. The black plastic grip rates excellent
and is decorated with a bright metal band wrap and a royal blue portepee is attached to a hanging ring at the rear of the pommel. The
brass scabbard retains most of its bright chrome finish with a number of light dents, scuffs and minor fading at the tip. The scabbard is decorated with a talon-shaped drag and a slightly loose eagle escutcheon between the single hanger and throat. (1X56242-14) (100/200)
2083. REPRODUCTION MODEL 1850 FOOT OFFICER’S SWORD 29 1/2" stainless steel blade equipped with a 10 5/8" false
edge, 35" overall length. The blade remains bright and is etched "China" on the obverse ricasso and "Stainless / Steel" on the reverse
ricasso. The pierced brass hilt and Phrygian pommel have a bright polished finish and the leather wrapped grip remains intact as does
the braided wire wrap. The leather wrapped steel scabbard rates excellent and is accented with a polished brass drag and throat with
frog stud. (1X56417-11)
(50/100)
2084. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1895 MANNLICHER RIFLE serial #7820F, 8x50R, 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 80% of an arsenal type blue finish with areas of light surface oxidation and some light handling marks. The walnut stock has
been modified for sporting use, the handguard has been removed and there are several light to minor dings and small divots. There is a
name lightly carved into the left side of the butt which is also numbered to the receiver. A very good sporter with shooter potential.
(1X47014-36)
(25/50)
2085. MOSIN NAGANT M91 BY NEW ENGLAND WESTINGHOUSE CO. SPORTERIZED BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial
#976271, 7.62x54R, 22 1/2" barrel with a good bore which exhibits dark frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces rate near very good
and retain about 70% of their amateur black enamel refinish, exhibiting considerable fading throughout; portions of the receiver also display a slight greenish-gray color. The barrel bands, forend cap, bolt, magazine, and buttplate have thinned to a mottled brownish-gray
color. The laminated walnut stock rates very good but exhibits several light handling marks. The rifle maintains the original curved rear
sight apparatus, but the military front sight has since been replaced with a large front sight block. The bolt handle has been turned down,
a set of sling swivels also installed. None of the stamped serial numbers correspond with one another, and the rifle does not display any
readily visible importer marks or discernible cartouches. The barrel shank displays the Russian imperial eagle with New England
Westinghouse Company stamping and is dated 1915. (1X137154-15)
(25/50)
2086. BACON ARMS CO. PERCUSSION POCKET REVOLVER serial #550, .31 cal., 4" round barrel with overall bright good bore
that has a few scattered spots of light pitting in the grooves. The metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned and retain about 90% added
nickel finish with loss due to flaking and light oxidation staining. The two piece walnut grips are in very good condition with overall light
handling marks and flaking varnish. The trigger is missing the right ear of the vcut-in for sighting purposes. This partial fluted cylinder,
second model revolver seems to function well mechanically with most major parts showing matching numbers and it is in overall good
condition. (1X107142-34) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2087. UNMARKED “ECLIPSE” SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #616, 22 Short, 2 1/2” smoothbore barrel with heavy oxidation and
pitting. This tiny pistol is in very good condition. The pistol retains about 70% original nickel plated finish with scattered light freckling and
the two barrel flats have later applied engine turning. The smooth walnut grips rate about good with later applied finish covering scattered
light dents, dings and scratches. The number “418” has been stamped on the outside of the left panel. The pistol still functions with a
tight barrel-to-frame fit but slight looseness in the barrel detent. (1X86229-522) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]
(100/200)
2088. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A26477, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good but have lost much of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting widespread flaking and
heavy oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate good but exhibit significant heavy wear from previous handling.
(1X136940-178) {C&R}
(10/20)
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2089. TIPPING & LAWDEN MODEL 2B PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4069, 30 RF, 3” four barrel cluster with moderately oxidized
and pitted bores. This is a good condition pepperbox that has parts and mechanical issues. The barrels are a brown patina with surface
pitting and oxidation blemishes. The frame is ochre with scattered light handling marks. The hammer assembly and trigger are brown with
a few traces of color on the hammer body. The checkered gutta-percha replacement grips are in poor condition with handling marks on
the exterior, poor fit to the frame and signs of repairs on the inside around the bottom grip retainer. They were originally equipped with a
screw and escutcheons which have pulled through the left panel causing considerable damage on the inside. It appears an attempt was
made to modify the base of these replacement grips to utilize the Tipping & Lawden retention system with poor results. The number “297”
is stamped on the base of the butt and appears to be later applied inventory number. The hammer is in need of mechanical attention, the
(75/150)
frame screws all have slot damage and barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (1X86229-383) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]
2090. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL 32 D.A. TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G71741, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting considerable fading
to a mottled brownish-gray color, with a few areas of silvering, particularly along the butt and spine of the grip. The checkered black syn(40/60)
thetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some light signs of previous handling. (1X136940-35) {C&R}
2091. IVER JOHNSON U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #40267, 38 S&W, 3"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued finish and exhibit considerable fading to a mottled brownish-gray color, with a few areas of extremely fine surface oxidation. The checkered black synthetic
grips rate near very good, but exhibit some worn checkering and other light signs of previous handling; the right side grip panel is broken in half, but both section are firmly secured to the frame. (1X136940-234) {C&R}
(20/40)
2092. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R25126, 38 S&W, 3" barrel
with a good bore which exhibits some light oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate very good but retain little of their factory original blued
finish and exhibit considerable fading to a mottled brownish-gray color, with a few areas of extremely fine surface oxidation. The checkered
black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor light scratches. (1X136940-30) {C&R}
(25/75)
2093. IVER JOHNSON U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E14397, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with
a good bore which exhibits some oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate very good but retain none of their factory original finish
having converted to a gunmetal gray color; the butt of the grip also exhibits some minor light pitting. The checkered black synthetic grips
rate very good plus to near excellent, exhibiting only some minor light signs of previous handling. (1X136940-233) {C&R}
(10/20)
2094. MANHATTAN FIREARMS POCKET MODEL REVOLVER serial #7047, 22 Short, 3 1/8” barrel with a lightly oxidized pitted
bore. This first model, fourth variation gun remains in very good condition. The metal surfaces retain about 60% later applied nickel finish that is starting to cloud with most of the loss on the rear grip frame and straps. The finish is starting to flake in a few areas, in addition to scattered light oxidation blemishes and random pinprick pitting. The circular sideplate is still nickel finished with some brass showing on the edges. The light engraving on the barrel flats are slightly muted, as is the address on the barrel. The smooth walnut grips rate
very good to excellent with lightly flaking finish and handling marks. All appropriate parts and the grips are correctly numbered to the gun
and the arm is still fully functional with loose barrel-to-frame lock up. (1X86229-32) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(50/100)
2095. AM E R ICAN STAN DAR D TOOL COM PANY POCKET R EVOLVE R serial #6310, 22 Long, 3 1/8” octagon barrel with a
lightly frosted bore. This is a very good condition revolver. The barrel has flaked to gunmetal gray with brown oxidation staining and the
seven shot, fourteen stop cylinder is in the same condition. These metal parts have scattered pitting and oxidation stains, and only remnants of the scene on the cylinder remain. The frame is ochre with some splashes of original silver plating in the protected corners. The
hammer and trigger are smooth gunmetal gray with a few light operational marks. The un-numbered smooth wood grips are good with
flaking finish and handling marks plus the right panel shows evidence of escutcheon pulling through the rear. The cylinder pin has been
removed or lost at some point and a bolt has been installed on the cylinder to take its place. The ad-hoc repair allows the little revolver
to still fully function. The barrel and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun and the barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (1X86229-37)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(50/100)
2096. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A74369, 32 S&W, 5" barrel with a very good
plus bore which exhibits some minor light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some flaking predominantly along the barrel, and displaying gray to brownish-gray color. The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks along the bases as well as some general light signs of previous handling. The hammer will not cock in single action. (1X136940-192) {C&R}
(20/40)
2097. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY" TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #64506, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near good but have lost most of their factory original nickel
plated finish, exhibiting extensive flaking and heavy dark oxidation throughout. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near good but
exhibit noticeable chips, with a significant section missing from the lower right portion of the left panel, as well as a crack in the butt of the
right panel and general light residue from previous handling. (1X136940-206) {C&R}
(10/20)
2098. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #D78547, 38 S&W, 3
1/4" barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good but have lost most of
their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting a mottled-gray color with a brownish-gray patina having developed along the grip straps
and butt. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, exhibiting only some minor light signs of previous handling. (1X136940-217) {C&R}
(25/75)
2099. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A62252, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a near very good
bore which exhibits areas of heavier oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 50% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit considerable loss of finish from the frame and grip, coupled with light oxidation blemishing along the frame. The barrel
exhibits some minor fading and instances of light silvering, as well as faint oxidation; the fluted cylinder exhibits a pair of light turn rings
and a few minor light scratches, as well several bright silver streaks. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus
and exhibit only a few minor light handling marks along the bases. (1X136940-34) {C&R}
(25/75)
2100. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R42737, 38 S&W, 3 1/2"
barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good but retain an extremely little amount of factory original nickel plated finish, having since acquired a mottled-gray complexion with some oxidation along the barrel. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head"
grips rate very good plus but exhibit obvious worn checkering. (1X136940-60) {C&R}
(20/40)
2101. LOT OF PRIMERS Includes four 100 count packs. First are two sealed Winchester Staynless Primers No. 115 both in overall excellent condition. Second is a sealed Winchester Staynless Primers No. 120 in excellent condition. Third is a Western Improved No. 7 nonmercuric, non-corrosive smokeless powder in excellent condition. (1X107217-4B)
2102. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes four boxes. First are three full (5) round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, hollow point maximum rifled slugs in overall excellent condition. Second is a full 25 round box of Western Dove Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz,
No. 7 1/2 shot in overall excellent condition. (1X106458-1P)
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2103. LOT OF POCKET KNIVES A total of three folding knives from multiple manufacturers. First is a promotional key chain folder from
Lift Master in its original box measuring 2 1/2" with a 1 1/2" drop point blade. Second is a Parker Eagle lock back knife measuring 3 3/4"
with a 2 3/4" clip point blade with stag handles in its original box. Third is a Rough Rider twin folder measuring 3 1/2" with a 2" and 2
1/2" drop point blades in its original box. All three knives are in excellent condition. (1X106417-2AD)
2104. MODEL 1903 PARTS Included are two milled custom triggerguards with hinged floorplates. The first is a thumb release with
exposed areas, finished in a deep high polish blue in overall excellent condition. Second is a bottom lever release that is mostly in-thewhite with moderate amounts of oxidation staining present on the unfinished surfaces. The loop has been narrowed and it is in overall
good condition. (1X107023-13I)
2105. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON KNIVES Two folding knives, first is a "Cuttin' Horse" with grooved molded grips. The knife measures 5" with a 3 3/4" clip point blade that appears untouched. Second is a two blade folder measuring 3 1/4" with a 2 1/4" clip point
and 2 1/4" razor blade. This is a first production run knife and is in excellent condition. (1X106417-2HI)
2106. TOY PISTOL LOT This lot consist of a single “Hero” toy cap pistol in very good condition. The metal surfaces are gray with a few oxidation blemishes. The hammer has a large flat face to strike a period paper cap that is fitted into a “U” shaped receptacle on the frame.
The pistol is cast in two pieces to resembles a top break revolver and measures about 5” long x 2 1/2” high. (1X86229-562)
2107. SHOOTERS LOT This lot consists of five items in total. First is a set of checkered walnut grips for the Colt revolvers, which are unmarked
but appear to be for an "I" frame. The grips rate excellent with a few light dings and scuffs and feature silver Rampant Colt medallions.
Second is a brown leather belt holster by Lawrence #120 LB for a 5 1/2" SA revolver. The holster has a basketweave pattern and is in excellent condition. Third is a brown leather Hunter holster for a similar revolver but is plain leather. Fourth is a black leather Lawrence belt holster #120 DC with a Bucheimer B52 cartridge belt size XL with loops for 38/357 cartridges. Holster and belt are in excellent condition. Last
is a tan leather Safariland series #1001 shoulder holster to fit a 6"-6 1/2" barrel revolver, also in excellent condition. (1X46154-3)
2108. LINK LOT This lot consists of a seemingly full case of about 2000 7.62 machinegun links. The case and individual packages each with
20 links are Israeli marked and are in as-new condition. The top of the case has been removed but the contents appear to be intact.
(1X47111-47C)
2109. CZECH BAYONET LOT This lot consists of a Mauser bayonet with scabbard, likely a Czech made export. The bayonet measures
17" long with an 11 3/4" blade and has minor pitting throughout. The tip portion of the blade is slightly bent and there are no visible markings along the ricasso. The guard bears some light markings but they are mostly faded and not discernible. The wood grips are quite
faded and rate fair overall, one panel has a large chip missing at the base with a crack running its entire length. The included steel scabbard is in similar condition and has light oxidation throughout. A
fair to good example overall. (1X46154-5A)
2110. SWAM P FOX HAN D FORG E D FR E NCH STYLE
BELT KNIFE This knife measures 11 1/4" overall with a 6
1/2" full tang hand forged blade. The blade remains unsharpened and is a dull pewter with remnants of forge scale toward
the handle with maker’s mark on the obverse blade. The pistol2110
grip hickory handle rates excellent and the scales are fastened
by three small brass pins. Knife includes a Ridge hand-sewn
open throat leather sheath. (1X57193-3)
(100/200)

2111

2111. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED DAGGER This Tim
Ridge knife measures 9 3/8" overall with a 5 1/2" double edged
forged steel blade. The blade has been polished to a dull
pewter with remnants of forge scale purposely left toward the
guard and light forged pits along the center line of the blade and
is maker marked along the center of the obverse side. The iron
serpentine style double guard, collar and endcap have a nice
gray patina and the round tapered tiger maple handle rates
excellent. Knife includes a Ridge hand-sewn open throat
leather sheath. (1X57193-7)
(100/200)

2112. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED BELT KNIFE This
Ridge creation measures 11 1/4" overall with a 6 1/4" shallow
clip point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and has a dull
pewter finish with forged brush marks, scale and pitting pur2112
posely left in the blade and is maker marked on the obverse side
of the blade. The iron collar and endcap have a matching
pewter finish and the tapered circular tiger maple handle rates
excellent. Knife includes a Ridge hand-sewn leather sheath with
fold down leather throat and handle thong. (1X57193-4)
(100/200)
2113. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS AND PRIMERS This lot includes
19 mixed assorted manufacture 12 ga., and 16 ga. shotshells and four full and or partial boxes of primers. First is a full 100 count pack of
Winchester No. 1W improved primers. Second is a full 100 count pack of U.S. Primers No. 4 adapted to Climax and Ajax paper shotshells.
Third is a partial 100 count (32) of Winchester New No. 4 primers. Fourth is a partial 250 count (53) of Winchester Improved Primers No. 2.
All items range in condition from good to very good. (1X106180-1)
2114. LOT OF AMMUNITION Includes two green and white-lettered dog bone style boxes of Remington .45 Automatic Colt, 230 gr., FMC
cartridges ranging in condition from fair to very good with varying levels of oxidation on the lead and brass. The boxes rate about good
with overall light dirt staining, scuff marks, and separated seams. All box pieces are included and there is a full 50 round and partial containing 23 mixed head stamp to include (4) Rem-UMC / 45 ACP and (19) E C S / 43. (1X106458-1AAQ)
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2115. MINI-14 LOT This lot consists of a single 30 round magazine for the Ruger Mini-14 rifle. The magazine is unmarked but is in very
good condition with some light fading and specks of light surface oxidation present. (1X46191-4B)
2116. WASR LOT This lot consists of a single stack AK style ten round magazine for a WASR-10 rifle. Developed to meet period government restrictions this magazine will fit the narrow opening on afflicted AK style rifles. An excellent example overall. (1X47006-11A)
2117. AR-15 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of a single MAGPUL 30 round AR/M4 PMAG. This black polymer magazine is in as-new
condition and is sealed in the original factory packaging. (1X47111-50A)
2118. FRAMED PORTRAIT This 18 1/2" x 22 1/2" oval framed canvas portrait is of an unidentified officer likely during the Civil War era. The
frame shows overall light scratches, and chips and is missing the glass however the portrait remains in very good condition. See image on
page 128. (1X106312-9B)
2119. FRAMED PORTRAIT This 18 1/2" x 22 1/2" framed print is a portrait of an unidentified enlisted man likely during the Civil War. The
portrait is in very good overall condition with the frame showing multiple scratches in the finish, heaviest on the corners. See image on
page 128. (1X106312-9A)
2120. LOT OF FISHING CREELS This includes two French weave style creels. The first is unmarked and measures 12" x 6" x 8" overall.
The leather strap is missing and the closure is torn off at the bottom where it would go over the brass “key handle” style stud. The lid is
held in place with wire wraps as the original wraps have fallen off. Second is an unmarked likely European made creel that measures 15"
x 8" x 9" overall with a 2" x 3" cutout in the lid. The tether strap is missing however the fish head tip is still secured to the lid and the lid
is secured with wire ties. The shoulder strap is missing and some of the weave is lifting along the top on the backside. These are two
good overall condition creels that could be repaired or hung as decorations. (1X107217-4)
2121. LOT OF FISHING CREELS This lot includes two French weave style creels. First is a “JTL” marked creel measuring 13"x6"x8" overall. The lid is secured with wire wrap, the shoulder strap is present however part of the leather has split and is no longer useable. The
leather clasp is dry and cracking in areas with metal reinforcements that show a crown with the initials “JTL” inside. Second is a similar
marked creel measuring 14"x6 1/2"x9" overall. The lid is starting to unravel along the back edge and has separated from the basket. The
straps are missing, however the crown shaped emblem with the “JTL” initials is still secured to the lid. These baskets are in good overall
condition and would add flair to any rustic or camp style décor. (1X107217-4A)
2122. SCALE MODEL SCHOONER This three mast ship measures 35" long and stands near 32" tall. Great attention was paid to detail
on this handsome model to include dinghies, anchor chains, realistic looking blocks, portholes and more. The tallest mast has a small section held together by tape and could likely be repaired properly. This is an overall very good condition scale model. (1X106312-3)
[Shipping would be very (very) expensive on this item]
2123. LOT OF DECOYS This lot consists of three decoys by Feather Flex Decoys in their original box beginning with a Rigor Rabbit Predator
Decoy, useful for drawing attention away from the hunter and comes with a water resistant case that shields the electronics. Next is a
Single Hen Turkey Decoy with a polyethylene foam body that folds to pocket size and returns to shape. Last is Bubba, a full body jake, a
wind activated decoy that is also collapsible. Each of the decoys rates excellent and is likely unused however the boxes exhibit the results
of poor storage with dirt stains and impressions evident. (1X76301-10)
2124. CONTEMPORARY CROSSBOW Measures 19" in length with a 22" bow. The crossbow has a rudimentary trigger assembly that
is linked together with thin gauge wire and the stock is wrapped partially with leather. The end of the steel bow has bear heads where
the string attaches. This is a neat looking wall hanger. (1X106312-11D1)
2125. OR I E NTAL LOT This lot contains two items. First is a carved stone piece or “head” that has a Buddha face design. The stone
appears to have been dropped and repaired some time ago as there are spots of visible adhesive in some of the cracks. The head
weighs about 20lbs and is in good overall condition. Second item is a small modern carved bone dagger on a wooden display stand.
The dagger measures 11" overall when sheathed and has a 5 1/2" carved bone blade. The handle is lightly carved and pops off when
removal from sheath is attempted. The sheath is
elegantly carved with a dragon stomping through a
floral back drop. This is an interesting lot in overall
good condition. (1X106312-1,5)
2126
2126. JAPANESE WOODWORKING KNIFE This
"bamboo" shaped knife measures 11" overall and
appears to be a cross between a Mokume and
Kogatana knife. The knife is an overall pewter gray
with a segmented bamboo appearance to the handle and three Japanese characters at the throat of
the blade. The top of the blade has a 1 13/16" angle
sharpened edge and the underside of the blade is bright with a ground thumb indentation. The knife includes a two piece wood box with
black and red Japanese characters on the lid and "Iyoroi" written in black on the bottom of the case. (1X56020-K208)
2127. BON VIVANT KNI FE AND FOR K SET BY STAPLE One of the "Bon Vivant" variants, this two-piece set crafted by Chuck
Staple of Los Angeles Ca., the knife measures 6 1/2" overall with
a 2 7/8" stainless steel blade. The blade remains bright and
unsharpened with Staple/U.S.A. maker’s mark on the obverse
blade. The tapered, slightly curved cherry handle rates excellent
and is separated from the reduced brass bolster by a black and
tarnished copper spacer collar. The matching fork measures 6
1/2" overall with a 2 7/8" three-prong fork. Included with the set
is a zippered black vinyl protective case. (1X56020-K213)
2128
2128. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED PATCH/SKINNING
KNIFE This handy little Tim Ridge knife measures 6 1/2" overall
with a 3 1/2" hand forged full tapered tang clip point blade. The
blade remains unsharpened with maker’s mark on the obverse
blade and has a polished dull gray finish with light pitting and
forged scale purposely left behind The tiger maple handle rates
excellent and the panels fastened by three small iron pins. Knife
includes a Ridge hand-stitched open throat leather belt sheath.
(1X57193-9)
(100/200)
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2129. S WAM P F OX HAN D F O R G E D M I N IR I FLE MAN B E LT KN I FE This neat little knife
measures 8 3/4" overall with a 5 1/4" hand forged
blade. The bladed remains unsharpened and has a
dull gray finish with remnants of forge scale and pitting purposely left in the finish and is maker marked
on the obverse side of the blade. The decorative
iron double curled guard and endcap rate excellent
as does the genuine stag handle. No sheath
included. (1X57193-8)
(100/200)

2129

2130. SWAMP FOX HAND FORGED MINI
SCALPER This small knife measures 6 7/8"
overall with a 3 7/8" hand forged steel blade
with familiar Tim Ridge maker’s mark on the
obverse side of the blade. The blade has been
polished to dull gray with light forged hammer
marks, pitting and scale purposely left on the
blade for a nice rustic appeal. The nickel silver
collar is finished bright and the curved handle
has a nice russet brown color and is equipped
with a circular iron endcap with a pleasing tarnished pewter patina with added small hammer marks. Knife includes a Ridge handstitched open throat leather pocket sheath. A
great little hunting knife perfect for dressing
game. (1X57193-10)
(100/200)
2131. KNIFE LOT This is a vintage unmarked brass handled folding knife measuring 5 1/2" in overall length with the ochre shaded brass showing a couple of minor scratches and the 4" steel blade showing mild edge wear, scattered dark spotting and moderate pitting at the bolster. (1X74301-3)
2132. EUROPEAN AUTOMATIC KNIFE This pocket knife was purchased in Belarus and may possibly be from a surrounding country. The
knife measures 4 1/2" with a 3 1/2" clip point steel blade. The blade is unmarked and remains bright overall with scuffs from being lightly sharpened. The black plastic grips rate very good plus with a few light scuffs and are fastened by two slotted screws. The blade is opened by a rectangular spring button in the obverse panel. Please note: Automatic knives can be sold to New Hampshire residents only. (1X57125-1)
2133. PARKER HALE SIGHT A No. 10 Sportarget tang sight likely for a Winchester lever rifle that retains most of its original finish. The
adjustments work freely and mount holes measure 2 3/16" center-to-center. The Parker Hale stamp is slightly faded but legible and “WN”
is stamped on the opposite side of the base. Sight is in excellent condition. (1X107023-2CS)
2134. LOT OF RIFLE SIGHTS This lot includes two Redfield and one Lyman sight. First item is a Lyman ramp sight for a Springfield rifle
in its original box. The sight has scattered light fine oxidation staining and is in very good overall condition. Second is a Redfield front
sight with Gold Tip for a 26" Krag in very good condition. Third is a Redfield No. 40-D ramp front sight for a Springfield rifle in very good
overall condition. (1X107023-2DE1)
2135. TARGET APERTURE SIGHT An unmarked target sight with micro-adjustable windage and elevation. The sight comes with an unmachined base and large eyepiece likely for a Model 52 or similar size diameter rifle and remains in excellent condition. (1X107023-2CB)
2136. LOT OF COLT GRIPS This lot consists of three synthetic grips for the Colt 1911 series of automatic pistol. The first two are a matched
pair of “Coltwood” grips with crisp checkering and well-defined Rampant Colts rating very good plus overall, the rear of the right grip was
slightly relieved adjacent to the upper grip screw, no doubt for a Swenson-style ambidextrous safety, it is very unobtrusive and would not be
readily noticed installed on a gun. The third grip is a Keyes Fiber Company plastic right hand grip panel, rating near very good with some
compressed and worn points showing a drying crack on its interior which is not visible from the exterior, the crack is stable and does not readily flex. A very good set of grips overall, these “Coltwood” grips are getting difficult to find. (1X37131-10)
2137. SWEDISH SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of one solid coin silver Swedish shooting 2137
medal measuring 37mm in diameter. The obverse bearing a high relief design showing a knicker-clad
youth holding a Mauser rifle in the right hand and extending a laurel branch with the left. The right
elbow rests on a plinth bearing the dates 1868·1918 over a scrolling banner showing the three crowns
of Sweden. The field to the right of the figure bears the inscription "FORENINGEN/FOR/BEFRAMJANDE/AF SKOLUNG-/-DOMENS/VAPENHOF-/-NINGAR", which roughly translates to
"Association For Promoting Of Judgement and Problem Solving In Schoolchildren". The reverse bears
a lovely high relief design of evergreen boughs with
pinecones surrounding a raised rectangle with indented cor2138
ners. Intended for inscription, the rectangle remains blank. In
overall XF/AU condition, both faces show light silvering of
the raised surfaces with pleasing silver gray toning in
recessed areas. A great piece of shooting history harking
back to the days when Mausers and schoolchildren were
considered a positive combination. (1X144056-8F)
2138. FRENCH SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists
of one octagonal French shooting medal measuring 34mm in diameter and minted in solid
coin silver. The obverse bears a high relief heraldic shield showing a three-towered castle
over an oared galleon under sail, beneath which lay crossed early rifles and flowing banners.
Between the butts of the rifles the date of 1846 is visible in tiny raised numerals as well as
the name "E. ROGAT", likely the designer of the medal. An inscription surrounds the shield
reading "ANCIENNE ARQUEBUSE DE PARIS". The reverse bears the inscription "CERCLE
DES CARABINIERS/1840", surrounded by oak leaves on the left side and laurel leaves on
the right. Overall condition is XF with sharp crisp detail and showing scattered light dings
and peck marks. Protected surfaces show pleasing dark toning. An interesting French shooting medal with two somewhat conflicting dates. (1x144056-13I)
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2139. SWEDISH SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of one solid coin silver Swedish shooting medal measuring 37mm in diameter. The obverse bears a high relief design showing a raised target over crossed rifles with draped flags and laurel branches. The upper
quadrant bears the relief Swedish Crown with the inscription "RIKSSKYTTETAFLINGEN", which translates to "National Shooting
Contest". The plain reverse is mounted with a silver pin clasp and bears a raised two line inscription reading "ANDRA PRIS/1897" indicating this medal was awarded as second prize. Both faces remain in XF/AU condition with crisp detail and silvering on the high surfaces.
Recessed areas show pleasing dark gray silver toning. A fine and collectable piece of shooting exonumia. (1X144056-8A)
2140. DANISH SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of one solid coin silver Danish shooting prize medal, 31mm in diameter, with
lovely high relief obverse design featuring a raised shield with mythologic figure of Heracles, surrounded by crossed rifles and pistols,
draped flags, and laurel branches. The reverse side bears a radial inscription in Danish, with a center dedication to one "LOJTNANT GYLLENGAHM" for his skill with "32 CM MED REVOLVER". The Medal is dated 1894. Condition is XF with high surfaces remaining bright
and lovely silver toning in recessed areas. A rare and collectable piece of Scandinavian shooting exonumia. (1X144056-8C)
2141. SWEDISH SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of one silver alloy shooting medal with the obverse bearing a raised motif showing a perching eagle clutching crossed rifles. Surrounding the design is the inscription "WERMLANDS SKYTTEFORBUND" which translates
to "Wermlands Shooters Association", with an 1891 date. The reverse bear the raised inscription in script "For Hem och Hard" surrounded
by a wreath of oak leaves. The medal measures approximately 27mm in diameter as the planchet is slightly out of round and showing squashed
edges from an overly heavy die strike. The medal remains in very good condition with only light surface wear, but showing knocks and bright
marks to most surfaces. Overall an interesting piece of shooting memorabilia showing a unique mint error. (1X144056-8B)
2142. SWEDISH SHOOTING MEDAL LOT This lot consists of one solid coin silver Swedish military shooting prize medal, 36mm in diameter, with high relief obverse featuring crossed Swedish model 1896 Mauser rifles surrounded by the three crowns of Sweden and the
crown of the King of Sweden in the upper quadrant, all resting upon a wreath of laurel. The reverse with attachment pin intact bears an
inscription in Swedish designating the medal as a prize for prowess in "MED HANDVAPEN", or medium handgun. Condition is XF with
raised areas remaining bright and showing dark toning at the edges of recessed areas. Overall a fine piece of shooting exonumia dating
to the turn of the century as evidenced by the model 1896 Mauser rifles. (1X144056-8D)
2143. NEW YORK NATIONAL GUARD COMMEMORATIVE MEDALLION LOT This lot consists of one heavy metal medallion with
gold-tone plating commemorating the centennial anniversary of the seventh regiment, New York National Guard. The medallion measures 2"
in diameter by 3/16" in thickness. The obverse features a relief depiction of Columbia seated at the base of a marble column and holding an
oval shield bearing the numeral 7 and the Latin motto "PRO PATRIA ET GLORIA", or "For Country And Glory". The background bears a depiction of what appears to be the 7th Regiment Armory building on Park Avenue in New York City, along with date of 1906. An inset window
bordered by laurel branches is dated 1806 and depicts what is likely an earlier version of the same building. The reverse bears a flat field with
raised inscription commemorating the centennial anniversary of the 7th New York New York National Guard, with a relief depiction of an eagle
clutching an oversized laurel branch extending along the entire right border. Overall condition is F/VF with sharp details and the original plated surface now showing a mottled tarnishing gold brown patina. A small gouge mark is evident just above the head of Columbia, with scattered scratches and marks showing on both faces. An appealing piece of New York National Guard history. (1X144056-6)
2144. LOT OF BINOCULARS This is a set of vintage Carl Zeiss binoculars with original leather strap and carry case. This is a small pair
measuring 4” in length with the left side of frame marked in script “Carl Zeiss Jena/DRP”. A modern hardware screw has been installed
in the right neck strap hanger which has chipped the optics, noticeable only when viewed backwards. Included is a leather carry case
having a ripped interior with scuffs and handling marks. (1X6679-30A)
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2145. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. We Thought We Were Going Home, as told by Rhode Island WWII Battle of the Bulge Veterans, compiled & written by Thomas B. Pirnie; c. 2000 Thomas B. Pirnie. Approximately 70 page paperback with personal note written in ink on
inside front cover. Bannerman Castle, by Thom Johnson and Barbara H. Gottlock; c. 2006 Thom Johnson and Barbara H. Gottlock. 127
pages paperback from the Images of America Series. Regimental Book Rhode Island Regiment for 1781 &c., by Bruce C. MacGunnigle;
c. 2011 Rhode Island Society of the Sons of the American Revolution. 156 pages hardcover dedicated by the author. Years of Infamy:
The Untold Story of America’s Concentration Camps, by Michi Weglyn; c. 1976 Michi Nishiura Weglyn. 351 pages hardcover with jacket.
Uncommon Valor: Decorations, badges and service medals of the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps, c. 1980 David L. Riley. 88 pages hardcover with gilted lettering and Navy seal. The Book of Navy Songs, collected and edited by the Trident Society of the U.S. Naval Academy.
c. 1926, 1937 Doubleday, Doran & Co., 1948 U.S. Naval Institute, 1955 Joseph W. Crosley and U.S. Naval Institute. 159 pages hardcover with scattered light staining to the blue fabric cover graced with gilted lettering and logos and an ink ID note on the front end paper.
The Navy, edited by Rear Admiral W. J. Holland Jr., USN; c. 2000 Naval Historical Foundation. 352 page table style padded white hardcover with raised and embossed U.S. Navy Seal forming an impressive focal point. This is a prominently illustrated tribute to the past and
present associated with the U.S. Navy. The conditions of the books in this lot range from very good to excellent. (76417-7V)
2146. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Swords From Public Collections in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, edited by Bruce S. Bazelon. (no c.
date) 127 pages paperback. Silver Mounted Swords: Family Collection: featuring silver hilts through the golden age, by Daniel Hartzler.
320 pages hardcover with jacket. (76417-7AC)
2147. LOT OF BOOKS Two total. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, second edition, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas; c. 2001 Jim Supica
and Richard Nahas. 318 pages hardcover. Artistry in Arms: The Guns of Smith & Wesson, by Roy G. Jinks. 85 pages paperback featuring excellent photography of many outstanding examples. The books appear unused and remain in excellent condition. (76417-7BF)
2148. LOT OF BOOKS Total of six. Military Aircraft Markings: From the Great Warplanes of World War I to the Present, by Barry C. Wheeler;
c. 1992 Reed International Books Limited. 160 pages paperback with detailed color illustrations. Junkers Ju 87: Stukageschwader 193741, by John Weal; c. 1997 Osprey Publishing. 96 pages paperback from the Osprey Combat Aircraft series. The Encyclopedia of Aircraft
of WW II, edited by Paul Eden; c. 2004 Aerospace Publishing Ltd. 512 pages extensively illustrated paperback. Stuka Ju-87, by Lt-Col A.
J. Barker; c. 1980 Bison Books Limited. 64 pages illustration oriented hardcover showing a slightly wavy profile. The Luftwaffe, by the
Editors of Time-Life Books; c. 1982 Time Life Books Inc. 176 pages hardcover. The Rand McNally Encyclopedia of Military Aircraft: 19141980, by Enzo Angelucci; c. 1980 Arnoldo Mondadori. 546 pages hardcover with jacket having a couple of small tears and minor smudging that is also evident on lower edge. The previous two hardcovers show light impressions on some corners. The paperbacks rate excellent, the hardcovers, slightly less overall. (76522-1)
2149. LOT OF BOOKS
Total of four. Nazi Daggers and Dress Bayonets: An Illustrated Reference, by R. & L. Enterprises; c. 1959 R. & L.
Enterprises. 60 pages staple bound paperback rating good to very good with liquid stains and small sections of the cover missing the red
outer layer. Inside the Third Reich: Memoirs, by Albert Speer; c. 1970 The MacMillan Co. 596 pages hardcover with jacket showing moderate tearing and the book in much better condition, showing minor discoloration. German Panzers of World War II: The Authorative Illustrated
History, by Jorge Rosado & Chris Bishop; c. 2013 Amber Books Ltd. 384 pages hardcover with jacket. Nazi Regalia, E.W.W. Fowler; c. Saturn
Books Ltd. (no date), reprinted 1996. 160 pages hardcover with jacket. The last two items in this lot rate excellent. (76522-2)
2150. LOT OF BOOKS Four total. Eisenhower: A Soldier’s Life, by Carlo D’Este; c. 2002 Carlo D’Este. 848 pages paperback. The Second
World War, by John Keegan; c. 1989 John Keegan. 607 pages hardcover with jacket and dedicated by the author. Great Land Battles of World
War II, by Ian Hogg; c. 2002 Grub Street. 192 pages hardcover. D-Day: The Greatest Invasion-A People’s History, by Dan van der Vat; c.
2003 Dan van der Vat. 176 pages hardcover with jacket. This is an excellent condition lot with only isolated dirt and wear. (76522-3)
2151. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Twentieth Century Small Arms, by Chris Mcnab; c. 2001 Amber Books Ltd. 320 pages hardcover
with jacket. Infantry Weapons of the World, by Christopher F. Foss and T. J. Gander. c. 1979 Christopher F. Foss and T. J. Gander. 135
pages hardcover. Guns, Bullets, and Gunfights: Lessons and Tales from a Modern-Day Gunfighter, by Jim Cirillo; c. 1996 Jim Cirillo. 119
pages paperback. The AR-15 Complete Assembly Guide, by Walt Kuleck with Clint McKee. c. 2002 by Walter J. Kuleck. 159 pages
paperback. The AK47 Story: Evolution of the Kalashnikov Weapons, by Edward Clinton Ezell; c. 1986 Edward Clinton Ezell. 256 pages
hardcover with jacket. Military Small Arms of the 20th Century, by Ian V. Hogg & John S. Weeks; c. 2000 Ian V. Hogg. 416 pages paperback. The AK-47 and AK-74 Klashnikov Rifles and their Variations, by Joe Poyer; c. 2004 North Cape Publications. 171 pages paperback.
The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with some incidents of handling marks and light dirt. (76522-4)
2152. LOT OF BOOKS Five total. Glock: The Rise of America’s Gun, by Paul M. Barrett; c. 2012, 2013 Paul M. Barrett. 300 pages paperback. Pistols & Revolvers, by W. H. B. Smith, updated by Joseph E. Smith, seventh edition c. 1968 Stackpole Co. 816 pages hardcover
with jacket with several small tears and edges showing areas of light dirt. Weapons: an international encyclopedia from 5000 BC to 2000
AD, by the Diagram Group; c. 1980 Diagram Visual. 320 pages hardcover with mild foxing on top edge and light corner wear. The
Complete Encyclopedia of Pistols and Revolvers, by A. E. Hartink; c. 2002 Rebo Productions. 448 pages hardcover with jacket and rating
excellent as it is virtually blemish free. Combat Guns: An illustrated encyclopedia of 20th century firearms, edited by Chris Bishop & Ian
Drury; c. Aerospace Publishing Ltd. (no date). 286 pages hardcover with jacket exhibiting a few small tears and edges showing fading
and isolated dirt. (76522-5)
2153. GUN CASE LOT This is a Vanguard Ranger 70W Rifle Case, a hard case capable of holding two scoped rifles. This is an aluminum
framed case with steel reinforced corners and an exterior measuring approximately 53”x 14” x5”. The case features egg crate style foam
with hook-and-loop tie-down straps, wheels for easy transport and handles at each end. It is secured by way of two combination locks
and lockable closure snaps with key included. The three layer foam has a few minor storage impressions, the exterior shows some light
contact smudges with the case coming in at a solid excellent condition rating. (77244-35A)
2154. GUN CASE LOT This is a wheeled hard plastic case by Gun Guard measuring approximately 52”x13”x4” and suitable for protecting
two long arms. The case features excellent condition egg crate style foam inserts, four closure snaps and folding metal interior side hinges.
The olive green outer shell displays only a few minor handling marks and there is a colorful and patriotic sticker in the image of an aggressive eagle adhered to the front panel. The overall condition is excellent. (77244-35B)
2155. GUN CASE LOT
This is a Pelican Travel Vault heavy duty long gun case measuring approximately 51”x14”x6” and features a foam
lined interior and rugged carry handle. This example of highly touted protective case comes in black and rates excellent with only light
handling marks. (77244-35C)
2156. LOT OF GUN CASES This a lot of three hard plastic long gun cases each measuring approximately 51”x13” and featuring four fully
intact and functional hinged plastic snaps and foam lined inserts. The first is gray example by Contico and exhibits a few areas at the back
with small chips missing and the upper foam layer is constructed of small replacement pieces that fit as snugly as an original. The other
two are black in color with an unmarked one featuring a molded wild game scene and the other is from the Protector Series by Plano. All
three exhibit some scratches from handling and the overall condition is about very good to excellent. (77244-35D)
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2157. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of four hard plastic long gun cases beginning with a dual compartment Field Locker example
by Woodstream. It features a sloped configuration, six metal closure snaps and dimensions of 51”x8 1/2” (at its widest point) x7 1/2”. The
foam shows a few minor wear marks but the black colored case remains in excellent overall condition. The next item has experienced very
little use at all, a light olive green offering by DTI that measures 48”x10”x4”. Next is a 46”x9 1/2”x3 1/2” tan Protecto Caddy rating about
very good with external scuff marks and brown staining to the fully intact foam inserts. Rounding out the lot is an excellent example by Gun
Guard, a black and contoured case measuring 51”x9 1/2” (at its widest point) x3” piece that shows little indication of use. (77244-35E)
2158. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot of four hard plastic gun cases begins with an unmarked example with dimensions of 52”x13”x4” with
three full layers of foam allowing for a number of storage options. The outer brown shell has tape repairs over some missing chips and
also shows an area of white spray paint, some scuffing and the remnants of an adhered sticker bringing the condition to about good to
very good. The next one, also unmarked and with identical dimensions to the above has four full and intact layers of foam, a black exterior shell with only light marks and two of the three metal snaps do not close properly. The other two are black Doscosil cases measuring 48”x10”x4” with molded in handles and each with four plastic snaps and rating excellent with light wear. (77244-35F)
2159. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of five hard plastic cases each measuring approximately 52”x9”x4” from manufacturers Kolpin,
S&W, Gun Hugger, Doscosil and Hoppes. The overall condition is about very good with all foam inserts fully present with some showing
up to mild wear and some with brownish staining. The exteriors are strong with blemishes including dirt stains and scuffs. (77244-35G)
2160. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This is a lot of ten soft long gun sleeves that are configured for scoped guns and with average dimensions
of approximately 46”x8” (at their widest point). They are by a wide range of manufacturers and are equipped with either carry handles or
shoulder straps with most bearing vinyl outer shells, the balance of suede. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (77244-35H)
2161. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot of eight sleeves have nylon and canvas shells including several having above average padding and
length. Manufacturers include Remington, Gun Mate, Kolpin, Winchester and Boyt and the condition is excellent. (77244-35I)
2162. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This is a lot of 20 zippered soft long gun sleeves from various manufacturers with vinyl shells. Several have
heavy duty plastic muzzle caps and each of these padded sleeves is equipped with either carry handles or shoulder straps. There are some
that rate excellent and the overall condition is very good plus. (77244-35J)
2163. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This is a lot of ten zippered long gun sleeves with vinyl shells that are configured for scoped guns and with
dimensions of approximately 46”x8” (at their widest point). Manufacturers include Kolpin, Apache, Weather Shield and Red Head and
they are equipped with either carry handles (one is broken) or shoulder straps. The overall condition is very good. (77244-35I)
2164. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This is a lot of 11 long gun sleeves with canvas or other fabric shells and lengths varying from approximately 46” to 54”. Manufacturers include Red Head, Allen, Kolpin and Bucheimer and the condition is very good with some shells showing dirt stains and wear prevalent on some interiors. (77244-35J)
2165. LOT OF GUN SLEEVES This lot consists of two categories of long gun sleeves beginning with 26 of the thin fabric style that closes by way of drawstrings and including some of lengths approaching 65 inches. The other category consists of seven zippered and mostly vinyl shelled padded sleeves and suitable for shorter firearms as the average length is about 42”. The overall condition is very good with
a few showing various stains. (77244-35K)
2166. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of seven boxes of 20 ga., 2 3/4” in excellent condition: (6) full 25 rd. of Winchester Skeet
Loads, 9 shot; (1) containing 12 rds. of Federal 7 1/2 shot. (75829-6A)
2167. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine full 25 rd. boxes of Remington 16 ga., 2 3/4”, 8 shot in excellent condition: (7) of
Mohawk Field Load; (2) of Shur Shot. (75829-6B)
2168. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine boxes of 16 ga.: (3) full 25 rd. of Winchester-Western Dove & Quail, 2 3/4”, 8 shot;
(1) containing 21 rds. of Winchester Super X, 2 3/4”, 6 shot; (1) containing five rds. of Winchester Super Speed Super Buckshot Loads,
Mark 5, 2 3/4”, 12 pellets; (1) containing 24 rds. of Federal Game Load, 2 3/4”, 7 ½ shot; (1) containing 24 rds. of Remington Express, 2
3/4”, 4 shot; (1) full ten rd. of German manufactured Rottweil Brenneke, 2 5/8”; (1) containing 13 rds. of Remington Shur Shot, 2 3/4”, 4
shot. All rate excellent with the exception of the last box listed which comes in at very good with some crushing having occurred to the
box itself. A couple of the others exhibit some writing in black marker. (75829-6C)
2169. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight containers beginning with five 25 rd. size factory boxes: (2) full and (1) containing
13 rds. of Sears Sportload, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 6 shot; (1) full of mixed 12 ga.; (1) containing 13 rds. of Winchester AA Plus Skeet Load, 12 ga.,
2 3/4”, 9 shot; (1) full five rd. box of German manufactured Rottweil Brenneke, 12 ga., 2 3/4”, mag. load (1) zip-loc bag containing approximately 100 rds. of mixed paper and plastic shell 12, 16 and 20 ga. with the majority being 12 and 16 ga.; (1) zip-loc bag containing approximately 20 rds. of mixed 12 ga. The boxed shells rate about excellent with the bagged items coming in at very good overall. (75829-6D)
2170. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of U.S. issued .45 Ball: (4) of 1963 dated Remington lot 5890; (1)
of 1954 dated Winchester lot S22357. The ammunition and buff colored boxes with black print rate excellent overall and the items are
housed in a metal military can. (75829-6E)
2171. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 50 rd. boxes of U.S. issued .45 Ball: (3) full and (1) containing nine rds. of 1965 dated
Federal lots 31159 and 31162; (1) full of 1943 dated Evansville Ordnance Plant lot S25201. The ammunition rates very good to excellent
and the buff boxes with black print exhibit minor wear and stains. Also included is a metal ammunition can for 50 cal. (75829-6F)
2172. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of U.S. issued .45 Ball Match, 230 gr., velocity 820, in the white boxes
with blue and red graphics: (2) Winchester dated 1964 and lot stamped 6018; (1) of 1965 dated, lot 5052 and (1) of 1966 dated, lot 5066
of Remington. The ammunition is in bright excellent condition and the boxes are crisp but exhibit several small stains of grime. (75829-6G)
2173. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of U.S issued .45 Ball Match, 230 gr., velocity 820, in the white boxes
with blue and red graphics: (1) Federal dated 1962 with lot stamp 1978; (1) Winchester dated 1964 with lot stamp 6018; (1) 1965 dated, lot
5052 and (1) 1966 dated, lot 5066 of Remington. The lot rates excellent overall with most exhibiting very bright casings. (75829-6H)
2174. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of .45 cal.: (1) full 50 rd. and (1) bag containing four rds. of Remington Automatic Targetmaster,
185 gr. wadcutter; (1) U.S. issued Remington M1911 Ball box exhibiting liquid stains and now containing 32 rds. with head stamps of Peters
A.C. and nickel casings; (1) bag containing 39 rds. of M1911 Ball with 1942 dated Winchester and 1941 and 1961 dated Remington head
stamps; (2) tattered twenty rd. size U.S. issued Western M1911 Ball boxes currently housing a total of 28 rds. of 1940 and 1941 dated
Remington .45 Ball rating near very good. Also included is an empty and folded third box with identical identification and in similar condition.
The balance of the lot however, rates very good to excellent and the items are contained in a green metal military can. (75829-6I)
2175. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. bandoliers of 7.62mm Ball L2A2 and dated 1976: (3) full and (1) containing 35 rds. The ammunition rates excellent and is housed in five rd. stripper clips. The bandoliers are virtually free of wear and exhibit
bold stamps. (75829-6J)
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2176. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of U.S. issued 30-06 and 30 Carbine: (4) full 20 rd. and one containing 12 rds. and two
fired casings of 1957 dated and excellent condition Remington 30-06 in buff boxes with tan labels and black print that includes
“Ball/Caliber 30 AN-M2/Lot RA 43309”; (1) full 120 rd. bandolier and one containing 20 rds. of 1957 dated Remington .30 Carbine rating very good to excellent with light tarnish on some. The ammunition is housed in ten rd. stripper clips with cardboard sleeves and also
included are four fired casings and two empty stripper clips. (75829-6K)
2177. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of several calibers beginning with four full ten rd. stripper clips of .223 Rem., primarily by
Winchester and Federal. Next is a full five rd. clip with Super Speed 30-06 head stamps and that is followed by 12 rds. of .303 with 1973
head stamps and enclosed in original buff box with white label. Next is a factory sealed 20 rd. box of Lake City 5.56mm blanks as well as
two loose rds. The next item is a 20 rd. size box by Norma with ten original rds. and four fired casings of 6.5 Jap., 139 gr., SPPBT. Next is
a tattered box of Norma 6.5x55mm containing 11 rds. and that is followed by 13 rds. of Norma 6.5 Carcano, 156 gr., SPRN. Rounding out
this diverse lot are a variety of stripper clips amounting to 18 pieces. The overall condition of the lot is about very good. (75829-6L)
2178. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes: (1) containing 16 rds. and two fired cases of excellent condition Remington
300 Weatherby Mag, 180 gr., Core-Lokt, Ptd. Soft Pt.; (1) factory sealed ten rd. and (1) containing six rds. of RWS 8x57 JR 127 gr., SP
with light tarnish on some. (75829-2,6M)
2179. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. boxes of Remington 22-250 Remington: (1) full of Hi-Speed 55 gr. Ptd. SP;
(1) with 18 rds. of a mixture of JHP and Ptd. SP. and one fired casing; (1) full and (1) containing 18 rds. of High Velocity, 55 gr., Ptd. SP.
The overall condition is very good to excellent with a torn flap on one of the boxes. (75829-6N)
2180. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five boxes including the first three of Remington 32 Win. Special, 170 gr., Core-Lokt,
SP: (1) containing 17 rds. of High Velocity; (1) containing 13 rds. of Hi-Speed (Index 5032); (1) with 12 rds. of Hi-Speed (Index 5132).
Next is a box containing 16 rds. and four fired casings of Winchester 32-40 Winchester. The last box is a full 50 rd. box of Western X 3220 Winchester 100 gr., lead. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (75829-6P)
2181. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes: (2) full of Blazer 9mm Luger 115 gr. TMJ; (1) full of Remington
32 S&W, 88 gr., lead; (1) containing 40 rds. of Federal 357 Magnum High Velocity, 158 gr., SP, jacketed bullet. The ammunition rates excellent with the boxes showing mild overall wear, price stickers and some stains. (75829-6Q)
2182. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 boxes of 38 Special: (1) full 50 rd. and (1) containing 19 rds. and 31 fired casings
of American Eagle 158 gr., lead ball; (1) full and (1) virtually full of Winchester 158 gr. lead; (1) containing 41 rds. of Western X 158 gr.,
Lubaloy; (1) containing 17 rds. of Federal Premium, (+P), Hydra-Shok, Jacketed H.P.; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington, (+P), lead, hollow point;
(1) full 50 rd., (1) containing 12 rds. and 37 fired casings, (1) containing 29 rds. and (1) containing 30 rds, of Remington Targetmaster,
148 gr., Wadcutter. The overall condition of the ammunition is very good to excellent with the boxes having instances of wear, price stickers, tears and written notes. (75829-6R)
2183. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a full one piece 50 rd. box of Winchester 22 Winchester Automatic, coded “WA22”.
The face of the box features the big bold red “W” with the trademark name oval logo running along its center and against a yellow backdrop. The colors are bold and the edges are crisp, the box exhibiting virtually no wear. The front does have a small price sticker attached
but the box rates excellent overall as does the enclosed original “45 gr. Kopperclad Bullet Inside Lubricated” ammunition. (75829-6S)
2184. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of two partial 50 rd. size boxes of Winchester 22 Winchester Automatic,
coded “WA22”. This code features a primarily yellow backdrop to red, white and blue graphics which include the company name logo
over the big bold “W” and a description on the front side panel that includes “45 Gr. Kopperclad Bullet/Inside Lubricated”. The boxes rate
excellent overall with one having a small price sticker attached to the main panel and the other exhibiting some light storage marks. The
first box currently houses 22 rds., the other approximately 45. The cartridges rate about near excellent overall with just a few showing the
onset of some discoloration. (75829-6T)
2185. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot begins with a collectible box with a fully present front label that reads “20 Centre-Primed/Metallic
Cartridges,/Calibre, .45/Charge, 70 Grains Powder. Weight of Bullet, 405 Grains./Manufactured By The United States Cartridge
Company,/Lowell, Mass. Patented Dec. 17, 1872.”. The box and label are a virtual matching buff color and the black text is still bold. The
top of the box has been opened and more than half of that panel is missing, an abutting panel has a portion torn back a bit and the balance
of the box is present with a tear along the left panel and the surfaces showing a slightly mottled appearance. The box currently houses all
20 original cartridges with four being in the form of fired casings. The exposed cartridges still rate about very good with isolated areas of
tarnish. Next are the tops of two additional collector boxes, one a fully intact but mildly worn Winchester 32-40 center fire with some of the
green label missing, the other a U.M.C. .45-70 Solid Head with side panels missing and currently in a collapsed state. Next is a box that is
nearly 3/4 full of Winchester 22 short blanks that would rate excellent were it not for a price written in black marker on the back panel. Also
included are seven rds. of CCI 22 LR Shotshell in the original plastic box and rating excellent. The items are contained in a nice looking
refinished wood ammo crate of finger groove construction with fully functioning brass hinge and leather carry handle. (75829-6U)
2186. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Gunstock Finishing and Care, by A. Donald Newell; c. 1949 Thomas G. Samworth, this printing 1975.
473 pages hardcover with a few additional pages devoted to illustrations with detailed captions and an extensive index. The front end
paper shows an owner’s ID. The Checkering and Carving of Gunstocks, by Monty Kennedy; c. 1952 and 1962 Thomas G. Samworth.
336 pages thoroughly illustrated hardcover. Gunsmith Kinks, by F.R. “Bob” Brownell; c. 1969 F. Brownell & Son; 496 pages hardcover.
Gunsmith Kinks II, by F.R. “Bob” Brownell; c. 1983 F. Brownell & Son. 496 pages hardcover with jacket. Firearm Blueing and Browning,
by R.H. Angier; c. 1936 Thomas G. Samworth. 151 pages hardcover with jacket, library stamps on end papers and notes written in ink
on title page. Gunsmithing Tips & Projects, compiled from Rifle magazine; c. 1989 Wolfe Publishing Co. 443 pages illustrated and full size
paperback. The NRA Gunsmithing Guide, compiled from The American Rifleman; c. 1971 National Rifle Association of America. 336
pages illustrated paperback. These books have been well cared for and are in commendable condition for their age with an overall rating
of very good to excellent with light dirt, fading and wear. (75829-4A)
2187. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. The Art of Bullet Casting, from Handloader & Rifle magazines 1966-1981; c. 1981 Wolfe Publishing
Co., Inc. 258 pages hardcover with a handwritten note in pencil on front end paper and a small brownish streak along main and bottom
edge. The NRA Gunsmithing Guide-Updated, revised by Ken Raynor and Brad Fenton; c. 1982, 1989 The National Rifle Assoc. of America.
335 pages paperback that is fully separated from the cover. Cartridges of the World, 11th Edition, by Frank C. Barnes; c. 2006 Frank C.
Barnes and Krause Publications, Inc. 552 pages paperback showing little indication of use. Complete Guide to Handloading, by Philip B.
Sharpe; originally published 1937, this printing 1988 Wolfe Publishing Co. Inc. 465 pages plus 229 pages supplement and is copy no. 1316
of 1500 of the Wolfe Library Classics Limited Edition series featuring gilt edges, fabric page keeper and illustrated frontispiece. Excellent
condition hardcover with ribbed spine. Principles and Practice of Loading Ammunition, by Earl Naramore; c. 1954 Thomas G. Samworth.
952 pages hardcover with a weak binding. The Home Guide to Cartridge Conversions, by George C. Nonte, Jr. c. 1961 and 1967 George
C. Nonte, Jr. 404 pages hardcover with jacket showing small tears on front and larger one on back. Advanced Gunsmithing, by W.F. Vickery;
c. 1940 Thomas G. Samworth. 429 pages hardcover. Unless otherwise noted the books rate very good to excellent overall. (75829-4B)
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2188. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. No Second Place Winner, by Bill Jordan; c. 1965 W. H. Jordan, this twelfth printing 1989. 114 pages
hardcover with jacket showing a 4” tear on upper front and sun fading along spine. Secrets of a Pistolsmith, by Lin “Trapper” Alexiou; (no
c. info.), 40 pages staple bound booklet. Pistolsmithing, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1974 George C. Nonte, Jr. 560 pages hardcover with
jacket. The W.H.B. Smith Classic Book of Pistols and Revolvers, up-dated by Joseph E. Smith; c. 1968 Stackpole Company. 816 pages hardcover with jacket having several tears, small sections missing and fading primarily at spine. Do-It-Yourself Gunsmithing, by Jim Carmichel;
c. 1977 Jim Carmichel. 372 pages hardcover with the onset of separation occurring at spine. Handguns of the World, by Edward C. Ezell;
c. 1981 Edward C. Edzell. 704 pages hardcover with jacket and a penciled in note on front end paper. Sixguns by Keith: The Standard
Reference Work, by Elmer Keith; c. 1955 Elmer Keith. 308 pages hardcover with jacket showing tears and fading. The overall condition of
the lot is very good to excellent with scattered areas of dirt along some edges and light wear on some of the books. (75829-4C)
2189. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. Baker’s Remarks on the Rifle, by Ezekiel Baker; eleventh edition 1835. No date for this facsimile production from the “Gun Books of Lasting Merit” series by Standard Publications Inc. Zips, Arsenal of Pipes, Improvised and Weapons Pens,
by David Truby; c. 1993 J. David Truby. 154 pages paperback showing virtually no wear. The Paper Jacket, by Paul Matthews; c. 1991
Paul A Mathews. 140 pages paperback. Lucian Cary on Guns, by Lucian Cary; c. 1954 Fawcett Publications, Inc. 140 pages hardcover.
What to Make: Popular Mechanics Craftsman’s Guide; c. 1935 Popular Mechanics Company. 80 pages paperback. Care and Repair of
Antiques, by Thomas H. Ormsbee; c. 1949, First Edition. 168 pages hardcover with jacket showing mild wear and a couple of small sections missing. The front end paper has a penciled in price and a name written in ink. The Modern Gunsmith, Vol. I, by James Virgil Howe;
c. 1934, 1937, and 1941 Funk & Wagnalls Company. 424 pages hardcover with jacket showing a few small tears and stains. The inside
front cover has a name and city written in ink. The Handloader’s Manual of Cartridge Conversions, by John J. Donnely; c. 1987 John J.
Donnely. 1055 pages paperback. Lyman Cast Bullet Handbook, Third Edition, edited by C. Kenneth Ramage; c. 1980 Lyman Products
Corp., this sixth printing 1992. 416 pages paperback. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with the older examples
showing the expected light fading and corner wear. (75829-4D)
2190. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Modern Shotguns and Loads, by Charles Askins; c. 1929 Small-Arms Technical Publishing Co. 416
pages hardcover with some separation at the spine and a name and note written in pencil on front end paper. The Shotgun Book, by Jack
O’Connor; c. 1965 Jack O’Conner. 332 pages hardcover. The Best Shotguns Ever Made in America: Seven Vintage Doubles to Shoot
and to Treasure, by Michael McIntosh; c. 1981 Michael McIntosh. 185 pages hardcover with jacket. A.H. Fox: “The Finest Gun in the
World”, by Michael McIntosh; c. 1992 Michael McIntosh. 390 pages hardcover with jacket. Timberdoodle!: A Thorough, Practical Guide
to the American Woodcock and to Woodcock Hunting, by Frank Woolner; c. 1974 Frank Woolner. 168 pages hardcover with jacket. L.C.
Smith Shotguns, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy; c. 1977 Beinfeld Publishing, Inc. 244 pages hardcover with jacket. The Gun Digest Book
of Shotgun Gunsmithing, by Ralph T. Walker; c. 1983 DBI Books, Inc. 256 paperback. The overall condition of the books in this lot is very
good to excellent. (75829-4E)
2191. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. The Gun and its Development, Ninth Edition, by W. W. Greener; (no c. date) published by Bonanza
Books. 804 pages hardcover with light edge dirt and minor cover wear. English Guns and Gun Makers, by H. J. Blanch & Martin Rywell;
c. 1956 Martin Rywell. 160 pages paperback with brown stains at the spine. The Double Shotgun: The history and development of the
world’s most classic sporting firearms, by Don Zutz; c. 1985 Don Zutz. 232 pages hardcover with jacket. The Sporting Field with Holland
& Holland, revised and enlarged edition, by Peter King; c. 1990. 184 pages hardcover with jacket and gilt main and top edge. The Drilling,
by Norbert Klups; c. 2007 Schiffer Publishing, Ltd. 230 pages hardcover with jacket showing very little use and with an abundance of
glossy photos. The Treasury of the Gun, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1962 Golden Press. 252 pages hardcover with jacket showing a couple of areas of loss. The Illustrated Directory of Guns: A Collector’s Guide to over 2,000 Military, Sporting and Antique Firearms, by David
Miller; c. 2005 Colin Gower Enterprises Ltd. 752 pages hardcover with jacket. The conditions of the books in this lot range from about
very good (older books) to excellent (newer ones). (75829-4F)
2192. LOT OF BOOKS Total of five. Winchester for over a Century, Vol. 3: The Model 1885 Winchester Single Shot, by Bill West; c. 1965 Bill
West. Approximately 120 pages hardcover with many captioned photos beneficial to collectors. Winchester Shotguns, by Dennis Adler; c.
2006 Dennis Adler. 309 pages cocktail table style hardcover with jacket. Winchester: An American Legend, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1991 R.L.
Wilson. 404 pages table style hardcover with jacket. America’s Premier Gunmakers: Winchester, by K.D. Kirkland; c. 1989 Brompton Books
Corp. 112 pages illustration oriented hardcover with jacket. The last item is a full size 102 page instruction manual on the sequence of takedown and assembly operations for the Winchester Model 42, 410 bore. This is an excellent condition lot. (75829-4G)
2193. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. The Winchester Model 94: The First 100 Years, by Robert C. Renneberg; c. 1991 Robert C. Renneberg.
207 pages hardcover showing virtually no use. To the Dreams of Youth: Winchester .22 Caliber Single Shot Rifle, by Herbert Houze; c.
1993 Herbert G. Houze. 192 pages hardcover that appears unused. The Winchester Single-Shot: A History & Analysis, by John Campbell;
c. 1995 John Campbell. 270 pages hardcover with jacket and protective sleeve and rating excellent with a penciled-in note on front end
paper and a couple of small liquid stains on top edge. (75829-4H)
2194. LOT OF BOOKS Total of four. Firearms in American History: 1600-1800, by Charles Winthrop Sawyer; c. 1910 Charles Winthrop
Sawyer. 237 pages hardcover with illustrated frontispiece. The front end paper is beginning to separate from the spine, the copyright page
shows penciled in notes, the back end paper showing adhesive residue, as does the base of the spine and the top edge has a darkened
tone. The Rifle in America, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1938 William Morrow and Company. 641 pages hardcover showing only minor wear with
moderate edge discoloration from dirt and fading. Springfield Shoulder Arms: 1795-1865, by Claud E. Fuller; c. 1930 Francis Bannerman
Sons. 176 pages hardcover with illustrated frontispiece and showing only very light wear and a small penciled-in note on front end paper.
The Muzzle-Loading Cap Lock Rifle, by Ned H. Roberts; c. 1952 Ned H. Roberts. 308 pages hardcover with a somewhat wavy profile, stains
of dirt and a couple of small punctures to front cover. The front end paper shows a small penciled-in note. (75829-4I)
2195. LOT OF BOOKS Three total. Colt: An American Legend, by R.L. Wilson; Sesquicentennial Edition with no c. info. 406 pages hardcover
with tape repaired jacket. The Peacemakers: Arms and Adventure in the American West, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1992 R.L. Wilson. This edition
published 2004. 392 pages hardcover with some minor spots of grime on title page. Samuel Colt: Arms, Art and Invention, by Herbert G.
Houze; c. 2006 Yale University and the Wadsworth Museum of Art. 260 pages hardcover with jacket. These three coffee table style and
beautifully illustrated books rate excellent. (75829-4J)
2196. LOT OF BOOKS Four total. Steel Canvas: The Art of American Arms, by R.L. Wilson; c. 1995 R.L. Wilson. 384 pages hardcover with
jacket. Marlin Firearms: A History of the Guns and the Company That Made Them, by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy; c. 1989 Lt. Col. William S.
Brophy. 696 pages hardcover with jacket. Ruger & His Guns: A History of the Man, the Company and their Firearms, by R.L. Wilson; c.
1996 R.L. Wilson, this edition published 2007. 358 pages hardcover with jacket and a Lett Grips brochure. The last item is an original instruction manual for Ruger Model 10/22 Carbine. This is an excellent condition lot overall. (75829-4K)
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2197. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight including booklets and a video cassette. The Colt .45 Automatic: A Shop Manual, by Jerry Kuhnhausen;
c. 1986 and 1987 Jerry Kuhnhausen. 201 pages paperback with a wavy profile, several pages separated from the binding and a tear at the
base of spine. Included are several full page exploded view parts diagrams. The S&W Revolver: A Shop Manual, by Jerry Kuhnhausen; c.
1985 and 1987 Jerry Kuhnhausen. 152 pages paperback including 43 full page parts diagrams. Standard Catalog of Smith & Wesson, 3rd
edition, by Jim Supica and Richard Nahas; c. 2006 Jim Supica and Richard Nahas. 432 pages hardcover with jacket. The Mauser SelfLoading Pistol, by James N. Belford and Jack Dunlap; c. 1969 Borden Publishing Company. 208 pages hardcover with jacket showing a
small tear on lower front, sun fading to spine and penciled in marks on back. Manual of Police Revolver Instruction, by R. M. Bair; c. 1932
R. M. Bair. 55 pages staple bound booklet. The Browning Hi-Power Pistols, by Donald B. McLean; c. 1966 Don McLean. 47 pages staple
bound paperback serving as a manual for the use, maintenance and repair of the various models. Next is a 1941 dated catalog by Smith &
Wesson, a 34 page staple bound paperback depicting the revolvers for that year. The last item is a video cassette: Gunsmithing the Colt .45
Automatic, c. 1986 Jerry Kuhnhausen. This tape has not been tested but is in excellent physical condition. (75829-4L)
2198. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. The FN-FAL Rifle et al., by Duncan Long; c. 1998 Duncan Long. 133 pages paperback. The Accurate
Rifle, by Warren Page; c. 1973 Warren Page, this seventh printing, from the Stoeger Sportsman’s Library 1986. 238 pages paperback.
Gunsmithing: A Manual of Firearms Design, Construction, Alteration and Remodeling, by Roy F. Dunlap; c. 1950, 1963 Thomas G. Samworth.
742 pages hardcover with tape repaired jacket showing smaller tears, creasing and a price sticker. Bolt Action Rifles, revised edition, by
Frank de Haas; c. 1971, 1984 Frank de Haas and DBI Books, Inc. 448 pages paperback with price sticker on front cover. A Master
Gunmaker’s Guide to Building Bolt-Action Rifles, by Bill Holmes; c. 2003 Bill Holmes. 148 pages paperback. Firearms Pressure Factors; c.
1990 Wolfe Publishing Co. 162 pages paperback with a liquid stain along the lower edge and consisting of 21 articles, 16 of which are
authored or co-authored by Lloyd E. Brownell, Ph.D. The Krag Rifle Story, by Franklin B. Mallory with Ludwig Olson; c. 1979 Springfield
Research Service, second printing 1980. 224 pages hardcover with jacket and dedicated by Mallory on front end paper. The History of
Remington Firearms, by Roy Marcot; c. 2005 Colin Gower Enterprises Ltd. 128 pages hardcover with jacket. The condition range from very
good to excellent with most being excellent. (75829-4M)
2199. LOT OF BOOKS Eight total. European Armour: circa 1066 to circa 1700, by Claud Blair; c. 1958 Cluad Blair. 248 pages hardcover with
mild paint stains on front cover, library info. and indications of contact with liquid at the beginning pages. The Sword and Bayonet Makers
of Imperial Germany: 1871-1918, by John Walter; c. 1973 The Lyon Press and John Walter. Approximately 90 pages reference style hardcover with jacket showing a single 2” tear. Reproduction? Recognition!, by Frederick J. Stephens; c. 1981 Frederick J. Stephens. 247 pages
hardcover serving as a reference work for Third Reich edged weapons. The Illustrated History of Weaponry: From Flint Axes to Automatic
Weapons, by Chuck Willis in association with the Berman Museum of World Art; c. 2006 Mosely Road Inc. 240 pages paperback.
Germany’s Army and Navy of the 19th Century, by Gustav A. Sigel; c. 1989 Bracken Books. 136 pages large hardcover with jacket, several full page color illustrations and a note written in ink on the title page. Weapons of the American Revolution: And Accoutrements, by
Warren Moore; c. 1967 Warren Moore. 225 pages hardcover. Civil War Sharps Carbines & Rifles, by Earl J. Coates & John D. McAulay; c.
1996 Earl J. Coates and John D. McAulay. 108 pages comprehensive paperback including distribution figures. The Gatling Gun, by Paul
Wahl and Donald R. Toppel; c. 1965 Paul Wahl and Donald R. Toppel. 168 pages hardcover with jacket and a note written in ink on front
end paper. The conditions range from very good to excellent. (75829-4N)
2200. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Single Shot Rifles, by James J. Grant; c. 1947 James J. Grant, this sixth printing 1991. 385 pages hardcover with jacket showing a few small tears. The Breech-Loading Single-Shot Rifle, by Major Ned H. Roberts and Kenneth L. Waters; printed 1987. 333 pages hardcover with jacket experiencing wear, fading and a few tears. Stevens Pistols and Pocket Rifles, by Kenneth L. Cope;
c. 1971 Museum Restoration Service. 104 pages hardcover. Mr. Single Shot’s Gunsmithing Idea Book, by Frank de Haas; c. 1983 Frank de
Haas. 168 pages paperback. Antique Firearms: Assembly/Disassembly, by David R. Chicoine; c. 2005 David R. Chicoine. 527 pages paperback. Maine Made Guns and their Makers, by Dwight B. Demeritt Jr.; c. 1973 Dwight B. Demeritt Jr. 209 pages hardcover with jacket and
dedicated by the author on front end paper that also informs that this is copy no. 720 of 1500. Also included is correspondence from the
author to the previous owner. Managing & Mastering the Set Triggered Rifle, by Frank de Haas; c. 1986 Frank de Haas. 56 pages staple
bound manual. The last item is a reproduction of an 1864 instruction and parts manual for Sharps firearms. The overall condition of the lot
is very good to excellent. (75829-4P)
2201. LOT OF BOOKS AND BOOKLETS Total of 12. Official Guide to Gunmarks, by David Byron; c. 1982 the House of Collectibles, Inc. 230
pages paperback. Firearms Curiosa, by Lewis Winant; c. 1955 Lewis Winant. 282 pages hardcover. Clyde Baker’s Modern Gunsmithing:
A Revision of the Classic, by John E. Traister; c. 1933 Small Arms Technical Publishing Co., revised 1981. 598 pages hardcover that has separated from the binding but is adhered at the end papers and the jacket has minor tears. Old Gunsights: A Collector’s Guide, 1850-1965,
by Nick Stroebel; c. 1998 Nick Stroebel. 320 pages paperback. The NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly, foreword by Pete Dickey; c. 1980
National Rifle Association of America. 509 pages hardcover that has separated at the binding. Early Loading Tools and Bullet Molds, by R.
H. Chamberlain; c. 1971 R. H. Chamberlain, revised edition 1977. 88 pages paperback showing the onset of separation at binding. A
Gunroom Story of Sporting Arms, by Hugh Smiley; c. 1947 Hugh Smiley. 20 pages staple bound paperback with a lightly stained cover
depicting a family collection in Henniker N.H. Firearms Curios & Relics List, from Desert Publications; 55 pages staple bound booklet covering items from 1972 through 1995. Federal Firearms Regulation Reference Guide, from Desert Publications; 114 pages staple bound booklet covering legal purchase, possession and sale. Next is a 1943 dated U.S. War Department manual for “Carbines, Cal. .30, M1 and M1A1”,
a 119 pages staple bound paperback with the official N.H. Branch address stamp on the front cover, also showing a large red x in what
appears to be crayon and also areas of scattered dirt. Next is a 1971 printed, 46 pages paperback reproduction of the 1858 dated The
Code of Honor; or Rules for the Government of Principals and Seconds in Dueling, by John Lyde Wilson. The last item is also a reproduction, undated by Standard Publications, of the 1906 published An Outline of the History and Development of Hand Firearms, from the Earliest
Period to about the End of the Fifteenth Century., by Robert Coltman Clephan; 66 pages hardcover. The conditions range from very good
to excellent. (75829-4R)
2202. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of two 1000 rd. brick size boxes of #209 shotshell primers in 100 rd. trays: (1) full of Remington
Premier; (1) containing 800 rds. of Winchester. The condition is excellent with the boxes each having a price sticker affixed. (75829-5A)
2203. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of CCI #300 large pistol primers: (2) full 1000 rd. bricks containing 100 rd. trays; (6) full 100 rd.
trays; (6) loose rds. The condition is excellent with the bricks each having retail stickers attached. (75829-5B)
2204. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of CCI #500 small pistol primers: (2) full 1000 rd. bricks containing 100 rd. trays; (3) full 100 rd.
trays; (1) tray containing 54 rds. The condition is excellent with one brick having a price sticker, the other has a price written in marker and
the trays show price stickers and cellophane tape attached. (75829-5C)
2205. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of rifle primers: (1) full 1000 rd. brick containing 100 rd. trays, (3) full 100 rd. trays and (1) tray containing 49 rds. of CCI #200 large; (1) tray containing 68 rds. of Federal #210 large; (1) brick size box of CCI #400 small containing nine
full 100 rd. trays and (1) containing 71 rds. The condition of the lot is excellent with a price written on one box, a sticker on the other and
a couple of trays with writing in ink and cellophane tape attached. (75829-5D)
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2206. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of .30 cal.: (1) virtually full 100 rd. box of Speer 180 gr.; (1) apparently full 100 rd. box of Speer 150
gr.; (1) box containing approximately 85 rds. of Hornady 150 gr., .308 Spire point; (1) box containing approximately 35 rds. of Hornady 165
gr., .308 Spire point; (1) box containing approximately 35 rds. of .30 carbine; (1) bag containing approximately 70 rds. of Frankford Arsenal
M1 Type with original 1959 dated box top included. (1) containing approximately 80 rds. of .3085 dia., 150 gr., soft point. Also included in
this lot is a box containing approximately 50 rds. of Ideal .30 cal. gas checks. The overall condition is near excellent and the items come in
a .50 cal. size metal military can. (75829-5E)
2207. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of seven boxes of bullets: (1) containing approximately 85 rds. of Sierra .270 cal., 150 gr., .277 Spitzer,
B.T.; (1) containing approximately 35 rds. of Sierra Game King .270 cal., 130 gr., .277 dia. Spitzer B.T.; (1) containing approximately 80 rds.
of Speer .270 cal., 130 gr., Spitzer S.P.; (1) containing 37 rds. of Hornady XTP .32 cal., 85 gr., .312 dia. HP; (1) virtually full 100 rd. size box
of Speer .32 cal., 170 gr., .321”, flat nose; (1) containing two rds. of Hornady 8mm cal., 170 gr., .323 round nose; (1) containing approximately 30 rds. of Hornady 22 cal., 55 gr., .224 Spire point. Nearly all of the bullets rate excellent with the exception being the first one listed
as it exhibits mild tarnish. (75829-5F)
2208. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of five boxes and one bag: (1) containing approximately 90 rds. of Hornady 33 Win., 200 gr., .338
flat point; (2) virtually full 100 rd. of .338 cal., 200 gr., .338 flat point; (1) containing approximately 75 rds. of .445 dia. lead balls; (1) containing approximately 70 rds. of Sierra 6.5mm, 120 gr., .264 Spitzer. (1) zip-loc bag containing 23 rds. of 8mm Mauser. With the exception
of the last box listed which exhibits mild tarnish, the lot rates excellent. (75829-5G)
2209. LOT OF BRASS This is a lot of approximately 1,000 rds. of assorted brass, nearly all of which is unprimed and including about 600 rds.
of .45 ball. Other notable calibers are .270 Winchester, 30-40 Krag, 30-06, 45-70 Govt. and 50-70 Govt. The conditions vary somewhat
and the overall rating is very good to excellent. (75829-11)
2210. LOT OF LEATHER ITEMS This is a lot of 13 items of various categories beginning with an unmarked saddle scabbard measuring 31”
in length and showing very little interior wear. Both straps are intact and the dark brown and supple outer shell exhibits areas of liquid and
mildew stains, scattered handling marks and wear and the brass rivets are emitting verdigris to both interior and exterior. Next are seven
assorted hand gun holsters from manufacturers including Heiser, Bucheimer, Galco and Hunter. Also included is an unmarked two compartment shooters bag with shoulder strap and closure buckle and strap intact and showing little indication of use. Next are two slings
beginning with a military by Boyt and an unmarked sporting example, each with quick release mounts. The last two items are waist belts,
the first a size 42 western style with brass buckle featuring the image of a duck in flight and the other is a Heiser cartridge belt marked “136”
and capable of holding up to 30 rds. of 32-20 cal. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (75829-14)
2211. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This lot consists of a wide range of items beginning with a rare artillery stencil, a cone shaped device of
sheet metal construction and apparently unused as there is no paint residue and the stencil reads “42K200/155H/TNT/LOT117821K/SHELLMK.1”. Next are three inert hand grenades: an MK2, a WWI No. 36 Mk. 1, and an M1 RFX5, each with pull rings and fuses
with the exception of the MK1 which is missing the fuse. Next is an excellent condition reproduction and non-detonating example of a
German stick grenade and marked “Vor Gebrauch/sprengkapsel/Einsetzen/Sk. Do 11.12.”. Other items are a U.S. cleaning rod and complete with canvas case marked “M1”, an OD green U.S. waist belt and a 1” canvas belt. Also included is an OD green canvas case measuring 52” in length and with a 30” auxiliary section suitable for a scope. The case has no markings and exhibits dirt and liquid stains. The
last two items in the lot are of commercial nature, an Uncle Mike’s size 10 black nylon clip on holster and a Galco holster calf strap marked
“A42” and also of black nylon construction. The overall condition is about very good. (75829-15)
2212. BAYONET LOT This is a socket bayonet Model 1873 retaining 90% original blue finish with areas fading to brown particularly around the
socket. The “US” stamp remains crisp and the excellent condition bayonet with 18” blade and measuring 21” in overall length shows only
a few scattered and light handling marks. (75829-16)
2213. KNIFE LOT This is an original Remington RH 28 hunting knife measuring 8 1/2” in overall length including a 4 1/4” sharpened one sided
blade and with crisp markings. The dark brown handle retains nice checkering and company logos with a scuff to a portion on the obverse
and the pommel is round and of aluminum. The included original brown leather scabbard is in a slightly lesser state of condition, being supple and very flexible with the onset of a small tear while its Remington UMC logo remains legible with mild scuffing evident and there is
some verdigris present along the original snap. (75829-17)
2214. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four magazines for the M1 Carbine beginning with a 30 rd. by Seymour retaining about 95%
blue finish with scattered surface oxidation and handling marks. The remaining three are 15 rd., including two with blued finishes and beginning with a Union Hardware-manufactured example retaining about 85% finish with surface oxidation and light freckling evident. The other
one is by Stanley Works retaining about 97% finish and with very light wear. The last one is parkerized, also showing only very light wear
and with a marking indicating that it is by National Postal Meter. Also included is a U.S. two pocket OD green canvas pouch rating near
excellent. (75829-18)
2215. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of four magazines beginning with two near excellent .45 cal. for the 1911 and showing light handling
marks to their blued finishes. Also included is a Colt marked .22 cal. for the Colt Woodsman retaining about 90% blue with loss due to contact
wear. The last one is a Shooters Ridge 30 rd. 10-22 cal. with a clear plastic body that appears to have seen minimal use if any. (75829-19)
2216. LOT OF AMMUNITION CANS This lot consists of six empty U.S.-issued OD green metal cans beginning with an excellent condition
large example measuring 18”x8”x14” that originally contained 48 cartridges of linked 40 mm. The can features dual handles and is virtually free of handling marks and would make a great container for heavy loads. The second can is somewhat smaller measuring in at
18”x6”x10” and also in excellent condition and with clean stenciling informing that it once held linked 40 mm. Next is a more common item,
a can that originally held 400 rds. of .30 cal. and measuring 12”x6”x7”. The last three are smaller, coming in at 11”x4”x7” and like the .30
cal., rate about very good with handling marks and scattered minor surface oxidation. (76267-1)
2217. MILITARY LOT This lot consists of two U.S. issued items beginning with a wood crate that once housed two rds. of 105 mm Howitzer and
measures 34”x12”x6”. The fully intact crate retains approximately 90% OD green paint with most loss at the bottom where there are handling
marks present and along the reinforcement boards which also exhibit mild chipping in isolated areas. Also featured are rope carry handles at
each end and metal closure buckles. Most of the yellow and white stenciling remains bold including the front whish reads “2 RDS 105 MM
HOW HE/L41A2 FUZED M5LA5/IN 2 CNRS/B197 CY-64”. The interior is plain with minor contact marks and retains the canvas straps and
most of the labeling which indicates that the packing occurred in 1964. The other item in the lot is a U.S stamped collapsible dark green canvas water bucket featuring a padded carry handle, appears unused and remains in excellent condition. (76267-1A, 2)
2218. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a total of nine items beginning with a powder can by J.C. Loverin that retains about 90%
original black finish with most loss at the bottom panel. Most of the stencil remains legible, including the Croydon Flat, N.H. address and
the 4”x3 1/4” tin includes an improperly fitting cap. The second item is a commemorative powder flask measuring 6” in length and features
the Lyman Gun Sight Co. running deer trademark. This is an excellent condition copper flask, exhibiting only a couple of minor dents and
complete with spout and charger with strong spring. Next is a 5” long cylindrical oil bottle that is housed in a larger bottle, shaped much
like a light bulb. Both bottles are of glass showing some grayish staining and feature properly fitting screw-on black plastic lids. The last
category is a group of six tins for percussion caps beginning with an A.M.F. & Cap. Co. example of cardboard construction and featuring a
fully intact white top label with bold black print and a bottom panel that includes “100/G.D.” over a light green backdrop which also serves
as a surface for the walls. The balance are of metal and from manufacturers Remington, Dynamit Nobel, Eley Bros., and U.M.C. (labeled for
the U.S. Army). One of the tins has no identification and they contain a total of approximately 150 caps. The conditions of the tins range
from near very good to excellent. (75829-7)
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2219. SCOPE LOT This is an excellent condition Leupold 2 x 7 Vari-X II with crisp clear optics and featuring crosshair reticle. It measures 11” in
length and retains about 97% black finish with a few minor scratches evident. Included is a front end cap, original box and papers. (75829-20)
2220. LOT OF SCOPES This lot consists of two scopes beginning with a United Binoculars spotting scope rating near excellent with a few
small scratches and some small areas of blackish discoloration to its light blue colored surfaces. The 13” long scope has excellent optics
and is accompanied by a total of five eyepieces with original stand and leather case. Also included are the original lens cap, tripod and brown
leather case with red velour interior showing very little wear. The other scope is a Redfield 12x with a length of 15” and retaining 99% black
finish with minor ring marks. It features side focus, and adjustments for elevation and windage, crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. Also
included in the lot is a spare set of plastic lens covers and a Tasco Scope Guide No. 29 which consists of a bore stud, stanchion, scale and
three aperture caps. It appears unused and is housed in the original plastic case with instruction sheet. (75829-21)
2221. LOT OF AIR RIFLES This lot consists of two Sheridan Model CB Blue Streak air rifles with multiple pump forearms, and in .20 cal. with
19” barrels retaining about 90% blue finish The full length walnut stocks exhibit several scattered scratches and handling marks. This is a
very good to excellent condition lot overall. (75829-1A)
2222. AIR RIFLE LOT This is a Gamo Expo 2000 .177 cal. air rifle with a 17” barrel. The blued metal surfaces retain about 95% finish with scattered areas of freckling and the beech Monte Carlo stock rates near excellent with an isolated area of handling marks at the comb of the
butt. The rifle features break action barrel and adjustable front sight. (75829-1B)
2223. AIR AND PAINT PISTOL LOT This lot begins with a Gamo PR-45 over-lever pneumatic pistol in .177 cal., and with an 8 1/4” barrel. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% finish with small scattered areas of surface oxidation. The black plastic checkered grips rate excellent and
the near excellent condition air pistol features adjustable trigger and rear sight. Included is a factory sealed 500 rd. tin of Diabolo and an RWS
tin containing about fifty .177 cal. pellets. The other item is a Sheridan P-Series .68 cal. pistol for paint balls only. The metal surfaces retain
about 85% blued finish with loss due to thinning and the brown plastic checkered grips rate near excellent with light wear. (75829-1C)
2224. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS AND PARTS This lot includes four complete moulds beginning with a Hensley and Gibbs two groove, four
cavity gang mould with shipping box retaining a portion of original label. Next are two by Ideal, one is a five groove numbered 321265 156
and comes in the original box, the other is a two groove numbered 280 473 18. The last one is a Dixie 435 round ball mould and like the
previous three is single cavity. The moulds rate about very good overall. Next are two sets of handles in their original box beginning with a
Lyman Large No. 2735793 that appears unused and also a Thompson/Center #732 single cavity rating near excellent. The last three items
are Lyman mould blocks for large handles including two in the original box with papers starting with a two cavity bullet number 358495 that
appears unused and rates excellent followed by a single cavity bullet number 575494 that appears unused but has mild surface oxidation
from poor storage. The third one is an excellent condition three groove single cavity number 515141BW 884. (75829-12, 22)
2225. BULLET MOULD LOT This is a Winchester 40-65 three groove single cavity mould with no markings other than the caliber and rates about
good very good with pitting evident throughout most of the surfaces. The turned wooden handles are no longer present. (75829-22A)
2226. LOT OF S&W PARTS This is a numbers-matching barrel and cylinder for a Smith & Wesson 4th Model Safety Hammerless Top Break
revolver in 38 S&W cal. The bore rates very good and the metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue finish with loss due to thinning and
there are isolated areas of surface oxidation present. (75829-23)
2227. LOT OF GUNSMITHING EQUIPMENT This lot consists of hundreds of items contained in two transportable boxes beginning with a
Kennedy Mfg. Co. style no. 520-G-517095 of steel construction, measuring 20”x8”x14” and retaining about 97% original red paint with most
loss due to wear at the bottom panel. This is a very solid chest featuring seven pull out drawers, a larger top compartment, top carry handle, dual metal closure snaps and integrated lock with key. This chest weighs approximately 65 lbs. including its contents. The other box is
smaller, a Plano model 833 of plastic construction measuring 16”x8”x11” and weighing about 15 lbs. including its current contents. It is
molded to accommodate a padlock and features three compartmentalized pull-out drawers, a larger top section, two dual metal closure
hasps, and a top carry handle. The red and gray plastic outer surfaces show only very minor handling marks and dirt stains. The overall
condition of the chests is excellent as is the case with the very diversified contents that include: a Colt Govt. model stock screw bushing
staking tool and iron, a steel bushing plunger, a tube staking tool and support as well as a dual-staking tool. Other items are a Wilson 1911
Jig #1, a G.I. 1911 wear gauge, a 1911 frame slot file, an assortment of round and triangular stones, numerous 1911 bushing wrenches and
a Wilson Combat beavertail frame grinding jig. There are also numerous drills and taps including for 1911 stock screw bushings (both standard and oversize), a Bausch & Lomb dual loupe in 8x and 18x, inletting guide screws, some small assorted gun parts, a small selection of
files, five small pairs of pliers, two small hammers and a small selection of cleaning rods, brushes etc. Other notables are a Testmasters
Federal “Wiggler” center finder, a pair of stamped sheet metal verniers, three Remington shell latch staking tools, a Menck 22 chamber ironing swage, a pair of Brownell’s lathe centering buttons. Also included are three AR15 barrel nut wrenches, two small hand vises, a small
assortment of snap caps, two sizes of front sight staking bushings, two bench blocks and a sight staking tool and sight iron. (75829-9)
2228. LOT OF CHECKERING TOOLS This lot consists of two sets beginning with a Spec C-55 Series by Gunline Tools, a complete four piece
set that appears unused and is housed in original box with wood tray, two checkering gauges and instruction manual. Also included are
the three tools from a Dem-bart starter kit and an unmarked one with saw teeth used for creating v-grooves. This is an excellent condition
lot overall. (75829-24)
2229. LOT OF DIES This lot consist of three boxes and one bag of : (1) with two Lyman 38-357, one Lyman EXP M1, one unmarked large caliber by Herter’s; (1) Lyman All American three die pistol set box with 38 S&W, EXP M1 and 38 Auto DA; (1) Lyman All American three die
box with TC 45 ACP, EXP M1, 45 ACP DA; (1) bag with one Dunbar 8 mm, one RCBS 7x57mm, and two 6.5 mm Carcano. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (75829-25)
2230. LOT OF DIES This lot consists of six sets of dies: (1) three die of RCBS .32-20 WCF; (1) two die set of Lee .32-40 WCF; (1) three set
of Lee 30 M1 Carbine; (1) two die of Redding .33 Win.; (1) two die of 22/250; (1) two die of Redding 30-06. The lot rates excellent overall. (75829-26)
2231. LOT OF DIES This lot consists of six sets of dies: (1) three die of Lyman 50-70 Govt.; (1) three die of Lee 45-70; (1) three die of RCBS
.40-70 Sharps; (1) three die of RCBS 50-70 WCF; (1) two die of Redding 30-40 Krag; (1) two die of Redding 8mm x 56 Mannlicher. The
overall condition is excellent with little indication of use. (75829-27)
2232. LOT OF DIES This lot consists of ten dies and two complete Lee Loader kits in original box with instructions: (1) three die set of Lachmiller
.270 Win.; (1) Herter’s two die of .30-06; (1) Herter’s .270 expanding die; (1) RCBS 7.62x39; (1) RCBS .38-.357; (1) RCBS 7x57; (1) Dunbar
8 mm; (1) .22-250 Lee Loader; (1) 30 M1 Carbine Lee Loader. The overall condition is very good to excellent with several appearing unused.
(75829-28)
2233. LOT OF SUPPLIES This lot consists of approximately 100 items of various purposes including an apparently full box of 1000 Lyman .270
cal. gas checks, five full containers of various bullet lubricants, an apparently unused Forster-Appelt bullet puller in box with papers, an Ideal
shell resizing tool in .32-20, a McKillen & Heyer maximum case length gauge, and three packages of decapping pins. Other useful items in
this diversified lot, many of which remain in their factory sealed packages include a Saeco sizer die and top punch, two Lee Case Trimmer pilot
& shell holders, a Gunsafe cable lock, two lube pads, individual sizing dies in the following calibers: .277, .258, .278, .257, and .45. and a Lyman
ream/clean trimmer adapter set. Also included is a Lyman #420 top (G) punch, an Ohaus set of scale weights, a Lyman chamber/deburr tool
suitable for calibers up to .45, a Saeco Lubri-Sizer die size 30358 and dozens of assorted parts and other hardware. (75829-29)
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2234. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten boxes of .22 cal.: (5) full 50 rd. of Winchester Super-X 22 LR, high velocity; (2) factory
sealed 50 rd. of Finnish manufactured Lapua Midas L .22 LR; (1) full 50 rd. of German manufactured Jagd-Und Sport-Munitions GMBH;
(1) containing approximately 70 rds. of Ramset 42CW Power Level Loads (for models 721 and 4170); (1) containing nine rds. of CCI .22 LR
Shotshell. Also included are six rds. of .22 LR and a decorative tin that once stored 475 rds. of Remington .22 LR high velocity. The overall
condition is excellent. (76600-4A)
2235. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a lot of 5 two piece boxes beginning with a Winchester with green labels and the large
image of an opened S&W break top revolver on the top panel and an upper section that reads “50 Cartridges, Solid Head. .38 Caliber, Center
Fire.” Enclosed are 40 rds. of correct cartridges with nice clean tips. Next is a full 50 rd. box of Winchester .25 Short Stevens, 65 gr. with
a red label and clean excellent condition cartridges. The third item is a 50 rd. size box of Peters for .25 Stevens with maroon colored labels
and 25 correct cartridges enclosed. Next is a box of Remington UMC .22 Winchester that is factory sealed with the exception of the right
side which has been separated and repaired with cellophane tape. It appears that perhaps three rds. of the 50 rd. size box have been
removed. The exposed cartridges rate near excellent and the box has green labels and an additional tear at the left side. The last item is a
Remington UMC box for .38 Short R. F., 125 gr., also exhibiting cellophane tape, a strip that extends completely around the middle of the
box, including the light blue top label with code 230. Enclosed are about 20 rds. rating about near very good with mostly white tips and
mildly tarnished casings. The first three boxes rate about very good. The last two come in at a lesser rating with the last one in particular
rating about good plus. (76600-4B)
2236. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This is a lot of six full boxes beginning with two 16 rd., including one remaining factory sealed
of 9mm Luger in blue boxes with green labels and headstamps indicating that they were manufactured in 1918 at the Rheinische
Metallwaren-und Maschinenfabrik, Abteilung Sommerda, Sommerda Germany factory and the boxes and cartridges rate very good to excellent. Next are two 16 rd. of 9mm Luger from the Hasag Eisen u. Metallwerke G.m.b. H., Werk Skarzysko-Kammiena Poland factory consisting of one dated 1942 in a box missing the original label and now with an aftermarket label with a handwritten ID and the enclosed cartridges have steel casings and iron bullets and the other box consists of 14 rds. with headstamps “30 40 kam 67” and two rds. with “10 30
8 *”. The last two are 7.63 x 25 mm with each box consisting of two ten rd. stripper clips with the first box exhibiting yellow labels including
the main one that indicates that the enclosed are cordite cartridges. The other box has headstamps from the Deutsche Waffen-u.
Munitionfraken A-G., Karisruhe Germany. The last four boxes rate about very good including some tape repairs and their ammunition rates
very good to excellent. (76600-13A)
2237. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six containers of pistol ammunition or shotgun shells: (1) containing 12 rds. of Peters 16 ga.,
2 3/4”, 6 shot, in paper shells and in original box rating near excellent; (1) full ten rd. box of Winchester Black Diamond 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 7 1/2”;
(1) bag containing approximately 100 rds. of loose steel bird shot and two rds. of RWS 12 ga. slug in the red roll crimped paper shell exhibiting image of pheasant; (1) box consisting of 27 rds. of Winchester 380 Auto, 95 gr., full metal case; (1) box containing 42 rds. of PMC 32
Auto, 71 gr., FMJ; (1) bag containing approximately 50 rds. of mixed pistol ammunition, most of which is centerfire and examples of calibers
are 45 ball, 9mm, 380 auto, and 38 special. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (76600-5A)
2238. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This is a full and factory sealed 25 rd. box of Remington UMC Nitro Club 12. ga., 6 shot. The
fully intact wraparound label features a top section with the image of a mallard duck in flight with the emanating rays of the Remington UMC
red dot logo serving as its backdrop and below it resides “Nitro Club” in large red print and below that is “Loaded Paper Shells/Smokeless
Powder”. The side panels include images of a sample shotshell and a slide action shotgun. The label and buff colored box featuring thumb
cutouts rate excellent with a few minor wear marks and smudges of dirt. (76600-5B)
2239. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of 44-40 Winchester: (1) containing 47 rds. of Peters Rustless 200 gr., soft point
bullet in original box with tape repair and missing end flap; (1) 20 rd. size containing 17 rds. of CIL 200 gr., soft point; (1) Fitz plastic cartridge case containing 17 rds. of Winchester and Western and 20 fired casings. With the exception of three rds. which exhibit mild oxidation, the ammunition rates very good to excellent. (76600-5C)
2240. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 20 rd. box of Western Super-X 250-3000 Savage High Power 100 gr., Silvertip rating excellent.
The box features the image of the upright “standing bear” with the cartridge superimposed over it and is fully intact with light edge wear
and a small scuff on the top panel. (76600-5D)
2241. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 20 rd. of 1905 dated Frankford Arsenal .30 cal. blank cartridges for Model
1898 that are manufactured from fired cases. The two piece box features a green label with attached pull string and exhibits two torn upper
end flaps, a few minor smudges of dirt, a handwritten number in ink and very little wear. Ammunition has multiple headstamps and rates near
excellent; (1) 20 rd. size Dominion box containing 15 rds. of 38-40 Winchester SP from the following manufacturers: Dominion: 11 rds. of 180
gr. and three fired cases, Peters: 3 rds., Winchester 1 rd. The box shows mild edge wear. (1) containing 14 rds. and six fired casings of
Weatherby Ultra-Velocity .270 Weatherby Magnum; (1) plastic box containing three rds. of mixed Winchester Super X 30-06 Sprg., one rd. of
UMC 25-20 with no primer, one full five rd. stripper clip with inert 8mm. cartridges with Frankford Arsenal headstamps and dated 1917. Also
included are five assorted empty stripper clips. Unless otherwise noted the ammunition rates very good to excellent. (76600-4C)
2242. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rds. of Chinese-manufactured 7.62x39mm. on ten rd. stripper clips and dated 1976. The
ammunition rates very good to excellent with scattered light tarnish on some. Included is a metal military ammunition can. (76600-9A)
2243. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rds. of Chinese-manufactured 7.62x39mm. on ten rd. stripper clips and dated 1976.
The ammunition rates very good to excellent with scattered light tarnish on some. Included is a metal military ammunition can. (76600-9B)
2244. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 125 rds. of 7.62x39mm.: (12) ten rd. stripper clips of Chinese-manufactured and dated 1976;
(1) bag containing five rds. of 1988 dated Swedish-manufactured and one rd. of 1985 dated Yugoslavian-manufactured. Also included are
two empty ten rd. stripper clips. The overall condition is very good to excellent with scattered light tarnish on some. Included is a metal military ammunition can. (76600-9C)
2245. BINOCULARS AND MISCELLANEOUS LOT This lot begins with an excellent condition pair of Humvee 7x50 power binoculars with
excellent and crisp coated optics. Included are neck strap, a one piece dual lens cover, instruction sheet, cleaning cloth and padded nylon
carry case with strap. Also included in this lot are two DVD’s from the Buckmasters Action Bucks Video Series with the first one consisting
of Big Bucks Vols. 1 & 2 and the other is Big Bucks Collection with Dream Whitetails, Big Buck Fever and Whitetail Adrenaline. The discs
have not been tested but are free of scratches and are housed in their original plastic containers. Next is a group of three flashlights and
consists of an Eveready measuring 8” in length and two unmarked 3 1/2” examples, one of which has a working battery at the time of this
inspection, the other two do not. The last items are three nylon slings. The overall condition of the lot is excellent. (76600-8B, 10)
2246. TRAP AND ARCHERY LOT This lot begins with an Oneida No. 14 jump trap with a single under spring that is fully functional and complete with chain and anchor ring. The exterior has a protective black tar like coating, likely from a cold dip over a rough, almost pitted surface. The underside does exhibit some mild surface oxidation. Because this example is equipped with teeth, we advise that you refer to
your state regulations before bidding. The other segment of this lot pertains to archery and consists of a stringer and leather glove, both
unmarked, and a Ben Pearson model 8655-0 leather arm guard. Also included are two camo patterned nylon covers. The equipment rates
near excellent overall. (76600-2A)
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2247. LOT OF TOOLS This lot consists of six compact tools consisting of three utility knives and three folding multi-purpose tools. The first is a
Stanley 10-801, a sport utility knife with a handle length of 6 5/8”, rubber grip panels, and a 3” stainless steel, fixed lock-back blade and the
opposite end has a retractable blade. Included is the original nylon belt holster. Next is an AmPro with red and black 4” panels, and five
replacement blades in side compartment. The other one is a clip-on and folding example by Husky measuring 6” in length when retracted
and entirely of metal construction. Continuing on we have an unmarked 7” long all metal tool with red grip panels with hammer and
adjustable wrench constituting the top end and the retractables being pliers, saw tooth knife with screwdriver and single edge knife. There
is also a Winchester 22-41346, 12 function with wood grain plastic handles and measuring 7” in overall length and 4 3/4” when closed.
Included is a black nylon sheath with Winchester logo on flap. The last item is an unmarked 8 function that is 4” when closed and in its nylon
belt sheath. This is an excellent condition lot overall. (76600-2B)
2248. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of seven folding pocket knives beginning with three by Whitetail Cutlery from the Frost Cutlery series
that are each 4” in overall length and include two 2” blades and individual plastic grip designs and colors. Each comes in its two piece decorative box. Next is a Sharp 200, a 7” overall length example with a 3” sharpened blade and simulated wood panels. Also included are two
with clip-on capability starting with a 7” o.a.l. item with an NRA marked 3” blade with saw tooth section and stainless steel handles. The
other one is a CRXT Mt. Shasta of stainless steel construction that measures 5 1/2” overall with a weight reducing “skeleton” design and
a 3” blade that also features a combo edge and included is a second clip, this one suitable for key chain. The last item has a Winchester
marked 2” blade as part of its 5” total length and is also of stainless steel and with ring for keychain connection. The overall condition of
this lot is near excellent. (76600-2C)
2249. LOT OF KNIVES This is a lot of seven folding pocket knives, several of which feature multiple blades or tools including an unmarked 10
tool example with maroon colored plastic handles and key ring capability. This is followed by a Swiss Army knife, also with ten tools and
with light isolated surface oxidation. Next is a dual blade Buck 382 Trapper that exhibits the Buck trademark logo on handsome wood grain
panels. Another interesting item is a vintage Colonial Boy Scout with four tools and engraved “Scout” in cursive and a compass that exhibits
some impact damage, all over nice brown handles. This lot also includes two Girl Scout knives with four tools starting with a Remington
R4373 with tan panels featuring eagle logo and also consisting of a Kutmaster with green handles that include the “GS” logo. The six knives
listed above are each approximately 3 1/2” when folded. The last item in this lot is slightly smaller as it comes in at about 2 1/2”, a dual blade
by Whitetail Cutlery. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (76600-2D)
2250. LOT OF KNIVES AND SHEATHS This lot consists of five fixed blade knives with sheaths and six additional sheaths. The first knife is
a Ka-Bar by Union Cutlery with a length of 8 1/2” including a 4 1/2” sharpened blade with thumb serrations. The celluloid finger grip handle exhibits a mottled multicolor pattern and the knife comes with the original Ka-Bar marked leather sheath. The second item is an 8” long
fixed blade hunting knife, a Western “39” series with a 4 1/4” blade and a jigged bone handle and original sheath with initials and other
scratches. Next is another fixed blade, marked Timber Rattler TR55, a 7” long skinner with a 3 1/4” blade, emerald stag handle and original leather sheath. The remaining two are folding knives also in the original sheaths with the first being a Browning with an 8 1/2” length
including a 4” sharpened blade and wood handles with brass bolsters. A very small chip at the point is missing. The last knife in this lot is
a Case BW254SS, featuring two 3” blades that are stamped “North American Hunting Club” and “Life Member” respectively. The overall
length is 7 1/2” and the panels are a light tan plastic with Case logo displayed prominently. The empty sheaths measure 6” in length and
are equipped with belt loops and are comprised of five leather ones and one nylon. The overall condition of the entire lot is very good and
the items are housed in a metal military ammunition can. (76600-2E)
2251. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of three magazines in .22 lr cal. beginning with a five rd. for Models 52, 69 and 75 rating excellent
and retaining 99% blue with a slight handling mark and crisp Winchester marking. The next one is also in excellent condition, a Ruger Mark
II, a ten rd. showing little indication of use and retaining 99% original blue. Last is a 25 rd. Marlin “banana clip” style model 795 with minor
scratches to its translucent plastic body. (76600-13B)
2252. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three magazines in .45 cal. including two unmarked seven rd. examples with the first retaining about 50% original blue with most loss due to contact wear. The other retains about 20% blue and exhibits moderate freckling throughout and impressions at the base. The magazines are housed in a two pocket U.S. pouch with mild wear and dirt and what appears to be a
small ink stain and some minor residue from contact with a rubber band. This is the M-1956 version equipped with Alice clips. The third
is an Italian manufactured Mec-Gar, a ten rd. retaining approximately 97% nickel finish with most loss due to contact wear. All three magazines exhibit strong springs. (76600-13C)
2253. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of three sets of one piece walnut grips for Colt revolvers. The first two are unfinished with their right panels each marked “Colt/1860” and exhibit a couple of minor dirt spots and handling marks but appear to have never been fitted to a gun. The
third is an excellent condition set for the Single Action Army that retain 99% finish and marked in ink on frame “12.922-S9A”. (76600-2F)
2254. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of three sets of grips and an adaptor beginning with a pair of S&W factory N frame walnut grips rating excellent and retaining 99% original finish. They feature sharp checkering and silver S&W medallions. The second set are excellent condition stag
grips with the inside of the right panel stamped “Ruger/Grips Blackhawk”. Next are a pair of Italian-manufactured walnut grips for a Walther
PPK and featuring sharp checkering and virtually no blemishes. The last item is a Tyler’s Grip Adaptor #20A-3 Polished for S&W (square
butt) K frame revolvers. The excellent condition alloy adaptor comes in its original factory box. (76600-2G)
2255. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of three holsters beginning with a U.S. M1916 holster for the Colt 1911 pistol. The brown leather
exhibits a darker tone on the front where the US logo is quite crisp, the back is marked S.&R. and J.P.C. The leather remains supple with a
few scattered minor scuffs and the interior shows some dark discoloration and light wear and the brass rivets and stud are intact. The second is a Bianchi 18 H, a very small brown leather clip-on with scattered handling marks and a bottom that has been purposely cut open. The
last item is an Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 1 black nylon belt holster with light wear and small yellow stain that is likely paint. The interior shows
virtually no wear and the holster is structurally firm. The items are contained in a metal military ammunition can. (76600-2H, 9A)
2256. LOT OF HOLSTERS This is a lot of three holsters, including two reproductions, the first of which is a German P.08 Luger holster, an excellent condition black example with clear markings on the back that include “Egleunerg” and “1941” . The holster remains very firm with only
light handling marks, strong white stitching and with loops, straps and hardware intact. Included is an excellent condition reproduction loading tool. The other reproduction holster is for a P38, a tan and excellent condition example with supple leather showing minor dirt marks,
strong stitching and all components intact. The interior top flap shows a red stamp that is not quite legible. The last holster is a German
WWII Walther PPK breakaway holster with a sound black leather shell showing isolated scuffing, strong stitching and all components intact.
The only markings are on the back which exhibits a crisp “WK/F/64”. Included is a PPK holster belt in a lesser state of condition with mild
wear and fading. (76600-2I)
2257. BAYONET AND MACHETE LOT First is a French M. 1892 Modified bayonet measuring 20” overall with a 15 1/2” blade that shows
scattered moderate oxidation staining and pitting. The smooth wood grips rate near excellent and the crossguard, quillon and pommel exhibit a mottled smoky brown and gray patina. No scabbard is present. The machete is a U.S. M-1939 measuring about 22” overall including
a 16” sharpened blade marked “Legitimus/Collins & Co./Made in U.S.A./No. 127” showing extensive contact wear and a mottled gray patina and the riveted black plastic handle rates near excellent with a few minor scratches. The WWII machete comes in an incorrect black plastic scabbard marked “U.S./1991/Stemaco” with minor scratches and staining. (76600-2J)
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2258. LOT OF EDGED WEAPONS Total of three. First is a U.S. M4 for the M1 Carbine that is marked “Japan” and equipped with a leather
handle and a sharpened blade retaining about 85% original blue. It is housed in a reproduction M8A1 scabbard rating very good. The second item is a U.S.N. MK2 Ka-Bar fighting knife with a 7” blade retaining 97% of a reblue and exhibiting a couple of very small chips. The
leather handle rates excellent with minor dirt and wear. The accompanying scabbard is marked “Nord-8114/B. M. Co. v.p.” and also shows
light wear and dirt. The last item is also a fighting knife, this one marked “U.S. Ontario” on the very good to excellent blade retaining about
95% original finish and experiencing surface oxidation near the guard, which like the pommel, has been painted a light green. It is housed
in a correct leather scabbard rating very good and with attached lanyard. (76600-2K)
2259. LOT OF GUN STOCKS This is a lot of two rifle stocks beginning with a Herter’s Model U9 that measures 29 1/2” in overall length. The classic style walnut stock rates very good to excellent, retaining about 95% finish with scattered handling marks and smudges, including a 4” white
area on the left side. The stock features diamond shaped maple inlays on each side and a ventilated rubber recoil pad. The other one is a factory Weatherby Vanguard VGX measuring 32” and retaining about 97% finish. There is a crack through the wrist, stock webs and up to front screw
hole bringing the overall rating to about good. Featured are rosewood forend and pistolgrip cap and rubber recoil pad. (76600-10A)
2260. LOT OF TOMAHAWKS This lot consists of two, starting with an unmarked example with a 20” handle and a 6 1/2” head featuring a
pierced bleeding heart and with a 2 1/2” sharpened blade. The head is very snug against the handle providing a desirable balance. The
condition is near excellent. The second one is smaller with a 15” handle, 4 1/2” head with a slight amount of movement and 2 1/2” blade.
The handle has dark areas, possibly from transfer from the tar-like coating that covers about 70% of the head which is protected by a brown
leather sheath marked “GR” below the image of a crown. The condition is very good to excellent. (76600-2L)
2261. LOT OF SUPPLIES AND PARTS First is a very good condition German K98 Mauser cleaning kit with top exhibiting a partially obscured
Nazi marking and includes correct pull through chain, steel oil bottle, brush and cleaning fabric. Next is a Marble’s three piece brass cleaning rod with original brush and canvas sleeve stamped “Jointed Rifle Rod/No. 9728---.28 Caliber and up, 36 inch”. Next are a two piece
wood rod measuring 39” including brass tip and four piece steel military rod measuring 26 1/2”. Also included are seven mismatched pieces
or sections to incomplete rods, a pistol rod with mop and three brushes. Other useful items in this lot include an apparently unused spray
can of Birchwood Casey Barricade rust protection for firearms, three functional pocket flashlights each measuring 3 1/2” in length, 16 factory sealed packages of Max ear plugs complete with cords. Other items are an HKS 22K speed loader, a black leather magazine holder
with plastic belt loop by Safariland for a .45 auto, and a black leather cartridge holder suitable for six medium caliber rds. Others are a miniature toy Luger pistol, original box and papers for an Ideal Dipper, an Italian manufactured brass reproduction flask that appears new and
comes with box, a Guns transparent powder funnel in original tattered box, a spring scale, a powder measure and a couple of other miscellaneous tools. The overall condition is about very good to excellent. (76600-8A)
2262. LOT OF PARTS This is a lot of parts for the Colt 1911 45 cal. pistol starting with a U.S. Army marked slide retaining about 50% original
blue and exhibiting a mottled blue gray patina. Other parts are a complete hammer assembly, recoil spring and guide, trigger and two slide
stops. Also included are a thumb safety, mainspring housing and walnut grips with mostly smooth checkering. The overall condition is about
very good plus. (76600-2M)
2263. LOT OF PARTS This lot consists of a variety of parts for a wide range of models including several rear sights beginning with a stripped
Marble’s semi-buckhorn and three that are unmarked: another semi-buckhorn, a full buckhorn and a muzzle loader buckhorn. Another rear
sight is a reproduction Henry sight. Other items worthy of listing are two sight blanks, a Colt 1911 45 auto sear spring, a Lama .22 cal. firing pin, several 1860 Colt screws, and a reproduction, crescent, Marlin buttplate. Also included are several Lyman No. 17A sight inserts, a
spring pin for an 1892 takedown, an assortment of screws, scope rings and other miscellaneous parts. Included is a Winchester barrel in
30 W.C.F. measuring 21” in length, with a very good bore and retaining about 60% original blue. There are also three tube magazines,
including two Winchester and the other likely Marlin. Each has an inner dimension roughly the equivalent of .55 cal. and the lengths are
18”, a 19 1/4” with slot distances of 1 1/2” and 10”, and one measuring 20 1/4” that has a brazed and butted repair. This lot also includes
a set of plastic scope covers, three functional pocket size flashlights, two nearly full 100 rd. size cans of percussion caps and a Signity Star
Scope. The final grouping in this lot is four S&W factory boxes, including some with manuals and cleaning kits and for the following models: 19-3, 65, 22 32 Kit Gun, and 60. Overall a very good to excellent condition lot. (76600-2N)
2264. SIGHT LOT This is a Lyman rear peep spoting sight suitable for a Krag or 03 Springfield bolt action rifle. This is a desirable striker-mounted sight in about very good condition, retaining about 90% blue finish with isolated areas of faint surface oxidation. Attaches with a milled
dovetail on the rear of striker. (76600-2P)
2265. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND BELTS This lot consists of a total of 17 items: (5) leather holsters; (4) nylon holsters; (2) leather waist belts;
(2) nylon waist belts; (2) leather slings; (2) vinyl long gun sleeves. An example of the leather holsters is a Bianchi #350, a dark brown
example of very sturdy construction, suitable for a .38 or .357 caliber revolver and showing handling marks mainly isolated to the more protruding areas. Another interesting one is a Heiser, a brown holster with floral tooled motif and little wear other than interior and contact
areas. Also worth mentioning is a WWII style Tokarev, a brown holster showing mild wear, and with all straps and hardware intact. The nylon
holsters rate excellent and appear to have seen little or no use and examples are an Uncle Mike’s Sidekick size 2 with shoulder strap as
well as a Gould & Goodrich size 32, also with shoulder strap. One of the belts is a nice Red Head Brand 1 3/4” OD green nylon cartridge
belt with leather reinforcement strip. The excellent condition size 44 belt features a military style steel buckle. One of the slings is a reproduction military style and the other features quick release sling swivel studs. Included amongst the sleeves is an excellent Boyt measuring
44” in length and suitable for a scoped gun and features a padded fabric interior, heavy duty zipper, shoulder strap and a leather reinforced
muzzle end showing light scuffing. (75538-5A, 8A)
2266. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a diverse group of U.S. issued, WWII era military gear beginning with a pair of flying goggles with
rubber moulding, foam padding, elastic head band and one piece tinted lens showing several scratches. They are housed in a metal reinforced box with ID reading “Stock No. U37-G-3050/1 Set Goggles, N-2”. The second item is a Mechanic’s Tool Pouch coded 5149-00329-4306, an army green canvas item with a fully functional heavy duty brass zipper, two canvas carry straps and side pockets to the
12”x6”x7” main body. Next is a gray canvas pouch with a very good stamp that reads “USN/U/Gas Mask/ND Mark III”. The pouch, which
shows very little wear and light dirt and a small liquid stain measures 12”x10” with shoulder strap and brass hardware intact. Next is a pair
of leggings, also showing minimal wear with all components intact and stamp indicating that they are model 1938 and manufactured by
Camin Fashions of America. Also included are a pair of unmarked leather gloves of tan color and with moderate dirt and blue ink stains as
well as a pair of tan leather and unmarked mittens with wrist area of red and black wool featuring trigger finger hole on the right one and
in a much better state of condition with light wear and dirt. Next is a canvas tarp measuring 94”x73” rating about good to very good with
the only discernible stamping being “MAG13” and originally had 12 brass reinforced eyelets but is missing an approximately 40”x2” strip on
one side. Additionally it shows a small patch repair, a second smaller tear and mild dirt staining. (75538-5B)
2267. CARTRIDGE BOX LOT This is an original U.S. Model 1864 cartridge box with outer shell leather exhibiting a dark brown color and supple texture with mild scattered scuffing evident and a clearly legible embossed US oval logo on front. The inner flaps and shell are in a lesser state with moderate crazing, flaking and mildew evident and both metal trays are present and intact with scattered interior areas of light
oxidation. The belt loops are wider modern replacements and remain very good while the shoulder strap is missing. There is verdigris
buildup around the brass components and a modern strip of leather is wrapped around the main body. (75538-6A)
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2268. LOT OF MILITARY ITEMS This is a lot of mainly U.S.-issued equipment beginning with a two pocket khaki canvas magazine pouch
with an inner flap exhibiting a strong stamp that reads “L.C.C.&CO.1918” and some hand written notes of identification are also evident .
The pouch shows light wear and mild dirt staining and the brass components are clean and intact. It currently houses two unmarked .45
cal. blued magazines for the Colt 1911 that rate very good with light wear and light isolated surface oxidation on one and light verdigris on
the other. The next item is also dated 1918, a tan pouch by Canvas Products measuring 9”x8” and containing U.S. marked fork, spoon and
knife. The non- matching utensils fit nicely in their allotted compartments with the fork and knife rating near excellent and the spoon rating
lower as it has moderate finish loss. The pouch is complete with brass closure and shoulder strap and exhibits light wear and moderate dirt
and liquid staining. Next are two canteens beginning with an M-1910 canteen with correct mounted M-1917 cover which is the version
with leather strap and brass attachment hook. The other one is of green plastic and marked “U.S. 1976/R&D” and the correct cover is
marked with a previous owner’s name and includes shoulder strap. Both canteens include original caps. Related items in this lot are a
meatcan and U.S marked tin drinking cup. Also included is an excellent condition OD green canvas watering bucket with bottom stamped
“Victory Canvas Co./1944” and the front exhibits a U.S. stamp in large font and a tan stamp that reads “Mahaney Company/Biddeford,
Maine. The last item is a complete and apparently unused four piece cleaning kit in original canvas case and marked “Case/Cleaning Rod,
M1/C6573. (75538-5C)
2269. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This is a very diversified lot beginning with an aluminum canteen embossed with the Boy Scouts of America
logo at its center and comes with cap and blue fabric cover with shoulder strap. The front of the cover has a large blackened section that
includes a previous owner’s name. Another official Boy Scout item is an excellent condition eating utensil kit in original plastic sleeve. Next
is an excellent condition Chinese-manufactured folding knife with 3” stainless steel blade with serrated section, wood grain panels and belt
clip-on. There are also three small caliber bore brushes, a rod handle, a wells Fargo uniform badge and one from the Federal Board of
Vocational Education. Next are two pair of eyewear starting with a pair of Winchester marked shooting glasses of entirely plastic construction including the one piece yellow lenses showing some light scratches. The glasses are housed in a fabric sleeve identified as “Solar-Matic”
by Bachman. The other is a set of clear lensed Uvex safety goggles, also constructed entirely of plastic and also showing several small
scratches but structurally sound. Another safety related item is a set of ear protectors showing no indication of use and remain in excellent
condition with the embossed name of a gun shop advertised on the adjustments. Another item that is apparently unused is a pair of Showa
B0500 Palm Fit work gloves of polyurethane foam and featuring breathable backs. Lastly is a pair of unmarked standard all-purpose pliers
rating about near very good, retaining about 50% finish with scattered oxidation staining and housed in its original leather holster with belt
loop. (75538-5D, 8B)
2270. LOT OF PRINTS AND TARGETS This lot consists of a total of four framed prints beginning with a colorful Colt themed illustration measuring 15”x12” including the wood frame surrounding the Plexiglas with an excellent condition Frontier Six Shooter as the focal point and
enhanced by the presence of an antique packet of Frankford Arsenal .45 cal. cartridges, including three glistening showcased examples, a
period portrait of General George Custer and a scaled down image of a tattered 7th Cavalry flag, all against a backdrop of a wood beam
wall. The second one is smaller, coming in at 11”x9” including the gold finished wood frame encompassing the photographed black and
white image of the U.S. Navy Airship Los Angeles with the caption: “U.S.S Los Angeles At Mast Naval Air Station - Lakehurst, N. J.” alongside “Clements Copyright 1925”. The other two feature wood borders around sketches of ships of the Royal Navy: H.M.S Triumph, and
H.M.S. Resistance, the first of which is a smaller offering, measuring 12”x9 1/2” and the other 15”x13” and showing a couple of chips to the
black painted wood. There is a variety of targets in this lot beginning with a quantity of ten Hoppe’s B27B Silhouette measuring 45”x35”
with some exhibiting small tears and each with price stickers attached to the backs. The second grouping also consists of silhouette targets,
a quantity of two 36”x24” CA-II (03)’s by Law Enforcement Targets. Also included are three slightly smaller Silhouettes by Kleenbore and
eight Score Keeper 100 yard small rifle targets measuring 18”x14”. Also for small rifles at 100 yds. are 76 NRA targets manufactured by the
National Target Company. Several of the targets in this lot have light stains or minor wrinkling. The last item is a tribute to the U.S. military
Jeep in the form of a 32”x24” poster using a cartoon style in a chronological format. It has been stored as a roll and exhibits an area of
mildew on the far right border. (75538-5, 15, 16)
2271. LOT OF PARTS This lot consists of a cylinder and a barrel for a Colt Single Action Army in .38 Special beginning with an unmarked cylinder that is likely second generation and retains about 97% original blue with loss due to turn ring and high edge wear. The barrel is a Colt
marked 4 3/4” example with a bright excellent bore and retains about 98% blue with loss due to contact wear. The overall condition is near
excellent. (76267-3)
2272. FLAG LOT This is a 48 star U.S. flag with a stamp on the obverse and abutting the upper left of the canton that includes “4x6 Samson
Bunting”. The flag measures 68”x42”, exhibiting fading red and yellowing white stripes with the obverse showing isolated light and varied
stains and the reverse exhibiting a higher concentration. Also evident is some wrinkling doubtless having some effect on the listed dimensions and the flag features two black grommets, stitched stripes and embroidered stars that also exhibit yellowing. This is an about very good
example overall. (76267-4)
2273. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS AND AMMUNITION This is a lot of loose 12 and 16 ga. from the following manufacturers and in the
following quantities starting with 12 ga.: (19) rds. of Remington Peters 6 shot; (5) of Remington Peters 3” Mag.; (13) rds. of Winchester; (3)
rds. of Federal 3 1/4”, game load; (13) rds. of Remington Express 4 shot. The 16 ga. breaks down as follows: (6) rds. of Remington Express
6 shot; (18) rds. of Federal game load; (23) rds. of Remington Mohawk. The shotshells rate very good to excellent overall. Also included
with this lot are 92 loose rds. of excellent condition Remington .22 lr. Thunderbolt high velocity round nose. (77323-67S18772C)
2274. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of four items beginning with a 20” DGRS smoothbore barrel for a Remington 870 Wingmaster
12 ga. shotgun that has an excellent bore and metal surfaces that retain about 85% original blue and exhibit mild scattered surface oxidation. The next item is a padded nylon sling featuring a camo pattern and quick release sling swivels that do exhibit some surface oxidation.
The third item is an apparently unused arm shotshell holder by Allen and capable of transporting five 12 ga. shells. The items are housed in
an excellent condition and heavily padded long gun sleeve measuring 48” in length and 10” at its widest point, easily allowing for a scoped
gun or accessories. This heavy duty sleeve features a camo pattern nylon shell with zippered pocket, dual padded carry handles as well as
an adjustable 1 1/2” wide nylon shoulder strap and a reinforced muzzle end. Item appears to have seen little if any use. (77323-66S18772B)
2275. LOT OF ACCESSORIES AND AMMUNITION This lot consists of several diverse items contained within an excellent condition aluminum hard case by Cabela’s with dimensions of 52”x14”x4 3/4” and featuring four layers of high density foam showing very little wear, four
lockable aluminum closure snaps and a padded carry handle. The exterior shows scattered light scratches and stains. Items enclosed begin
with two blued steel double stacked 9mm magazines beginning with a Walther P88 C showing light wear and areas at the base showing
surface oxidation resulting from poor storage. The other is an unmarked 20 rd. that is virtually free of oxidation and wear marks. The next
item is a canvas and leather three section takedown case rating good plus with canvas portions fully intact but leather showing separated
stitching and a torn top strap. Also included are two metal cleaning rods for long arms consisting of a 33” long by Hoppe’s and an unmarked
brass example coming in at 30”. They are accompanied by three brass brushes. Next is an apparently unused Lenspen scope lens cleaner marked RifleScopes.com. The ammunition is loose and begins with a bag containing approximately 120 rds. of .380 auto from mixed
manufacturers and tips, rating near very good to near excellent with several exhibiting various levels of oxidation. There are also six rds. of
very good to excellent 9mm Luger and a bag of Remington 25-20 Win. consisting of seven rds. of soft point, likely 86 gr. and 15 fired casings. (77323-65S18700A)
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2276. PARTS LOT This lot consists of an original barrel and forend for a Savage model 219 in .22 Hornet with the 26” barrel exhibiting an excellent bore and metal surfaces retaining about 90% original thinning blue with areas showing a brownish tone. The excellent condition walnut forend retains about 98% original finish with loss due to light handling marks. (75829-13)
2277. BARREL LOT This is a 26” long, heavy, tapered round barrel with an about very good bore with a small ring and marked “J. Stevens A&T
Co.” and “22-Short” and weighs just over four lbs. The barrel has serial no. 62820, retains about 80% original blue with thinning present in
scattered areas,likely for a 44 or 44 1/2 action. The front sight base is present, the blade is missing, there are no provisions for a rear sight
and there is a drilled & tapped hole on the uinderside of the barrel 5” from the muzzle; the overall rating is about very good with a ring present in the bore. A 3/4 length forearm is included rating about very good with two slivers missing along its right upper edge. (75829-30)
2278. LOT OF BARRELS This lot consists of four barrels for long arms beginning with a J.C. Higgins Model 103.13 in 22 cal., a 24” long, round
barrel with a very good bore and metal surfaces retaining about 80% original blue. The front sight is missing and a ramp rear sight is present. The second one is a Stevens Model 53D, a 24” round barrel in .22 cal. with an excellent bore, retaining 80% blue with most loss due
to thinning and there is isolated oxidation and pitting observed. There are no sights present. The next one is marked “25 Stevens”, a part
round, part octagon example that measures 24” with a good bore and moderate oxidation evident on its metal surface. The front sight is
missing and only a portion of the rear ramp sight is retained bringing the overall condition to about good. The last item is an unmarked 31
1/2” 16 ga. with a poor bore, devoid of finish and with scattered oxidation. (75829-31)
2279. LOT OF STOCKS AND PARTS This lot consists of eight pieces pertaining to a wide range of long arms and consisting of two complete
one piece rifle stocks, one finished, the other unfinished one for 1903 sporting rating fair with cracks, the other a muzzle-loader stock. Two
finished forends, two finished buttstocks (rating fair and good) only, and two buttstock blanks. The conditions vary with one showing a small
crack, others showing handling marks or mildew and other staining bringing the overall condition to about very good. (75829-32)
2280. LOT OF PARTS This lot consists of three buttplates and a cylinder beginning with an excellent steel checkered example for a Winchester
Model 94 carbine showing only very minor edge wear. The next one is also for a Winchester, that being a Model 12 shotgun with the black
plastic showing moderate wear and a small chip at the toe. The last one exhibits the old style Marlin logo that includes “Marlin/M.F.A.
Co./Safety” and suitable for Models 92, 94 and 97. The black hard plastic buttplate rates near excellent with mild brown staining, lightly
worn checkering and a crisp logo, it may be more modern. The last item is a stainless steel Ruger cylinder, likely for a Security Six and in
38 special. The condition is excellent with only minor handling marks. (75829-33)
2281. MISCELLANEOUS LOT This is a lot of several diverse items beginning with an excellent condition Buck 118 fixed blade knife measuring
8 1/2” in total length including a 4 1/4” sharpened blade and black handle with only the faintest handling marks. Included is the original dark
brown leather sheath with belt loop. The second item is a Smith’s Soft Arkansas hone in its original sheath with paper and showing light wear.
Another sharpening stone in this lot is an HS-3-Hard Arkansas by Norton Abrasives showing light usage and in original box. Next is a
Remington Automatic Hand Trap clay target thrower measuring about 19” in length with a wood handle retaining 97% finish with light handling marks and metal surfaces retaining 96% blue with isolated small areas of surface oxidation. Also included are four functional animal calls
including two for ducks, one turkey and a fox/coyote rating near excellent overall. Next are two sets of ear protectors: a Sears model 918363
showing some foam loss and a Silencio RBW-71 rating excellent. Another interesting item is a Sherwood shooting gallery squirrel target
retaining about 85% with loss due to flaking and surface oxidation occurring in some unprotected areas. The reset mechanism and springs
do not function as-designed. Also included are six assorted cleaning rods for long arms rating very good to excellent overall. The next category is a large selection of posters beginning with two blueprints for S&W pistols: Drwg. Nos. 6135 and SK-717 with the first being a tattered
cutaway and the other a 1970 dated instruction sheet for the S&W Armorer School, a smaller document in very good condition. Also S&W
related are two copies of a colorful cutaway illustration titled “Sigma Series”. Also pertaining to semi-auto pistols are two full size and a smaller version of an exploded diagram of a Glock 17 with specs and safety instructions. Next are two liquid-stained copies of a vintage S&W poster
titled “Shooting Range Instruction Chart” and a smaller S&W illustration that is a reprint of the famous “Hostile”. The remaining wall posters
have a mostly retail display connection including two by Winchester: “Model 1200 Shotgun & Shells” and “Ammunition”. A very interesting
and informative offering titled “Speer Gold Dot Ammunition: FBI Test Events” constitutes the other, photographic images of projectiles impacted in various density targets. The majority of the posters have taken a rolled up form, the balance folded and all exhibiting varying degrees
of stains from dirt, liquid or mildew, with mainly minor tears evident on several as well. Also included are S&W owner’s manuals for Model
Nos. 39 and 59, a Winchester brochure and an unused Ruger 1982 Ruger appointment calendar. (75829-34)
2282. LOT OF BOOKS Total of three. Firearms Identification, Vols. I-III, by J. Howard Mathews; Vols. I & II c. 1962, this 2nd printing 1973, Vol.
III c. 1973. 401, 494 & 730 pages respectively with jackets including Vol. III with a tape repair on front. Comprehensive undertaking particularly useful to law enforcement but also a very helpful aide to the collector or enthusiast. Bottom corners in particular show grime stains
and the jackets exhibit some contact wear and dirt. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (75694-21A)
2283. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven hardcovers. Police Systems in the United States, second revised edition, by Bruce Smith, Jr.; c. 1940,
1949 Harper & Brothers, c. 1960 Miriam Smith Justice and Bruce Smith, Jr. 338 pages. Textbook of Firearms Investigation, Identification &
Evidence together with the Textbook of Pistols and Revolvers, by Major Julian S. Hatcher; c. 1935 Small-Arms Technical Publishing Co., this
second printing 1940. 533 pages with torn and tape repaired jacket, illustrated frontispiece and penciled in note on front end paper.
Foreword by J. Edgar Hoover. Lie Detection and Criminal Interrogation, third edition, by Fred E. Inbau and John E. Reid; c. 1953 Fred E.
Inbau, reprinted 1954. 242 pages with jacket torn at upper spine and a police ID stamp on front end paper. Police Report Writing, by John
C. Hazelet; c. 1960 Charles C. Thomas. 238 pages with jacket and an owner’s name and address written in ink on front end paper. Patrol
Administration, second printing, by G. Douglas Gourley and Allen P. Bristow; c. 1961 Charles C. Thomas. 373 pages with jacket showing
discoloration at spine and an ID written in ink on front end paper and light foxing on lower edge. Mass Criminal Cases, by Harvey Burt
Hudson of the Municipal Criminal Court of the City of Boston. This first printing c. 1939 The Exeter Press. 558 pages with fading, minor liquid stains, a notary public impression and ink name stamp on title page. Also evident are some notations on inside cover and front end
paper and moderate staining to the front of the brown cover. The Identification and Registration of Firearms by Vaclav “Jack” Krcma; c. 1971
Charles C. Thomas. 173 pages with jacket showing discoloration from sun fading at spine bringing the condition to near excellent. The
overall condition of the lot is near very good with dirt staining on most and light foxing on some. (75694-21B)
2284. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Home Gun Care & Repair, by Parker O. Ackley; c. 1969 The Stackpole Company. 191 pages hardcover
with jacket. Professional Care & Finishing of Gun Metal, by John E. Traister; c. 1982 Tab Books Inc. 303 pages hardcover. Clyde Baker’s Modern
Gunsmithing, a revision of the classic, by John E. Traister; c. 1933 Small Arms Technical Publishing Co., revised 1981. Do-It-Yourself Gunsmithing,
by Jim Carmichel; c. 1977 Jim Carmichel. 372 pages hardcover with jacket. Small Arms Lexicon and Concise Encyclopedia, by Chester Mueller
and John Olson; c. 1968 (first edition) Chester Mueller and John Olson. 309 pages hardcover with jacket showing small tears. Checkering &
Carving of Gunstocks, by Monty Kennedy; c. 1952and 1962 Thomas G. Samworth, this 12th printing 1981. 336 pages hardcover with jacket.
The Gun Digest Book of Exploded Firearms Drawings, edited by Harold A. Murtz; c. 1974 Digest Books, Inc. 288 pages paperback. The overall condition of the lot is near excellent with minor dirt and wear and a few showing light foxing on top edge. (75694-21C)
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2285. LOT OF BOOKS Total of seven. Know Your .45 Auto Pistols: Models 1911 & A1, by E.J. Hoffschmidt; c. 74 Blacksmith Inc. (no date provided). 58 pages paperback that is separating at its spine. Gunsmithing, by Roy F. Dunlap; c. 1950, 1963 Thomas G. Samworth, this ninth
printing 1981. 742 pages hardcover with jacket. Pistolsmithing, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1974 George C. Nonte, Jr. Air-Guns & AirPistols, by L. Wesley, revised by G. V. Cardew; c. this edition 1979 L. Wesley and G. V. Cardew, this American Edition 1980. 208 pages hardcover with jacket. American Pistol & Revolver Design and Performance, by L.R. Wallack; c. 1978 L.R. Wallack. 234 pages hardcover with
jacket. Pistol Guide, by George C. Nonte, Jr.; c. 1980 the estate of George C. Nonte, Jr. 280 pages paperback. Revolver Guide, by George
C. Nonte Jr.; c. 1980 the estate of George C. Nonte, Jr. 288 pages paperback with cover showing minor impressions. This is a very good
to excellent condition lot with varying degrees of jacket wear, fading, foxing and dirt. (75694-21D)
2286. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Outdoor Life Gun Data Book, by F. Philip Rice; c. 1975 F. Philp Rice. 570 pages hardcover with jacket
showing sun fading and with separation beginning at spine. Game Loads and Practical Ballistics for the American Hunter, by Bob Hagel; c.
1978 Bob Hagel. 315 pages hardcover with jacket. Includes advice on improving trajectory, range and effectiveness by handloading.
Sportsman’s Camping Guide, by Leonard Miracle; c. 1965 Outdoor Life. 160 pages paperback missing the front cover. Outdoor Life’s Deer
Hunting Book, foreword by Chet Fish; c. 1974 Times Mirror Magazines Inc. 275 pages hardcover with jacket. Gun Care and Repair, by
Monte Burch; c. 1978 Monte Burch. 191 pages hardcover with jacket and focusing on sporting rifles, shotguns and handguns. Complete
Outdoors Encyclopedia, by Vin T. Sparano; c. 1972 Vin T. Sporano. 622 pages hardcover with jacket. Sporting Arms of the World, by Ray
Bearse; c. 1976 Ray Bearse. 459 pages hardcover with jacket and includes specs, data, cutaway and exploded diagrams. The Treasury of
Sporting Guns, by Charles F. Waterman; c. 1979 Random House Inc. and Ridge Press, Inc. 240 pages hardcover with jacket. The conditions range from very good to excellent with the worst negatives being jacket tears and edge dirt and foxing on some. (75694-21E)
2287. LOT OF BOOKS Total of eight. Gunsmith Kinks, by F.R. “Bob” Brownell; c. 1969 F. Brownell & Son, this ninth printing 1975. 496 pages
hardcover with jacket. The Hunting Rifle, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1970 Jack O’Connor. 314 pages hardcover with jacket. Complete Book of
Rifles and Shotguns, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1961 and 1965 Outdoor Life. 477 pages hardcover with jacket. The Art of Hunting in North
America, by Jack O’Connor; c. 1967 Jack O’Connor. 404 pages hardcover with jacket. The Modern Rifle, by Jim Carmichel; c. 1975 Jim
Carmichel. 342 pages hardcover with jacket. Gun Owner’s Book of Care, Repair and Improvement, by Roy Dunlap; c. 1974 Roy Dunlap.
336 pages hardcover with jacket. The Gun Digest Book Of Exploded Firearms Drawings, 2nd edition, edited by Harold A. Murtz; c. 1974
and 1977 DBI Books, Inc. 320 pages paperback. NRA Illustrated Firearms Assembly Handbook, produced by the NRA Editorial Division.
Excerpts from The American Rifleman magazine from 1952-1960. 160 pages paperback. Also included is a Winchester-Western Hunter’s
Pocket Guide. The lot rates very good overall with several showing mild foxing on their top edges, small tears and portions of jackets missing, and fading and dirt on most. (75694-21F)
2288. LOT OF BOOKS Eight total. Winchester ’73 & ’76: The First Repeating Centerfire Rifles, by David Butler; c. 1970 David F. Butler. 95
pages hardcover. Pageant of the Gun: A Teasury of Stories of Firearms, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1967 Maco Publishing Co., Inc. 352 pages
hardcover with jacket. The Remington Historical Treasury of American Guns, by Harold L. Peterson; c. 1966 Specialized Publishing Co. 159
pages hardcover with jacket. 200 Years of American Firearms, by James E. Serven; c. 1975 DBI Books Inc. 224 pages paperback. Hobby
Gunsmithing, by Ralph T. Walker; c. 1972 Digest Books Inc. 320 pages paperback. The NRA Guide to Firearms Assembly, foreword by Pete
Dickey; c. 1980 the National Rifle Association. 510 pages hardcover with jacket and a section of about 80 pages that remain bound together but have separated from the spine. John Olson’s Book of the Rifle, by John Olsen; c. 1974 John Olsen. 255 pages hardcover with jacket. The Rifle in America, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1958 Funk & Wagnalls Company (fourth edition). 833 pages hardcover with jacket exhibiting missing and torn sections and several attached ID stickers to interior locations. The front end paper has an ID written in ink and more
stickers are affixed to pages. The overall condition of the lot is very good with mild dirt, tears and foxing evident. (75694-21G)
2289. LOT OF BOOKS Eight total. The Firearms Price Guide, by David Byron; c. 1980 David Byron. 402 pages paperback. Blue Book of Gun
Values, 11th edition, by S.P. Fjestad; c. 1990 Blue Book Publications. 896 pages paperback. Firearms Encyclopedia, by George C. Nonte,
Jr.; c. 1973 George C. Nonte, Jr. 339 pages hardcover with jacket showing tears and creasing and top edge foxing. The International Arms
Review, edited by Roger Barlow; (no c. info.) published by Jolex Inc. 297 pages hardcover. Flayderman’s Guide to Antique American
Firearms… and their values, by Norm Flayderman; c. 1977 E. Norman Flayderman. 576 pages paperback. Association of Firearm and Tool
Mark Examiners Training Manual; c. 1982 AFTE. 399 pages hardcover with pages 333-398 bound upside down. Glossary of the
Association of Firearm and Toolmark Examiners; c. 1980 AFTE. 219 pages hardcover. Arms and Armor Annual, Vol. I, edited by Robert
Held; c. 1973 Digest Books Inc. 320 pages paperback. Compilation of 30 articles with illustrations. The condition of the books in this lot
is very good overall with a variety of stains and wear marks. (75694-21H)
2290. LOT OF BOOKS AND MANUALS Total of 11. The Standard Directory of Proof Marks: With WWII German Ordnance Codes, by Gerhard
Wirnsberger, translated by R.A. Steindler; published by Jolex, Inc., this first printing 1975 (no c. info.). 195 pages paperback focusing on
currently used proof marks of the various European countries at the time of publication. Military Small Arms Ammunition of the World, 19451980, by P. Labbett; c. 1980 P. Labbett, Lionel Leventhal Limited. 128 pages hardcover with jacket and utilizing cutaway style illustrations
in several instances. Guns: and how they work, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1979 Marshall Cavendish Limited. 185 pages hardcover with jacket and
thoroughly illustrated. Small Arms of the World, by W. H. B. Smith, this ninth edition revised by Joseph E. Smith. c. 1960, 1962, 1966 and
1969 The Stackpole Company. 768 pages hardcover with jacket showing several tears and missing some small sections. Military Small
Arms of the Twentieth Century, by Ian Hogg and John Weeks; c. 1973 Ian Hoggs and John Weeks, Lionel Lenenthal Limited. Approximately
270 pages paperback. German 7.9 mm Military Ammunition: 1888-1945, by Daniel W. Kent; c. 1973 Daniel W. Kent. 158 pages hardcover packed with informative illustrations. Mauser Bolt Rifles, by Ludwig Olson; this third edition c. 1976 F. Brownell & Son. 364 pages hardcover jacket exhibiting small tears. The last four items are manuals beginning with the Small Arms Ammunition Identification Guide, an exact
reproduction by Paladin Press of FSTC-CW-7-68 issued by U.S. Army Foreign Science Technology Center, a 256 page staple bound offering dated 1969. The second is an original copy of the December 1945 dated U.S. War Department Technical Manual TM 9-1217 Ordnance
Maintenance Submachine Gun Cal. .45, M3 and 3A1, a 36 page staple bound manual, like the one listed above, in near excellent condition.
The last two items are owner’s manuals for two commercial models: a Ruger Stainless Steel Security-Six, Speed-Six, and Police Service-Six
Double Action Revolver; Smith & Wesson Model No. 39, 9mm semi-auto pistol. The conditions of the items in this lot range from about very
good to excellent with some showing light dirt, wear or foxing. (75694-21I)
2291. LOT OF BOOKS Total of nine. Reloading Manual Number Nine: For Rifle and Pistol, edited by the research staff of Speer Inc.; c. 1974
Speer Inc. 464 pages hardcover. Complete Guide to Handloading, by Philip B. Sharpe; c. 1937, 1941 and 1949 Funk & Wagnalls Company.
229 pages hardcover with illustrated frontispiece, moderate corner wear, edge dirt and separation of cover from spine. Gun Trader’s Guide,
by Paul Wahl; seventh edition c. 1975 Paul Wahl. 254 pages paperback. Black Powder Guide, by Major George Nonte; c. 1969 Major
George Nonte. 214 pages paperback. Shooting the Muzzle Loaders, edited by R.A. Steindler. c. 1975 Jolex Inc. 256 pages hardcover.
Black Powder Gun Digest, edited by Toby Bridges; c. 1972 Digest Books Inc. 288 pages paperback. Handloader’s Digest, edited by John
T. Amber; c. 1972 Digest Books Inc. 320 pages paperback. NRA…Illustrated Firearms Assembly Handbook Vol. 2, reprinted material from
The American Rifleman Magazine 1954-1964. 176 pages paperback with a name stamped in ink on the front cover. The Complete Illustrated
Encyclopedia of the World’s Firearms, by Ian V. Hogg; c. 1978 Quarto Limited. 320 pages hardcover with jacket. Unless otherwise noted,
the books in this lot rate very good to excellent with light fading, staining, foxing and wear. (75694-21J)
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2292. LOT OF BOOKS Total of 20 paperbacks. This lot consists of annual editions of popular publications consisting of the following from Gun
Digest: 1969 with about 25% of front cover torn and missing, 1971 (Silver Anniversary Deluxe Edition), 1972-1975, 1977-1980, 1983 and
an excellent condition 1977 dated reproduction of the 5th edition-1951 issue. The balance consists of the following publications and their
year of issue: Shooter’s Bible, 1965 with a wavy profile and small top portion of spine cover peeling with some missing, 1983; The Gun
Digest Book of Gun Values, 1976, 1983; Gun Collector’s Digest, 1974, 1981; Modern Guns Identification & Values, 1981 with separation at
spine of a group of about 60 pages that remain bound together; Guns Illustrated, 1984. Unless otherwise noted the conditions range from
about very good to near excellent. (75694-21K)
2293. HOLSTER LOT This is a U.S. M-1916 holster by G&K with a russet brown and supple outer shell displaying scattered light scuff marks
and the onset of minor cracking along the flap which also reveals mild edge wear at the bottom. The oval U.S. logo is very crisp with a couple of the aforementioned scuffs extending to portions. The back of the holster exhibits a fully intact belt loop with an equally sharp
“G.&K./1917/F.I.C.” marking and all of the stitching is strong. The interior shows very little wear and all hardware is intact with the four belt
loop rivets and the hanger exhibiting verdigris. Also included with this holster for the 1911 pistol is what appears to be the original lanyard
bringing the overall condition to very good to excellent. (75694-13A)
2294. HOLSTER LOT This Clinton-marked U.S. M-1916 holster for the Colt 1911 pistol has a supple and slightly mottled russet and dark brown
outer shell with very few handling marks and the stitching is strong. The belt loop is securely in place even with one of the rivet heads missing and the balance of the hardware is intact and exhibits mild verdigris. The clearly legible U.S. logo is lightly worn and the back
“Clinton/1918/F.W.T.” marking is nice and crisp. The interior shows only light contact wear and included is what appears to be the original
lanyard. This is a near excellent condition rig overall. (75694-13B)
2295. HOLSTER LOT This S.&R.-manufactured U.S. M-1916 holster for the Colt 1911 pistol has a supple texture, a pleasing dark brown outer shell
and a lightly worn interior. The stitching is fully intact and the U.S. logo is bold, the back marking of “S.&R./J.P.C.”, slightly less so. The brass hardware exhibits verdigris and all components are present. This is a very good to excellent example with only light handling marks. (75694-13C)
2296. LAW ENFORCEMENT LOT This lot consists of five items, including three left handed holsters for revolvers with the first one being a
Don Hume Jordan Holster H286 No. 1-4” that appears virtually unused. Second is a Safariland 200 with a synthetic outer shell and a suedelike interior. The last holster is suitable for a detective, a Don Hume The Partner No. 40-4” shoulder holster. The last two items, as is the
case for the first two in this lot, are compatible with a Sam Brown belt, with the first manufactured by S.D. Myres, consisting of a handcuff
pouch between two drop pouches suitable for .357 magnum or .38 special and the last item is a pouch for pepper spray. The last two items
show light wear and handling marks and other than the shoulder holster all items are leather and all are black in color. This is an excellent
condition lot overall. (75694-13D)
2297. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #CIBH, 20 ga., 30" barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 75% thinning blue with several light scratches and a few spots of light fine oxidation staining. The frame shows vibrant
case-hardened color with some light silvering along the high edges. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good with overall light scratches and dings. The release sits slightly right of center and lock up remains tight. (106490-22)
(100/200)
2298. IVER JOHNSON SPECIAL TRAP SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #T5069, 12 ga, 32" ventilated rib barrel choked full with overall about very good bore that has scattered light pitting present in the first third of its length. The metal surfaces retain about 25% thinning
blue with plum and brown undertones. There is scattered fine oxidation staining and a few tiny dings in the barrel near the top and some
silvering on the high edges of the receiver. The rounded pistolgrip smooth walnut buttstock and checkered forend rate very good overall.
There are scattered light handling marks present and the checkering is worn flat. The lever is slightly loose but the action remains tight and
a Pachmayr White Line recoil pad has been added. (106940-89)
(150/250)
2299. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION MODEL 39 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #RFFT, .410 bore, 26" barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 85% thinning blue with a few light scratches present. The receiver shows remnants of faded casehardened color with the balance blending to an overall dull gray. The walnut pistolgrip stock buttstock and forend rate very good overall
with scattered light dings and handling marks. The action remains tight and this is an overall very good example of these extractor guns.
(106940-1) {C&R}
(125/225)
2300. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SIDE SNAP SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #6436, 12 ga., 30" plain twist steel barrel choked
modified with a dark about good lightly pitted bore. The barrel is an overall plum patina with scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining
and has small areas of light pinprick pitting. The nickel finish on the frame is mostly cloudy with some patches of tiny brown freckles and
pinprick pitting visible mostly near the top of the breech. A small section of nickel has flaked off the side lever leaving a goldenrod patina
in its place. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good with numerous light handling marks. The checkered buttplate and
IJ pistolgrip cap show light wear but remain complete. This is an overall good example. (106940-96) {C&R}
(50/150)
2301. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 RING TRIGGER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #32534, 12 ga., 30" barrel choked improved
modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is an overall plum color patina with specks of light fine oxidation staining near all over. The
frame shows faint traces of case-hardened color in protected areas and is an overall smoky grey-brown blend. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate about good with scattered light handling marks under a crazed and cracking varnish most prevalent along
the buttstock and has a tight 2 1/2" crack running toward the rear from the lower tang. The Iver Johnson marked checkered buttplate and
fancy pistolgrip cap rate very good showing minor wear. (106940-74) {C&R}
(150/250)
2302. IVER JOHNSON TRIGGER ACTION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #97561, 12 ga., 30" barrel choked full with about good
dark lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces are an overall plum color with scattered patches of gun metal gray blending and areas of fine
light oxidation staining as well. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend rate very good with overall light scratches and
a few shallow impressions. The Iver Johnson checkered buttplate shows mild flattening of the points and remains complete. This is an about
good overall example. (106940-71) {C&R}
(25/75)
2303. IVER JOHNSON IMPROVED MODEL 1900 RING TRIGGER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #47473, 16 ga., 30" barrel
choked improved modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 65% thinning blue with scattered patches of light fine oxidation staining. The receiver is mostly a plum patina with faint traces of case-hardened color visible in protected areas. The action is tight
and all parts appear to function correctly. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend rate about very good with a few tight
drying cracks and overall light handling marks. The cracks are located at the tip of the forend and left side rear of the tang. A near very
good example. (106940-75) {C&R}
(80/150)
2304. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #65591, 28 ga, 28" barrel choked improved modified with overall bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 75% thinning blue with several light scratches and patches of scattered oxidation staining. The receiver is mostly a mottled mix of blues and brown but still show traces of case-hardened color in protected areas. The walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend rate very good plus with several light handling marks present. There is a 1/4" crack on the left side
at the wrist and a crack in the lower tang just behind the serial number. (106940-19)
(100/200)
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2305. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 RING TRIGGER SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #25215, 16 ga., 30" barrel choked cylinder with bright very good bore. The barrel and frame are an overall plum colored patina with some areas toning a bright gun metal grey.
The walnut pistolgrip buttstock is a slightly different tone of red-brown then the tapered forend and both have overall light handling marks.
There are several nicks around the edges of the hard rubber owl head buttplate and there is slight vertical play in the barrel to frame fit.
(40/80)
(106940-5) {C&R}
2306. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #29891C, 12 ga, 30" barrel choked full with bright good bore
that has a couple spots of pitting scattered down its length. The barrel retains about 45% blending blue with an overall plum patina with
several light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining down its length. The receiver shows about 35% remaining case-hardened color
with a plum undertone blending. The lever sits on center and the action remains tight. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend
show several light handling marks under a light added layer of varnish. The owl head buttplate has a couple of small nicks around the edges.
(106940-68)
(100/200)
2307. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #78088, 28 ga., 28" barrel choked cylinder with about good overall pitted bore. The metal surfaces are an overall blue brown blended patina with overall light fine oxidation staining present. The top lever
sits right of center and lock up remains tight. The walnut rounded pistolgrip buttstock and splinter forend have overall light handling marks
with an old repair visible at the bottom of the wrist. There is a small chip missing on the right top corner of the forend and a sliver of wood
is missing toward the front. It has been sanded smooth and has some added finish. The forend is numbered to a different gun and the Iver
Johnson owl buttplate has a small abrasion at the heel. (106940-21)
(100/200)
2308. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION MODEL 39 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #75286, .410 bore, 26" barrel choked full with
bright excellent bore. The barrel is mostly a plum colored patina with scattered light dings, spots of fine oxidation staining and an area of
light pitting 3 1/2" forward of the breech. The frame is an overall mottled plum-grey blend showing very faint traces of case-hardened
color in protected areas. The lever is slightly loose and sits just left of center. The action is tight and the smooth walnut rounded pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend rate very good with overall light handling marks and a few small drying cracks mostly at the tip of the
forend. The owls head buttplate has a quarter size chip missing along the right edge near the toe. An honest model 39 with some life
left in it. (106940-10) {C&R}
(75/150)
2309. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION MODEL 39 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #54502, .410 bore, 26" barrel choked full with
overall bright about good bore with some light pitting present just forward of the breech. The barrel is an overall plum colored patina with
numerous light scratches across its length. The frame has toned an overall smokey grey patina with scattered spots of pin prick pitting
and fine oxidation staining present. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend rate good, with overall light dings and scratches.
There is a tight 2 1/2 long with the grain crack running rewards from the tang on the right side and barrel to frame matchup is slightly
loose. (106940-16) {C&R}
(50/150)
2310. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #93397, 16 ga., 30" barrel choked cylinder, with a bright very
good bore. The barrel is an overall brown patina with spots of gun metal grey blending. The frame has faded to an overall plum color patina and the release lever is slightly loose but still sits on center. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and splinter style forend rate about good.
The forend has been reshaped to come to a sharper point at the front and the stock has two large cracks in the wrist. There is a 2 1/2"
crack along the right side of the wrist running rearward from the tang and a 1 1/2" crack with-the-grain running toward the heel from the
tang. There is slight left to right play in the barrel-to-frame fit. (106940-6)
(20/50)
2311. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION MODEL 39 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #63406A, 410 bore, 26" barrel choked full with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are an overall plum and gun metal grey patina with light scratches and scattered dings near overall. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and tapered forend rate very good with overall light handling marks. The barrel-to-frame fit is slightly
loose with left to right play and the release sits left of center. (106940-17) {C&R}
(30/80)
2312. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes eight items. First is a partial 250 round (100 +/-) Crosman .177 cal., pointed premium grade lead airgun pellets in excellent condition. Second are two full 50 round bags of Knight High Pressure Sabots 50 cal., still sealed in excellent condition. Third is a 1000 count brick of CCI BR-2 large rifle primers in very good condition. Fourth are four 100 count packs of assorted primers
to include; (1) full Remington No. 2 1/2 large pistol primers, (1) full CCI 250 large rifle magnum primers, (1) partial (98 primers) Winchester
WLP large pistol primers, (1) full Winchester W209 shotshell primers all in very good to excellent condition. (106758-51C)
2313. STOCK BLANK This lot includes a Pachmayr Gun Works “AAA Exhibition” marked stock blank. The American walnut blank has lovely
figure and measures 35" long and tapers from 2 1/2" to 6 1/2" over its length. The stock remains relatively straight and has a 1 1/2" long
crack running at a 45 degree angle on the right side of the heel. We have no way of verifying moisture content nor of telling how old this
blank is. This is a handsome piece of wood. (107023-9) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2314. STOCK BLANK This lot includes an unmarked American walnut blank measuring 34 1/2" long and has a gradual radius taper from 2 1/2"
to 6 3/4" over its length. The unmarked blank is figured comparatively to the exhibition grade Pachmayr blank previously mentioned. This
blank remains straight but we have no way of verifying moisture content nor of telling how old this blank is. (107023-9A) [Mark Benenson
Collection]
2315. STOCK BLANK This lot includes an unmarked English walnut blank measuring 42 1/2" long with a 1 7/8" to 6 1/2" taper over its length.
There are several drying cracks along the top edge and a gnarly knot near the toe on the left side. There is a slight twist in the blank along
its length but we have no way of verifying moisture content nor of telling how old this blank is. (107023-9B) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2316. STOCK LOT This lot includes a U.S. Model 1896 Krag stock. The handguard is not present and the only hardware remaining is the front
band. There is a 1 1/4 long with-the-grain crack on the left side of the stock near the receiver cut-out and it appears to have been lightly
cleaned. There are two filled holes along the toe where the sling swivel stud was once attached. There are no visible cartouches and the
stock is in very good overall condition. (107023-9C) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2317. SIG SAUER ACCESSORY LOT This lot includes a detachable set of 1" rings with base for a Blaser rifle. The lot is complete and in excellent condition. (107078-1A)
2318. STOCK BLANK This lot includes two blanks of French walnut. The first piece measures 13 3/4" x 2"x 2 1/2" with lovely figure. The second piece measures 18 1/2" with a gradual taper from 3 1/2" to 6" over its length. These are lovely figured pieces of wood that might make
a great two-piece stock. We have no way of verifying moisture content nor of telling how old these blanks are. (107023-9D) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
2319. LOT OF WOOD WORKING TOOLS This lot includes a large assortment of hand held checkering tools, chisels, and files. They are three
files all varying in shapes, seven checkering tools, and 30 +/- small chisels with varied blades all in very good to excellent condition.
(107023-7) [Mark Benenson Collection]
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2320. LOT OF SIGHTS AND SCOPE PARTS This lot includes a variety of front sights and scope mounting hardware. There are four Lyman
26 MK Ivory front sights for a Krag Rifle, eleven O.S.E. front sights with a mix of models from 1-5R, one Redfield No 255-S sourdough bead,
one P&S enterprises front sight all sealed in factory packaging in excellent condition. Also included in this lot are two front ramps sights for
a Krag rifle one is Lyman marked and in its original box the other is unmarked and both are in excellent condition. This lot also includes an
assortment of bases and 1" rings likely for Krag rifles in good overall condition. (107023-2AD) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2321. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Krag-Jorgensen Model 1902 rifle sight. This is second variation with sliding peep aperture that retains
about 75% blue with silvering along the working areas and has several light scratches present. The adjustments work freely and the sight
does not come with mounting screws. This "Sergeants Peep" Model 1902 sight is in very good overall condition. (107023-17) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
2322. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Krag-Jorgensen Model 1901 carbine sight. The sight retains 85% of its blue finish with loss due to light
scratches and even fading. There are slivers of silver present along the high edges and working parts. The left-side of the leaf, base, and
eyepiece all have the "C" stamp mark indicating it is a carbine sight. The moveable parts work freely and the sight is in excellent overall
condition. (107023-17A) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2323. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Krag-Jorgensen Model 1896 rifle sight. This sight has 95% blue with some loss due to light fine oxidation
staining along the ladder and a few spots of silver near top of the ramps. The parts all work freely and the ladder is marked with graduations out to 1800 yards. This is an excellent condition sight overall. (107023-17B) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2324. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Karg-Jorgensen Model 1902 carbine sight. The base measures .5178" high and is "C" marked. It retains
perhaps 40% evenly thinning blue with gun metal gray undertones and has scattered spots of light fine oxidation present. The graduation
marks are crisp and clearly legible going up to 2000 yards on the ladder and the windage adjuster is slightly stiff but functions correctly.
This is a very good example overall. (107023-17C) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2325. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Krag-Jorgensen Model 1902 rifle sight. The sight retains 80% original thinning blue finish that has scattered spots of fine oxidation staining near overall with some light pitting present along one side of the base as well. The ladder is graduated out to 2000 yards and all the working parts move freely on this second type "Sergeants Peep" as it remains in good overall condition.
(107023-17D) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2326. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Krag-Jorgensen Model 1901 carbine sight. The sight retains perhaps 90% blue finish with overall spots
of light fine oxidation and hardened oil staining. This is an early model sight with ladder graduated to 2300 yards and is appropriately "C"
marked on the sight blade, leaf and base. This is a very good overall example of these early carbine sights. (107023-17E) [Mark Benenson
Collection]
2327. SIGHT PARTS This lot contains nine items. First are three assorted military style sight bases likely for Krag style rifles all three are mostly gunmetal gray with scattered light oxidation. Second are six assorted elevators with varying calibrations and configurations. The parts are
in overall good condition. (107023-17F) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2328. SIGHT LOT This lot includes three converted Krag Model 1901 sights. Each sight appears to have a King insert replacing the ladder.
There are two Buckhorn and one semi-buck horn style sights. The semi-buckhorn is unmarked and the two buckhorns are marked "King
K Pat." and "King S Pat" and are all in very good condition. (107023-17G) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2329. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot includes a variety of parts likely for a Model 1917 rifle. The parts include: barrel bands, magazine follower,
bottom metal, assorted sling swivels, screws and springs. Items are in overall very good condition. (107023-17G) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2330. LOT OF SAVAGE PARTS This lot includes four magazine parts. First is a complete brass 5 shot follower with overall light use marks
and minor slot wear on the screw heads in overall excellent condition. Second are two stripped four shot aluminum followers in excellent condition. Third is an automatic cut-off showing some light wear marks but remaining in good overall condition. (107023-17H)
[Mark Benenson Collection]
2331. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Vaver Corp., rear peep sight likely for a Model 52 Winchester or similar rifle. The micro adjustments are
stiff however they do work with some effort. The body of the sight has some hardened oil and fine oxidation staining along several areas.
This is an overall good condition example. (107023-17I) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2332. BOLT PARTS This lot includes a striker assembly for a Winchester Model 54 rifle. The body has strong blue remaining and the item
remains in overall very good condition. (107023-17J) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2333. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Krag-Jorgensen Model 1901 rifle sight. The sight retains about 50% original thinning blue blending with
undertones of gun metal gray. The ladder is graduated to 2000 yards and all working parts move freely. This is a very good example overall. (107023-17K) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2334. MODEL 1903 SPRINGFIELD BOLT AND SIGHT SLEEVE LOT This lot includes a complete bolt with Marbles-Goss Sleeve Sight.
The bolt appears complete and retains 85% thinning blue with silvering present on the contact areas. The sight retains most of its blue with
some spots of light fine oxidation staining and the 1/4-minute click adjusters work smoothly. This is a nice pairing in very good overall condition. (107023-17L) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2335. LOT OF 1903 SPRINGFIELD BOLT PARTS This lot includes two bolt bodies for a Model 1903 rifle. The first one is in-the-white with
overall light fine oxidation staining. The second one retains much of its black enamel finish with what appears to be a repair to the handle.
These items are in good to very good overall condition. (107023-17M) [Mark Benenson Collection)
2336. FAJEN PLAINSMAN STOCK LOT This lot includes a machine inletted Monte Carlo stock for a Model 1903 Springfield. The American
walnut stock has been checkered at the wrist and along a section of the forend. A smooth black plastic pistolgrip cap and Fajen-marked
buttplate are affixed. There are several light scratches and a few shallow dings scattered about. This is handsome looking stock that would
make a sharp looking sporter when paired to a 1903 action. (107023-10) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2337. PRE '64 MODEL 70 STOCK This is a long action Monte Carlo stock with bolt cut out. The stock comes fitted with sling swivels and a
Pachmayr White Line recoil pad. There are overall light handling marks in the flaking original varnish and the diamond checkering along the
pistolgrip and forend have round points and are worn flat in some places. There is a small chip missing from the pistolgrip at the toe and
the stock remains in very good condition. (107023-10A) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2338. STOCK LOT This lot includes a lovely smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock with ebony nosecap for a 1903 Springfield rifle. There is a shallow bolt cut out with overall light handling marks and scratches present. A Pachmayr White Line recoil pad is nicely fitted and there are
holes present for sling swivel studs. (107023-10B) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2339. STOCK LOT This lot includes a sporterized smooth walnut stock with rounded nose and added Western Field recoil pad. There are overall light handling marks present and there is a spot of filler at the top of the heel. There is a small 1/4" drying crack present at the tip of the
channel and the stock remains in good overall condition. (107023-10C) [Mark Benenson Collection]
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2340. STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth Monte Carlo stock with maple tip and pistolgrip cap for a 1903 Springfield rifle. There are overall light handling marks and few scattered small shallow impressions with a couple of areas of flaking varnish. The stock comes with sling
swivels and a DuPont Olympic Model recoil pad and remains in very good condition. (107023-10D) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2341. SIGHT AND BOLT LOT This lot includes a 1903 bolt and a Howe Whelen sleeve sight. The sight retains near all its original blue with
even fading and spots of light fine oxidation staining and was manufactured by the Hoffman Arms Company. The bolt appears complete
and is in-the-white with overall scattered specks of light oxidation staining and is marked J5 on the handle. The aperture is missing but the
pair remains in very good overall condition. (107023-17N) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2342. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1902 rear sight with "Sergeant's peep" for a Krag rifle. The leaf is graduated out to 2000 yards and
the windage adjustment work flawlessly. The sight retains an even blue brown blend with some scattered spots of staining from hardened
oil. This is an excellent example overall and comes with mounting screws. (107023-17P) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2343. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1901 rear sight for a Krag carbine. The sight is appropriately "C" marked along the base, leaf, and eyepiece with most of its original blue finish remaining. The leaf is graduated to 2300 yards and all markings remain crisp and clear and the working parts move freely. This is an excellent condition example that comes with mounting screws. (107023-17Q) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2344. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1901 rear sight for a Krag rifle. The sight is mostly a gun metal gray with overall spots of light fine
oxidation staining. The leaf is graduated to 2000 yards and all working parts move freely. The sight remains in about very good condition
and comes with one mounting screw. (107023-17R) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2345. LOT OF KRAG STOCKS This lot includes three stocks. The first stock is a stripped, cut down (30 3/4" overall) rifle stock with poorly fitted plug in the barrel channel. There is also a moderate sliver missing on the right side of the receiver cutout and several light handling
marks. There are two "Circle P" and a slightly washed out "SFA 1898" cartouche present. The second stock is a stripped, cut down (36"
overall with rounded nose), devoid of any metal with a crisp "SFA 1899" and "Circle P" cartouche. The stock has overall light handling marks
and a few moderate shallow impressions. The third stock is stripped and cut down (32 1/2"overall), devoid of any metal with overall light
handling marks and missing a few small chips. The stock has been lightly sanded and has added finish with a faint cartouche partially visible. (107023-10E) Mark Benenson Collection]
2346. LOT OF STOCK BLANKS This lot includes two English walnut long-gun blanks. Both of these blanks are right off the shaper and
have been roughly shaped and partially inletted. The initial cuts look as though they could have been for a Mauser or 1903 style action.
Each piece has lovely figure and will likely look very impressive when finished. The age of these blanks is unknown. (107023-10F)
[Mark Benenson Collection]
2347. LOT OF BLACK POWDER ACCESSORIES This lot includes ten items. First are four "T" handle style nipple wrenches in various sizes with
one having a crack along the ear. Second are two well-used brass bore brushes, a single large nipple, and a spare handle. Third is an "L"
shaped steel nipple wrench and an unmarked tool of unknown origin. The tool has a brass crown-shaped tip and measures about 6" overall in
length and was constructed with the utmost quality. These items are in overall very good condition. (107023-14) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2348. GRIP LOT This lot includes four items. First is a set of Pachmayr Colt I Frame checkered rubber grips with screw. Second is a set of
Pachmayr Colt Army marked checkered rubber grips with screw. Third are two sets of oversized molded target grips one pair from Franzite,
the other Sports Inc., both likely for Mauser Broom Handle-style pistols all items in very good to excellent condition. (107023-14A) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
2349. RELOADING LOT This lot includes six items. First are two Case-Gard large ammo belt loop carriers. Each case will accommodate 21
cartridges ranging in caliber size from .270-.375 both in excellent condition. Second are two RCBS case neck brushes, small 22-25 caliber,
in original packaging in excellent condition. Third is a RCBS 219 Zipper Improved two die set to include a seating and sizing die in an RCBS
case, not original to the dies. Fourth is a pair of CH marked 25-35 dies that include a seating and sizing die. The balance of the described
items remain in very good condition. (107023-14B) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2350. LOT OF C96 MAUSER PARTS This lot includes the following items: sear, sear arm, lock mechanism frame, rocker plunger, main spring,
bolt locking block, safety, hammer and lock frame stop. The majority of the parts are matching numbered and all parts remain in very good
to excellent condition. (107023-14C) [Mark Benenson Collection)
2351. LOT OF BLACK POWDER ACCESSORIES This lot includes six items. First is a single handle brass conical shaped bullet mold in about
.60 caliber. The mold has a steel sprue cutter and is in overall very good condition. Second is a brass adjustable powder flask top marked
G & J. W. Hawksley. The top is adjustable from 3-5 drams and remains in good working condition. Third are four assorted-size fixed and
adjustable brass spouts in overall good condition with minor tarnish near all over. (107023-14D) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2352. BLACK POWDER SHOOTERS LOT This lot contains a variety of items to include; 44 pieces of assorted-sized flints, a powder/shot
measure, brass powder measure by Schley Howard, F.I.E., .36 cal. nipple wrench, (2) Burke, Griffin & Head Inc., Ram Loaders, wedge
pin and escutcheons, and five partial 100 count tins of percussion caps. All items are in very good to excellent condition. (107023-14E)
[Mark Benenson Collection]
2353. STOCK LOT This lot includes a custom straight pistolgrip stock likely for a Schmidt Ruben or model 31/42 style rifle. The stock has been
cut; it now measures 31" and has a rounded nose with a textured black enamel finish. This about very good condition sporterized stock
has an interesting choice of finish. (107023-17S) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2354. SHOOTERS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an Ideal mould block #412263. This three groove round nose conical shape mould
rates excellent overall with overall light scratches and patchy fine oxidation staining. The cavities remain clean and crisp. Second item is a
polished bronze and brass capped bullet starter for an unknown target rifle. The rammer measures 1 1/4" with an overall measurement of
5 3/4". Both items are in excellent condition. (107023-14F) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2355. LOT OF RELOADING DIES This lot includes several RCBS marked parts. First are (2) number 14 shell holders. Second items are case
neck brush 465 expander. Third item is 3 assorted RCB marked sizing, shaping and seating dies all in 45-120 in very good condition.
(107023-14G) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2356. LOT OF GUN RELATED HAND TOOLS This lot contains eight items. First are two mainspring vises, one U.S. marked and slightly larger than the other both in overall excellent condition. Second is a small silver oiler likely for a Krag rifle covered in tarnish in good overall condition. Third are two U.S. marked 1903 Springfield combination tools in overall good to very good condition. Fourth is an "L" shaped turn
screw with no markings in good overall condition. Fifth are three unrelated items to include a .50 cal. bore mop, two nipples and piece to
a sight of some kind all items are in very good plus condition. (107023-14H) [Mark Benenson condition]
2357. STOCK LOT This lot includes a walnut checkered Monte Carol stock for a Krag Action. The stock is in good overall condition showing
overall light handling marks, a few minor dings, areas of lightly flaking varnish. Attached to the stock is a Pachmayr White Line recoil pad.
(107023-17T) [Mark Benenson Collection]
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2358. LOT OF SCOPES This lot contains four fixed power rifle scopes. First is a 4x Karl Kahles scope with fine crosshair reticle and slightly clear crisp optics. There are multiple little scratches in the finish and evident ring marks but scope remains in very good condition.
Second is a Weaver KV scope with fine crosshair reticle and slightly cloudy optics. Scope comes with Weaver detachable rings and
leather bikini style lens covers. Third is an Ajack 2.5X70 scope with heavy post and cross hair reticle with crisp clear optics. There are
evident ring marks and overall light scratches but the scope remains in very good condition. Fourth is Ziel-Dialyt 4x scope with post and
cross hair reticle and cloudy optics. This is an overall good condition scope that would benefit from a proper service and or maybe a
repair. (107023-5B) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2359. WINCHESTER PARTS LOT This lot includes a variety of internal parts and lower tangs for High and Low wall rifles. First are five partial
and or complete lower tangs to include; three single set triggers, some complete others missing parts; interestingly one is not serial numbered. A stripped lower tang, and a double set lower tang without serial numbers. Second is a lever with wide triggerguard loop ideal for
double triggers, retaining most of its blue with patches of silver and brown, some due to flaking. Third is a tin of related small parts to include
screws, sear springs, a hammer, sears and a trigger. All parts are mostly brown but in very good overall condition. (107023-13E) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
2360. STOCK LOT This lot includes a checkered pistolgrip walnut stock for a Savage 99 rifle. The stock has spots of lightly flaking varnish and
has two small cracks, one at the top right running toward the pistolgrip and the other at the lower right side. The lower crack has been
nicely repaired and there is a small section of finish sanded off there as well. Stock comes with attaching bolt, checkered pistolgrip cap and
lined plastic buttplate. (107023-9) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2361. STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth walnut straight grip buttstock for a Savage 99 rifle. The stock has a few light handling marks and
has been partially inletted. It has not had a buttplate fitted and is in excellent condition. (107023-9A) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2362. STOCK LOT This lot includes a factory Savage 99 rifle buttstock. The stock shows a few light impressions and some scattered light
scratches with a couple of tiny spots of flaking present in the varnish. The pistolgrip is checkered as is the Indian Head pistolgrip cap. There
is a nice unmarked rubber recoil pad attached and this item is in near excellent condition. (107023-9B) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2363. STOCK LOT This lot includes a smooth straight grip walnut buttstock for a Savage 99. There are scattered light handling marks with a
couple of moderate dings. The varnish is flaking near overall and the buttplate and swivel stud are no longer present. (107023-9C) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
2364. BERETTA MODEL 38A PARTS KIT This lot includes an assortment of parts cut and de-milled to B.A.T.F.E. specifications. The parts included are; two stocks (one with metal the other stripped), two barrels, four torch cut sections of the receiver, baggie with small related parts, one
40 round steel magazine, two complete bolts and a canvas magazine pouch. Items are in very good overall condition. (107006-9)
2365. GUN PARTS This lot includes two wooden handguards for a 1917 Enfield rifle. Both are natural in excellent condition. (106670-5)
2366. GUN PARTS This lot includes a variety of what appears to be model 1860 lock screws and two steel crescent buttplates. The buttplates
are mostly brown and one is U.S. marked and likely for a trapdoor rifle in good overall condition. (106670-3, 4)
2367. SIGHT LOT This lot includes an unmarked Howe Whelen style sleeve striker-mounted sight. The sight retains near all of its blue finish with
some silvering present along the working areas. The adjustments work freely and the sight is in excellent condition. (107023-17U) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
2368. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Marbles-Goss sleeve striker shroud-mounted sight. The body retains near all its blue finish and there is
light silvering along the high edges and working parts. All adjustments function smoothly and the sight is missing its eyecup. This is an
overall very good example. (107023-17V) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2369. SIGHT LOT This lot includes a striker and Lyman No.1 style 1903 cocking piece sight. Both items are in excellent condition with all adjustments and the safety working freely. A nice grouping of '03 parts in very good condition. (107023-17W) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2370. COCKING PIECE LOT This lot includes two. First is a knurled headless cocking piece for a Model 1899 Krag Carbine. The cocking
piece retains much of its original finish with some loss due to silvering along the contact points and has a spot of light fine oxidation staining present near the tip. Second is an unmarked folding peep and cocking piece likely for an 1898 Krag rifle that is mostly gun metal grey.
The peep is fixed with a large diameter. These items are in very good overall condition. (107023-17X) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2371. 1903 NATIONAL MATCH COCKING PIECE This standard knurled knob cocking piece is marked "CV" on one side and numbered
"C 64109-2" on the other. It retains most of its original finish with some light silvering present along the contact areas. This is an excellent
condition cocking piece suitable as a spare for a National Match rifle. (107023-17Y) [Mark Benenson Collection]
2372. STOCK LOT This lot includes a folding SKS synthetic stock from The Combat Exchange. The two piece molded stock is checkered along
the forend and pistolgrip and appears to have never been assembled to a gun and remains in excellent condition. (106247-28B)
2373. STOCK LOT This lot includes a folding stock for a Ruger Mini-14 rifle. The stock is only marked Lone Star Ordnance on the molded black
plastic pistolgrip, and has a smooth wooden mid-section with brushed aluminum finished folding stock. The stock remains in excellent condition and appears to have never been assembled to a gun. (106247-28A)
2374. RIFLE REST This lot includes an Outers Varminter rifle rest. The rest is unassembled and still remains in its sealed original factory packaging. It is presumed that all parts are present and the item is in excellent as-new condition. (106247-34)
2375. REDFIELD SPOTTING SCOPE This lot includes a Redfield 20-60X60 spotting scope with tripod, sling and aluminum travel case. The
optic is crisp and clear and the mini tripod extends up to 13 1/2" at its tallest point. This would be a great addition to one’s range or hunting gear. (106247-11)
2376. MAGAZINE LOT Includes a single drum magazine for a Russian RPD belt fed machine gun. The drum is in excellent condition and comes
with what appears to be a 100-round disintegrating link belt inside (no cartridges). (106247-49AH)
2377. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel 30-round AK-47 style magazines all unmarked and in excellent condition. (106247-49AK)
2378. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel 30-round unmarked AK-47 style magazines all in excellent condition. (106247-49AJ)
2379. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four Ram-Line 10/22 magazines for use in a Ruger 10/22 rifle. There are two 50-round (one
clear, one black) and two 30-round black magazines that will also fit a Model 77/22; all are in excellent condition. (106247-49J)
2380. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two .380 ACP magazines likely for a Beretta 84 series pistol. One magazine is “PB” marked and
has a 13-round capacity, the other is marked only "9mm Short / 380 Auto" along the floorplate and is a 10-round capacity. Both magazines are in excellent condition. (106247-49V)
2381. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three aftermarket Ruger P85 magazines from U.S.A. Magazines. All three magazines are 15round capacity, in their original packaging and remain in excellent condition. (106247-49AD)
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2382. LOT OF RUGER MAGAZINES This lot includes three Ruger MKII and a single MKI aftermarket magazine. The Ruger, black bottom
with black outlined phoenix, mags all are in excellent condition. The unmarked silver MKI style magazine appears to function correctly and
remains in about excellent condition. (6247-49AF)
2383. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five 30-round steel unmarked AK-47 style magazines. They all have overall light scratches but
remain in excellent condition. (106247-49G)
2384. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked 30-round steel Valmet style magazines. Both magazines have overall light scratches but appear to be in excellent working condition. (106247-49H)
2385. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four Ram-Line 22 caliber magazines. There are three clear plastic 50 round magazines intended for use in a Ruger 10/22 or 77/22 rifle all in excellent condition. Also included is a clear 25 round plastic magazine intended for use in
a Ruger 10/22 only, in excellent condition. (106247-49N)
2386. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three Mini-14 magazines. There are two aftermarket 30-round stainless U.S.A. Magazine in excellent condition. Also included is a single five round Ruger marked factory magazine in excellent condition. (106247-49B)
2387. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five 40-round capacity stick magazines. These magazines are unmarked and appear to be Swiss
M45 style mags. Two of the magazines appear to be converted Uzi style mags and all are in very good overall condition. (206247-AI)
2388. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four aftermarket stainless 30-round Mini-14 style magazines. There are two unmarked and two
U.S.A. Magazines all in excellent condition. (106247-49F)
2389. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five Ram-Line 22 caliber magazines. There are three for the Ruger 10/22 and 77/22 rifle (2) 30round and (1) 50-round all in excellent condition. Also included are two 50-round 10/22 magazines that have been glued together but
remain in very good overall condition. (106247-49E)
2390. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four, 50-round plastic Ram-Line 22 caliber magazines. There are three for use in the Ruger 10/22
and 77/22 rifles and one for the 10/22 all in excellent condition. (106427-49D)
2391. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two S&W marked 22 caliber magazines. These magazines will fit a variety of 22 caliber semiauto pistols by Smith& Wesson and are in excellent overall condition. (106247-49L)
2392. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three aftermarket, 8 round, unmarked P08 Luger magazines. The magazines all have black plastic bottoms and are in excellent condition. (106247-49AC)
2393. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a clear plastic Mitchell Arm's Inc., 45-round magazine compatible with a Ruger 10/22. The magazine
appears complete and is in very good overall condition. (106247-49C)
2394. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes seven M1 Carbine magazines. There are three unmarked 30 round in very good overall condition and four 15-round magazines wrapped in original shipping paper presumed in excellent condition. (106247-49AL)
2395. LOT OF MAGAZINES This Lot includes seven M1 Carbine magazines. There are two unmarked 30 round in very good condition and
five 15-round magazines still wrapped in original shipping paper presumed in excellent condition. (106247-49AN)
2396. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a 2-86 dated 44 mags Desert Eagle, 8-round magazine. The magazine retains nearly all of its original dark powder coat finish with a few light surface scratches present and remains in excellent condition. (106247-49X)
2397. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two U.S.A. Magazines aftermarket 20 round Ruger P-85 magazines. Both are in original plastic
packaging in overall excellent condition. (106247-49AB)
2398. BERETTA MODEL 92FS AIR PISTOL serial #H22020813, .177 cal. 4 1/2" barrel with overall bright bore. The Co2 powered air pistol has
a few light scattered scratches in its satin nickel finish. The checkered black plastic grips rate about very good with a tight 3/4" crack in the
left side panel running from the front corner toward the grip screw. The action and safety function correctly and included with the air pistol
are the following items; plastic Beretta case, two Allen wrenches, manual, two disc magazines, an assortment of pellets and six Co2 cartridges.
The foam interior of the case is deteriorating but the balance of the items remains in very good plus condition. (107210-2)
2399. WINCHESTER MODEL 1885 FRAME LOT serial #126855 The metal surfaces retain 50% flaking blue with plum undertones. The
tang markings are crisp and most internal parts are missing. The breech block and lower tang are present. This frame is an ideal candidate for a restore and or custom build. (107244-37) {C&R}
2400. WINCHESTER PARTS LOT this lot includes a variety of parts for a Model 1885 rifle. The parts are mostly a plum colored patina and
include the following; loading lever, lower tang, hammer, springs, assorted length pins, and screws. All items are in very good overall condition. (107244-25)
2401. WINCHESTER SWIVEL LOT This lot includes three shepard’s crook style swivels. There are two 1" and one 1 1/4" all with varying
amounts of light oxidation staining, patches of blue and silver. (107244-25A)
2402. WINCHESTER PARTS LOT This lot includes four items for a Model 1873 rifle. The parts included are: loading lever, side plates, lever
spring, and carrier block. The side plates are mostly blue with overall light oxidation staining and several scratches present. The lever is
mostly a plum color with some spots showing bright gun metal gray consistent with wear and has spots of light oxidation present as well.
The brass lifter has overall light dings and has toned a dark mustard color. It is marked “38 Cal.” along the flat and all items remain in good
overall condition. (107244-25B)
2403. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt
New-York U.S. America-" and has a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% of its original finish and has no serial number visible.
(107244-25AB)
2404. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt NewYork U.S. America-" and has a bright very good plus bore. The barrel retains 95% of its original finish and has no serial number visible.
(107244-25AC)
2405. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt NewYork U.S. America-" and has a bright near excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% of its original finish and has no serial number visible.
(107244-25AD)
2406. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt
New-York U.S. America-" and has a bright very good bore. The barrel retains 98% of its original finish and has no serial number visible.
(107244-25AE)
2407. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 18367. The grips have overall light handling
marks and the gold colored medallions are lightly tarnished. An about very good example. (107244-25C)
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2408. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips with overall light handling marks and have small spots of lightly
flaking varnish. The gold colored medallions show light tarnish and the grips remain in overall very good condition. (107244-25D)
2409. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 21037. The gold colored medallions have toned
to a dark tarnished color and the grips show faint handling marks and remain in overall very good condition. (107244-25E)
2410. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 20541. The gold colored medallions are mostly a dark tarnished color and there is a small chip near the right side escutcheon. There are several light handling marks and most of the
original varnish remains. A very good set overall. (107244-25F)
2411. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 20618. The once gold colored medallions are now
mostly a dark tarnished color. There are a few light handling marks and the varnish is evenly thinning. A good plus example. (107244-25G)
2412. SMITH & WESSON PARTS LOT This lot includes a stripped 38 Single Action First Model (Baby Russian) frame serial #1678 and some
other parts. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy with several spots of active oxidation and staining near overall. The parts include; 3 1/4" barrel with poor dark pitted bore with a crack near the right side latch pin hole, smooth walnut grips stamp-numbered to the fame, correct
numbered cylinder with overall flaking nickel and oxidation, sideplate, hammer and assorted size screws. (107244-38) {ANTIQUE}
2413. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2" Single Action Army barrel in 44 special. This is a second generation barrel with
overall bright excellent bore retaining 95% blue with a few light scratches and holster marks. A near excellent example. (107244-25H)
2414. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 5 1/2" Single Action Army barrel in 357 Magnum. This second generation barrel with bright
excellent bore retains 85% thinning blue with overall light scratches and a few tiny spots of oxidation staining. A very good example overall. (107244-25I)
2415. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 5 1/2" blued barrel in 44 Russian and S&W Special. This is a second generation Single Action
Army barrel retaining 75% thinning blue with overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The blade fixed front sight is in-the
white with a bright excellent bore. (107244-25J)
2416. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued Single Action Army barrel in 38 special that now measures 5 5/16" that does not appear
to be cut and crowned from the front. The barrel retains 85% thinning blue with overall light scratches and a few spots of fine oxidation
staining. (107244-25K)
2417. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 7 1/2" blued Single Action Army barrel in 357 Magnum. The barrel retains 90% blue with a few
light scratches along its underside. The markings are crisp and the bore is in bright excellent condition. This would make a quality replacement for any second generation Single Action Army in this caliber. (107244-25L)
2418. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 7 1/2" Nickel barrel for a Single Action Army revolver. The barrel is simply marked “44” on the
underside and there are scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining present scattered down its length. The bore remains bright in excellent condition. (107244-25M)
2419. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 5 1/2" blued Single Action Army barrel in 357 Magnum. The barrel retains near 80% thinning
blue with multiple light scratches and spots of holster wear. The bore is in bright excellent condition. (107244-25N)
2420. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips. The grips are not numbered and the gold colored medallions
are moderately tarnished. There are overall light handling marks and grips remain in very good condition. (107244-25P)
2421. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips with gold colored medallions. The grips have overall light handling marks in a thinning layer of original varnish. The medallions are slightly tarnished and the grips are in overall very good condition.
(107244-25Q)
2422. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips with gold colored medallions pencil-numbered 22450. The medallions are moderately tarnished and the varnish has started to flake in areas however the grips remain in very good condition. (107244-25R)
2423. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 14533. The gold colored medallions show varying levels of oxidation and there are several light handling marks in the flaking varnish. The grips are in overall good condition. (107244-25S)
2424. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips penciled-numbered what appears to be 2796. The gold colored
medallions are slight tarnished and the grips remain in excellent condition. (107244-25T)
2425. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 7 1/2" Model 1851 Navy barrel with no serial number. The barrel is mostly a dull gun metal gray
with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The bore remains bright in excellent condition. This is a very good example of these late New
York Address barrels. (107244-25U)
2426. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 7 1/2" Model 1851 Navy barrel with no serial number. The barrel is mostly a dull gun metal gray
with scattered faint traces of blue. The bore remains bright and in excellent condition. The barrel is marked with the late New York address
and remains in very good condition. (107244-25V)
2427. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 7 1/2" Model 1851 Navy barrel with no serial number. The barrel is mostly a dull gun metal gray
with scattered faint traces of blue. The bore remains bright in excellent condition and the barrel has the late New York Address. A very
good example of these late barrels. (9107244-25W)
2428. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt NewYork U.S. America-" and has a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains near all of its blue finish with a few minor scratches and has no serial number present. (107244-25X)
2429. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt NewYork U.S. America-" and has a bright excellent bore. There are a few light scratches in the blue and the barrel retains 98% of its original
finish and has no serial number visible. (107244-25Y)
2430. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt NewYork U.S. America-" and has a bright excellent bore. There are a few light scratches in the blue and the barrel retains 95% of its original
finish and has no serial number visible. (107244-25Z)
2431. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 7 1/2", 1860 Army Model barrel. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt NewYork U.S. America-" and has a bright excellent bore. There are a few light scratches in the blue and the barrel retains near all of its original
finish and has no serial number visible. (107244-25AA)
2432. BARREL LOT This lot includes an unmarked 8" round barrel and walnut forend likely for a Remington Model 1871 Rolling Block pistol.
The bore remains bright in very good plus condition with perhaps a spot or two of very light pitting present at the breech end. The smooth
walnut forend appears to have been lightly cleaned and has a moderate sized ding in the right side. The barrel is devoid of any finish and
an extractor is included. (107244-25AF)
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2433. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a complete Model 57 RS micrometer receiver sight. The sight comes in its original orange and black
box complete with instructions and mounting screws. The sight appears to have never been mounted and is in excellent condition.
(107244-25AG)
2434. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Lyman No. 103 Windgauge tang sight. The sight is appropriately marked
along the base with a "WM" code (Winchester .22 Musket) stamped on the underside. The sight retains nearly all
of its original finish, there is however a small amount of fine oxidation present on one of the adjustments. This is an
excellent condition sight with center to center measurements of 2 3/16". (107244-25AH)
2435. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a complete Model 57 RS micrometer receiver sight. The sight comes in a
correct black labeled orange box with mounting screws and instructions. The sight appears to have never been
mounted and is in excellent condition. (107244-25AI)
2434
2436. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. 1A base with No.47 stem and disc. The sight has a center-tocenter measurement of 1 1/2" and comes with mounting screws and a white box with Lyman label stating
it is for a Stevens Ideal. The sight retains all of its original finish with all working parts in excellent condition. (107244-25AJ)
2437. MARBLES SIGHT LOT This lot includes a complete No. W8 flexible rear sight for a Winchester model
1903 automatic rifle. The sight comes with its original box, mounting screws, and instructions. The sight
remains in near excellent condition showing a few scattered light spots of fine oxidation staining and all
working parts move and function freely. The two piece box is in about fair condition with multiple split seams
and light ingrained dirt staining but remains complete. (107244-25AK)
2438. MARBLES SIGHT LOT This lot includes a complete No. R6 flexible rear sight for Remington Model 8 and 81 rifles.
The sight is complete with box, mounting screw, additional eye cup, and instructions. The sight retains nearly all of its original
finish with a few spots of faint oxidation staining present. This is an excellent condition sight with an equal quality box that has a
couple of spots of ink markings on the side and bottom. (107244-25AL)
2439. MARBLES SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. R12 flexible rear sight for use on several Remington, Mossberg, and Savage 22 caliber
rifles. The sight is in overall excellent condition with all working parts functioning freely. The two piece box rates about good with a couple
of separated seams and light ingrained dirt staining. (107244-25AM)
2440. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Lyman No. 15 Windgauge tang sight. The sight shows strong blue finish with overall scattered
specks of fine oxidation staining and has freely working adjustments. The aperture can fold down onto the stem when not in use and the
center-to-center measurement is 2 3/16". A near excellent example. (107244-25AN)
2441. MARBLES SAFETY AXE CO., SIGHT LOT This lot includes an early flexible rear tang sight with "C2" code stamped on the underside
of the base. The sight is marked "M.S.A. Co. / Gladstone Mich / Pat Oct. 20,1903" on the top side of the base. The sight seems to function correctly and is missing the eye cup. This is an excellent condition early Marbles sight with a center-to-center measurement of 1 15/16".
(107244-25AP)
2442. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are parkerized and all moving parts function
properly. The sights remain in very good condition. (107244-25AQ)
2443. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are parkerized and all moving parts function
correctly. The sights remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AR)
2444. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are parkerized and all moving parts function
correctly. The sights remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AS)
2445. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are parkerized and the moving parts don’t
always function properly. The sights remain in about good condition. (107244-25AT)
2446. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with an ejector rod and
a long knurled end for use with no ejector. Both pins have a blue finish and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AU)
2447. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with an ejector rod and
a long knurled end for use with no ejector. Both pins have a blue finish with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the
knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AV)
2448. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with ejector rod and a
long knurled end for use without the ejector. Both pins are blued with spots of fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled
ends and are in excellent condition. (107244-25AW)
2449. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with an ejector and a
long knurled end for use without an ejector. Both pins have a blue finish with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of
the knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AX)
2450. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with an ejector and a
long knurled end for use without the ejector. Both pins have a blue finish with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of
the knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AY)
2451. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original long knurled base pins for a Model 1877 revolver without ejector rod. The pins are
blued with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AZ)
2452. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. Items are in very good condition. (107244-25AAA)
2453. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. Items are in very good condition. (107244-25AAB)
2454. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. Items are in very good condition. (107244-25AAC)
2455. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with ejector rod and a
long knurled end for use without the ejector. Both pins are blued with spots of fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled
ends and are in excellent condition. (107244-25AAD)
2456. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with ejector rod and a
long knurled end for use without the ejector. Both pins are blued with spots of fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled
ends and are in excellent condition. (107244-25AAE)
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2457. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. Items are in very good condition. (107244-25AAF)
2458. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. One of the sights has tooling marks on the sides and the other shows some light impact marks along the top edge and
both remain in good condition. (107244-25AAG)
2459. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. Items are in very good condition. (107244-25AAH)
2460. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two adjustable M1 Carbine rear sights. The sights are both parkerized and the working parts
function properly. Items are in very good condition. (107244-25AAI)
2461. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original long knurled base pins for a Model 1877 revolver without ejector rod. The pins are
blued with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AAJ)
2462. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with ejector rod and a
long knurled end for use without the ejector. Both pins are blued with spots of fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled
ends and are in excellent condition. (107244-25AAK)
2463. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with ejector rod and a
long knurled end for use without the ejector. Both pins are blued with spots of fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled
ends and are in excellent condition. (107244-25AAL)
2464. SPRING LOT This lot includes 60 +/- copper coated steel springs measuring 4 1/2" in length and 3/16" in diameter. All springs are in
excellent condition. (107244-25AAM)
2465. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both in excellent condition. (107244-25AAN)
2466. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both in excellent condition. (107244-25AAP)
2467. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both showing some light amounts of fine oxidation staining but remain in very good plus condition. (107244-25AAQ)
2468. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammersprings for a Bisley revolver both in excellent condition. (107244-25AAR)
2469. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both with scattered light fine oxidation staining but
remain in near excellent condition. (107244-25AAS)
2470. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes two No. 57A micrometer receiver sights. The first sight is in very good working condition missing
only the mounting screws. The second sight is missing an eyepiece and the adjustments don’t seem to work properly. Overall a very good
condition pair of sights for use and parts. (107244-25AAT)
2471. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a complete Lyman No. 56 R12 micrometer receiver sight with black box with white label, screws and,
eyepiece. The adjustments are stiff likely from hardened oil from lack of use. The box remains in good overall condition with a few light scuffs
and an abrasion on the lid of the box. The sight appears to have never been mounted and remains in
excellent condition. (107244-25AAU)
2472. WINCHESTER SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. 38A Mid-Range Vernier peep
sight. The sight retains near all of its original finish with freely functioning thumb screw. The ladder is graduated along the left side "0,
25, 50, 75, 1, 25, 50, 75" and the center to center hole measurement
is 2 3/16". This is an excellent example overall. (107244-25AAV)
2473. WINCHESTER SIGHT LOT This lot includes a thick
based Long Range Vernier tang sight with center to center hole measurement of 2 3/16". The sight retains 75%
original thinning blue with scattered spots of light oxidation staining. The ladder measures 4 1/2" tall with no visible graduations. The eyecup properly locks in place after
adjustment and the thumb wheel moves freely. This is a
very good example of a these early sights. (10724425AAW)
2474. BLACK POWDER PARTS LOT This lot
includes an assortment of modern Colt black
powder revolver parts to include; 50 +/- assorted nipples and 20 +/- various size trigger and
bolt springs. The parts are in excellent condition
2478
overall. (107244-25AAX)
2479
2475. BLACK POWDER PARTS LOT This lot
2472
includes an assortment of modern Colt black
2473
powder revolver parts to include; 50 +/- assorted
nipples and 20 +/- various size trigger and bolt springs. The parts are in excellent condition overall. (107244-25AAY)
2476. BLACK POWDER PARTS LOT This lot includes an assortment of modern Colt black powder revolver parts to include; 50 +/- assorted
nipples and 20 +/- various size trigger and bolt springs. The parts are in excellent condition overall. (107244-25AAZ)
2477. BLACK POWDER PARTS LOT This lot includes an assortment of modern Colt black powder revolver parts to include; 50 +/- assorted
nipples and 20 +/- various size trigger and bolt springs. The parts are in excellent condition overall. (107244-25ABA)
2478. SIGHT MICROMETER This lot includes a Thomas J. Conroy marked sight micrometer. Made of German silver or perhaps nickle-plated
and graduated in minutes of angle used for more accurate adjustments on the Model 1901 Krag sight and the Model 1905 sight for the
'03 rifle. There are scattered areas of light fine oxidation staining and the sight tool seems to function flawlessly. A very good example of
Conroy's ingenuity. (107244-25ABB)
2479. SIGHT MICROMETER This lot includes a W.J. Jeffry marked sight micrometer. Imported from England and made of German silver likely used for fine adjustments on the Krag model 1901 and the '03 Model 1905 sights. The sight has overall light fine oxidation staining and
the adjustment works smoothly. This is a very good example of these tools. (107244-25ABC)
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2480. LOT OF SIGHT PROTECTORS This lot includes three items. First is a P.J. O'Hare marked front sight protector for a Model 1903 rifle.
The bronze color has toned to a dirty shade and is marked "P.J. O'Hare / Newark N.J. / (England)" along the left side. Second is a Model
1884 front sight protector retaining 80% blue finish with scattered spots of light oxidation staining. Third is a parkerized finish 1905 style
'03 front sight cover. These items are in very good overall condition. (107244-25ABD)
2481. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes two No. 17A sights and three tins of inserts. One sight is marked "XNA" (Springfield '03 code)
and the other does not have a visible code. The tins appear to be complete with all inserts present. (107244-25ABF)
2482. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Lyman No.1 second variation tang sight with R12 code. The sight intended for use on Remington
Models 12 and 121. the sight is an overall plum patina and all parts function properly. (107244-25ABG)
2483. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Lyman No. 2A tang sight with locking feature. The base is "D" coded meaning it fit the following
Winchester Model rifles 94, and 92. The sight has overall light oxidation staining and retains about 50% of its original blue now mostly toning to a pleasing plum colored patina. The adjustments seem to function correctly and the sight is in very good condition. (107244-25ABH)
2484. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Lyman No.1 with short curved base likely for a Remington Model 8 or 81. The sight is mostly a
dull gray and it is missing the locking mechanism. The stem seems to adjust smoothly and the sight remains in good overall condition.
(107244-25ABI)
2485. MARLIN SIGHT LOT This lot includes an Improved Graduated Peep Sight. A tang mount sight with simple height adjustment of loosening the eyepiece and sliding it either up or down along the leaf. The leaf is marked 0-90 in ten point increments and the sight retains
about 65% thinning blue with overall light oxidation staining. The sight is in good overall condition. (107244-25ABJ)
2486. LOT OF SIGHT APERTURES This lot contains an assortment of ten different size screw-in sight apertures ranging in diameters from
3/8" to 1 1/14". The vary in condition from very good to excellent with some having light fine oxidation staining present. (107244-25ABK)
2487. LOT OF SIGHT APERTURES This lot contains two B.S.A. marked No. 9 sight apertures. The apertures have light amounts of fine oxidation staining present inside the cup and the rotating peep hole disc moves freely on both. These sight apertures are in very good overall
condition. (107244-25ABL)
2488. WINCHESTER SIGHT LOT This lot contains what appears to be a Winchester No.36A sight. The overall condition of the sight remains
about good with very little original finish left and well lightly washed-out screw holes. This would make a great rainy day range sight for that
well broken in shooter. (107244-25ABM)
2489. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. 57EW receiver sight. This sight is intended for use on the following Winchester rifles; Model
69, 69A, and 72 with round receivers. The sight seems to function properly and is missing only its mounting screws. A very good example. (107244-25ABN)
2490. LOT OF MILITARY GUN TOOLS This lot includes three items. First is a U.S. Model 1897 combination tool for Krag Jorgensen carbines
and rifles. The tool retains 85% blue finish with U.S. stamped on the wide blade in heavy block lettering. Second is a U.S. Model 1879 combination tool. The tool is appropriately marked "U.S. / Mod. 1879" along the wide blade and retains 90% plus of its original finish. Third is
an unmarked U.S. Model 1855 combination tool that incorporates a cone wrench, and three screwdrivers. This tool was adopted for use
with the new service .58 Minie caliber long arms and retains near 90% original finish with scattered spots of light oxidation staining. All
three items are in excellent condition. (107244-25ABP)
2491. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375
Flanged (magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed and the flanged cartridges are in presumed excellent condition. (107252-2)
2492. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two full ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375 Flanged (magnum),
300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. One box is still factory sealed and the other has been opened and the flanged cartridges remain in
excellent condition. (107252-2A)
2493. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375 Flanged
(magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed and the flanged cartridges are in presumed excellent condition. (107252-2B)
2494. JOHN RIGBY & COMPANY AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a single sealed 20 round box of John Rigby & Co., 375 Flanged
Magnum, 270 gr., Soft-X cartridges. The cartridges come in a clear plastic case and are in excellent condition. (107252-2C)
2495. JOHN RIGBY & COMPANY AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a full 20 round box of John Rigby & Co., 375 Flanged Magnum,
270 gr., Soft-X cartridges. The box has been opened and taped closed but the cartridges remain in excellent condition. (107252-2D)
2496. KYNOCH AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains five full five round boxes of .375 Flanged Magnum, 300 gr., metal covered soft nose
bullets. The cartridges display varying levels of very light discoloration in the brass and there are light amounts of fine white oxidation staining on some of the lead. The cartridges remain in very good overall condition. (107252-2E)
2497. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375 Flanged (magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed and the flanged cartridges are in presumed excellent condition. (107252-2F)
2498. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two ten round boxes one full and one partial containing nine cartridges
of Westley Richards .375 Flanged (magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. One box remains factory sealed and the cartridges are
in excellent overall condition. (107252-2G)
2499. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375 Flanged
(magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed and the flanged cartridges are in presumed excellent condition. (107252-2H)
2500. JOHN RIGBY & COMPANY AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a full sealed 20 round box of John Rigby & Co., .375 Flanged
Magnum, 270 gr., Soft-X cartridges. The cartridges come in a clear plastic case and are in excellent condition. (107252-2I)
2501. JOHN RIGBY & COMPANY AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a full sealed 20 round box of John Rigby & Co., .375 Flanged
Magnum, 270 gr., Soft-X cartridges. The cartridges come in a clear plastic case and are in excellent condition. (107252-2J)
2502. HOLLAND & HOLLAND AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two full five round boxes of .375 Flanged Magnum, 270 gr., soft nose
nitro-express cartridges in excellent condition. (107252-2K)
2503. KYNOCH AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two full five round boxes of .375 Flanged Magnum, 270 gr., soft nose nitro-express cartridges.
One box is factory sealed and the other has been resealed with clear tape and the cartridges remain in excellent condition. (107252-2L)
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2504. HOLLAND & HOLLAND AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two full five round boxes of .375 Flanged Magnum, 270 gr., soft nose
nitro-express cartridges in excellent condition. One box is factory sealed the other is missing the front label and has been sealed shut with
clear tape. (107252-2M)
2505. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375
Flanged (magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed and the flanged cartridges are in presumed excellent condition. (107252-2N)
2506. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375
Flanged (magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed and the flanged cartridges are in presumed excellent condition. (107252-2P)
2507. WESTLEY RICHARDS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains two sealed factory ten round boxes of Westley Richards .375 Flanged
(magnum), 300 gr., solid Nitro-Express cartridges. Both boxes are sealed with slightly rounded corners and the flanged cartridges are in
presumed excellent condition. (107252-2Q)
2508. JOHN RIGBY & COMPANY AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a full sealed 20 round box of John Rigby & Co., .375 Flanged
Magnum, 270 gr., Soft-X cartridges. The cartridges come in a clear plastic case and are in excellent condition. (107252-2R)
2509. LOT OF MIXED MANUFACTURE AMMUNITION This lot contains an assortment of .375 Flanged Magnum cartridges. First is a factory sealed ten round box of Westley Richards .375 Flanged (magnum), 300 gr., solid nitro-Express cartridges in presumed excellent condition. Second is an opened full five round box of Holland & Holland .375 Flanged Magnum, 270 gr., soft nosed nitro-express cartridges in
overall excellent condition. Third is a bag containing 10 Kynoch 375 cartridges and two Westley Richards .375 fired cases in all in very good
overall condition. (107252-2S)
2510. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action, color case-hardened, type III hammer with concave
firing pin. The hammer shows bright color with safety notch and fine short pattern knurling on the hammer and remains in excellent
condition. (107244-25ABQ)
2511. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type III hammer with short pattern knurling, concave firing
pin, and safety notch. The top of the hammer has been ground slightly and there are some patches of light fine oxidation present on the
sides however the hammer remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25ABR)
2512. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory, nickel finish Colt Single Action type III hammer with short pattern knurling,
concave firing pin, and safety notch. The hammer retains about 90% nickel finish with loss due to flaking most prevalent on the base; the
finish appears original but could be later. This is a very good condition later production hammer overall. (107244-25ABS)
2513. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action, color case-hardened, type I hammer with safety notch and
cone shaped firing pin. The hammer shows dulling case-hardened color blending with brown undertones. There are areas along the top
that have light pitting and oxidation staining. This an about very good example of the early style triggers. (107244-25ABT)
2514. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type III hammer with safety notch, short pattern knurling and
concave firing pin. The hammer is an overall smoky gray patina and has a crisp Rampant Colt stamped in the base. (107244-25ABU)
2515. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type II hammer with safety notch long pattern knurling and
concave firing pin. This hammer shows smoky blended case-hardened color with some light fine oxidation staining preset as well. A very
good condition hammer that would add eye appeal to any shooter. (107244-25ABV)
2516. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 7 1/2" nickel finish original factory Single Action revolver barrel in 38 special. The barrel has a
bright excellent bore and retains near 90% of its original finish. There are a few small spots of flaking with overall light scratches and a spot
or two of light fine oxidation staining. A very good overall example. (107244-25ABW)
2517. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a 4 3/4" blued original factory Single Action Frontier Six Shooter barrel with overall dark lightly frosted bore. The barrel appears to have an older cleaning with added finish. The barrel markings are slightly washed out but visible and it is in
correct 44-40 caliber. This is an overall about very good refinished barrel. (107244-25ABX)
2518. BARREL LOT This lot includes two 4 3/4" blued factory Single Action Revolver barrels. The barrels have been refinished and retain near
90% of their reapplied finish showing overall light scratches with one barrel having two large dings along the right side that do not impinge
on the bore. The bores are overall dark with patches of pitting scattered down their lengths and are in 38 W.C.F. (107244-25ABY)
2519. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes an original 5 1/2" Single Action revolver barrel. The barrel retains about 15% blue with the balance
of loss due to holster wear and fading. The bore remains in good condition with overall light frosting present down its length. The caliber
isn’t marked along the barrel and it measures .429 inside groove dia. likely for a 44 C.F. cartridge. (107244-25ABZ)
2520. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type III hammer with short pattern knurling, safety notch and
concave firing pin. The Rampant Colt is partially visible along the base and there are spots of light oxidation staining scattered about the
spur. An about very good hammer overall. (107244-25ACA)
2521. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type II hammer with medium pattern knurling, safety notch
and concave firing pin. The Rampant Colt is still partially visible along the base and the hammer is a cloudy nickel color patina with a few
dark patches present on the sides. An overall very good condition type II. (107244-25ACB)
2522. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type III hammer with short pattern knurling, safety notch,
and concave firing pin. The Rampant colt is faintly visible on the base and the hammer remains in excellent condition. (107244-25ACC)
2523. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Colt Single Action type II hammer with short pattern knurling, safety notch, and
cone shaped firing pin. The hammer has a grind marks along both sides of the firing pin recess and is partially copper plated. An overall
good condition original hammer. (107244-25ACD)
2524. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes an original factory Single Action type II hammer with short pattern knurling, safety latch, and cone
shaped firing pin. The hammer is mostly a dull gun metal grey with large patches of oxidation staining present. An about good example
overall. (107244-25ACE)
2525. REMINGTON BARREL LOT This lot includes an original blued Model 1895 double deringer barrel serial #L92300 with bright excellent
bores. The barrel is marked "Remington Arms--U.M.C. Co. Ilion N.Y." and is an overall plum color patina with streaks of silver and has several light scratches and a few tiny dings around the muzzle. This is an overall good example. (107244-25ACF)
2526. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes an original 2 1/2" nickel finish Second Model Deringer barrel serial #3852. The bore remains bright
and in excellent condition and the barrel retains near all of its original finish showing patches of light scattered oxidation staining. An overall excellent example. (107244-25ACG)
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2527. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes an original loading lever for a Colt Model 1855 Revolving Rifle. The lever is an overall gun metal gray
patina with patches of fine oxidation staining scattered near overall. The spring on the locking clip has lots of life left in it and this is an about
very good condition lever. (107244-25ACH)
2528. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes an original loading lever for a Colt Model 1855 Revolving Rifle. The lever is an overall gun metal gray
patina blended with patches of fine oxidation staining scattered near overall. The spring on the locking clip has no life left in it and this is
an about good condition lever (107244-25ACI)
2529. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes an original loading lever for a Colt Model 1855 Revolving Rifle. The lever is an overall blended gun
metal gray patina with patches of fine oxidation staining scattered near overall. The spring on the locking clip has lots of life left in it and this
is an about good condition lever. (107244-25ACJ)
2530. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes an original loading lever for a Colt Model 1855 Revolving Rifle. The lever is an overall gun metal gray
patina with patches of fine oxidation staining and a couple of spots of fine pinprick pitting. The spring on the locking clip has lots of life left
in it and this is a very good condition lever. (107244-25ACK)
2531. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes an original Model 1855 Revolving rifle cylinder. The cylinder is an overall plum patina with overall patches of light pitting and oxidation. The chambers measure .449”-.450” and are lightly oxidized and the front extension is lightly peened
over. The cylinder is marked "patented Sept. 10th, 1850" and remains in good overall condition. (107244-25ACL)
2532. COLT MODEL 1855 PARTS LOT This lot includes five original parts to include the following: hand and handspring, sear, side plate,
mainspring (missing a tab), and hammer. The parts included range in condition from good to very good overall. (107244-25ACM)
2533. COLT MODEL 1855 PARTS LOT This lot includes four original parts as listed: sear, mainspring, hand and handspring, and hammer.
The hammer retains about 75% thinning blue with the balance of the parts show overall light oxidation staining and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25ACN)
2534. COLT MODEL 1855 PARTS LOT This lot includes four original items as follows: hammer, hand and handspring, mainspring and sear. The
hammer retains 80% blue and the balance of the parts show minor light oxidation staining and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25ACP)
2535. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes a one-piece facroty walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip is hand-numbered 41447. There are
several light handling marks and the varnish is starting to flake in places. The grip remains in about excellent condition. (107244-25ACQ)
2536. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes an original one-piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip is pencil-numbered and is hard
to decipher due to fading but appears to be 4307. The grip has a few light handling marks present and remains in excellent condition.
(107244-25ACR)
2537. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a variety of original parts for a Model 1855 revolver. First are three one piece walnut grips, two are
pencil-numbered 9674 and 7973, the third is not. They remain in about good condition due to handling marks wear and loss of finish.
Second are nine mainspring tension screws showing no evident slot wear and light fine oxidation staining. Third are nine grip screws showing no evident slot wear. Fourth are an assortment of five small springs and a cylinder pin release. Fifth is pair of catches and a cylinder
stop screw. All afore-mentioned items are in excellent condition unless otherwise noted. (107244-25ACS)
2538. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a variety of original parts for a Model 1855 revolver. First are five hand and handsprings all showing
light fine oxidation in near excellent condition. Second is a loading lever that shows strong case-hardened color in excellent condition. Third
are three 28 caliber rammers and 15 pins all in excellent condition. (107244-25ACT)
2539. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes an original one piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip is in excellent condition and shows
what appears to be a light cleaning and added layer of varnish. (107244-25ACU)
2540. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a variety of original parts for a Model 1855 revolver. First are five hand and handsprings all showing
small amounts of light fine oxidation staining in overall excellent condition. Second are seven 31 caliber rammers with 12 pins all in excellent condition. (107244-25ACV)
2541. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes a factory one piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip appears to have had a light cleaning and added layer of varnish and is pencil-numbered 7545 and is in overall excellent condition. (107244-25ACW)
2542. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes factory one piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip shows overall light handling marks
and flaking varnish but remains in good overall condition. (107244-25ACX)
2543. COLT BASE PINS This lot includes three original base pins for a Colt Single Action revolver. There are two blue finish and one now mostly a dull gun metal gray. One pin appears unused and the other two have light wear marks consistent with use, all three are in very good
to excellent condition. (107244-25ACY)
2544. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains all
of its original blue finish and appears to have never been mounted. Second is a blued ejector rod also for a Single Action Army revolver
retaining all of its original finish appearing unused. These items are in excellent condition. (107244-25ACZ)
2545. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes three original base pins for a Colt Single Action revolver. There are two blued finish and one nickel
all in near excellent condition. (107244-25ADA)
2546. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes three original base pins for a Colt Single Action revolver. All three are blued with one being mostly
faded and all remain in very good to excellent condition. (107244-25ADB)
2547. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes three original base pins for a Colt Single Action revolver. There are two blued finish and one nickel
varying in condition from good to very good overall. (107244-25ADC)
2548. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains near
all of its original blue finish and a small wear mark near the screw hole. Second is a blued ejector rod also for a Single Action Army revolver
retaining all of its original finish appearing unused. These items are in excellent condition. (7244-25ADD)
2549. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains all
of its original blue finish and appears to have never been mounted. Second is a blued ejector rod also for a Single Action Army revolver
retaining all of its original finish appearing unused. The items remain in excellent condition. (107244-25ADE)
2550. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains all of
its original blue finish with spots of fine light oxidation staining and appears to have never been mounted. Second is a blued ejector rod also
for a Single Action Army revolver retaining all of its original finish appearing unused. These items are in excellent condition. (107244-25ADF)
2551. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains all of
its original blue finish with spots of fine light oxidation staining and appears to have never been mounted. Second is a blued ejector rod also
for a Single Action Army revolver retaining all of its original finish appearing unused. These items are in excellent condition. (107244-25ADG)
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2552. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains two items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains all of
its original blue finish with spots of fine light oxidation staining and appears to have never been mounted. Second is a blued ejector rod also
for a Single Action Army revolver retaining all of its original finish appearing unused. These items are in excellent condition. (107244-25ADH)
2553. COLT PARTS LOT This lot contains three items. First is an ejector rod housing for a Single Action Army revolver. The housing retains all
of its original blue finish with spots of fine light oxidation staining and appears to have never been mounted. Second are two base pins for
a Single Action Army revolver. There is one blued and one nickel, the nickel plated pin shows some spots of moderate oxidation staining
and the blue appears to have never been used. (107244-25ADI)
2554. WINCHESTER CLEANING ROD This is an original three-section cleaning rod for a Model 1873 Saddle Ring Carbine in 44 W.C.F. Each section measures 7 15/16" long and has light scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. This rod remains in very good plus condition. (107309-4)
2555. WINCHESTER CLEANING ROD This is an original four-section cleaning rod for a Model 1873 rifle in 44 W.C.F. Three of the rod sections measure 6 15/16" and the fourth measures 7 1/4" all showing small amounts of light oxidation and/or staining in overall very good
condition. (107345-2)
2556. SIMMONS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Simmons 3-9X32, 22 Mag scope with standard duplex reticle and crisp clear
optics. The scope measures 12" overall and comes with a set of rings intended for use on a 3/8" dovetail. The scope remains in excellent
condition. (107273-3)
2557. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Redfield Revolution 3-9x40 scope with standard duplex reticle and crisp clear
optics. The scope measures 13" overall and has faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and comes with a set of Leupold flip-up lens
covers. (107287-21)
2558. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Redfield Revolution 3-9X40 scope with a standard duplex reticle and crisp clear
optics. The scope measures 13" overall and comes with a set of 1" Weaver style rings and Leupold flip up lens covers. (107287-20)
2559. NIKON SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Nikon Monarch UCC 3-9X40 scope with bullet drop compensating reticle and clear
crisp optics. The scope measures 12" overall with a 1" diameter tube that has faint ring marks present and remains in excellent condition.
Included with the scope is a set of bikini style lens covers. (107287-26)
2560. CARL ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black with white letter Zeiss Diavari-DA 1,5-6X scope with post and crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12" overall and shows faint ring marks along the 30mm tube but remains in excellent condition. (107290-13)
2561. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20X40mm scope with fine duplex reticle and crisp clear
optics. The Scope measures 15" overall and shows faint traces of ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. Included with the scope is a set
of Leupold flip up lens covers and all items are in excellent condition. (107287-24)
2562. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black with gold and white lettering, Gold Ring, Century Limited Edition 3-9X40mm scope
with duplex LR reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 13" overall and has no visible ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. A
truly excellent example that comes with a set of Leupold flip up lens covers. (107287-25)
2563. CABELA'S SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black with orange lettering Alaskan Guide 3-9x40mm rifle scope with standard duplex
reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12" overall and shows several light scratches and faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and comes with a set of screw in lens covers and a rubber bikini style cover. These items remain in very good to near excellent
condition. (107285-23)
2564. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Burris Signature 6-24X44mm rifle scope with target dot reticle and crisp clear optics.
The scope measures 16 1/4" overall and shows light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. The scope remains in excellent condition and
comes with a bikini style lens cover. (107330-189A)
2565. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Redfield Tracker 3-9x40mm rifle scope with Truplex reticle and crisp clear optics.
The scope measures 12 1/2" overall and shows faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. This is an excellent condition scope that comes
with a set of Burris bikini style lens covers. (107287-22)
2566. LOT OF AR-15 ACCESSORIES This lot includes two items. First is a matte black NcStar adjustable bi-pod when open measures 8"
and fully extended measures 11. It mounts on a 3/8" lug and has a plunger style release and is in excellent condition. Second is a matte
black NcStar 6x42 P4 Sniper scope with P4 Sniper Reticle and crisp clear optics. Included with the scope is a set of bikini style lens covers and a quick release base (no mounting hardware is included). Items are in excellent condition. (107334-28D30260A)
2567. MILITARY OPTICS LOT This lot includes a U.S. Army marked M120 telescope serial #2320. The scope measures 19" overall with a 1
1/8" dove tail fastened to the bottom. The scope retains 95% of its original OD green enamel finish with a few scattered scratches present.
The rubber eyepiece remains soft and flexible and the optics are clear and crisp. This item remains in excellent condition. (106938-2)
2568. BUSHNELL TACTICAL SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Bushnell Trophy 1x32 Red / Green dot rifle scope with T Dot reticle. There are integrated open sights along the top of the scope and the unit has not been tested for function. The scope appears to be
in very good overall condition. (107334-31D30629)
2569. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Redfield Bear Cup 2 3/4X rifle scope with cross hair reticle and clear crisp optics.
The scope measures 10 1/2" overall and comes with a set of Lyman Tru-Lock rings and clear flip up style lens covers. The items are in very
good overall condition. (107287-11A)
2570. MAINE VUE SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9x40mm rifle scope with mil-dot reticle and clear crisp optics. There are faint
ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube and the scope measures 12 1/4" overall. Included with the scope are a set of amber and clear
bikini lens covers. (106935-53)
2571. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot includes a Lyman All-American 3X rifle scope with cross hair reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11 1/2" overall and has ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube. The scope remains in near excellent condition and comes with
a single flip up lens cover. (107287-10A)
2572. BROWNING SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 4X rifle scope with cross hair reticle and cloudy optics. The scope shows evident ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and would likely benefit from a proper servicing. (107341-28A)
2573. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black VX-1, 4-12X40mm rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 12 1/2" overall with faint ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube and remains in very good overall condition. (107294-5A)
2574. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black All-American 10X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope
measures 15 1/4" overall and has light ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube. This is an overall excellent condition example of these
popular sporting optics.
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2575. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black VX-II 3-9X40mm rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. There
are a set of unmarked weaver style rings attached to the 1" diameter tube and the scope remains in excellent condition. (107332-8A)
2576. AMOR-SIGHT OPTICS LOT This lot includes a matte black 3-9X40mm wide angle rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics. There
are evident ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and the scope measures 12" overall and remains in very good condition. (107341-21A)
2577. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot includes a V7 2.5-7X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. There are visible ring marks
along the 1" diameter tube and some of the color is fading on the bells. The scope measure 11 1/2" overall and remains in very good condition. (107281-2A)
2578. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Vari-X III 6.5-20X40mm rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and clear crisp optics.
The 1" tube shows faint ring marks and a couple of small scratches that made their way through the finish. The scope measures 14 1/4"
overall and remains in near excellent condition. (106935-52)
2579. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Wide View 2-7X rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and clear optics. There are
faint ring marks present on the 1" diameter tube and the scope remains in very good condition. Included is a set of Butler Creek flip-up lens
covers. (107307-8)
2580. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Vari-X II 2-7X rifle scope with standard duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 11" overall and comes with a set of Ruger style rings attached. The scope is in near excellent condition. (106935-51)
2581. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Wide View 6X rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The body
shows a few light scratches and the 1" diameter tube shows faint ring marks however the 13" long scope remains in very good condition.
(107307-24A)
2582. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Balvar 2.5-5X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics.
The scope measures 12 1/2" overall and has ring marks on the 1" diameter tube but remains in very good condition. (106395-54)
2583. SCABBARD LOT This lot contains two dual hanger artillery style scabbards with drags. Both steel scabbards are nickel plated and
retain nearly all of their original finish. There are small spots of loss consistent with wear and these scabbards remain in very good plus
condition. (107244-30)
2584. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a Ram Line 25 round aftermarket magazine intended for use in a Charter Arms AR7 and Explorer II
rifle. The magazine is in its original plastic packaging and appears to be in excellent condition. (106247-49A)
2585. RUGER MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes four MK III ten round 22 caliber pistol magazines. Two of the magazines still have the orange
cautionary sticker indicating the gun will fire without the magazine. All four magazines have silver and black Phoenix medallions and all are
in excellent condition. (106247-49AG)
2586. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #139602, 38 New Police/Smith & Wesson, 4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore which shows a couple spots of light pitting scattered here and there. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% later, excellent quality blue, with muzzle and high edge wear and a small impact mark on the top of the sight blade. The hammer and trigger have
faded to a dull gray and brown patina with light oxidation showing. The checkered hard rubber Colt logo grips rate very good and are slightly oversize, they are un-numbered. The gun seems to time and lockup properly. (37254-15) {C&R}
(200/400)
2587. COLT 3 1/2” ROUND BARREL CARTRIDGE
CONVERTED REVOLVER serial #313810, .38 cal.
CF, 3 1/2” round barrel with an about very good bore
which shows strong rifling but with minor pitting its full
length. The metal surfaces are a near even mix of gunmetal gray and fading, flaking original nickel. The cylinder is actually devoid of finish but has strong remnants,
perhaps 20% of its cylinder scene. The pistol shows
overall light pinprick pitting or oxidation staining with
the straps toned to a dull goldenrod patina. The onepiece walnut grip is ink-pen numbered to the gun and
2587
the balance of all the other numbers are matching but
the un-numbered wedge. The grip itself rates very
good as lightly cleaned with some dings on the butt, it
still fits very well the metal being only slightly proud in
spots. The gun seems to time well and lockup properly. (37254-12) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
2588. CLASSIC ARMS NEW ORLEANS ACE SINGLE
SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #22628, .44
cal. percussion, 3 1/2” round barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is a fully assembled and partially finished kit put out by Classic Arms.
The steel surfaces are in-the-white with the brass frame and ramrod hangers being a dull goldenrod patina. The slightly bag-shaped walnut grip rates about excellent showing some slight wear to the varnish along the sharp edges, still with its shaper “dimple” on the butt of
the arm. The gun seems to function as designed mechanically and the ramrod is included. A neat little single shot boot pistol that would
be a fun project to final-finish. (32754-10) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2589. GERMAN K98K RIFLE BY STEYR DAIMLER PUCH serial #8574o, 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a poor bore. The metal surfaces
are an overall mix of dull gray gunmetal and light oxidation with scattered light pitting, a few areas which are moderate. The receiver ring is
“BNZ/44” marked. The laminated stock rates good-very good with overall dings, dents and handling marks, there are no discernible numbers and only remnants here and there of a Waffenamt marking. This is a mixed-parts gun and is importer marked on the left side of the
barrel. The bottom metal is stamped. There is a moderate to heavy amount of grease packed within the action however the arm seems to
function properly; there is no cleaning rod. (37142-42) {C&R}
(300/500)
2590. U.S.M.C. OFFICERS MAMELUKE SWORD BY HILBORN HAMBURGER U.S.M.C. applied serial #323, 33" double fuller blade,
38 1/4" overall length. The stainless steel blade retains all of its original hand polished finish and etched "UNITED STATES MARINES", U.S.
and Marine flags and flowing tendrils. The obverse side of the blade is engraved "Thomas Varrell / Capt. 090254" in the serrated bordered
name plate and is marked "Trade [eagle] Mark / Hilborn / Hamburger" towards the hilt while the reverse side has a Star of David proved
mark at the hilt. The hilt is composed of a faux ivory grip accented with a cast brass guard with acorn finials, "star nut" grip pins, gripstrap
and lanyard hole. The brass surfaces retain about 60% original gold wash with the exposed brass surfaces retaining a pleasing bright goldenrod. Attached to the hilt is a braided black leather officer's knot. The included tubular steel scabbard retains about 98% original polished
nickel with a couple spots of light oxidation and is equipped with a brass collar, dual hangers and drag with acanthus floral decorations. An
excellent Viet Nam era Marine Mameluke for wall display or parade. (57292-75) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
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2591. GERMAN K98K RIFLE BY SAUER AND SOHN serial #8991,
8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 30%
fading later blue with remnants of light pits beneath, especially on the bands. The receiver ring
is “CE/44” marked. The laminated stock rates very good with overall dings and handling marks from the years with
the remnants of a number and likely some Waffenamt’s along the toeline, it is numbered to a different rifle. Bottom metal
and receiver match, however the floorplate is numbered differently, as-is the bolt. There are no visible importer markings nor is there a cleaning rod. The bottom metal is milled. The rifle seems to function properly and likely would be an exceptional shooter once it is gone through
(400/600)
and the headspace checked by a competent gunsmith. (37104-7) {C&R}
2592. U.S. NAVY OFFICERS SWORD BY BERMEJO 32" three-quarter length unstopped fuller blade, 37 1/8" overall length. The
blade remains bright with etched panoplies of foliate scroll, anchors, "U.S.N." in riband and flag. The reverse side of the blade is engraved
"THOMAS A. VARRELL" in a serrated bordered name plate in front of the Star of David etched ricasso while the obverse ricasso is
"Fabrica / Bermejo / Toledo / Spain". The brass hilt rates excellent with a pierced guard having a cast "U.S.N." in a spray of oak leaves
and acorns, serpent knucklebow and quillon and Phrygian pommel. The brass retains 98% original gold wash and the faux ray skin wrap
remains complete with intact brass wire wrap. The leather covered scabbard rates excellent with bright polished brass hangers and drag.
A nice excellent Spanish made U.S. Naval Officer's sword. (57292-76) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
2593. INDIA PATTERN REPRODUCTION CIVIL WAR CAVALRY SABER 33" unfullered blade, 39 1/4" overall length. The plain blade
remains bight with some minor light scuffs and scabbard marks and is simply marked with an inverted "INDIA" on the obverse ricasso. The
brass branched guard and Phrygian style pommel is a lightly tarnished goldenrod and the hardwood handle with brass wire wrapping remain
intact, the leather washer is no longer present. The included steel scabbard retains 98-99% original nickel with some minor light scuffs and
is equipped with a drag and dual hangers. (57292-82) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(100/200)
2594. UNMARKED FENCING FOIL This foil measures 40 1/4" overall with a 34 1/4" rectangular cross-section "blade".
2595
The steel retains about 70% flaking, frosted nickel toning to pewter with lightly
etched boarded scroll on the forte. The button tip remains intact, the edges have
shallow light dents from use. The dome shaped steel guard has a lightly etched
back and is gun metal gray overall retaining about 60% fading original gold wash.
The tapered faux wood plastic grip rates very good with intact steel wire wrapping and tapered cylinder shaped pommel. A good unmarked foil overall.
(57292-83) [Tom Varrell Collection]
2595. LUGER SNAIL DRUM LOADING TOOL This is a "B/N" marked "trammel magazine" loading tool signifying
manufacture by Bing Brothers of Nurnberg. The tool retains 98% professionally applied black enamel over remnants
of scattered pinprick pitting. The rectangular bracket on the top of the handle has been removed and a custom crafted hammer shaped spring lever has been installed in the handle with a pin. The tool does not seem to function properly, with other small internal parts possibly missing. An about good customized variation of these very scarce Luger
accessories. (57063-25C)
2596. AUSTRIAN MODEL 95/30 BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY STEYR serial #7215K/M953404324, 8x56R, 19" barrel with a good to
very good bore having pitting an oxidation still with good rifling the entire length. The metal surfaces on this importer marked rifle retain
about 95-97% original blue with scattered light pinprick pitting and discoloration where the rear sight was installed on the barrel, the bolt
remains bright and has been numbered to the rifle and a large "S" has been added above the chamber. The hardwood stock and handguard rates very good with a few light handling marks in an added light varnish and his been renumbered to the gun. The gun is equipped
with side-mounted swivels and a stacking hook and an in-the-white bayonet lug has been installed. An about very good overall "Spitzer"
converted Steyr model 95. (57154-8) {C&R}
(175/275)
2597. WALTHER MODEL 1928 FLARE PISTOL serial #23886L, 27 mm, 6" part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The alloy metal surfaces retain about 80% original blackish-gold anodized finish, loss due to flaking, scuffs and edge wear. The hammer, trigger, triggerguard
and lanyard ring retain about 60% original blue with the balance moderate oxidation. The checkered brown plastic grips rate very good
showing minor wear and staining. (56842-10)
2598. REMINGTON MARK III SIGNAL PISTOL serial #4202, 10 ga., 9" barrel with an about very bore having modest light pitting and oxidation staining the first third of the barrel. The barrel retains about 95% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining and a couple
patches of pinprick pitting closest to the breech and is numbered to a different gun. The brass frame has a pleasing mellowed ochre patina with a couple very light impact marks and specks of fine oxidation staining. The walnut grips rate very good with lightly rounded edges
and handling mark. (57167-23) {C&R}
(150/250)
2599. BACON MANUFACTURING CO. BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #73, .36 cal., 6” barrel with an
oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are mottled mix of gunmetal gray, brown and purple colors exhibiting scattered pitting, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The loose foliate scroll engraving on the receiver has thinned. The smooth walnut factory grips rate
good, with dents, scratches and scuffs and they have shrunk slightly. The triggerguard is missing but the double action is still fully functional. (86889-40) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2600. WESTERN
ARMS
CO.
POCKET
MODEL
PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #115522, .31 cal., 4
2600
1/4” plain barrel with oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces are brown with a few traces of original blue in the protected areas. The brass triggerguard frame is a nice golden
brown. The smooth hardwood grips rate very good with light flaking and handling
marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (86889-36) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
2601. T. BALLON & CO. CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL, .40 cal., 3
1/2” smooth bore with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this folding trigger pistol
are gunmetal gray with scattered light oxidation stains, pitting and light scratches. The checkered walnut grips rate very good with few handling marks but they are not precisely inletted at the frame and butt
cap junctures. The company name appears on the left side of frame and the word “London”, on the right side. English
proofs are present as is “R.H.” on the bottom of the barrel. (86889-195) {ANTIQUE)
(100/200)
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2602. MANHATTAN 22 CALIBER POCKET REVOLVER serial #32327, 22 RF, 3 1/8" octagon barrel with a very good bore with soft pitting in
the grooves. The barrel and cylinder have toned to a mottled pewter-brown patina with light pinprick pitting here and there; the top barrel
flat is marked "AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL Co. NEWARK, N.J." The brass frame and gripframe have toned to a pleasing goldenrod patina and the hammer shows lots of original vibrant case colors. The two piece walnut grips rate very good overall with lightly flaking finish and
(150/250)
a light chip at the top of the left grip. The revolver times and locks smartly. (157292-97) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
2603. MEDITERRANEAN UNMARKED BLUNDERBUSS FLINTLOCK MUSKET 23” barrel with an bout 1" very oxidized bore. The barrel displays moderately oxidized surfaces and displays wonderful hammer silver geometrical inlays its full length. The lock assembly is a dark
oxidized brown patina with some scattered very pinprick pitting remnants. The maker marked lock shows light engraving at its center. The
stock is in good condition, it displays a wonderful almost full coverage of circular geometrical gold wire inlays with floral centers; some of
the inlays have fell out of place. The stock displays several cracks primarily at the forend. The gun features a flared muzzle and what appears
to be the original ram rod. The barrel is missing its tang screws which has caused it to be severely loose; it is attached with an orange fabric. (176855-17) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2604. BELGIAN COPY OF A WESTLEY RICHARDS DOUBLE HAMMER GUN serial #9979, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked modified and modified with good bores having moderate pitting their full length. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina having scattered light pits and scratches. The metal swing opening forend has toned to a pewter-brown patina. The locks and hammers have toned
to a brown patina with some light oxidation stains. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock rates very good having multiple dings and
scratches over a dull varnish. The hammers are in good working condition. (176821-3) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2605. STOEGER CONDOR I OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #48327, 20 ga, 28" ventilated rib separated barrels choked full and modified
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retains 99% original blue finish. The frame retains 98% original blue having just a few light scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun features a single trigger and extractors. An excellent affordable 20 ga upland gun. (177320-5)
(200/300)
2606. H&R TROOPER JR. MODEL 490 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN, 20 ga, (2 3/4") 26" plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish. The frame retains 99% of its vivid case-hardened colors. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light scratches and handling marks. (177149-4)
(75/150)
2607. ELGIN ARMS CO SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #S13761, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and improved modified
with very good bright bores. The barrels retain 80% evenly thinning added blue finish displaying some very light impact marks and surface
oxidation. The boxlock frame retains 85% original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good as refinished, displaying just a few light dings and scratches. The butt wears a walnut buttplate which has a few light cracks. The fun
features double triggers, extractors and a automatic safety. (177285-3)
(200/300)
2608. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #909713, 16 ga, 28" pain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains about 90% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The frame retains 85% evenly thinning original
blue finish having light scratches and minimal specks of surface oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good
displaying a few light dings and scratches over a dark original finish. (177165-5) {C&R}
(350/550)
2609. VINTAGE SWORD CANE LOT This lot contains a walnut cane that measures 35" in overall length. The cane’s handle displays a detailed engraving of an eagles head. The walnut collar and shaft exhibit a few light handling marks and some thin cracks around the collar. The sword has a
push button release and features a 12" bladewhich has been likely shortened and sharpened. A very good vintage sword cane. (177292-86)
2610. UNMARKED BRASS CANNON This lot consists of an unmarked brass cannon, 14" long barrel with an about 1/2" bright excellent
bore. The brass surfaces rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. It features threaded trunnions, cascabel and a fuse vent.
Included in a hard case with paperwork and its original design plans. An excellent cannon barrel just missing a fine trace. (177292-13)
[Tom Varrell Collection]
2611. U.S. M1 CARBINE LEG BAG This contains one U.S. M1 carbine paratrooper leg bag that is likely a reproduction. It is designed to hold
one M1A1 carbine with a folding stock. It measures 27" overall, has a folding flap that is U.S. marked and inside the flap is marked 1943.
This gun sleeve is in near excellent condition. (177295-8A)
2612. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #24344719, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent, displaying just a few
light handling marks. The gun is equipped with a Glennfield 4x20 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and foggy optics. (177229-4)
(100/200)
2613. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #24484992, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% plus original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock and forend rate excellent,
displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun wears an All-Pro 4x20 rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics.
(177229-8)
(100/200)
2614. MOSSBERG MODEL 640KB BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 WMR, 24" barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces
retain 85% original fading blue finish exhibiting a few blemishes in the finish. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks and some light chipping around the edges of the buttplate. Included is a factory 10 round magazine and a pair of Weaver rings. (177192-20) {C&R}
(75/150)
2615. SAVAGE MODEL 4 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% evenly thinning
original blue finish having light oxidation stains and light scratches. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying a few light handling
marks and some added finish present. The rifle wears a front post sight and an adjustable rear aperture sight. (177192-10)
(100/200)
2616. REMINGTON MODEL 550 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish, having a few light handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus having just a few light handling marks
with a couple of blemishes in the finish. (177211-21)
(100/200)
2617. HOYER BUCHSFLINTE DOUBLE HAMMER COMBINATION GUN, 16 ga x 44 CF, 28" matted rib barrels 16 ga. choked full, both
having good bores but having pitting their full length. The barrels exhibit 70% original blue with the balance having moderate surface oxidation. The locks and frame have toned to a silver patina, having surface oxidation present. The gun has an under lever opening which is
in similar condition to the barrel. The checkered walnut buttstock rates very good, displaying dings, scratches and a few thin drying cracks
emanating from the buttplate; there is a 1" crack present below the left hammer. The forend has a few light cracks near the barrel wedge.
The hammers function very good. (176873-41) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2618. FN MODEL 1912 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a very good bright bore. The barrel retains 85% evenly thinning original blue finish, having light oxidation stains present. The checkered walnut round knob pictolgrip stock rates very good plus having a few
light dings and scratches from years of use. The bolt has been completely disassembled but are included. (172598-36) {C&R} (75/150)
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2619. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L503794V, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a very good
bright bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having a few light handling marks and a few light specks of surface oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good, displaying a few light handing marks and a sticky residue on the right side
of the butt, likely from a sticker. The gun is equipped with a B-square receiver mount. (177323-62S18820)
(300/500)
2620. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #G92213, 12 ga, 29" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of its added black finish having just a few light handling marks. The round knob pistolgrip buttstock and
forend rate very good as refinished displaying just a few light handling marks. (177142-2) {C&R}
(350/550)
2621. WINCHESTER MODEL 1895 BARRELED ACTION serial #125988, 30 WCF, 28" barrel with a good bore having oxidation and pitting its full length. The barrel retains 60% original blue with the balance displaying moderate surface oxidation. The forearm and handguard
rate good to very good displaying a moderate crack just ahead of the front sight along with scattered dings and scratches. Included a
Winchester hard rubber recoil pad. An excellent parts gun overall. (176842-34)
2622. L.C. SMITH O GRADE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #62309, 16 ga, 24 3/8" damascus matted rib barrels choked modified and improved modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels display a good damascus pattern having toned to a pewter brown patina. The locks and frame have tarnished to a pewter patina having traces of oxidation stains present. The checkered walnut round knob
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good having scattered dings and scratches over a strong original finish. The gun features double
triggers, extractors and automatic safety. (177082-19) {C&R}
(350/550)
2623. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of five leather holsters. 1) Modern brown flap holster in about excellent condition that fits a Mauser
Broomhandle pistol and comes with a shoulder sling. 2) Modern white flap holster in about excellent condition that fits a Walther PPK or
similar pistol. 3) Brown Heiser No. 929 belt holster in very good condition showing some light wear and blemishes from use. 4) Brown
Bianchi #1873 holster for a large single action revolver that is in near excellent condition showing some minor handling marks. 5) Modern
brown flap holster in about excellent condition that fits a P-08 Luger. (127292-104)
2624. P-38 HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a post war black leather flap holster marked “C. Riese Berlin 1961/8” that fits a P-38 pistol that
is in near excellent condition and appears to have seen light use with some crazing on the flap, and light wear with some mildew on the
interior. (127292-104A)
2625. USN HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a brown leather Boyt model 44 holster with shoulder sling marked “US” on the front and “USN”
on the back. The holster is for a medium sized revolver and is in very good condition, showing a little verdigris on the brass fittings and
some minor wear from use. (127292-104B)
2626. U.S. MARKED HOLSTER LOT This lot consists of a brown leather “US” marked flap holster likely by Clinton (partially obscured name),
dated 1918, with an inspectors mark “F.W.T.” and fits a 1911 pistol. It is in near excellent condition, showing some minor wear and a little
verdigris on the brass fittings. It is fitted with a military style wire belt hook. (127292-104C)
2627. P-08 TAKEDOWN TOOL LOT This lot consists a P-08 takedown tool with Waffenampt Eagle/655 and in near excellent condition, showing strong blue with some light scuffing and scratches from use. (127292-104D)
2628. H&K BATTERY BOX LOT This lot consists of an OD green battery box of plastic construction and by Heckler & Koch that works with
a Hensoldt optical periscope that is used on the H&K M3 tripod for night illumination. The box is in near excellent condition with a few
scuffs on the exterior, a closure strap with a broken tip and instructions displayed on the interior of the lid written in German. The connecting cables are present along with four spare bulbs and the interior battery housing, but does not contain any batteries. (127000-2A)
2629. COLT BISLEY ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of an aluminum pistol case containing a pair of smooth hardwood Bisley grips in near
excellent condition, a leather belt with a brass Colt model 1860 Army belt buckle, a 4 3/16” long extractor rod with a round rod head and
another semi teardrop shaped extractor rod head that does not thread to the included rod. They appear like-new. The case measures 13”
x 18” x 5” with a double layer of foam and a few minor blemishes on the exterior from use. (127292-11A)
2630. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a pair of grips for a 1902 Colt pistol. One of the grips is an aftermarket replacement that appears
unused; the second appears to be an original grip that got too close to a heat source and has a melted face. Next is an unmarked magazine in excellent condition for a European semi-auto handgun that fits a 380 ACP cartridge. (127292-105)
2631. SAVAGE MODEL 23B SPORTER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #118053, 25-20 Winchester, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 70% original blue, exhibiting a fading towards gray as well as a few minor handling marks. The smooth walnut
semi-pistolgrip stock features a Schnabel forend and rates very good plus exhibiting a few minor handling marks and a light 1" crack in the
right side forend tip. The rifle features a front bead sight with the rear sight having been replaced with a dovetail steel target block. Fitted to
the gun is a Weaver Classic 3X rifle scope that is in excellent condition with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. (127211-16) {C&R} (75/150)
2632. HOPKINS & ALLEN XL BULL DOG DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2003, 38 CF, 5” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.
The refinished nickel rates near excellent as refinished with a few scattered freckles and some flaking by the muzzle that shows oxidation and
light pitting. The hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate near excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. The frame, cylinder and barrel are numbered alike. It comes with an engraved leather holster by Helena Saddlery. (127167-19) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2633. ROSSI MODEL 33 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #117796, 38 Spl, 3” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing very little light frosting. The nickel finish rates excellent with a few very minor handling marks and a light turn ring on the five shot cylinder. The
checkered hardwood grips with Rossi medallion rate excellent. The gun comes with a set of brown plastic oversized target grips and a felt
lined presentation box. (127340-68)
(75/150)
2634. BERETTA MODEL 84BB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D44258Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent. This pistol appears to have had little if any use and comes with
two magazines, bore brush, manual and its original factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun. (127340-69) (200/300)
2635. BERNARDELLI MODEL 100 SEMI-AUTO TARGET PISTOL serial #22329, 22 LR, 5 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue showing a few light handling blemishes. The checkered hardwood target grips rate excellent. The
gun comes with two magazines, manual and a vinyl case. (127341-47)
(250/450)
2636. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Nikon 2X20 extended eye relief pistol scope with a matte black finish showing some faint ring marks
and a duplex reticle and clear bright optics. It is in overall excellent condition and comes with flip-up lens covers. (127294-23)
2637. SPORTERIZED ENFIELD SMLE NO.1 MK.III BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #Z5498, 25 1/4" barrel with a good bore which exhibits
pitting and oxidation its full length. The metal surfaces retain 85% reapplied blue finish displaying light handling marks and scattered light
oxidation. The smooth walnut stock rates near very good, but has some minor chips and cracks as well as a few small arsenal repairs; the
stock also exhibits some light flaking of its varnish, as well as some general light scratches and scuffs. The rifle features its military rear sight,
but a ramp front sight has been installed in place of the original military configuration. Included with the rifle are a leather sling and a detachable box magazine. (137075-S18037)
(100/200)
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2638. IVER JOHNSON TP SERIES 25 POCKET PISTOL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EE06444, 25 ACP, 2 7/8" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a few instances
of minor wear. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent, exhibiting only a few negligible handling marks. The pistol features a manual safety. Included are a single 7 round magazine, manual, and aftermarket pistol rug. (136940-225)
(200/300)
2639. JOHNSON, BYE & CO. "SMOKER" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #126, 38 Rimfire, 4 1/2" octagon barrel with a bore exhibiting light oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some light handling marks and a few spots of minor oxidation. The black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. (136940110) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
2640. JOHNSON, BYE & CO. "SMOKER" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #701, 38 Rimfire, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a very good
bore which exhibits dark grooves. The metal surfaces rate good, but retain little of their factory original finish, except for the cylinder, exhibiting a general mottled brown patina. The black synthetic grips rate near very good, but the left panel exhibits a chip measuring about 1",
missing from along the backstrap. (136940-114) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
2641. JOHNSON, BYE & CO. "SMOKER NO.2" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1022, 32 Rimfire, 2 7/8" barrel with a dark, oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 20% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibit numerous light handling marks,
as well as wear and some minor oxidation staining. The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit several light scratches and other
handling marks, as well as some minor wear. (136940-113) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
2642. JOHNSON, BYE & CO. "TYCOON" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #4364, 32 Rimfire, 2 7/8" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 50% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some flaking giving way to
oxidation. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus and exhibit only a few minor handling marks. (136940-115) {ANTIQUE} (50/75)
2643. JOHNSON, BYE & CO. "TYCOON NO.2" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2383, 32 Rimfire, 3" barrel with a good bore which
exhibits oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some
light scratches and other handling marks. The smooth walnut grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor handling marks.
(136940-111) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2644. IVER JOHNSON "DEFENDER 89" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #16, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. the
metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit a sizeable area of pinprick pitting
along the left side of the frame and a portion of the cylinder, as well as some minor handling marks and wear. The smooth walnut grips rate
very good, but exhibit several light handling marks as well as some worn varnish. (136940-120) {C&R}
(25/50)
2645. IVER JOHNSON "DEFENDER" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #79, 32 Rimfire, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 50% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit moderate pinprick pitting.
The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good, but exhibit what appear to be splotches of paint. (136940-119) {C&R}
(25/50)
2646. IVER JOHNSON "DEFENDER" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1614, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with a very good plus bore which
exhibits some spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good plus, retaining about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, and exhibit some minor marks and sparse light oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some
minor signs of handling. (136940-118) {C&R}
(50/100)
2647. IVER JOHNSON "DEFENDER" SINGLE SHOT REVOLVER serial #892, 22 LR, 2 1/4" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces rate near very good and retain about 20% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit strong brown patina, predominantly
along the frame. The smooth walnut grips rate very good, although the left panel exhibits a 7/8" crack running upward from the butt.
(13690-112) {C&R}
(25/50)
2648. IVER JOHNSON "ROBIN HOOD" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9720, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting only some minor handling marks;
minor flaking is exhibited along the takedown pin, scattered along the cylinder, and a small area along the right side of the frame, giving way
to light oxidation. The smooth walnut grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few faint handling marks. (13690-116) {C&R}
(50/75)
2649. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #S57622, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their blued finish, with some
minor light fading. The genuine mother of pearl grips rate very good plus, but the left grip panel fits somewhat loose to the frame and the
right panel exhibits a small chip missing from the base. (136940-38) {C&R}
(100/200)
2650. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A86325, 32 S&W, 4"
barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish
but exhibit considerable fading and loss, with the barrel exhibiting light to bright pewter color along with some instances of minor surface
oxidation; the frame exhibits more extensive minor light surface oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good
plus but exhibit some signs of previous handling. (136940-183) {C&R}
(75/150)
2651. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #427996,
32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good bore which exhibits moderate oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 60% of their
bright nickel-plated finish. The barrel and top strap both exhibit flaking and subsequent light oxidation. The spine of the grip exhibits multiple light scratches. The checkered non-original black synthetic "Bulldog" grips rate very good plus but sit somewhat loose on the frame.
(136940-51) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2652. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #4474, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a very good, slightly dark bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 30% of their factory original nickelplated finish, but exhibit significant flaking. The black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate good but most of the checkering has been worn
down; in addition, the left grip panel exhibits 3/4" crack running through the Iver Johnson logo. Although the assembly remains functional,
the hammer spur has been ground off. (136940-53) {ANTIQUE}
(25/50)
2653. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #31618, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a dark, oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of their factory original nickel-plated finish, but exhibit general flaking. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus and exhibit only a few minor light handling marks. The cylinder is loose in the frame.
(136940-101)
(25/50)
2654. IVER JOHNSON TARGET MODEL 55 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H20614, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore. the metal surfaces rate good but retain only about 30% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting heavy fading to a general mottled grayish-brown patina, with some minor oxidation staining and surface oxidation present. The checkered brown synthetic "Owl Head"
oversized grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few light scratches. A functional target revolver which would still make for a fine shooter.
(136940-168) {C&R}
(50/100)
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2655. IVER JOHNSON TARGET MODEL 55 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C7075, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 70% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some light handling
marks, as well as moderate speckled light oxidation staining and general light fading; the left side of the triggerguard exhibits an area of light
pinprick pitting. The checkered brown synthetic "Owl Head" oversized grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few light scratches and some
minor wear. A functional target revolver which would still make for a fine shooter. (136940-167) {C&R}
(75/150)
2656. IVER JOHNSON TARGET MODEL 55A DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H80223, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some light handling
marks. The checkered brown synthetic "Owl Head" oversized grips rate very good, but exhibit several light scratches. A fine target revolver
which remains in very good plus condition overall. (136940-172)
(100/200)
2657. IVER JOHNSON 22 SUPERSHOT SEALED EIGHT SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#L30417, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit light handling marks, as well as silvering around the muzzle. The checkered walnut oversized grips rate very
good, but exhibit some minor handling marks and flaking of varnish. The left side of the frame has been non-factory cut to provide visual
demonstration of the trigger mechanism. No cylinder is included with the revolver. (136940-123)
(50/100)
2658. IVER JOHNSON SEALED 8 SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M58220, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore. the metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some light handling
marks and fading, as well as some minor silvering around the muzzle; the cylinder retains traces of clue with the balance now gunmetal gray.
The checkered walnut oversized grips rate very good plus, but exhibit some minor handling marks. A fine target revolver which remains in
very good condition overall. (136940-170)
(100/200)
2659. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED 8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M70689, 22 LR, 11 3/4" replacement barrel with a
bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 75% of their blued finish, but exhibit numerous light scratches and other handling marks, as well as a developing light brown patina. The checkered faux ivory grips rate very good, but exhibit evidence of handling. A fine target revolver which remains in very good plus condition overall. (136940-242)
(100/200)
2660. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED 8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M38924, 22 LR, 16 1/4" replacement barrel with a
bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their blued finish, but exhibit some light handling
marks; the frame displays a slight brownish-plum patina. The right sight of the frame exhibits crude amateur engraving. The cylinder rates
very good plus and retains about 95% of its applied nickel plated finish. The checkered walnut oversized grips rate very good, but exhibit
some light handling marks and wear. A fine target revolver which remains in very good plus condition overall. (136940-155) (150/250)
2661. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D35909, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with a near excellent,
mostly bright bore. The metal surfaces rate good, although much of its original bright nickel plated finish has dulled; the metal surfaces
exhibit several spots of light surface oxidation, as well as light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near very good, but
exhibit some light handling marks and wear, as well as sizeable chips missing from the butt of each grip panel. The revolver requires some
mechanical attention as the hammer will not cock in either single or double action. (136940-238) {C&R}
(25/50)
2662. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #E45579, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" barrel with a good bore which
exhibits strong oxidation in the mid-length. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated
finish, but exhibit some minor flaking along edges and the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus and exhibit no
marks. (136940-227) {C&R}
(75/150)
2663. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #F26941, 38 S&W, 4 1/2" barrel with a near very
good bore which exhibits areas of light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit heavy flaking along the frame, with some light flaking around the muzzle. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor handling marks. The takedown pin release is frozen and allows the pin to slide free
with ease. (136940-174) {C&R}
(50/100)
2664. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A23344, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish,
but exhibit some areas of flaking along the barrel and topstrap, giving way to oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good
overall, but exhibit a large chip missing from the butt of the right panel. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the trigger will
not cock in single action, and the trigger must be manually reset after firing. (136940-231) {C&R}
(50/100)
2665. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A80878, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit only a couple of faint marks.
(136940-229) {C&R}
(100/200)
2666. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A35036, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces rate good, but display a strong brown patina in place of the factory
original finish. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near very good, but exhibit several light handling marks, as well as a chip missing
from the butt of the right panel and a negligible chip missing from the "U.S." logo on the right grip panel. (136940-230) {C&R} (50/100)
2667. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #2662, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about
60% of their nickel plated finish, but exhibit some flaking, giving way to light oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very
good, but exhibit some light handling marks; the grips are ill-fitted to the revolver. The cylinder exhibits some play in both directions.
(136940-241) {C&R}
(75/150)
2668. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #39658, 32 S&W, 5" barrel with a good bore which exhibits light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near good, but retain none of their factory original
finish, exhibiting mottled brownish-gray patina with some spots of minor oxidation and some faint pitting. The checkered black synthetic
grips rate very good, but exhibit some light handling marks, as well as "VA" carved into the left grip panel. (136940-240) {C&R}(75/150)
2669. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A20797, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits a few spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good, but are covered by a layer
of minor brown patina. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but are slightly ill-fitting to the revolver and exhibit a few
minor handling marks; the left grip panel is a replacement, featuring the Iver Johnson "Owl Head" logo. The revolver is missing its front
sight. (136940-228)
(50/100)
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2670. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #29471, 38
S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a good bore which exhibits oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their
factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit flaking along the barrel, topstrap, and cylinder, as well as around the muzzle; the cylinder
retains some light remnants of gold color plating. The genuine mother-of-pearl grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a chip missing from
the right panel. (136940-235)
(75/150)
2671. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #36085, 32
S&W, 3" barrel with a near excellent, mostly bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit even light flaking giving way to oxidation; the cylinder retains a strong layer of gold color plating. The
genuine mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. (136940-226)
(75/150)
2672. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9115, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits spots of light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit a general brown patina, with some light surface oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent
and exhibit only some negligible handling marks. (136940-140) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2673. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #26609, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a dark,
oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some areas
of flaking as well as several light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few
minor handling marks. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as it fails to cock in either single or double action. (136940-137)
{C&R}
(25/50)
2674. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B23678,
32 S&W, 3" barrel with a good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their
factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some flaking giving way to oxidation along the barrel and topstrap. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit only a couple of negligible handling marks. The revolver is missing its front sight. (136940136) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2675. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #51660,
32 S&W, 3" barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good, but exhibit a couple of spots
of flaking along the right side of the barrel. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but exhibit some spots of light wear.
(136940-132) {C&R}
(100/200)
2676. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #18515,
32 S&W, 3" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. the metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory original
nickel plated finish, but exhibit a spot of minor flaking as well as a few light scratches. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate
near excellent and exhibit only a couple of faint handling marks. (136940-134) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2677. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B944, 32
S&W, 3" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits some heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their
factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some minor flaking and fading, as well as a few minor handling marks. The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few minor handling marks. The trigger safety is frozen in place, preventing firing of the revolver. (136940-135) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2678. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #46686,
32 S&W, 2" barrel with a very good plus, mostly bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory
original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some sparse flaking as well as some minor handling marks. The checkered black synthetic "Owl
Head" grips rate very good, but exhibit damage along the right side panel. (136940-130) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2679. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B45465,
32 S&W, 2" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their
nickel plated finish, but exhibit imperfections below the finish. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. The trigger must be manually reset after firing. (136940-205) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2680. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #3333, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retains about 90% of their factory original nickel plated
finish, but exhibit flaking along the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage.
(136940-142) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2681. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A38141, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very
good plus bore which exhibits a few spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original
nickel plated finish, exhibiting some scattered light flaking giving way to oxidation, as well as general light handling marks. The checkered
black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good but exhibit some light handling marks and wear. (136940-141) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2682. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #7875, 32
S&W, 3" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits light oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 70%
of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit numerous light scratches and other handling marks. The checkered black synthetic
"Owl Head" grips rate very good, but exhibit wear as well as a chip missing from the left panel. (136940-133) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2683. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #B19322,
32 S&W, 3" barrel with a bore which exhibits oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 50% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibit some areas of flaking giving way to oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate
very good plus, exhibiting only some minor wear. (136940-131) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
2684. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#31952, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit flaking giving way to oxidation along the barrel and topstrap, as well as some minor flaking
around the muzzle. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks.
(136940-54) {C&R}
(50/100)
2685. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R5827, 38
S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with an near very good bore which exhibits some spots of light oxidation. the metal surfaces rate very good and retain
about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but
exhibit some minor handling marks. (136940-267) {C&R}
(75/150)
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2686. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #170, 38 S&W, 3
1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some minor handling marks, as well as a spot of sparse oxidation staining along the left side of the frame. The genuine mother-of-pearl grips rate near very good, but exhibit a minor chip in the butt of the left panel as well as a larger shallow chip missing
from the right; the grips are scratch-numbered to another gun. (136940-236) {C&R}
(150/250)
2687. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #Q60115, 38 S&W,
3 1/4" barrel with a near good bore which exhibits light oxidation and some minor pitting. The metal surfaces rate near very good, but retain
very little of their factory original blued finish, having since faded to a brown-gray patina. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips
rate excellent and exhibit only some faint evidence of handling. (136940-175) {C&R}
(50/100)
2688. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #2, 38 S&W, 6"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 30% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some light surface oxidation as well as speckled fading, heaviest along the frame. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips
rate excellent and exhibit only some minor evidence of handling. The revolver is equipped with a Bourne Knuckleduster grip device.
(136940-154) {C&R}
(200/400)
2689. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D72300, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a good bore which exhibits some light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and
retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibits some flaking along the barrel, giving way to light oxidation. The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent. (136940-48) {C&R}
(75/150)
2690. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #F99093, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a very good bore which exhibits some minor pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good and retain but retain little of
their factory original blued finish, exhibiting general fading to a light brown patina, with some silvering around the muzzle. The checkered
black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few negligible handling marks. (136940-271) {C&R}
(75/150)
2691. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A45072, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good, but retain extremely little of their factory blued finish,
thinning to gun metal with some light brown patina along the barrel; the cylinder exhibits several bright scratches. The checkered black
synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit only a couple of negligible marks. (136940-285) {C&R}
(75/150)
2692. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G10582, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a very good plus, mostly bright bore. the metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of their factory original
blued finish, but exhibit strong oxidation staining. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage.
(136940-139) {C&R}
(100/200)
2693. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#B76165, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good plus, mostly bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 50% of their
factory original blued finish, but exhibit light oxidation staining; the cylinder exhibits a crack running the entire length of one of the chambers. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. (136940-248) {C&R}
(75/150)
2694. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D63374, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits some spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good
plus and retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some areas of minor flaking. The genuine mother-of-pearl
grips rate near excellent, exhibiting only an extremely small chip missing from the right grip panel. (136940-254)
(100/200)
2695. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D57386, 38 S&W, 6" barrel with a good bore which exhibits oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 80% of
their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some light pitting along the barrel and topstrap. The checkered black synthetic "Owl
Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few negligible handling marks. (136940-126) {C&R}
(75/150)
2696. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #1375, 38 S&W, 4"
barrel with a very good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit pinprick pitting, as well as silvering around the muzzle and along the bore. The smooth walnut oversized grips rate very good plus, but exhibit several light handling marks. The front sight has been ground down and shortened from its original factory configuration. (136940-321)
(75/150)
2697. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D24252, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good bore which exhibits some spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good
and retain about 30% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit numerous small instances of flaking giving way to oxidation, predominantly along the left side of the frame. The left side of the barrel is stamped "Property of Adams Express Co.". The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a light ding in the butt of the right panel, as well as a some minor wear and a
few minor handling marks. (136940-129) {C&R}
(75/150)
2698. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H14626, 38 S&W, 3
1/4" barrel which exhibits areas of heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting fading to gun metal along the barrel and cylinder, with a general mottled brown-gray patina; the cylinder exhibits several turn rings. The
brackstrap of the grip is stamped "AMREX", bordered by a five-pointed star on either side. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head"
grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few negligible handling marks. (136940-127) {C&R}
(75/150)
2699. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A94854, 32 S&W, 4"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 30% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit
considerable fading to a mottled brown patina with some areas displaying gun metal. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate
very good and exhibit only a few minor handling marks. (136940-42) {C&R}
(75/150)
2700. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #E25823, 32 S&W, 5"
barrel with a very good plus, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, displaying a
brownish-gray patina which has thinned to gun metal in some areas. The smooth walnut oversized grips rate very good, but exhibit several minor handling marks as well as some flaking varnish. (136940-58) {C&R}
(75/150)
2701. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G83380, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their reblued finish, but exhibit some minor
marks along the barrel; the frame displays a beautiful rich plum tint. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good, but
exhibit a couple of light cracks along the butt of the grip panels. (136940-249) {C&R}
(75/150)
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2702. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G20764, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a good bore which exhibits heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good plus, but display a slight brownish-gray patina in place
of the factory original finish, exhibiting some minor scratches along the frame. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent,
exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. (136940-177) {C&R}
(50/100)
2703. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H20240, 38 S&W, 4"
barrel with a good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 80% of their
blued finish, but exhibit some light pinprick pitting along the barrel and frame, as well as multiple light scratches along the cylinder. The
smooth walnut oversized grips rate very good, but exhibit some minor handling marks, as well as a 1" crack running down the spine of the
walnut grip. (136940-143) {C&R}
(75/150)
2704. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A83925, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very
good bore which exhibits some light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued
finish, but exhibit fading along the barrel, with a grayish-brown patina covering the frame; the cylinder exhibits several bright scratches. The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few light handling marks. (136940-184) {C&R}
(75/150)
2705. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C95624, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with
a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some minor handling marks as well as a patch of light flaking along the cylinder. The genuine mother-of-pearl grips rate very good, but
exhibit a few minor chips. (136940-138)
(100/200)
2706. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with
a very good plus, mostly bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original nickel plated finish,
but have dulled considerably and exhibit numerous light scratches and other handling marks. The left side of the frame has been non-factory cut in two places to allow for visual demonstration of the trigger mechanism. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near
excellent and exhibit only a few minor handling marks. (136940-125)
(100/200)
2707. IVER
JOHNSON
"CUTAWAY
SALESMAN
DEMONSTRATOR"
FIRST
MODEL
SAFETY
HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER
serial #12027, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good bore which
exhibits some light pitting. The metal surfaces rate near
excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original nickel
plated finish, exhibiting only some faint handling marks. Both
sides of the frame feature factory-cut sections, which allow for
visual demonstration of the revolver's trigger mechanism. The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent,
2707
exhibiting only a few faint handling marks. The revolver
requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails
to lock-up travel. A fine example of these rare revolvers, of
which Iver Johnson produced only about 75 upon special
order. (136940-124) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)

2708. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY
HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER OWNED BY
MR. RALPH WAHNEE, "COMANCHE CODETALKER"
4TH SIGNAL COMPANY OF THE 4TH INFANTRY
DIVISION serial #D28781, 38 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain
about 97% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit
a few minor handling marks, as well as some spots of light pin2708
prick pitting and some isolated spots of sparse oxidation. The
checkered black hard rubber "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and
exhibit no damage. Included with the revolver are a set of four letters relating to the firearm's previous ownership. First is a notarized letter of authenticity, identifying the revolver as having
belonged to Ralph Wahnee, who served as a Comanche
Codetalker with the 4th Signal Company of the 4th Infantry
Division during World War II; the letter exhibits a typo, misspelling Mr. Wahnee's name as "Warner". The three remaining papers are photocopies of originals and include a record of correspondence to the family of Mr. Wahnee from the Smithsonian National Museum of the
American Indian, a letter of condolence signed by Major General Raphael J. Hallada, and a Certificate of Recognition awarded by President
Ronald Reagan. A piece of history formerly owned by a member of the Comanche Codetalker unit, which saw service in the European
Theater during World War II. (136940-157) {C&R}
(400/600)
2709. NAVY ARMS COMPANY MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #208161, 44 Caliber, 7 1/4" octagon barrel with
an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit a few
light scratches, as well as a slight turn ring; the frame rates excellent and proudly displays its factory original vibrant case-hardened colors.
The cylinder features a naval battle engraving which remains strong. The smooth walnut grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a few minor
handling marks. Included with the revolver are 7 lead balls and 1 Minie ball, bullet mold, powder flask, manual, and a red felt-lined wooden
case. The case rates very good, but exhibits numerous light scratches. (137292-15) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(150/250)
2710. FOWLER CONVERTED U.S. CIVIL WAR MUSKET, 20 Gauge, 30" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good
plus and exhibit a general light brown patina, with some light pitting present around the muzzle as well as the breech; the triggerguard and
buttplate exhibit a considerable degree of light pitting. The top of the barrel still displays its original "S.E.B. Steel" and "VP Eagle" markings,
but has also been stamped with Belgian proofmarks, probably acquired during the conversion. The lockplate still displays its "U.S." marking, but the maker mark has become illegible due to fading; while the lockplate is original, the hammer is more modern and was likely
replaced as part of the musket's conversion. The smooth walnut half-stock rates good, but exhibits several light chips and cracks, as well
as other general handling marks; the buttplate appears original and is stamped "U.S.". The fowler features a bead front sight and includes
a non-original ramrod. (137106-70) {ANTIQUE}
(350/550)
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2711. NAVY ARMS COMPANY INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF POLICE 1981
COMMEMORATIVE
MODEL
1858
REMINGTON LIMITED EDITION PERCUSSION
REVOLVER serial #0867, 44 Caliber, 7 3/4" octagon
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The stainless steel
metal surfaces rate excellent and exhibit only a few
minor handling marks. The frame, barrel, and triggerguard display foliate-style and other decorative engraving; the left side of the barrel is engraved "International
Association of Chiefs of Police" in stylized cursive script,
while the right side is engraved "1981". The smooth
walnut grips rate excellent and exhibit no marks, but do
2711
exhibit slight gaps in the fitting between the top of the
grips and the frame; a gold-colored medallion is inlayed
in the left side grip panel, displaying the IACP logo
encircled by an olive wreath. The butt of the grip identifies the revolver as unit 867 of 1000. Included with the revolver are 27 lead balls, a tin of percussion caps, bullet mold, powder flask, manual, and a red felt-lined wooden case. The wooden case rates very good, but exhibits multiple scratches along its top. The exterior of the
case displays the IACP logo encircled by an olive wreath, while the interior features a leather plaque denoting the commemorative nature of
the revolver. Writing on the manual, as well as a separate handwritten note, purport that the revolver belonged to the collection of Colonel
Rex Applegate, but no documentation is included which might validate this claim. (136837-24) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)

2712. F. WESSON FIRST TYPE SPORTER TIP-UP
SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #6065, 44 Rimfire, 24" octagon barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good plus,
however its original finish has since given way to a grayish-brown
patina with light pinprick pitting throughout; a pair of eagles are faintly visible along the top of the barrel, but other markings have become
2712
illegible with age. The bottom of the barrel and interior of the frame
display matching serial numbers; the lower tang displays a set of
extremely faded numbers which are likely matching to the serial number. The smooth walnut straight stock rates good, but exhibits numerous scratches and dings as well as a 1" crack in the left side running rearward from the frame. The metal buttplate exhibits minor separation from the stock; the areas of wood around the tang and buttplate exhibit significant wear. The rifle features a manual extractor, but the
slotted link is missing from the right side of the frame and barrel. Featured with the rifle are a set of iron sights; the upper tang exhibits a
non-tapped screw hole, likely from the installation of a tang sight. Included is a set of article clippings pertaining to F. Wesson Tip-Up rifles.
(137106-69) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2713. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #Y8232, 30-30 Winchester, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks.
The smooth walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent, exhibiting only some light damage along the grip. The rifle features an open rear
and hooded ramp front set of iron sights. A set of sling swivel studs are also featured, with quick-detach mounts installed. Marlin factory
records indicate that this Model 94 was manufactured in 1964. (137337-14) {C&R}
(250/450)
2714. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #21161192, 30-30 Winchester, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting negligible handling marks. The smooth walnut stock
and forearm both rate near excellent and exhibit only a couple of faint handling marks. The rifle features a hooded ramp front and adjustable
rear sights, as well as a Tasco "Opti-Centered" 4x32 rifle scope. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp clear sight picture. The
scope is mounted on a set of Weaver side-flip rings. Also featured with the rifle is a hammer spur extension. (137234-8)
(300/500)
2715. MARLIN MODEL 39A LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #M19853, 22 LR, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces
rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish. The smooth walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus, but
exhibit some minor handling marks and wear; the Marlin bullseye stock inlay is not present. The iron sights have been removed, with drilled
and tapped holes in place of the front sight, and a slot blank replacing the rear sight. A brass-accented J.C. Higgins 4x riflescope is affixed
to a mount which has been installed along the left side of the barrel. The scope features a crosshair reticle and displays a clear sight picture. The left side of the receiver features factory drilled and tapped holes for receiver sights; a hammer extension is installed on the hammer spur. Marlin factory records indicate that this Model 39A was produced in 1955. (137254-24) {C&R}
(250/450)
2716. MARLIN MODEL 57M LEVER ACTION RIFLE, 22 Magnum, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. The smooth walnut stock rates
excellent and exhibits no damage, however the Marlin bullseye is missing. The rifle features a set of iron sights, as well as an installed scope
base. The rifle also features a set of sling swivel studs. (137211-6)
(250/450)
2717. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #65-68905, 22 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel
with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit a slight turn ring and some minor marks along the unfluted cylinder; the ejector rod housing exhibits some light damage toward the muzzle. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few light handling marks. No 22 LR cylinder is included with the gun.
(137334-3D29318)
(150/250)
2718. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK DUO-TONE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #51-11237, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2" barrel with
an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some
light silvering along edges, as well as some minor surface oxidation along the left side of the barrel; the cylinder exhibits a heavy turn ring
and some light turn rings. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus, but exhibit some light wear, as well as a minor scuff along the left
grip panel. Included with the revolver are a manual and papers, and the factory original box white grease pencil-numbered to the gun.
(137334-21D29973)
(200/400)
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2719. RUGER SECURITY SIX DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #152-85153, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a light turn ring along the
cylinder; the frame has developed a pleasing plum tint. The checkered walnut Ruger grips rate very good, but exhibit several light handling
and impact marks. A durable revolver which remains in prime shooting condition. (137323-58S18861)
(250/450)
2720. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8K90083, 38 Special, 4" pinned barrel with an excellent,
bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit light silvering around
the muzzle as well as along the cylinder, crane, and edges; the ejector rod is devoid of its factory original blued finish. The cylinder exhibits
a light turn ring, with some minor handling marks scattered about the metal. The dimpled black rubber Hogue grips rate very good plus,
and exhibit only light evidence of handling. The revolver features a target trigger and target hammer, with the factory case-hardened colors
remaining strong on both. (137323-54S18703)
(200/400)
2721. SMITH & WESSON M&P9 SHIELD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HRM3489, 9mm, 3" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. the metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain 98% plus of their factory original black Melonite finish, exhibiting only a few minor marks from handling
and wear. The textured black synthetic integral grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage or marks. The pistol features a set of white threedot iron sights, and a thumb safety. The magazine catch sticks. Included with the pistol are a 7 round magazine and a carry holster. (1373231S19051)
(200/400)
2722. BERETTA BU-9 NANO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #NU006804, 9mm, 3" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces
rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit a few minor handling marks. The black synthetic
integral grips rate excellent, exhibiting only a couple of faint signs of handling. The pistol features a set of three-dot iron sights. Included
with the pistol are two 6 round stainless steel magazines, trigger lock, factory test-fired casing, manual and papers, a factory hardcase, and
the factory original box correctly end-labeled to the gun. (137285-36)
(200/400)
2723. TAURUS PT99AF SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TIG90100, 9mm, 5" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very
good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting some light scratches and wear. The smooth walnut grips rate
very good plus, but exhibit multiple light handling marks. The pistol features a set of three-dot iron sights, as well as a lanyard loop along the
butt of the grip and an ambidextrous safety. Included with the pistol is a single 17 round magazine. (137334-1D30393)
(250/450)
2724. INTRATEC TEC-DC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D030701, 9mm, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces
rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original parkerized finish, but exhibit some minor surface oxidation scattered about.
The checkered black synthetic integral grips rate excellent and exhibit no marks. Included with the pistol are a single 32 round stick magazine and the factory original hardcase correctly end-labeled to the gun. (137277-9)
(250/450)
2725. AUTO ORDNANCE OF WEST HURLEY, NY MODEL 1911A1 STANDARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AOC15293, 45 ACP, 5"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, but
exhibit several light scratches and other minor handling marks; the frame displays a slightly plum tint. The installed checkered black synthetic Crimson Trace grips features an integral red laser and rate excellent, exhibiting no damage or wear; the laser feature is still functional. The
pistol features a set of fiber optic three-dot iron sights. Included with the pistol is a single 7 round magazine. (137334-6D30658)(200/300)
2726. WALTHER MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY MANURHIN serial #43466, 7.65mm (32 ACP), 3 7/8" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some minor scratches and
wear, as well as light silvering along edges; the grip surfaces exhibit the heaviest fading. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good
but exhibit noticeable wear, particularly along the left grip panel. The left side of the frame exhibits a stamp mark "ByP" in an oval, but has
been struck through; "ByP" denotes that the pistol was property of the Bayerische Polizei, the Bavarian State Police. The front strap of the
pistol is marked "HK INC ARL VA 22201". The pistol features a decocker safety and iron sights. Included with the pistol are a single 8 round
magazine with finger extension floorplate, and the factory original box correctly labeled to the gun. (137326-1)
(150/250)
2727. SIG SAUER P226 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #U469155, 9mm, 4 1/4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces of this
West German made Sig pistol rate very good and retain about 85% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some light fading as well
as several marks from wear; the top of the chamber exhibits some minor speckled oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very
good, but exhibit some scratches from handling. The pistol features a set of Trijicon three-dot night sights, but the low light functionality has
ceased with age. The pistol features a decocking lever and includes a single 10 round magazine. (137334-5D30459)
(300/500)
2728. SIG SAUER MOSQUITO SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A008221, 22 LR, 4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces
rate excellent and retain 98% plus of their factory original blued finish. The textured black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. The pistol features a decocking lever, as well as an ambidextrous manual safety. The pistol also features a picatinny accessory rail to
allow for mounting light and laser devices. Included with the pistol are two 10 round magazines, chamber flag, small parts, lubricant, a factory hangtag and test target, manual and papers, and the factory original hardcase correctly end-labeled to the gun. (137314-2)(200/400)
2729. WALTHER P22 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L194108, 22 LR, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near
excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original matte black finish, exhibiting only some minor wear along the slide serrations. The
integral black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no signs of handling. The pistol features a set of white three-dot iron sights, ambidextrous safety and ambidextrous magazine release. Included with the pistol is a single 10 round magazine. (137334-14D30203) (150/250)
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2730. GSG KALASHNIKOV "REBEL" SEMI-AUTO
RIFLE serial #A503376, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain
about 99% of their factory distressed appearance. The
smooth walnut furniture rates excellent and, aside from
the factory distressing, exhibit no marks. Included with
the rifle are two 24 round magazines, tools, manual and
papers, and the factory original box end-labeled to the
gun. (137307-33)
(300/400)
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2731. CHINESE SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE IMPORTED BY CAI serial #12214322, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some minor fading and a few light
handling marks. The receiver identifies the rifle as having been produced at Norinco Arsenal 26. The brown fiberglass stock rates very
good, but exhibits numerous handling related marks and wear. The rifle includes a green canvas sling, cleaning kit located in the buttrap,
and a cleaning rod below the barrel; the spike bayonet is still mounted to the rifle. Installed on the rifle are a muzzle break, folding bipod,
and a Leapers 6x32 riflescope on an aftermarket scope mount receiver cover. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear
sight picture. The gun comes with two magazines including the original. (137292-53) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
2732. ALBANIAN SKS "JULY 10TH RIFLE" SEMI-AUTO RIFLE IMPORTED BY TG INTERNATIONAL serial #02352-69, 7.62x39mm,
20" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original blued finish, but
have been importer reblued along the barrel and exhibit some discolored bluing along the receiver cover; the magazine and triggerguard
also exhibit some light fading. The receiver cover also exhibits faded grind marks surrounded by a patch of slightly discolored bluing; the
cover also exhibits a small line of pinprick pitting. The hardwood stock rates near excellent and retains practically all of its varnish, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. The stock, triggerguard, magazine, receiver, receiver cover, bolt carrier, and bolt all display matching
serial numbers. The rifle maintains its factory spike bayonet and includes a cleaning rod, as well as a canvas sling. The importer marking is
still visible along the underside of the barrel, but slightly obscured as a result of the rebluing. The "69" suffix of the serial number denotes
that the rifle was manufactured in 1969. (137330-124) {C&R}
(300/500)
2733. CZECHOSLOVAKIAN MODEL VZ.52/57 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #HP67899, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore. The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their respective parkerized and black enamel finishes, exhibiting only
a few minor handling marks. The European hardwood stock rates excellent and exhibits no damage; the receiver and stock display matching serial numbers. Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine; the rifle maintains its side-folding blade bayonet. (137330167) {C&R}
(250/450)
2734. CZ MODEL 452-2E ZKM BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #A405080, 22 LR, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 99% of their factory original blued finish. The checkered walnut Mannlicher stock features a Bavarian comb
and rates excellent, exhibiting no marks; featured with the stock is a factory recoil pad which brings the length of pull to 14". The rifle features
a set of iron sights, as well as a set of sling swivel studs; the receiver features an integral scope base. Included with the rifle are a detachable
box magazine, manual and factory test-shot target, and the original factory box correctly numbered to the gun. (137229-13)
(300/400)
2735. CZ MODEL 512 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #B320325, 22 WMR, 20 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate
excellent and retain about 99% of their factory original blued finish. The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and exhibits no marks. The
rifle features a set of iron sights, as well as a set of sling swivel studs; the receiver features an integral scope base. Included with the rifle
are one 5 round and one 10 round detachable box magazines, manual and factory test-shot target, and the original factory box correctly
numbered to the gun. (137229-16)
(350/450)

2736
2736. WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT
ACTION RIFLE serial #23645, 22 LR, 28" heavy barrel with
an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain
about 98% of their professionally reblued finish, exhibiting some slightly faded factory
marking, as well as a few small scattered areas of obscured pinprick pitting along the barrel and
barrel bands. The smooth walnut stock rates very good plus, but exhibits several minor scratches and scuffs, as well as a 1/4" by 3/8" section of wood having been removed from along the left side of the receiver; the wood displays a few dark stains, likely absorbed from the
reblued metal. The length of pull on this rifle measures only 12 3/4". The rifle features a Winchester No. 82A flip-up peep rear and Lyman
No. 17A globe front sight. The barrel is factory drilled and tapped for scope blocks, with two blocks installed. Included with the rifle are one
5 round detachable box magazine and one single shot adapter, and a leather sling. Winchester factory records indicate that this Model 52
was manufactured in 1932. (137292-49) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(300/500)
2737. WINCHESTER MODEL 62 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #186782, 22 LR, 23" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces
rate very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish, and exhibit strong fading, silvering along edges, sparse oxidation
staining, as well as wear and a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut straight stock and forearm rate very good plus, but exhibit several light handling marks. The rifle retains its factory open iron sights. Winchester factory records indicate that this Model 62 was manufactured in 1947. (137246-2) {C&R}
(150/250)
2738. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #85671, 22 LR, 19" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate
very good and retain about 60% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit general fading and moderate light oxidation staining, as well
as some light silvering along edges; the receiver exhibits the strongest fading, displaying a light mottled brownish-plum patina tint to the
blue. The smooth walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus to near excellent, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks, and a minor
chip missing from the right side of the forearm, directly adjacent the receiver. The rifle features a ramp front sight, however a slot blank occupies the rear sight dovetail. Replacing the factory rear sight is a Lyman aperture rear receiver sight. A fine takedown rifle which remains in
very good condition for its age. (137211-20) {C&R}
(250/450)
2739. REMINGTON MODEL 241 SA "THE SPEEDMASTER" SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #47715, 22 Short, 24" barrel with an excellent
bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their blued finish, but exhibit some minor fading and faint oxidation
staining, as well as a few light handling marks; the receiver displays a slight plum tint. The smooth walnut stock and forearm rate excellent
and exhibits only a couple of minor handling marks. The rifle retains its factory open iron sights. The barrel and receiver both exhibit a
respective set of non-factory drilled holes, likely for the installation of scope mounts. The receiver and barrel display matching serial numbers. (137211-25) {C&R}
(200/400)
2740. REMINGTON MODEL 241 LA "THE SPEEDMASTER" SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #47293, 22 LR, 23 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bright bore. The metal surfaces rate about very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit considerable
fading as well as some light handling marks; the receiver display a plum-gunmetal gray patina. The smooth walnut stock and forearm rate
excellent and exhibit no marks. The rifle retains its factory open iron sights. The receiver and barrel display matching serial numbers.
(137211-17) {C&R}
(200/300)
2741. REMINGTON MODEL 550 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near
excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a couple of minor marks. The smooth walnut stock rates
very good plus, but exhibit several light handling marks. The rifle features a set of open iron sights. (137211-21)
(150/250)
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2742. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #95606, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 97% of their factory original blued finish. The smooth walnut stock
and forearm rate near excellent and exhibit only some light handling marks. The rifle features a ramp front sight, but the rear sight has been
removed; a scope base has been mounted in the rear sight's slot. An unmarked fixed power riflescope is mounted above the receiver; the
optic features a crosshair reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. The top of the receiver is factory drilled and tapped for traditionalstyle scope mounting. Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine. (137337-11)
(200/400)
2743. REMINGTON MODEL 740ADL WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #31953, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their blued finish, but exhibit some areas of minor discoloration.
The checkered walnut stock and forearm both rate very good, but exhibit several light scuffs and other handling marks. The rifle features
drilled and tapped holes along the top of the receiver, as well as a ramp front sight which has been painted red. The factory rear sight has
been removed and filled with a slot blank; a Lyman peep receiver sight has been installed in place of the factory rear sight. Included with the
rifle is a military-style leather sling, as well as two detachable box magazines which display apllied red color schemes. The factory "XB" code
stamped on the barrel indicates that this particular Model 740 was manufactured in December of 1955. (137192-2) {C&R}
(200/400)
2744. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7072328, 308 Winchester, 22" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish. The checkered walnut
forearm and pistolgrip stock rate very good plus, but do exhibit some light scratches. The rifle features a set of iron sights, and has also
been factory drilled and tapped along the top of the receiver; installed is a one-piece scope base. The rifle also features a set of sling swivel studs and includes a single detachable box magazine which exhibits some light surface oxidation. The factory "WT" code stamped on the
barrel indicates that this particular Model 742 was manufactured in August of 1970. (137245-3)
(200/400)
2745. REMINGTON MODEL 7400 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #8031746, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The
metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some scattered spots of minor surface oxidation along the receiver. The checkered walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus, but exhibit some minor handling marks. The
rifle features a set of factory iron sights. A Tasco 3-9x32 riflescope is mounted on a set of Kwik-Site see-thru rings atop the receiver. The
optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp clear sight picture. No magazine is included with the rifle. (137328-25)
(200/400)
2746. REMINGTON MODEL 7400 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #8373297, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with a very good bore which exhibits
a moderate layer of frosting. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their blued finish, however the barrel exhibits
a reblued gloss finish. The checkered walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus, but exhibit some minor handling marks and wear. The
rifle features a ramp front sight, but the rear sight has been removed, displaying empty screw holes where it once sat. Installed atop the
receiver is a scope base and unmarked rings. Included with the rifle are a single detachable box magazine which displays a strip of red tape,
and a leather sling on a set of detachable sling swivels. (137328-26)
(150/250)
2747. REMINGTON MODEL 710 SPORTSMAN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #71309239, 243 Winchester, 20" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory original matte blued finish, with a few minor handling marks as well as some light fading. The textured bluish-gray synthetic stock rates very good but exhibits an acquired smoky appearance. The rifle features a Bushnell 3-9x40mm Sharpshooter riflescope. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight
picture. The rifle does not include its factory 4 round detachable box magazine. (137192-5)
(150/350)
2748. REMINGTON MODEL 700 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #182384, 30-06 Springfield, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The
metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some minor handling marks. The
checkered walnut Monte Carlo stock rates very good plus, but exhibits a few light handling and impact marks, as well as a small chip in the
right side of the butt; featured with the stock is a Pachmayr "White Line" recoil pad, which brings the length of pull to 14". The rifle features
a set of open iron sights, with a Simmons ProHunter 3-9x riflescope mounted on a set of Kwik-Site see-thru scope rings. The optic features
a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137334-40D30714)
(300/500)
2749. SAVAGE MODEL 110E BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #E734413, 338 Win Mag, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their blued finish, but exhibit a few minor handling marks and some areas of light oxidation staining. The rifle is equipped with a Boyds laminated Monte Carlo stock finished in the company's "Forest Camo" colors. The stock
rates very good plus, but exhibits some light handling marks. The rifle features a set of open sights; Redfield bases and rings are installed
atop the receiver with a Bushnell Armor-Sight 3-9x riflescope. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture.
(137341-21)
(250/450)
2750. RUGER M77 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #73-47075, 358 Winchester, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate
excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish. The checkered walnut stock rates very good plus, but exhibits several
minor handling marks; featured with the stock is a factory recoil pad, which brings the length of pull to 13 3/4". The rifle does not feature
any iron sights, but a set of Ruger scope rings are installed atop the receiver. (137341-26)
(250/450)
2751. INTERARMS MARK X BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #825600, 243 Winchester, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal
surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only a light mark along the left side of the
barrel. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo stock features a raised cheekpiece and rates very good plus, exhibiting only a few light handling
marks and some minor wear. The forearm ends in an angular taper where an absent forend tip would have met the wood. A Pachmayr
"White Line" rocoil pad has been installed on the stock, as have a set of sling swivel studs. The rifle does not feature any iron sights, but a
set of scope rings are mounted on a Leupold one-piece base atop the receiver. (137294-5)
(250/450)
2752. LOT OF M1 CARBINE ACCESSORIES Consists of several field accessories. The first item is a "second production" M4 bayonet by
Imperial Knife Co. Production of these bayonets began in 1954 and continued into the late 1960s. The bayonet features a 6 1/2" blade and
checkered black plastic two-piece grips. It rates very good plus overall and exhibits no discernible damage, but does show some light agerelated wear. Included with bayonet is an M8A1 scabbard and frog by Viz Manufacuring Co. The scabbard likewise rates very good plus
and exhibits only some minor age-related wear. The second item is a green canvas dual magazine pouch complete with two 15 round
detachable box magazines. One managazine was produced by Rugg Manufacturing Co.; the second magazine is stamped "MN," denoting that the magazine was produced by National Postal Meter. Both magazines rate very good but exhibit noticeable use-related marks and
wear. The final item is a reproduction green canvas softcase with sling. The case rates near excellent with only negligible faint handlingrelated wear. An excellent complement of accessories for the venerable service rifle. (137131-8)
2753. LOT OF AUTO ORDNANCE THOMPSON ACCESSORIES Consists of four items. The first item is a smooth walnut pistolgrip forend.
The forend rates near excellent, exhibiting only some light wear along the finger grooves and butt of the grip, as well as a few negligible
scuffs. The three remaining items are an assortment of 30 round stick magazines. The first magazine appears to be a Crosby XXX First
Version 30 round stick magazine. The magazine rates very good and retains about 80% of its parkerized finish, but exhibits numerous light
scratches. The two remaining magazines both appear to be Seymour XXX Third Version 30 round stick magazines. The first rates near very
good and retains about 60% of its factory original blued finish, but exhibits significant silvering from handling and wear. The second of the
two Seymour magazines rates very good plus and retains about 90% of its parkerized finish, but exhibits some light scratches, with the company markings having faded. (137267-17A)
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2754. LOT OF GUN PARTS Consists of two bolts for U.S. Model 1903 bolt action rifles. The first appears complete
and in very good plus condition, but has lost some of its factory original blued finish due to wear. The second
bolt is essentially just the bolt body as it is missing the firing pin, extractor, striker, and safety. The bolt rates very
good but exhibits wear as well as a few spots of surface oxidation; in addition, the underside of the bolt has been
polished down. (134138-16D)
2755
2755. LYMAN SIGHT LOT Consists of a Lyman No. 102 range control sight. The aperture tang sight is elevation and
windage click-adjustable, complete with removable eye disc. The distance between the center of the screw holes
is 1.50", no mounting screws are included with the lot. The metal surfaces have largely faded to a dark gunmetal
gray. An interesting uncatalogued Lyman sight. (137023-2T)
2756. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2x riflescope. The scope measures approximately 11 1/4" and
features a Griffin & Howe quick detachable offset scope mount with rings. The scope rates very good plus and
retains about 97% of its factory original blued finish, but does exhibit some minor light marks as well as a couple
of small isolated spots of surface oxidation. The optic features a post-and-crosshair reticle and displays a crisp,
clear sight picture. An overall near excellent example of these old quality American-made scopes. (137023-5K)
2757. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Bushnell SportChief 3x riflescope. The scope measures approximately 10 1/2" and is mounted on a set of Weaver side-flip rings with base. The scope rates near excellent and retains about 97% of its factory original blued
finish, exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. The optic features a fine crosshair reticle and discplays a crisp, clear sight picture. (1371437A)
2758. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Leupold M8 4x extended eye-relief scope. The scope rates near excellent and retains about 98% of its factory
original silver finish, but exhibits some faint ring marks and a few other light marks. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp,
clear sight picture. Included with the scope is a Butler Creek flip-up rear lens cap. (136979-1A)
2759. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Leupold VX-II 3-9x40mm riflescope. The scope rates near excellent and retains about 97% of its factory original
silver finish, but exhibits some minor ring marks. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137229-9A)
2760. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Leupold VX-I 2-7x33mm riflescope. The scope rates near excellent and retains about 98% of its factory original
blued finish, but exhibits a few light marks from rings. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137229-15A)
2761. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Weaver Challenger 3-9x riflescope. The scope rates very good plus and retains about 96% of its factory original
blued finish, but exhibits light wear and ring marks. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137234-5A)
2762. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Weatherby Premier 3-9x40mm wideview riflescope. The scope rates very good plus and retains about 95% of
its blued finish, but exhibits ring marks as well as some other light signs of handling. The optic features a duplex reticle and displays a crisp,
clear sight picture. (137211-32A)
2763. SCOPE LOT Consists of a Weatherby Variable 2 3/4-10x riflescope. The scope rates very good plus and retains about 95% of their blued
finish, but exhibits faint ring marks as well as some other light handling marks as well as impact damage along the front. The optic features
a crosshair reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137267-10A)
2764. SCOPE LOT Consists of a post-war Ajack 4x90 fixed power riflescope. The scope features internal elevation adjustment and measures
approximately 11 1/2” with a 26.5mm tube. The exterior metal surfaces retain 98% original blued finish with sporadic light wear and faint
oxidation staining. The optic features a crosshair reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. Included with the scope are a set of Leupold
style rings, but without any base; the scope also includes a transparent flip-up lens cap. A quality scope which remains in excellent condition overall. (67023-5T)
2765. MAS MODEL 45A BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY MAUSER serial #F18566, 22 LR, 24" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal
surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original parkerized finish, but exhibit a few minor handling marks. The
smooth walnut stock rates excellent and exhibits no marks. The rifle features a set of sling swivels and a factory front sight; no rear sight is
present. Installed above the receiver are a set of unmarked scope rings on Weaver-style bases. Included with the rifle is a single detachable box magazine. The barrel and receiver display matching serial numbers. (137307-24)
(200/400)
2766. MAUSER HSC WARTIME COMMERCIAL MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #918008, 7.65mm (32 ACP), 2 1/2" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit some fading
as well as light silvering along edges. The checkered walnut grips rate excellent. The pistol features a manual safety and includes a single
magazine. The pistol displays the correct factory firing proof of an Eagle over “N” stamped on the right trigger guard web, on the front of
the right slide and on the barrel breech block, identifying the firearm as having been a piece of wartime production. The barrel is serial numbered to the pistol (137087-118) {C&R}
(250/350)
2767. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MANUAL EJECTING MODEL FIRST VARIATION DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK
REVOLVER serial #3601, 32 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits some scattered oxidation. The metal surfaces rate
near very good and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit several scratches as well as a few instances of
minor oxidation. The patterned black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage; the grip panels are scratch-numbered to the gun.
(137106-41) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2768. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON "THE AMERICAN" FIRST MODEL FOURTH VARIATION DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER
serial #1295, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of
their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting only a few faint marks. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no
damage or wear; the grip panels are scratch numbered to the gun. (137183-4) {C&R}
(100/200)
2769. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL SECOND VARIATION DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP
BREAK REVOLVER serial #128371, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good, mostly bright bore which exhibits some minor frosting developing along the grooves. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but
exhibit some light scratches as well as a light turn ring. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage.
(137106-47) {C&R}
(100/200)
2770. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1905 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #34734, 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with
a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near excellent and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting only a few light scratches and some minor fading. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. The trigger must be reset to function. (137106-37) {C&R}
(75/150)
2771. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO-EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #9925, 32 S&W, 3 1/4"
barrel with a very good, mostly bright bore which exhibits some minor frosting developing along the grooves. The metal surfaces rate very
good and retain about 95% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit fading, with oxidation along the triggerguard. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit only a couple of minor handling marks; the interior of one panel has been scratch-numbered to the gun. The hammer also doesn't hold in single action. (137106-49) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
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2772. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO-EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #7603, 32 S&W, 3 1/4"
barrel with a good bore which exhibits oxidation and pitting. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their factory
original nickel plated finish, but exhibit several light marks. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage; the
interior of one panel has been scratch-numbered to the gun. The trigger must be manually reset after firing. Included with the revolver is
an unmarked leather holster. (137106-42) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2773. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON AUTO-EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #8555, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits oxidation scattered throughout. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 40% of their factory
original nickel plated finish, but exhibit general light oxidation, as well as some marks along the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips
rate very good plus, but exhibit a few light handling marks; the grip panels are scratch-numbered to the gun. (137106-32) {C&R} (75/150)
2774. HARINGTON & RICHARDSON VEST POCKET FIRST MODEL DOUBLE ACTION ONLY REVOLVER serial #791, 32 S&W, 2"
octagon barrel with a near good oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good, but exhibit significant oxidation; the top strap is stamped "Vest
Pocket Self Cocker". The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage; the grip panels are scratch-numbered to
the gun. (137106-39) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2775. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #J2376,
38 S&W, 4" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 40% of
their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit a significant amount of flaking giving way to oxidation; the grip surfaces exhibit a general light brown patina. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but exhibit some light handling marks; the grip panels are
scratch-numbered to the gun. (137106-36) {C&R}
(75/150)
2776. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #N53476, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a near good bore which exhibits some scattered heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of
their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit flaking and oxidation around the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near
excellent and exhibit only a few faint marks; the grip panels are scratch-numbered to the gun. Included with the revolver is a leather holster. (137106-33) {C&R}
(100/200)
2777. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#O89342, 32 S&W, 2" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits oxidation scattered throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good
and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some extremely minor flaking as well as a few scattered instances
of minor oxidation along the barrel and top strap. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. The trigger
must be reset to function. (137106-46) {C&R}
(100/200)
2778. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY" DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #61986, 32 S&W, 3" barrel
with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 97% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but
exhibits a few light scratches as well as some instances of light oxidation, predominantly along the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic
grips rate excellent and exhibit only a couple of negligible handling marks. (137106-34) {C&R}
(100/200)
2779. IVER JOHNSON AMERICAN BULLDOG SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #6699, 44 Bulldog, 2 7/16"
octagon barrel with a good bore which exhibits scattered light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about
90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit a few light scratches as well as some minor oxidation and general fading. The
checkered black synthetic grips feature a dog head design and rate very good, but exhibit a chip missing from the butt of the right grip panel,
as well as a minor crack in the butt of the left panel. (137106-75) {ANTIQUE}
(150/350)
2780. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 THIRD ISSUE SINGLE ACTION TIP-UP POCKET REVOLVER serial #101945, 22 Short, 3 1/8"
barrel with a very good bore which exhibits light frosting. The metal surfaces rate good plus, but exhibit significant oxidation along the barrel with lighter areas along the cylinder. The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit a few dings as well as other light handling
marks; the grip panels are stamp-numbered to the gun. (137106-28) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
2781. SMITH & WESSON NO. 1 1/2 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #70479, 32 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore which
exhibits some light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish and
exhibit some light scratches as well as a few instances of minor oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good, but exhibit
a few handling marks as well as a minor crack in the left grip panel. (137106-29) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2782. SMITH & WESSON .32 SECOND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #14139, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a
near good bore which exhibits light oxidation and minor pitting throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 80%
of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit light fading as well as some scattered light oxidation, heaviest along the cylinder. The
checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a couple of negligible marks. Included with the revolver is a leather holster marked with initials "F.P.C". (137106-78) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2783. SMITH & WESSON FIRST MODEL 1896 HAND EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5973, 32 S&W, 6" barrel with
a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 40% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit considerable oxidation, heaviest around the front of the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus and exhibit only a few faint
handling marks; the grip screw has been stripped and is bound in place. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the trigger
must occasionally be manually reset after firing. (137106-31) {C&R}
(250/450)
2784. ALLEN & WHEELOCK BARHAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #18, 36 caliber, 4" half-round half-octagon
barrel with a heavily oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good and much of the original engraving is still discernible, however a heavy
brown patina covers almost all of the metal; the octagon portion of the barrel exhibits light silvering as well as several dings along its edges.
The smooth walnut grips rate very good but exhibit several light dings and scratches; the grip panels are stamp-numbered to the gun.
(137106-51) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2785. HOPKINS & ALLEN X.L. DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #904, 32 S&W, 3" octagon barrel with a good bore which exhibits scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 75% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit
some minor flaking along the barrel, with considerable oxidation of the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus,
but exhibit some light handling marks; the grip panels are scratch-numbered to the gun. (137106-50) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2786. HOPKINS & ALLEN "PATH FINDER" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #8810, 22 LR, 2 1/2" barrel with a good, but heavily frosted bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some flaking along
the frame around the cylinder as well as along the front of the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no
damage. (137106-45) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
2787. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #297333, 32 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good
bore which exhibits some scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel
plated finish, but exhibit light oxidation, predominantly along the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only a couple of negligible marks; the grip panels are scratch-numbered to the gun. (137106-43) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2788. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #12422, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a good bore
which exhibits oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit numerous light handling marks as well as some minor oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent, exhibiting only
a few faint handling marks. The timing is in need of professional attention. (137106-48) {C&R}
(50/75)
2789. BLISS & GOODYEAR "PRAIRIE KING" SINGLE ACTION POCKET REVOLVER serial #1645, 22 Rimfire, 2 1/4" barrel with a near
very good bore which exhibits some light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit minor oxidation, predominantly along the frame; the factory engraving work has held-up fairly well, with some portions
partially obscured by minor oxidation. The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit several light scratches; the grips are stamp-numbered to the gun. (137106-44) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2790. MERIDEN FIREARMS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #160391, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits a
few spots of scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original nickel plated
finish, but exhibit some flaking along the cylinder and barrel. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a couple of dings in the right side panel. The hammer does not hold in single action; the trigger must occasionally be manually reset after firing. (137106-38) {C&R}
(50/75)
2791. BACON ARMS "BIG BONANZA" SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2667, 30 Rimfire, 2 1/4" barrel with a good bore which
exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but
exhibit light scratches as well as a few scattered instances of minor oxidation. The smooth walnut grips rate good, but exhibit several faint
marks. The right grip panel exhibits a 1/2" crack running down from the frame, although measuring 2" along the interior side; both grip
panels have been stamp-numbered to the gun. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the index is missing, thus preventing
the cylinder from freely cycling; the center pin is loose in the revolver. (137106-74) {ANTIQUE}
(50/75)
2792. COLT NEW LINE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #9490, 38 Colt, 2 1/4" barrel with a near very good, lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces rate near very good but retain very little of their factory original finish, having since converted to a mottled brownish-gray patina; the barrel displays faint remnants of a marking "Colt New 38". The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit several handling
marks. (137106-77) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
2793. COLT SECOND MODEL NEW LINE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #25616, 22 Colt, 2 1/4" octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain very little of their factory original finish, with almost all of the frame's brass gone. The
barrel displays faint remnants of a marking "Colt New 22". The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit some light handling marks
and wear; the grip panels are grease pencil-numbered to the gun. Colt factory records indicate that this particular Open Top pocket revolver
was manufactured in 1876. (137106-76) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2794. COLT OPEN TOP SINGLE ACTION POCKET REVOLVER serial #65164, 22 Colt, 2 3/8" barrel with a good bore which exhibits
oxidation throughout its length. The metal surfaces rate near very good, but have developed a brown patina in place of their original
finish; there is an isolated patch of minor pitting along the right side of the barrel, just forward of the cylinder. The brass frame retains
much of its luster. The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit some light handling marks and wear; the grip panels are grease
pencil-numbered to the gun. Colt factory records indicate that this particular Open Top pocket revolver was manufactured in 1875.
(137106-24) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2795. SHARPS MODEL 1A PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #29566, 22
LR, 2 1/2 barrels with dark oxidized bores. The metal surface rates
near very good and retains about 60% of their blued finish, but exhibit numerous dings as well as light oxidation along the top and right
side of the barrels. The frame rates near very good and retains its
brass, but exhibits several handling marks and displays a light brownish-gray patina along the grip surfaces. The black synthetic grips features a foliate pattern and rate very good plus, but exhibit some light
signs of handling. (137106-23) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
2796. UNMARKED FOLDING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER, 9mm LC Centerfire, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good, lightly oxidized bore which exhibits some minor light pitting. The metal surfaces rate near very good and feature some but have lost most of their
2795
original finish, having converted to a mottled brown color. The black
synthetic grips rate very good plus, exhibiting only some minor light
signs of previous handling. While the double action trigger pull is
functional, the return springs would seem to be broken as the trigger
fails to rest; in addition, the single action function fails to function.
Included with the revolver is a somewhat tattered black leather holster
which shows its age. (136797-1) {C&R}
(100/200)
2797. WEBLEY & SCOTT MK.III FLARE PISTOL serial #2632, 26.5mm, 4 1/8" barrel with a very good plus, bright bore. The metal surfaces
rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original brass color, but do exhibit several light handling marks. The smooth walnut
grips rate very good, but exhibit some light dings and scratches as well as a 2" crack in the right panel. A very good overall condition flare
gun which would make a fantastic addition to any collection of World War I militaria or military flare pistols. (136837-26) {NON-GUN}
2798. BRITISH WEBLEY & SCOTT NO.1 MK.I FLARE GUN serial #16372, 37mm, 10" barrel with a dark, heavily oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces rate good and retain about 50% of their applied nickel plating, but exhibit extensive handling marks as well as fading to a dark
brown patina. The checkered metal grip rates very good, but exhibits some light handling marks as well as areas of fading which reveal a
likely original brass color. The flare gun features a smooth walnut stock with a length of pull of 16 1/2" and rating near very good, but exhibiting numerous dings and scratches as well as a 2 1/2" crack in the right side running rearward from the grip; the stock also features two
1/4" diameter medallions displaying a "4" in their centers, the significance in unknown. Although the stock is affixed to the flare gun, some
slight play exists where it meets the grip. The stock and butt of the grip features sling swivels. A good example of these flare guns which
saw service in World War I and the early days of World War II. (136739-14) {NON-GUN}
2799. FLARE AND TOY GUN LOT Consists of three items. The first item is an unmarked flare pistol which rates about good with moderate
oxidation over the gunmetal surfaces, requiring some mechanical attention. It features a 6” barrel with a good bore which exhibits heavy oxidation. The grooved wood grips rate very good, but exhibit light wear. Second is a Daisy Detailed Replica of a Walther P38 25 cal. semiauto air pistol. The black plastic surfaces exhibit multiple light handling marks. The final item is a small metal replica of a revolver retaining
about 40% of its black finish as well as much of the white “G MAN” logos; however, it exhibits moderate oxidation spotting over its entire
surface. (136679-43B) {NON-GUN}
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2800. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS Consists of six 25 count boxes of 20 Gauge shotshells. The first three boxes are comprised solely of Remington
"Power Piston" 2 3/4" 9 pellet skeet loads. Each box contains 25 shells. The remaining three boxes are Remington Shur Shot 2 3/4" shells:
of the boxes two are comprised of 8 pellet shots, while the remaining box is comprised of 6 pellet shots. These three remaining boxes each
contain 25 shells. (135632-3B)

2801

2801. WONDERFUL ANTIQUE SILHOUETTE SHOOTING GALLERY LOT. This lot consists of nine dove-shaped heavy cast iron knockdown targets on a manually operated re-set rail. The system rates near good but the original white paint has faded and been mostly
obscured by a heavy layer of oxidation; some light pitting is also present. While all of the silhouettes are accounted for, some exhibit minor
to moderate damage associated with age, with varying portions of the original anatomy missing. Although the target set is now longer in
its prime, the system still functions and resets properly. This particular shooting gallery purportedly belonged to an attraction once located
at Hampton Beach, NH; included is an L-shaped wooden case for storage. A nice piece of history from a bygone era with a local tie, it
remains in good working condition. (137004-1)
2802. VINTAGE AMERICAN FLAG. This lot consists of a 48 star American flag by Valley Forge Flag Co., with the last star representing Arizona,
which was admitted into the Union on February 14, 1912. This flag is not dated, but would have been produced sometime between July 4,
1912, and July 4, 1959, when the 49 star flag came into use with the admission of Alaska. The flag measures approximately 5' x 9 1/2',
exhibiting some light marks and wear consistent with age. The field has faded slightly but exhibits no damage. The canton retains nice blue
color. This attractive piece of American history remains in very good plus condition overall. (136647-13)
2803. COLLECTIBLE VINTAGE TOY LOT Consists of a WWI
Dough Boy Wind-Up Roll-Over Tank by Marx Toys. The metal
surfaces rate near very good and retain about 30% of the factory original green finish, but has become significantly faded with
time; the vehicle also exhibits light to moderate oxidation development, particularly along the guns. Despite its age, the Marx
company markings have held up remarkably well. Both of the
vehicle's rubber treads are still intact; however the wind-up
function seems to no longer work, with internal oxidation of
moving parts being the likely explanation. Still, an overall fine
pre-war toy which has held up considerably well for having been
produced in the 1930s and would make an excellent acquisition
for any antique toy collectors or WWI aficionados. (136222-11)
2804. KNIFE LOT Consists of a reproduction Wade & Butcher
Woodsman's Friend hunting knife. The knife features a 5 15/16"
mirror polished clip-point blade which has been resharpened and
2803
exhibits some scuffs along the metal. The left side of the blade
displays an acid etched caption "Woodman's Friend" with a fox
stalking a hare. The left side of the tang displays the Wade &
Butcher maker's marks, complete with arrow and cross symbols; while the right side is stamped "Sheffield, England". The smooth walnut hilt
rates very good plus and exhibits only a few minor light handling marks. The solid brass handguard rates very good plus and retains much of
its bright luster, although with some minor dulling and extremely light verdigris. Included with the knife is a leather sheath, similarly stamped
"Sheffield, England". An overall near excellent reproduction of these desirable, quality knives which were held in high regard for their reliability
and ability to hold a fine cutting edge. (136222-17M)
2805. BAYONET LOT Consists of a British "P.1858 Short Rifle" bayonet. The bayonet features a 22 3/4" curved blade and rates good plus,
although much of its original polish has faded. The blade exhibits dulling due to age, as well as light mottled gray patina and some minor
pitting caused by blood protein. The blade also exhibits a minor chip approximately 5" from the point. The crossguard, grip mounts, and
pommel show some lightly oxidized brown patina on their surfaces, the muzzle band also exhibits a light crack in its left side. The spring
loaded bayonet locking latch is fully functional. The checkered hard leather grips rate very good, exhibiting wear expected with the age and
condition of the bayonet. No scabbard is included with the bayonet. The bayonet is devoid of markings and shows remnants of a light
cleaning. Overall, a nice "Bar on the Band" British Pattern 1858 Short Rifle bayonet which wears its history well. (136647-13A)
2806. SWORD LOT Consists of a British "Cavalry, Pattern 1885" sabre. The sabre features a 34 1/2" curved, flat back blade and rates good, but
exhibits strong brown patina as well as light pitting. The blade also exhibits a few minor chips around the point. The handguard features a
pierced "Maltese Cross" design. The handguard also displays a strong brown patina, but with more extensive, pronounced pitting. The
checkered hard leather grips rate very good, exhibiting wear expected with the age and condition of the sword. No scabbard is included
with the sabre. Although the sword displays several markings, most have become faded; the right side of the blade exhibits a crown proof
over an "S" and the number 12, this marking indicates that the sword was manufactured in Solingen. Overall, a good British "Cavalry, Pattern
1885" sabre which wears its history well. (136647-13B)
2807. SWORD LOT Consists of an unmarked rapier. The rapier features a 42" blade and displays a mottled brownish-gray patina. The blade
rates near very good, but exhibits some minor chips along the blade edges as well as light pitting and remnants of a light cleaning. The hilt
features a circular rain guard which exhibits a light brown patina; a hilt also features a handguard. The hilt rates very good, but exhibits some
minor damage. The hilt exhibits a single touch mark, but has become unidentifiable due to oxidation and pitting. (136447-26)
2808. SWORD LOT Consists of a Sudanese Kaskara. The sword features a 32 1/2" double-edged straight spearpoint blade which rates good,
but exhibits light surface oxidation as well as remmants of a light cleaning and some minor pitting; an Arabic design spans the length of the
blade. The cross hilt rates near very good, but exhibits general surface oxidation. The handle is comprised of leather strips and rates very
good plus, having held up well for its age. Included with the sword is a leather sheath which features a bulbous flare in the bottom quarter of its length. (137196-11)
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2809. SWORD LOT Consists of two Indian Firangi swords. The first sword features a 32" straight spearpoint blade which displays two light
fullers. The blade rates good plus, but exhibits numerous light scratches and minor fractures as well as scattered light oxidation. The sword
features a Talwar-style cross hilt which rates good, but exhibits general light oxidation as well as some minor scratches. The hilt appears to
have once possessed a guard, but has since been removed and the surfaces filed down. The second sword features a 26 1/2" straight
spearpoint blade which displays three light fullers. The blade rates good plus, but exhibits scattered light oxidation. The Talwar-style hilt
rates good but exhibits some scattered light oxidation and several scratches. Included with the sword is a wood and metal scabbard with
leather covering. The scabbard rates good plus but exhibits some fraying of the leather as well as chipped sections of wood. (136647-12A)
2810. SWORD LOT Consists of two Indian Talwar swords. The first sword features a 32" curved blade. The blade rates near very good, but
exhibits a mottled gray-brown patina with a few areas of minor pitting as well as light scratches; the right side of the blade displays punchdot engraving toward the hilt, but is illegible and likely in a foreign language. The cross hilt rates very good and retains its brass plating, but
exhibits some scratches and is missing the pommel. The second sword features a 28" curved blade. The blade rates good plus, but exhibits
a minor brown patina with instances of light pitting and surface oxidation. The cross hilt rates near very good but much of its brass plating
has flaked away. The hilt also exhibits some light scratches and is missing the pommel. (136647-12B)
2811. SWORD LOT Consists of two Indian Talwar swords. The first sword features a 28 1/4" curved blade. The blade rates good, but exhibits
a rough cutting edge as well as significant oxidation., heaviest around the cross hilt. The blade also exhibits a slight bend toward the point.
The cross hilt features a handguard and rates near good, but exhibits deep pitting and heavy oxidation along the left side, as well as along
the handguard and pommel. The second sword features a 27 1/2 curved blade. The blade rates good plus, but exhibits some light oxidation as well as a hand engraved marking along the right side, which is in a foreign language. The cross hilt rates good, but exhibits a brown
patina with oxidation along the pommel. (136647-12C)
2812. SWORD LOT Consists of two Indian Talwar swords. The first sword features a 28" curved blade in poor condition. The blade exhibits several chips in the edges as well as heavy oxidation. The blade also exhibits metal loss along one of its fullers to the point that holes have
formed. The cross hilt features a handguard and rates good, but exhibits a strong brown patina and some light oxidation. The second sword
features a 28 1/2" curved blade which rates near good, but exhibits light oxidation as well as extremely rough edges; the point of the blade
has also since broken off. The cross hilt features a handguard and rates good plus but exhibits areas of heavy oxidation. (136647-12D)
2813. EDGED WEAPON LOT Consists of a Martindale-style machete. The machete features a large 20 1/4" blade with upswept point. The blade
rates near very good but exhibits a general brown patina with areas of light to moderate oxidation as well as pitting scattered across the length
of the blade. The rounded butt wood grips rate good but exhibit several minor cracks as well as general light handling marks. (136647-13C)
2814. SWORD LOT Consists of an unidentified ethnographic sword somewhat similar in appearance to the Nepalese Ram Da'o. The sword features a 25 1/2" down curved blade. The blade rates near very good, but exhibits varying degrees of pitting along its length. The wooden
hilt features a metal pommel and rates very good but exhibits several light scratches and dings as well as a few chips around the pommel.
Overall, an interesting ethnographic blade. (136647-13D)
2815. SWORD LOT Consists of two ethnographic weapons. The first item is a Filipino Dha featuring a 19 1/2" gently curved blade. The blade rates
poor, exhibiting excessive oxidation along its entire length. The hilt rates near good, exhibits a large crack running rearward from the upper
handguard. The hilt is capped along the blade and butt by folded metal; the metal rates good plus, but exhibits general light oxidation. Included
with the sword is a wooden scabbard which exhibits several substantial chips as well as a few significant cracks and general light marks from
handling and wear. The second item is a Sudanese short sword. The sword features a 14" spearpoint blade and exhibits moderate oxidation.
The hilt is constructed of wood, with hide layered overtop. The hilt rates very good, but exhibits wear and some light handling marks. Included
with the short sword is a leather sheath which features a bulbous flare in the bottom half of its length. (136647-13E; 17B)
2816. SWORD LOT Consists of three African short swords. The first item appears to be of Sudanese origin and features a 9 3/4" spearpoint
blade. The blade rates good, but exhibits heavy oxidation throughout. The hide wrapped hilt rates very good, but exhibits a few instances
of light fraying. Included with the short sword is a leather sheath. The two remaining items are a set of unmarked, but likely Sudanese short
sword. The first features a 12" spearpoint blade which rates near very good, but exhibits some light surface oxidation as well as a few
instances of minor pitting. The wood hilt rates good, but exhibits a couple of noticeable cracks. The second features a 7 7/8" spearpoint
blade which rates near very good, but exhibits some light surface oxidation as well as a few instances of minor pitting. The wood hilt rates
good, but exhibits a couple of substantial cracks. Included with both blades is a set of corresponding wooden sheaths. The sheaths rate
very good, but exhibit some minor damage and wear. The two sheaths are connected to one another by a leather strip. (136647-17A)
2817. WEAPON LOT Consists of five African spears. The first item is a frog or fish spear measuring 61" overall and featuring a barbed head. The
wooden spear head measures 8 1/4" and rates very good plus. The haft measures 52 3/4" and rates very good, but exhibits marks from
handling and wear; the end of the haft is capped with a small circular piece of metal. The remaining four items are a set of throwing spears.
The first two spears both measure 30 1/2" overall and feature 8 1/4" spearpoint heads. The spear heads rate near very good, exhibiting
strong browns patina with a few instances of scattered light pitting; the heads are slightly loose from the hafts. The hafts are comprised of
wood, with hide layered overtop. The hafts feature metal end tips and rate good, although exhibiting some minor instances of the hide beginning to separate as well as a few cracks in the wood. The two remaining spears both measure 52" overall and feature 8 3/4" spearpoint
heads. The spear heads rate very good, but exhibit some light surface oxidation. The hafts are comprised of wood, with hide layered overtop. The hafts rate good, although exhibiting some minor instances of the hide beginning to separate as well as a few cracks in the wood.
These spears were likely made for the African tourist trade. (136647-5A)
2818. BOW LOT Consists of a handcrafted bow. The bow measures 77 3/4" and appears to have been fashioned from Pacific Yew or similar
wood. The bow rates near very good, but exhibits several light marks from handling and wear as well as a couple of minor cracks. The bow
features strips of textile to secure the hemp string, however one end of the string has become free and is now held by metal bindings; the
string exhibits some minor fraying. Included with the bow are a quiver made from hide, and six arrows, four of the arrows feature speartype heads, of these, three measure 22" while one measures 21 1/2". The two remaining arrows feature barbed heads; one measures 23"
while the second measures 20". (136647-5B)
2819. LOT OF ASSORTED ETHNOGRAPHIC WEAPONS Consists of four items. The first item is a wooden sword. The sword features a
23 1/4" wooden blade, with the hilt depicting the likeness of a tribal African head. The sword rates very good plus, exhibiting only some
light handling marks. The second item is an ethnographic axe which is stylistically embellished and measures 25" overall. The head of the
axe appears to depict a rams head, with a man stretched along the back of the head. The axe features one wooden and one metal axe
head; the metal head exhibits brown patina as well as some strong surface oxidation. The handle features the visage of an arcubus pointed at the bust of what appears to be a tribal person; the handle features a section of folded metal along its butt. The wooden surfaces rate
very good plus, but exhibit some light handling marks. The third item is an ethnographic axe measuring 29" overall. The metal axe head
rates good and displays strong brown patina, but exhibits pitting as well as light surface oxidation; the right side of the head displays a touchmark, but has become too faded to identify. The wooden handle rates good, but exhibits light cracks, some repaired, as a result of being
too thin to support the heavy axe head. The final item is a boomerang measuring 20 1/2" from end to end. The boomerang rates good,
but exhibits a few chips as well as some cracks. (136647-20A; 23B)
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2820. LOT OF SPEARHEADS Consists of three antique bronze spearpoint heads. The first head measures 11 3/4" tall x 2 1/4" across and rates
poor, exhibiting extreme oxidation and having become brittle as a result. The second head measures about 8 1/2" tall x 1 1/2" across and
rates good, but exhibits significant oxidation as well as light verdigris. The third head measures 7 1/2" tall x 1 3/8" across and rates good,
but exhibits considerable light oxidation as well as some light verdigris. (136647-12)
2821. CIVIL WAR PROJECTILE LOT Consists of approximately 65 assorted items. The lot includes, but is not limited to, a variety of musket
balls, Minié balls, grape shot, and what appear to be fragments of a cannon shell. Around 25 of the assorted projectiles are housed in display cases, and are marked as having been "dug from Southern battlefields and campsites". Another 30 projectiles are stored in bags and
were found around "Charleston area". The items range in condition from good to very good, but exhibit expected damage from use and
wear from age. (136647-10; 11)
2822. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of Tomahawk Brand knives. The first item is a stainless steel folding knife with a 2 3/4" serrated clip point blade.
The knife rates near excellent and exhibits only some minor light blemishes on the grip; included is a box with packaging. Next are two
stiletto-style folding knives, each with a 4" long clip blade. Both knives feature multi-colored wood grips and rate excellent, exhibiting no
discernible damage and including boxes with packaging. The remaining three items are boxes of disposable knives: the first two boxes contain 12 small knives with 1 3/4" cut-off pen blades and plastic grips; the last box contains 9 small knives, likewise with 1 3/4" cut-off pen
blades and plastic grips. (136222-17B)
2823. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of four Rough Rider knives. The first item is a folding knife with a 4" "B" clip blade. The knife features imitation abalone grip panels and rates excellent, exhibiting no discernible damage. The second item is a folding knife with a 3 1/4" clip point
blade. The knife features a set of rosewood grips and rates near excellent and exhibits only an extremely minor impact mark in the rear of
the right grip panel. The third item is a multi-blade pocket knife with three blades: 3" long clip, 2 1/4" sheep-foot, and 2" spey-point. The
knife features a set of red wood grips and rates excellent overall, with no discernible damage. The final item is a multi-blade pocket knife
with three blades: 2 1/2" long clip, 1 3/4" sheep-foot, and 1 3/4" spey-point. The knife features a set of wood grips and rates excellent
overall, with no discernible damage. All of the knives come with a factory box and packaging. (136222-17C)
2824. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of four knives. The first item is a Banzai Folder folding knife by Frost Cutlery with a 3 1/4" serrated tanto blade.
The knife features a set of rubber grips and includes a black nylon case; the knife rates excellent with no discernible damage. The second
item is a Green Beret Folder folding knife by Frost Cutlery with a 3 3/4" serrated clip point blade. The knife features a set of black synthetic grips and includes a black nylon case; the knife rates excellent with no discernible damage. The two remaining folding knives feature 3
1/2" drop point blades and wood grips, rating excellent with no discernible damage. Both knives include leather cases. All of the knives
come with a factory box. (136222-17D)
2825. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of 16 assorted pocket knives. The first 11 items are a set of identical 2 1/2" drop point blade knives with integral bottle openner, featuring black synthetic grips. The next three items are a set of identical multi-blade knives: 3 1/2" clip point blade
and 3 1/2" saw blade with integral bottle openner. The knives feature sets of red plastic grips. The next item is a single 2 1/2" drop point
blade knives with integral bottle openner, featuring maroon synthetic grips. The final item is a multi-blade knife with a 3" clip point blade
and a 2" spey-point blade; featuring applied green paint on the grips. (136222-17A)
2826. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of three reproduction daggers. The first is a Roman-style dagger which features a 7 1/2" stainless steel spearpoint blade, which retains its sharpness. The blade also displays some decorative markings on either side, with the most prominent details
being the head of a gorgon and the acronym "SPQR" for the Latin phrase meaning "The Senate and People of Rome". The hilt displays
copper plating and features an eagle's-head pommel, with sphinxes adorning the handguard; the mid-section of the hilt also exhibits a profile view of a man's face, likely some emperor. Included with the dagger is a hard plastic scabbard, which among other decorations displays
the twin brothers of Rome's foundation myth: Romulus and Remus. Also included with the dagger is a partial box, missing its cover. The
second item is a decorative Great Basin art dagger. The dagger features a 2" imitation obsidian blade which remains considerably sharp.
The knife features a hilt constructed from a portion of antler, with leather strips and beads comprising the handguard. Included with the
knife are a wooden display stand and a cardboard box. The third item is a non-firing combination dirk/flintlock pistol. The knife features a
10" blade with decorative detail along the left side and the integral pistol along the right. The blade rates good but is dull and exhibits
instances of discoloration. The metal surfaces of the pistol rate very good and retain about 90% of the brass luster. The smooth walnut hilt
rates very good but exhibits some light grind damage around the handguard. Some attention should be made to securing the hilt, as it can
become loose. {NON-GUN} (136222-17E)
2827. REPLICA LOT Consists of a single non-firing combination dirk / flintlock pistol. The dirk measures 15" overall with a 9 1/2" double edge
blade with small bore flintlock pistol attached to it. The edges are unsharpened and the lock functions flawlessly. An interesting replica that
would make a fantastic addition to any décor. (136935-37B) {NON-GUN}
2828. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of four fixed blade knives. The first item is an unmarked long knife which features a 12 1/2" stainless steel spearpoint blade, retaining most of its sharpness but exhibiting some signs of use as well as some sparse minor light surface oxidation. The
smooth wooden hilt rates very good but exhibits several minor cracks. The brass handguard and pommel both rate very good plus and
retain much of their original luster. Included with the knife is a brown leather sheath. The second item is a Hunting Knife Classical Pattern
Bowie Knife with a 10 3/8" stainless steel clip-point blade. The smooth walnut hilt rates very good plus but exhibits a few minor light handling marks; the brass handguard also exhibits some highly noticeable verdigris. Included with the knife is a brown leather sheath with a
factory box. The third item is a Hunter Knife fixed blade knife with a 6" stainless steel clip-point blade which exhibits some minor light marks
as well as sparse surface oxidation. The smooth walnut hilt rates very good plus but does exhibit a few minor light handling marks. The
brass handguard and pommel both rate very good but exhibit some minor light handling marks as well as dulled luster. Included with the
knife are a black leather sheath and a factory box. The final item is a Hunter Knife fixed blade knife with a 3 3/4" stainless steel trailing-point
blade. The smooth walnut hilt rates near excellent, with the brass handguard and pommel still exhibiting bright luster. Included with the
knife are a black leather sheath and a factory box. (136222-17F)
2829. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of four fixed blade knives. The first item is an unmarked knife which features a 5 3/4" stainless steel clip-point
blade, exhibiting only a few minor faint handling marks. The knife features a set of clear acrylic grips with silhoutte-style background; the
grips rate near excellent and exhibiting no discernible damage. The brass handguard and pommel both rate very good but exhibit dulled
luster and some speckling. Included with the knife is a black leather sheath. The second item is an Old Smoky Brand "Gentleman Jim's" Texas Bowie Fighting Knife. The knife features a 6 1/2" stainless steel clip-point blade, which retains its sharp edges and exhibits no discernible signs of use. The multi-colored earthwood hilt rates near excellent, with the exception of a minor small 1/2" crack running through
the left rear rivet. The brass handguard and pommel rate very good plus and exhibit only some minor light signs of previous handling.
Included with the knife is a black leather sheath. The two remaining items are a set of identical fixed blade knives by Tramontina. Both knives
feature a 7" stainless steel straight-back blade and yellow synthetic grips. Included with each knife is a black hard plastic sheath. While
one knife is loose with its sheath, the other is still secured in its factory original packaging. (136222-17I)
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2830. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of 11 assorted pocket knives. The first three items are a set of identical multi-blade knives: 3 1/2" clip point
blade and 3 1/2" saw blade with integral bottle openner. The knives feature sets of red plastic grips. The next three items are a set of identical 2 1/2" drop point blade knives with integral bottle openner, featuring black synthetic grips. The last set of identical knives consists of
two multi-blade knives with imitation stag grips, still in their sealed packaging. The next item is a multi-blade knife, with a 2 1/2" clip-point
blade and a 2" drop-point blade. The knife features a set of imitation stag grips. The next item is a multi-blade knife with a 2 1/4" clip-point
blade and a 1 1/2" drop-point blade. The features a set of imitation wood grips, which exhibit only an extremely small crack in the left side
running rearward from the left rear rivet. The final item is a multi-blade knife with a 2 1/2" clip-point blade and a 1 3/4" drop-point blade.
The knife features a set of brown synthetic grips. (136222-17H)
2831. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of 16 assorted pocket knives. The first 10 items are a set of identical 2 1/2" drop point blade knives with integral bottle openner, featuring black synthetic grips. The next two items are a set of identical 2 1/2" drop point blade knives with integral
bottle openner, featuring maroon synthetic grips. The next two items are a set of identical multi-blade knives: 3 1/2" clip point blade and 3
1/2" saw blade with integral bottle openner. The next item is a multi-blade knife with a 3" clip-point blade and a 2 1/4" drop-point blade.
The knife features a set of brown synthetic grips which rate very good and exhibit readily visible signs of previous handling. The final item
is a multi-blade knife with a 3" clip-point blade, 2" sheep-foot blade, and a 2" spey-point blade. The knife features a set of faux ivory grips
which rate very good plus and exhibit only a few minor light handling marks. (136222-17G)
2832. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of 14 assorted pocket knives. The first item is a small knife by Stewart & Avery with a 2" stainless steel droppoint blade, which displays "Things Remembered" along the left tang. The stainless steel and brass trim grip rates very good plus and
exhibits only some minor storage-grease residue. Included with the knife is a factory box. The second item is also by Stewart & Avery and
features a 2" stainless steel clip-point blade, displaying "Things Remembered" along the left tang. The stainless steel grip rates excellent
and exhibits no discernible marks. Included with the knife is a factory box which is beginning to separate along the hinge. The third item
is an unmarked pocket knife with a 3 3/4" stainless steel drop-point blade, which exhibits some minor light scratches. The knife features a
black synthetic and brass handle which exhibits only some minor fading of the brass luster. Included is a factory box. The fourth item is a
similar unmarked pocket knife with a 3" stainless steel clip-point blade. The horn and brass handle some minor fading of the brass luster
and a few light handling marks. Included is a factory box. The fifth item is a "Little Razor" double blade pocket knife by Smoky Mountain
Knife Works. The knife features a 2" clip-point blade as well as a 2 1/8" razor blade. The stag and brass handle rates near excellent and
exhibits only some minor fading of the brass luster. Included with the knife is a factory box. The sixth item is a "Davy Crockett Trapper"
double blade pocket knife by Frost Cutlery. The knife features a 2 1/2" clip-point blade as well as a 2 1/4" razor blade. The brass and multicolored wood handle rates excellent. Included is a factory box. The seventh item is an unmarked pocket knife with a 2 1/4" clip point blade.
The knife features a brass and walnut handle, and includes an unmarked box. The eighth item is an unmarked folding knife with a 4 1/2"
clip-point blade and smooth walnut handle. The ninth item is an unmarked fixed blade knife with a 4 1/8" clip-point blade which exhibits
moderate surface oxidation; the grip is comprised of leather washers which are deteriorating. Included is a brown leather sheath. The tenth
item is a multi-blade knife by Imperial of Ireland with a 3" clip-point, 2 1/4" sheep-foot, and 2 1/4" spey-point blades. The eleventh item is
a fixed 2 1/4" scalpel blade by Utica Cutlery Company which exhibits a 1" crack in the left side of the wood handle, running rearward from
blade. The knife features a set of imitation wood grips. The twelfth item is an unmarked 2 3/8" clip-point blade, with a maroon synthetic
grip panel on the right and an acrylic Davy Crockett scene panel on the left. The two remaining items are a set of identical 100th anniversary commemorative multi-blades by Camillus, each with a 2 1/8" clip-point and 1 1/2" drop-point blade. Both knives feature white synthetic grips. (136222-17J)
2833. LOT OF KNIVES Consists of five folding knives. The first item is a Floting Guard folding knife with a 3 3/4" stainless steel clip-point blade.
The knife features a multi-color wood grips that rate near excellent and exhibit only some minor faint handling marks. Included with the
knife are a leather sheath and a factory box. The second item is an unmarked folding knife with a 4 1/2" stainless steel clip-point blade,
which exhibits some minor light scuffs. The finger groove grips rate very good plus and exhibit only some light handling wear. The third
item is an unmarked folding knife with a 4 3/4" stainless steel clip-point blade which exhibits some minor light scuffs. The predominantly
brass hilt rates very good, but exhibits heavy verdigris development along the right side. Included with the knife is a brown leather sheath.
The fourth item is an "Old Smoky Folding Hunter" with a 4" stainless steel clip-point blade which exhibits a couple of instances of light surface oxidation. The bone insert grips rate excellent and exhibit no discernible damage; however, the metal handguards exhibit some isolated light verdigris. Included with the knife are a black leather sheath and a factory box. The fifth item is an "Old Smoky Folding Hunter"
pocket knife with a 3 1/4" stainless steel clip-point blade. The knife features a set of multi-colored wood grip inserts, and exhibits some
slight verdigris along the metal handguards. Included with the knife are a black leather sheath and a factory box. The final item is a commemorative "Discovery of America" pocket knife by Opinel which features a 3 1/2" clip-point blade. The knife displays commemorative
engraving along the left side of the blade, and features a rosewood handle. Included with the knife is a factory box. (136222-17K)
2834. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS KNIVES Consists of seven knives. The first item is a Marine Combat fixed blade fighting knife. The knife
features a 6 5/8" clip-point blade with matte black finish, exhibiting some minor imperfections. The black hard rubber grip rates excellent
and exhibits no signs of damage. Included with the knife are a black nylon sheath and a factory box. The next six items are two identical
sets, three knives each, of On Target throwing knives. The first set of knives rate very good plus and exhibit only some minor light scratches and other handling marks along their grips. Included are a leather sheath and factory box. The second set rates near very good, but
exhibits faint to light surface oxidation. Included are a leather sheath and factory box. (136222-17L)
2835. CROSSBOW LOT Consists of two crossbow pistols. The first item is a pistol which rates very good plus but exhibits some light oxidation
along the assist cocker. The pistol features a set of iron sights. Included with the pistol are 14 crossbow bolts, allen wrench, instruction
sheet, and a factory box. The second item is a disassembled crossbow pistol in unopened packaging. The box includes the pistol frame,
bow, string, and three crossbow bolts. (136222-10)
2836. WEAPON LOT Consists of a handforged polearm. The polearm measures 80" and features a mid to late eighteenth century-style Partisan
head. The Partisan head with flanges measures 15" tall by 7" across and rates good, but exhibits tooling marks, light surface oxidation, and
pitting. The reproduction haft measures 65" tall x 1 3/4" in diameter and rates very good, but exhibits some light handling marks. See image
on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1A)
2837. WEAPON LOT Consists of two Victorian Era polearms. Each polearm measures 90 1/2" overall and features an early eighteenth century-style
Halberd head. The Halberd heads measure 14" tall by 5" across and rate very good, although having thinned to gun metal and exhibiting some light
surface oxidation. The hafts measure 76 1/2" tall x 1 1/4" in diameter and both rate very good, but exhibit expected minor to light handling marks. A
nice pair of Halberds which would make good additions to any polearm collection. See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136447-1B)
2838. WEAPON LOT Consists of an unmarked polearm. The polearm measures 85 1/2" and features a seventeenth century-style Partisan head.
The Partisan head measures 32 1/2" tall by 5 3/4" across and rates near good, but exhibits a few minor chips as well as pitting and some
light oxidation. The wooden haft measures 53" tall x 1 1/4" in diameter and rates very good, but exhibits numerous light handling marks.
One of the langets securing the Partisan head to the shaft has broken off, but the head does not exhibit any looseness despite its absence.
See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1C)
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2839. WEAPON LOT Consists of an unmarked polearm. The polearm measures 87 1/2" overall and features a spearpoint head with bowtie-style
sidewings. The head measures 17 1/2" tall x 5 1/2" across and rates good, but exhibits a few tooling marks as well as areas of minor pitting and some light surface oxidation. The non-original oak haft measures 70" tall x 1 1/2" in diameter and rates very good plus, exhibiting
only some minor handling marks, predominantly along the grooves. See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1D)
2840. WEAPON LOT Consists of an unmarked Spontoon. The polearm measures 81 1/2" overall and features a spearpoint head. The spearpoint head measures 12 3/4" tall by 2 3/4" across and rates good, but exhibits extensive pitting and some faint surface oxidation. The nonoriginal haft measures 68 1/2" tall x 1 1/2" in diameter and has been distressed to resemble worm damage. The haft rates good, but exhibits
some handling marks as well as a few repaired sections of wood. See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1E)
2841. WEAPON LOT Consists of a likely Victorian Era pike. The polearm measures 96 1/4" overall and features a square pike head. The pike
head measures 29 1/4" and rates very good, but exhibits some minor surface oxidation as well as a 10" crack running upward along the
shaft of the pike head. The reproduction haft measures 67" tall x 1 5/8" in diameter and rates very good plus, but exhibits some light handling marks. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1F)
2842. WEAPON LOT Consists of an unmarked Halberd. The polearm measures 90" overall and features a mid nineteenth century-style Halberd
head. The Halberd head measures 14 1/2" tall x 7 1/4" across and rates poor, exhibiting an all-encompassing strong brown patina with
extensive pitting. The shaft of the Halberd Head exhibits a 1/2" crack branching from the left side of the folded metal. The non-original haft
measures 75 1/2" tall x 1 1/4" in diameter and rates near very good, but exhibits some light handling marks as well as some wood damage.
See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1G)
2843. WEAPON LOT Consists of an unmarked Halberd. The polearm measures 80" overall and features an early seventeenth century-style
Halberd head. The Halberd head measures 18" tall x 7 3/4" across and rates near good, but exhibits a general brown patina with some pitting and light surface oxidation as well as a few chips in the blade. The reproduction haft measures 62" tall x 1 1/2" in diameter and rates
very good, exhibiting some light handling marks. See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1H)
2844. WEAPON LOT Consists of an unmarked bridle cutting pike. The polearm measures 81" overall and features a bridle cutting pike head.
The spearpoint pike head with sideblade measures 22 1/4" tall x 9" across and rates near good, but exhibits considerable oxidation as well
as a few minor chips in the edges of the spearpoint blade; the sideblade exhibits a period repaired crack, where it meets the pike head. The
reproduction haft measures 58 3/4" tall x 1 1/2" in diameter and has been distressed in order to appear period. The haft rates very good
plus, but exhibits some light handling marks. See image on page 129. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-1I)
2845. STORAGE LOT Consists of a polearm rack. The rack measures 66" long x 12 3/4" wide x 40" high and can hold up to seven polearms with
hafts measuring up to 1 1/2" in diameter. The stand rates very good, but exhibits several light marks from handling and use. The locking bar
includes two small locks, however no keys are provided with the lot. The stand is designed to be mounted to a wall and features screw holes
for this purpose. An adequate mount which could be used to store or display a number of polearms. Extra shipping will apply. (136647-2)
2846. ARMOR LOT Consists of a pair of modern production iron guantlets. The guantlets rate very good, but exhibit some minor light fading
along the exterior metal as well as a few isolate instances of minor light surface oxidation, with oxidation development more prevalent along
the interior surfaces. The interior of the right guantlet displays a stamping, though it is illegible due to fading at either end. The finger channels which normally secure the guantlets to the wearer are missing, thus preventing manipulation of the handpieces. The guantlets rate in
near very good condition overall and would make for more than adequate display pieces. (136222-7)

2847

2848

2849

2847. ARMOR LOT Consists of a French Cuirass breastplate. The steel chestpiece with brass studs rates very good, but has faded to gun metal.
The plate exhibits several light marks as well as some light surface oxidation and a few areas of minor pitting. The chest plate measures 22"
wide by 18" tall. The interior metal displays a couple of stampings which read "1160", with a faded, mostly illegible arsenal maker-mark present along the skirt; the metal also appears to have been electro-penciled "USA WASHINGTON HO-FF-ME-P635LL". The right exterior
side exhibits a series of numbers, either "068" or 890", which has had a line struck through it; the number "84" is also present, likely denoting that the piece was produced in 1884, similar to other examples of this armor. This breastplate would make for a more than adequate
display piece. (136647-6)
2848. ARMOR LOT Consists of a Zischagge fighting helmet The helmet is likely of Ottoman Turkish origin and features a semi-conical skull with
four-sided point at its top. The helmet retains its forward projecting peak and lobster-tail neckguard, exhibiting no lost or broken components. The metal surfaces rate very good, but have developed a stong general brown patina; the interior of the helmet is heavily oxidized.
Included with the helmet is a wooden support for displaying the piece. (136647-7A)
2849. ARMOR LOT Consists of a Chichak fighting helmet The helmet is likely of Assyrian origin and features a rounded skull. The helmet
remains in near good condition, but much of its forward projecting peak has broken off; the chainmail protection, earguards and adjustable
noseguard are also missing from the helmet. The edges of the helmet have become rough, with the metal surfaces exhibiting distortions;
the interior of the helmet exhibits some areas of heavy oxidation, and appears to have been electro-penciled "USA WASHINGTON HO-FFME-P635LL". This helmet has been well worn and exhibits two puncture holes. (136647-7B)
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2850. LOT OF POST-WAR GERMAN MILITARY CAPS Consists of two reproduction field hats. The first item is a green fabric M43-style
field hat which features two pebbled buttons, along with a gold, red, and black cockade. The second item is a gray fabric M43-style field
hat which features two pebbled buttons, along with a white gold, red, and black cockade; a crossed-swords insignia is also present.
Detached, but included with the field hat, is an Army Mountain Trooper's Cap Edelweiss insignia. (136222-30)
2851. LOT OF COATS Consists of three military-style jackets The first piece of attire is a military-style blue wool jacket by Larella Upsala
Kappfabrik. The jacket is untagged but seems to be size 44-46 (probably long). The jacket features gold-colored toggle buttons, with what
appear to be the Swedish "triple crown" motif; the jacket also features a set of shoulder loops with buttons of the same design. The jacket features two pockets with protective flaps. The interior of the jacket exhibits a single tag which reads "C50", as well as a stamping which
displays the "triple crown" design and what is likely a date of 1960. The next item is a post-war German military-style grayish-green jacket. The interior of the jacket reveals a tag which would seem to indicate that the jacket is size 52. The jacket features silver-colored pebbled toggle buttons. The jacket features two pockets with protective flaps. The interior of the jacket displays a stamping which displays the
letters "NVA", the acronym for the Nationale Volksarmee of East Germany. The final item is a black leather jacket with fur collar, in the WWII
German tank crew style. The jacket features black plastic toggle buttons, and also features a set of shoulder loops. The jacket features two
pockets with protective flaps, as well as one internal pocket. The interior of the jacket has a wool lining. A single square tag is affixed to
the interior of the jacket, and displays the numbers "163" above a larger "2". (136222-32)
2852. LOT OF COATS Consists of four military-style jackets The first piece of attire is a WWII U.S. Army field jacket tagged as size 42L. The
jacket is made of OD green wool and features two breast pockets and buttons up the front, with buckles to cinch the coat at the waist; it
also features a set of interior pockets. The jacket features a Technician 4th Grade patch on both arms, with a Tank Destroyer Battalion patch
on the left shoulder. Pinned above the left pocket are a European-African-Middle Eastern Campaign ribbon and Good Conduct ribbon; a
Presidential Unit Citation ribbon is pinned above the right pocket. The jacket also displays a "Ruptured Duck" Honorable Service patch signifying an honorable discharge during WWII - as well as a set of service bars on the left sleeve. The second jacket is a WWII U.S. Army
field jacket tagged as size 38S. The jacket is OD green and features two breast pockets and buttons up the front, with buckles to cinch the
coat at the waist; it also features a set of interior pockets. The jacket features a Specialist patch on both arms, with a Third United States
Army patch on the left shoulder; no other patches, pins, medals, or ribbons are present. The interior of the jacket is triple-stamped "S2007"
at the neck. The third item is a West German military jacket. The jacket is made of OD green wool and features two breast pockets and
buttons up the front; it also features interior pockets. The jacket features a German flag patch on both arms. The jacket is not tagged with
the size, but is most probably 36-38. The final item is an unmarked green wool military-style jacket, with no identifying features. The jacket is OD green wool and features two breast pockets and buttons up the front; it also features a set of interior pockets. The jacket is not
tagged with a size, but seems to be men's small. (136222-31)
2853. LOT OF TRIPODS Consists of three wood and metal tripods. The first tripod is stamped "U.S. 1862" along its front leg and measures
approximately 38 1/4" tall when folded up. The tripod rates near very good, but the front of the frame exhibits an about 2" crack running
through the right screw; the wooden surfaces also exhibit general light handling marks and a few impact marks. The front of the stand features a trap with brass cover, which exhibits only some light scuff marks. The camera rest rates very good and retains much of its protective felt covering. The camera base features a brass covering with integral level, still in working condition. All of the legs retain their metal
feet, but the leather belt which once secured the legs together has since torn apart. The second item appears to be a modern production
tripod, with the only visible marking being "Japan" stamped on the central metal base. The tripod measures approximately 38 1/2" tall when
folded up, but can be adjusted with turn screws at the lower metal bands. The tripod rates very good plus, with the legs exhibiting only
some light wear from rubbing against the central base while the rubber feet exhibit some splitting. The top of the tripod features a 1" diameter hole with retaining screw, but no corresponding base is present. While the central metal base can be made to hold up independently, it is missing two retaining screws and replacements should be procured. The final tripod is a disassembled tripod by Folmer & Schwing
Div. of Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester, N.Y., dated 1914. Each of the legs, as well as the base, is stamped "U.S. ENGR. DEPT." denoting the
tripod as having belonged to the United States Army Corps of Engineers. The mahogany rates very good, but exhibits general light handling marks as well as some scratches; the central base exhibits a couple of minor cracks. The brass surfaces likewise rate very good, but
exhibit a few light scratches as well as faded luster. (136222-3)
2854. LOT OF M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES Consists of four assorted capacity magazines. The first item is a 30 round blued magazine marked
"J" along the back, indicating production by B. Jahn Manufacturing. The magazine rates near very good and retains about 50% of its factory original blued finish, but exhibits general handling marks as well as some silvering and light surface oxidation. The second item is a 30
round magazine marked "SEY" along the back, and appears to be an authentic Seymour Products magazine. The magazine rates good but
retains almost no blued finish, having faded to gun metal and exhibiting numerous handling marks as well as considerable light pitting. The
remaining two magazines are both 15 round magazines from Winchester, one marked "IW" and the other "BW". The magazines both rate
very good plus and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only some light handling marks and a few instances of
silvering. (136935-50)
2855. LOT OF S&W MAGAZINES Consists of two 8 round magazines for a Smith & Wesson Model 39 semi-auto pistol. Both magazines rate
very good plus and retain about 95% of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting only some minor use-related wear marks. While the
two followers are slightly different from one another, both magazine floorplates are identically stamped "S&W". Included with the magazines is a Bianchi 20-C black leather dual magazine pouch. The pouch rates very good but exhibits considerable wear-related marks.
(136935-50A)
2856. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS MAGAZINES Consists of four assorted items. The first is a 20 round magazine for a Ruger Mini-14 semiauto rifle. The magazine rates very good and retains about 85% of its factory original blued finish, exhibiting some instances of silvering and
light surface oxidation. The magazine was manufactured by the Ruger factory and is stamped "RUGER" along the left side. The second
item is a 10 round magazine for a Mossberg .22 rifle. The magazine rates very good and retains about 90% of its factory original blued finish, but exhibits some light scratches and fading of its blue. The third item is a 6 round magazine for High Standard Model G semi-auto pistol in 380 ACP. The magazine rates near very good and retains about 80% of its factory original blued finish, but exhibits some silvering and
light surface oxidation. The final item is a single-stack magazine for an undetermined model of 32 ACP semi-auto pistol with a bottom latch
magazine release. The magazine has a 9 round capacity and rates near very good. (136935-50B)
2857. MAGAZINE LOT Consists of a single, double-stack 9mm Glock magazine. The magazine rates excellent and exhibits only a few negligible marks from use. The magazine possesses a 17 round capacity. (137242-2)
2858. LOT OF GUN PARTS Consists of assorted components for a Winchester Model 1894 lever action rifle. The lot includes a smooth walnut straight stock, measuring 13 1/4" and featuring a crescent metal buttplate. The stock rates very good but exhibits numerous light handling marks and wear, as well as a 2 1/4" x 3/4" section missing from the butt. The buttplate exhibits some light surface oxidation and pitting. The next item is a smooth walnut forearm with integral magazine tube. The forearm rates very good plus and exhibits only a few light
handling marks. The metal surfaces rate very good but exhibit moderate external surface oxidation with heavy internal oxidation. Included
with the forearm is the magazine spring and follower. The remaining items include a forend cap, bolt, trigger, lever, and various small parts,
each exhibiting moderate to heavy oxidation. Also included with the lot is a lyman tang rear sight. (135669-121)
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2859. UNMARKED MEDITERRANEAN FLINTLOCK PISTOL, about 62 Caliber, 13" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
rate good, but have faded to a dull brown-gunmetal gray patina and exhibit some light surface oxidation as well as light pitting. The detailed
walnut grip rates good but exhibits numerous dings, scratches, and cracks, as well as some chips. The pistol features an ornate brass pommel at the butt of the grips; the triggerguard also displays decorative engravings. The left side of the wooden grips features an imbedded
section of brass, which appears to have been electro-penciled "USA. WASHINGTON HO-FF-ME-P65LL". The pistol does not include any
(100/200)
provision for a ramrod. An interesting flintlock pistol made for the tourist trade. (136647-4) {ANTIQUE}
2860. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS Consists of two antique powder flasks. The first item is a brass powder flask by James Dixon & Son of
Sheffield, England. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain much of their original brightness, although the flask does exhibit some
fading to a dull brown color. The front on the flask displays a game scene, with two hunting dogs in pursuit of their quarry while their master follows in the background. The flask rates very good overall, but is missing the spring which allows the cut-off to fully open. The second item is an unmarked powder flask made from horn. The powder flask rates poor and exhibit several large holes, exposing the interior
of the flask. In addition, the spring has rusted shut. (136647-19)
2861. KNIFE LOT Consists of a reproduction Broomhead & Thomas of Sheffield bowie knife. The knife features a 10 3/4" clip-point blade, with
a Spanish choil toward the handguard. The blade rates very good, but exhibits some light handling marks as well as minor pitting. The handuard and hilt both rate very good plus and exhibiting only some minor flaking of their silver-plated finish, revealing hidden brass. The bone
grips rate very good plus and exhibit no chips or cracks. (136647-18)
2862. KNIFE LOT Consists of a single unmarked kukri. The kukri features an 11" blade which rates very good, but exhibits a few minor marks.
The handle rates near very good, but exhibits a 1" crack running rearward from the handguard. Included with the kukri is a leather sheath,
with two small accessory knives. (136647-22A)
2863. KNIFE LOT Consists of unmarked nearly-symmetrical 10 1/4" Somali leaf-point blade. The knife rates good, but exhibits substantial oxidation. The bone handle rates very good plus and exhibits no cracks or chips. Included with the knife is a kid skin sheath which has been
ink-marked with the message "Major Honorable RF Carnegie from Sausau Elmi, Somali. Sept. 1910." Cursory research revealed that R.F.
Carnegie commanded the 2nd Battalion Gordon Highlanders during the Second Matabele War, 1896; in the Boer War, Carnegie led troops
to support the fighting at Caesar's Camp on January 6, 1900, during which he was badly wounded. An interesting piece of history which
remains in about very good condition overall. (136647-16A)
2864. KNIFE LOT Consists of an unmarked, presumably Bali-made Kris. The knife rates poor and exhibits extensive oxidation along the 15 1/2"
partially-waved blade. The raised ribs on the blade are characteristic of kris-malala knives, which are more often found in Bali than anywhere
else. The knife features a carved bone handle with diamond-shaped faceted design and crown style pommel. The handle rates near very
good but exhibit three large cracks as well as several minor cracks toward the handguard, the carved section of bone also exhibits a couple of old antique repairs. Included with the knife is a wooden scabbard with accented metal bindings. The scabbard rates near very good
but exhibits several minor to moderate sized cracks. (136647-22B)
2865. AXE LOT Consists of a likely European side-broadaxe. The axe measures 22"overall; from the eye to the butt, the handle measures 17";
the axehead measures 8 1/4" from the poll, with a 14 1/2" bearded cutting edge. The axehead rates good but has acquired an all-encompassing brown patina as well as some light marks. The head displays two identical stampings on the right side with the letters "SR" in a
circle, there is also an unidentified touchmark in the metal on the right side. The wooden handle rates very good but exhibits some minor
varnish loss as well as a faint 1 1/2" crack in the left side. (136647-9A)
2866. BLUNT WEAPON LOT Consists of two unmarked African battle implements. The first item is a South African Knobkerrie. A throwing
stick used by the Kaffirs, the knobkerrie is comprised of a short stick with a large knob at the end. The weapon is constructed from a solid
piece of wood and rates good, but exhibits several minor to moderate sized cracks in both the knob and handle. The knobkerrie measures
17" overall, with the head measuring 4" in diameter. The second item is a right-angled war club measuring 29 1/2" tall. The wooden club
rates near good, but exhibits several deep cracks. (136647-23A)
2867. ETHNOGRAPHIC WEAPON LOT Consists of a single African Igorot shield. The wooden shield rates very good, but exhibits several chips
and age-related wear. The front of the shield displays a pattern comprised of diamonds, stars, and circles in black paint, which exhibit some
minor fading. The back of the shield features an integral carved-out grip, as well as a small installed hook for displaying the piece. (136647-24)
2868. BLOWGUN LOT Consists of an unmarked blowgun. The blowgun rates very good plus and exhibits some raised surfaces toward the
muzzle. The bore rates good, but is mostly dark. Included with the blowgun is a quiver which contains 7 darts. The quiver possesses a
decorative carry handle which features wood-carved depictions of a wild boar and a baboon. Also included with the blowgun is decorative
mask and incorrectly-sized darts. In addition, a wicker basket is included with the lot. (136647-9)
2869. UNMARKED PERCUSSION RIFLE 60 Caliber, 24" octagon, tapering to round, barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
rate good but retain none of their factory original finish, having thinned to gun metal and exhibiting light to moderate pitting along the barrel. All markings have either been obliterated, or are otherwise degraded and somewhat illegible. The barrel exhibits welded metal along
both the front sight and affixed ramrod guide. The smooth walnut halfstock rates very good, but exhibits a few faint handling marks, as
well as a minor 4" crack along the bottom of the forearm running rearward from the ramrod housing. The rifle features a set of sling swivels,
as well as a makeshift saddle ring installed through the triggerguard. Included with the rifle is a ramrod. (137292-96) {ANTIQUE} [Tom
Varrell Collection]
(100/200)

2870

2870. U.S. MODEL 1817 PERCUSSION CONVERTED MUSKET BY M.T. WICKHAM
69 Caliber, 31" shortened barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate about good but
retain none of their factory original finish, having thinned to gun metal and exhibiting light pitting throughout. The sidelock
exhibits less than average pitting and displays strong arsenal markings; an installed brass metal block replaces the pan which was removed
during the musket's conversion from flintlock. The smooth walnut fullstock rates about good, but exhibits a chip missing from along the right
side tang, some damage along the left forend which has exposed the tips of the two forward-most barrel band retaining springs, several light
to moderate cracks, and some general handling marks. The musket features sling swivels and includes a ramrod and 1829-dated lockplate.
(137292-94) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/300)
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2871. U.S. MODEL 1898 KRAG-JØRGENSEN BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY SPRINGFIELD ARMORY serial #242488, 30-40 Krag, 30"
barrel with a near very good bore which exhibits some light frosting and a few minor pits. The metal surfaces rate near very good and
retain about 30% of their blued finish, but exhibit general fading and some faint surface oxidation; the receiver displays gun metal speckled with light oxidation staining. The barrel bands have been nickel plated and rate very good; the barrel bands retain about 80% of their
bright nickel, but exhibit several light scratches and other handling marks along the front-most band. The smooth walnut stock rates very
good, but exhibits numerous light scratches and dings; a partially legible 1900-dated inspector's cartouche is visible along the left side of
the stock, between the triggerguard and receiver. The rifle's iron sights have since been removed, leaving a set of arsenal drilled holes
where the rear sight block once sat and a front sight block absent its blade. Included with the rifle is a black leather sling from Turner
Saddlery. (137292-77) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(150/250)
2872. ISHAPORE ARSENAL NO.1 MK.III BOLT ACTION RIFLE IMPORTED BY CAI serial #10400N, 303 British, 25" barrel with an
excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain about 20% of factory original blued finish, having mostly faded to
a brownish-gray patina with some stronger blue remaining along the exposed section of barrel. The arsenal markings on the left side of the
buttstock socket largely remain strong, and identify the rifle as having been produced in 1964, but much of the RFI crest has faded. The
smooth walnut stock rates very good, but has had the forearm slightly cut-down and exhibiting some light dings and scratches; the right
side of the buttstock is stamped "430", also displaying light remnants of a cartouche with "8^A" contained within a circle. The rifle features
its factory original military rear sight, but the military nose cap has since been removed from the front sight block, leaving the blade unprotected. Nonetheless, still an adequate shooter or hunting rifle. Included with the rifle is a single 10 round detachable box magazine.
(137292-55) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(150/250)
2873. CUSTOM MAUSER K98 BOLT ACTION VARMINT RIFLE serial #2336, 22-250 Remington, 26" heavy barrel with an excellent, bright
bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 90% of their buffed reblued finish, but exhibit some light handling marks, as
well as a few scattered spots of minor surface oxidation. The smooth walnut target stock features a raised cheekpiece and rates very good
plus, but exhibits multiple light scratches, as well as a 1 1/2" crack in the right side running forward from the butt; featured with the rifle is
a Bishop buttplate, bringing the length of pull to 13 1/2". The rifle does not feature any iron sights, but the top of the barrel does exhibit a
set of drilled and tapped holes. Installed atop the receiver is a Tasco Golden Antler 3-9x wideview riflescope. The optic features a duplex
reticle and displays a crisp, clear sight picture. (137292-52) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(200/400)
2874. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot consists of 26 items including 24 leather holsters, examples of which are three European style for semi-auto
pistols with front magazine pouches; a nicely padded Bianchi #12 arm holster for a .25 auto; a Bucheimer Detective 37A-43W and a Hunter
52H with correct shoulder rig. Other notable items are an excellent Bucheimer for a revolver with a 6” barrel; four assorted clip-on holsters
for small handguns and a Bianchi #9R1 with shoulder rig and suitable for a Chief Special. Also included is a Don Hume H717 No. 5M concealment holster and a George Lawrence marked “9/22A/6 3/4” for a revolver. The two non-holster items are a padded black vinyl Browning
pistol rug measuring 13” in length and a color guard flag pole carrier with strap that connects to a waist belt and constructed of tan leather.
The overall condition of the lot is very good. (75694-13E)
2875. SIGHT AND SCOPE LOT This lot consists of three items beginning with a Simmons Master electronic red dot sight model no. 51004
suitable for an AR-15 that is fully functional and exhibits virtually no handling marks. Also included are two blued rifle scopes with excellent optics beginning with an adjustable Weaver D4 measuring 11 1/2” in length and with attached Weaver rings and retaining 98% finish.
The other is an Apache, also with rings and with a 13” tube that retains about 95% finish with a few handling marks and an adjustable sun
shade. (75694-16A)
2876. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of five blued and unmarked Ruger magazines for the Standard and Mark I pistols. The .22 lr. cal.
magazines rate near excellent with strong springs, virtually no indication of usage and areas of faint oxidation on some. (75694-15A)
2877. LOT OF MAGAZINES AND CLIPS. This is a lot of five M1 Carbine magazines and seven M1 Garand en-bloc stripper clips. Four of
the magazines are ten rd. and are from the following manufacturers: National Postal Meter, International Silver, Quality Hardware and
Winchester. There is also an unmarked five rd. and the overall condition of the magazines is about very good with indications of overall light
wear and poor storage as each exhibits varying degrees of surface oxidation bringing original blue retention to about 90%. The en-bloc clips
rate a little higher with faint isolated oxidation on some and some storage wear but little indication of usage. (75694-15B)
2878. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five S&W-marked 9mm magazines for the S&W Model 59. The 14 rd. magazines retain about
98% original blue finish with loss due to scattered specks of surface oxidation. The magazines rate excellent and appear unused. (75694-15C)
2879. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of four magazines for the S&W Model 39 pistol. Three of the single stack 9mm magazines show no
indication of use and the fourth shows only very light wear and they retain about 99% original blue. (75694-15D)
2880. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five .22 cal. magazines for target pistols beginning with a pair of two-tone with the first retaining about 60% original blue with loss due to wear and the second of these Colt marked two line examples in a lesser state as it retains about
40% finish with mild to moderate pitting observed. The other three are High Standard marked, with two rating near excellent, retaining
about 95% blue and showing light wear. The last one is devoid of finish and exhibits scattered surface oxidation. (75694-15E)
2881. LOT OF MAGAZINES This is a lot of five S&W marked ten rd., .22lr. magazines of blued steel and for the S&W model 41 and others.
The magazines appear unused. (75694-15I)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you • All Silent Auction Bids are due by 2:00 pm on August 29, 2015.
Results will be available on Wednesday, September 2, 2015.
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ABSENTEE BIDDING FORM

AUCTION COMPANY, INC.

250 Commercial Street, Unit No. 3011
Manchester, NH 03101

603/627-7383 • Fax 603/627-7384

I have read, fully understand and agree to the Terms and Conditions of Sale set forth in this catalog.
Please place the following bids on my behalf in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of Sale.
NOTE: If you would like Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. to make one additional bid on your behalf in the event of
a tie, please place a “ + “ after your bid amount.
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City:_____________________________________________ State:_____________ Zip:_________________
Telephone:______________________________________ Fax: ____________________________________
Deposit: q check #__________ q Credit Card: ________________________________ Exp:___________
I authorize Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. to charge 20% of my bid total to the above credit card
number as a deposit on my bids.
Signature:_________________________________________________ Date:_____________________
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
ABSENTEE BIDDING
• Bidders without prior credit approval are required to submit a 20% deposit prior to bids being accepted (credit cards may be used
for absentee deposits). Absentee bids will be bid in a competitive manner and an absentee bidder needs only to outbid another
buyer i.e. bidding will not be opened at the maximum bid unless that is the next competitive bid. Buyer is responsible for any and
all shipping charges.
• Amoskeag Auction Co., Inc. will not be held responsible for errors or omissions of any type that may occur during this service.
• All Silent Auction bids are due by 2:00pm on the day of the sale. If you are planning on bidding on an excessive amount of items we
request that your bid sheets be turned in on the Friday before the sale. Please do not call the gallery once the auction has started
(after 10:00am) as we will not be able to make changes to bids. Faxed bid sheets will be accepted for the silent auction until 2:00pm.
• All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.
IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE,
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT. THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

Silent auction VIEWING
Viewing will be available from Monday, August 17th through Friday, August 28th, by appointment, as well as on the day
of sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be
obtained by calling our office.

SHIPPING
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will make every effort to ship items in a timely fashion; most orders are shipped within 48 hours of payment. All items, with the exception of modern handguns, are shipped via UPS Ground unless other
arrangements have been made.
• All modern handguns are shipped via UPS Next Day Air service.
• Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges.

PICKING UP MERCHANDISE
• OUR OFFICE WILL BE CLOSED MONDAY AND TUESDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE. No merchandise will be
delivered on those days. We will resume normal business hours on Wednesday.
• Our office hours are Monday through Friday - 8:00 am to 4:00pm. Please call ahead prior to arriving to pickup your
merchandise.

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left. FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.
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